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16. Abstract
Circumferential inlet distortion testing of a TF30-P-3 afterburning turbofan engine was conducted at
NASA-Lewis Research Center. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft has analyzed the data using its multiple segment
parallel compressor model and classical parallel compressor theory. Distortion attenuation analysis
resulted in a detailed flow field calculation with good agreement between multiple segment model predic-
tions and the test data. Sensitivity of the engine stall line to circumferential inlet distortion was calculated
on the basis of paralle/compressor theory to be more severe than indicated by the data. However, the cal-
culated stall site location was in agreement with high response instrumentation measurements.
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The analysis of circumferential inlet flow distortion data taken by NASA-Lewis Research
Center personnel from testing of a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30-P-3 afterburning turbofan
engine is presented herein. The distortion was generated by a NASA-developed air jet de-
vice which was capable of varying the amplitude, circumferential extent, and circumferential
position of a low total pressure region. The data included detailed steady state instrumenta-
tion measurements for distortion levels below those required to stall the engine, as well as
steady state and high response instrumentation measurements to document engine stall.
Data analysis was primarily performed through the use of the P&WA-developed multiple seg-
ment parallel compressor model. This model exists as a computer program and provides a
detailed blade row by blade row definition of the distorted flow field for the TF30-P-3 com-
pression system. 'The required pressure and temperature rise characteristics for each blade
row were provided from previous P&WA compressor component rig testing. The results of
this program were compared in detail with available pressure and temperature measurements
at two low rotor speeds: 7400 rpm and 8600 rpm. Generally good agreement was obtained
between the model calculations and the test data. The predicted attenuation and circumfer-
ential movement of the distorted region through the compressor were verified by the data.
An analysis of the same data by NASA-LeRC personnel was presented in Reference 1 with-
out the assistance of the model. Some of the conclusions reached in that data analysis are
also included in this report for comparison purposes.
The engine stall data was analyzed on the basis of classical two-segment parallel compressor
theory. A comparison is made between the distortion level which was observed to cause en-
gine stall and the distortion level predicted by using parallel compressor theory. In general,
the predicted level was lower than that which was measured experimentally. On the basis of
the prediction, however, an estimate was made of the origin of the stall which was in reason-
able agreement with the stall site determined from high response records. The data analyzed
covered a low rotor speed range from 7300 rpm to 8700 rpm. It was determined in each case
that stall was initiated in the front stages of the low pressure compressor.
INTRODUCTION
NASA Lewis Research Center (NASA LeRC) testing of the P&WA TF30 P-3 afterburning
turbofan engine with circumferential total pressure distortion has provided detailed measure-
ments of distortion attenuation and sensitivity. A description of the test may be found in
Reference I. These data have been analyzed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft using its extensive
background of experience with this engine and also using parallel compressor theory and
the P&WA-developed multiple segment parallel compressor model. This model calculates a
row by row prediction of distortion attenuation and provides an analytical basis for inter-
preting the engine measurements. A description of the model is presented in Appendix A.
The multiple segment model makes use of blade row performance (pressure and temperature
rise) characteristics which have been derived from component rig testing with uniform inlet
conditions.For thisreason,theundistortedinlet datafor theNASATF30-P-3engine,
supplementedby similar measurements made by P&'WA on a number of TF30 engines, were
analyzed to verify suitability of the model and provide a sound basis for interpreting the
engine data with the non-uniform inlet pressure.
The circumferential distortion attenuation data were predicted and compared graphically
with the measured data at two rotational speeds: 7400 and 8600 rpm (approximately 77
and 90 percent of low rotor design speed) at a Reynold's Number Index of 0.5. Flow
velocity distortion predictions were also reproduced graphically. The circumferential
variations of blade incidence and loading were also calculated and are included in a summary
tabulation in Appendix B of this report.
Classical parallel compressor theory was used to predict the stall line sensitivity of the TF30-
P-3 engine to circumferential pressure distortion. This calculation was based upon the same
blade row characteristics used for the uniform inlet and distortion attenuation analysis.
The distortion level was varied systematically until the amplitude necessary for stall was
reached at the measured average engine operating point. The predicted level was compared
to the observed level of distortion at stall for four rotational speeds: 7300, 7800, 8200 and
8700 rpm. The maximum loading as det'med by diffusion factor was calculated for each
blade row in order to fix the origin of compressor stall. High response instrumentation
records for the NASA LeRC engine test were used to verify the initial stall location.
The work reported herein was done in the U. S. Customary system of units. The informa-




The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30-P-3 turbofan engine was tested with 180 ° circumferen-
tial total pressure distortion in an altitude test chamber. An engine cross-section with the
instrumentation station locations is shown in Figure 1. The distortion was generated by a
NASA-developed air-jet device (Reference 2). This device produces total pressure distortion
patterns through the injection of secondary air one diameter upstream of the engine directed
against the primary inlet airflow. The distortion was rotated in 60 ° increments in order to
effectively increase the instrumentation coverage and provide a better def'mition of the dis-
tortion pattern.
The data obtained by rotating the distortion pattern was reduced, analyzed and reported
by NASA LeRC personnel in Reference 1. Two rotational speeds were tested: 7400 and
8600 rpm at approximately two-thirds the level of inlet distortion required to stall the
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engine.Inlet distortionamplitude (Ptma x - Ptmin/Ptavg) at stall was approximately 13
percent at 8600 rpm and 9 percent at 7400 rpm.
A subsequent test series using the same engine investigated the distortion sensitivity of the
TF30-P-3 engine. These results were not included in Reference 1, but are related in Refer-
ence 3. During these tests the distortion amplitude was systematically increased at constant
low rotor speed until an engine stall was recorded using high response instrumentation.
The engine was then decelerated with the air-jet device setting held at the pre-surge position.
The high pressure compressor 12th stage overboard bleeds were then held open and the
engine was accelerated back to the pre-surge low rotor speed. Steady state instrumentation
was recorded in order to document the distortion level and engine operating condition.
This procedure was followed for a range of low rotor speeds from approximately 6700 rpm
to 9000 rpm. Four low rotor speeds within this range have been selected for analysis under
this contract. These are approximately 7300, 7800, 8200, and 8700 rpm.
P&WA RIG DATA AND COMPRESSOR MODEL
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's TF30 compressor model is based upon individual static pressure
and total temperature rise characteristics for each blade row. These non-linear characteris-
tics are based upon mean diameter (defined as that diameter which separates the annulus in-
to two equal flow areas) with the exception of the fan. The first three stages of the engine
are separated into two regions representative of the flow which enters the fan duct and that
which enters the engine core. The outer annulus is referred to herein as the fan, and the in-
ner annulus, stations 2 to 2.3, as the first three stages of the low pressure compressor. These
two regions are separated by a pseudo-boundary located at a diameter which is dependent
upon the engine bypass ratio and fan geometry. These characteristics were derived from
component rig testing of the TF30 compressors with uniform inlet conditions, by using mea-
sured static pressures and total temperatures. The necessary velocity triangles are determined
by assuming that the exit angle for each blade row is constant in its own coordinate system.
That is to say, the relative air angle is equal to the trailing edge metal angle minus a fixed de-
viation. This deviation is determined for each blade row at design incidence from two-
dimensional cascade correlations. The inlet air angle relative to the following blade row is
then calculated by using local mean values for axial velocity and wheel speed. The P&WA
model additionally uses multiple circumferential segynents and accounts for unsteady flow
effects and circumferential crossflow which take place due to the distortion. Thirty-six seg-
ments have been used for the analysis of the TF30-P-3 distortion attenuation data.
This model is not capable of determining an engine operating point a priori since it has no
simulations of any engine components except the compression system. Hence, necessary
input requirements include total corrected airflow and engine bypass ratio, as well as high
and low rotor speeds. The model may be exercised with either uniform flow conditions
or with circumferentially non-uniform inlet total pressure and/or total temperature, and/or
non-uniform exit static pressure. The operation of the model under non-uniform flow con-
ditions may optionally be based upon classic parallel compressor theory or as the more com-
plete multiple segment parallel compressor analysis.
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
UNIFORM INLET DATA
Uniform inlet data from NASA-LeRC tests were analyzed to verify the applicability of the
P&WA blade row performance characteristics from TF30 compressor rig testing. The undis-
torted data analysis revealed that some measurements which are critical for the determination
of engine bypass ratio were made with an insufficient number of instrumentation locations.
In order to correct this deficiency the available data were supplemented by similar measure-
ments made by P&WA on a number of TF30 engines. The complete data analysis during this
phase verified that the blade row characteristics provided an adequate representation of the
TF30 engine performance. An exception was the speed-airflow relationship for the fan, but
this was corrected by modifying the characteristics to reflect slightly higher total airflow cap-
acity for the engine tested at NASA LeRC relative to the component rig results.
The P&WA characteristics were derived from rig testing with different instrumentation and
different Reynold's Number levels than were used in the NASA engine testing. The use of
engine airflow for cooling purposes is another difference between the two tests. These dif-
ferences resulted in real and apparent flow capacity shifts and were necessarily considered
when the applicability of the characteristics was evaluated. The most convenient procedure
for this task was to adjust the engine data for these differences and make comparisons with
compressor rig overall performance maps. The engine core airflow calculation was an im-
portant part of this procedure and particular attention was given to using the most accurate
technique available.
The TF30-P-3 turbofan is a mixed flow engine since the engine core and fan bypass flows
mix together and exit through a common tailpipe and nozzle. This type of configuration
precludes the separate measurement of engine and fan flows as is done in compressor rig
testing. It is customary, therefore, to measure the total airflow and to calculate the engine
bypass ratio (fan duct flow/engine flow) using other measured engine parameters. The
calculation used for this purpose is based upon an energy balance between the compressors
and turbines, the fuel and air flow entering and the flow leaving the engine. The equations
as well as the measured and assumed parameters required for this calculation are outlined in
Figure 2.
Initial calculations of engine bypass ratio for NASA LeRC uniform inlet data made on the
basis of an energy balance between the compressors, burner, and turbines indicated unusual
flow characteristics. Engine flow was calculated to increase as power setting was reduced
in the intermediate operating range. It was initially suspected that the assumed primary
burner efficiency used for this calculation was in error at reduced power. A thorough in-
vestigation revealed that the source of the problem was the use of only two turbine exit
temperature rakes. It can be seen in Figure 3 that the right side and left side rake readings
are significantly different in the intermediate speed range. An investigation of the distor-
tion data showed a similar problem with the turbine exit temperature measurement over
this range. The difference in temperature measurement is attributed to the change in cir-
cumferential swirl of the air through the turbine with rotor speed. As swirl changes with
speed, the different rakes can be exposed to locally colder or hotter regions in the burner
exit profile which are not representative of true average conditions. For this reason,
experimental engines tested at P&WA normally have six turbine exit temperature rakes to
obtain accurate data. A comparison of the NASA LeRC data with other available engine
data indicates that the left side rake measurement is closer to the actual temperature than
the average of the two rakes. The left side temperature was therefore corrected to represen't
an average temperature using other engine experience. Bypass ratios were recalculated and
the results were found to be more consistent with the other engine and compressor rig exper-
en ce.
In summary, the following analysis has been conducted using the NASA LeRC uniform
inlet data:
. The engine bypass ratio has been calculated on the basis of an energy balance between_
the compressors, burner and turbines. Inconsistencies in turbine exit temperature
measurements were caused by limited instrumentation coverage. These inconsistencies
have been resolved on the basis of other TF30-P-3 engine data with more extensive
instrumentation coverage.
.
Parasitic airflow (.67% for cooling purposes) is removed from the main airflow at sta-
tion 3.0 (high pressure compressor inlet). This reduction in airflow was accounted for
in determining high pressure compressor performance.
. The large (for structural integrity) station 3.0 total pressure rakes cause a known back-
pressure effect which raised the indicated total pressure measurement approximately
4% above the true level. The higher Pt 3.0 was accounted for to accurately determine
the relative airflow matching and performance of the low pressure compressor and high
pressure compressor. Small adjustments in total pressure level for differences in radial
instrumentation between engine and rig tests were similarly accountable.
. Different levels of Reynold's Number existed between the rig and engine tests. Flow
capacity shifts due to these differences were applied for the fan, low pressure and high
pressure compressors.
The resulting adjusted engine data has been plotted on the rig performance maps in Figures
4 through 6. The fan operating line, (Figure 4), falls below the normal sea level operating
line because the NASA test was run with a choked exit nozzle, which has the same effect
as running unchoked with a larger nozzle area. It is also observed that the NASA total
corrected airflow is somewhat higher than that measured in the rig test. The difference,
about 1.5%, can be attributed to engine-to-engine variation, and measurement error toler-
ances.
The low pressure compressor operating line is above the normal operating line, see Figure
5. This result is characteristic of the TF30 engine with a low fan operating line. Relative
speed-flow differences at high speed are also expected because of the influence of the by-
pass ratio (which is relatively higher with the choked jet nozzle) on the low pressure com-
pressor. The agreement of the data on the high pressure compressor map is quite good as
shown on Figure 6.
Predictionsof theenginedatausingP&WA's compressor characteristics are also shown on
the figures. Fan predictions were based on compressor characteristics with the fan blade
rows modified to reflect the 1.5% greater total corrected airflow measured by NASA. These
predictions automatically include the effects of bypass ratio on the low pressure compres-
sor map. The P&WA characteristics are seen to be quite adequate for use in predicting the
NASA data for this contract. It should be noted that data were not available from the NASA
LeRC enginetest to substantiate the level of the rig-generated stall lines shown on the three
maps. However, P&WA experience with TF30 engine and dual spool rig testing (Reference
6) supports the assumption that rig and engine stall lines are synonymous at the same
Reynolds Number.
DISTORTION ATTENUATION
The circumferential distortion attenuation data analysis done under this contract is based
upon the P&WA developed multiple segment parallel compressor model. This model pro-
•rides a detailed prediction of the distorted flow field which is used for the purpose of inter-
preting the measured pressure and temperature distortion profiles at the different measure-
ment planes within the engine. The data analysis of Reference 1 was done without the aid
of such a calculation. Accordingly, some of the conclusions drawn in that analysis are
different than those reached in this present work. These differences will be commented on
later in the data analysis section.
Data Analysis
The NASA LeRC TF30-P-3 turbofan tests were conducted to evaluate the response of this
engine to circumferential inlet total pressure distortion. The air jet device used to produce
the circumferential distortion is described in detail in NASA TMX-1946. Rotation of the
distortion in 60 ° increments provided detailed definition of the distorted flow field. 180 °
extent distortion rotation data were obtained at two locations on the engine operating
line: one at approximately 7400 rpm, the other at approximately 8600 rpm. The data were
normalized by NASA LeRC for variations in inlet total pressure. Additionally, the P&WA
data analysis consisted of:
I. averaging data over the six distortion positions,
2. calculating the compressor performance parameters,
3. executing the P&WA multiple segment parallel model compressor program with
appropriate input from the distortion rotation data including inlet pressure profile,
. comparing the compressor performance parameters from the P&WA compressor
model predictions with those calculated from the test data and with P&WA compressor
rig experience,
, comparing the flow field profiles as measured and as predicted by the P&WA com-
pressor model at the axial locations used by NASA LeRC to measure flow properties
within the compression system.
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After thedata were averaged over the six rotations at the stations required to determine
the performance characteristics for the components of the TF30 compression system, the
bypass ratios were determined by using the turbine exit temperature calibration obtained
from the clean inlet data in the energy balance equations. The resulting compressor per-
formance parameters were then adjusted as were the uniform inlet data for differences in
Reynolds Number, station 3.0 total pressure instrumentation, and internal parasitic flows,
between the NASA LeRC engine test and the P&WA compressor rig test. Inlet pressure
measurements were then used to determine suitable pressure profiles for input to the
multiple segment parallel compressor computer program.
Multiple Segment Model Calculation
The necessary boundary conditions for the multiple segment parallel compressor calculation
are the inlet total pressure and temperature distribution (Pt, Tt, vs. 0), the circumferential
exit static pressure distribution (Ps/Ps avg. vs. 0), the total airflow, bypass ratio and the
rotor speeds. The exit plane for the fan stream was considered to be station 2.6F where
measurements indicated that the static pressure was uniform circumferentially. The core
stream exit plane was nominally at station 4.0 where static pressure was similarly uniform.
An alternate exit plane used was station 3.0. Here the static pressure was also uniform and
computer time could be saved by using this exit plane to determine the low pressure com-
pressor response. The predicted output (total pressure and temperature distribution) of
the low pressure compressor could then be input to the high pressure compressor as a
separate computer run. This procedure was generally followed since it avoided having to
make calculations in the high pressure compressor when iteratively determining the low
pressure compressor solution and vice-versa. This procedure was also expedient for reduc-
ing the engine airflow into the high pressure compressor consistent with the parasitic bleed
air removed at station 3.0. In summary, then, the model input requirements include:
1. inlet total pressure at each segment (from profile),
2. inlet total temperature (flat profile input avg of rotations),
3. low rotor speed,
4. total inlet airflow,
5. bypass ratio,
5. high rotor speed,
7. high pressure compressor airflow (low pressure compressor flow minus parasitic
flow),
8. locations at which circumferential cross flows are significant.
9. Exit static pressure profile (P/Pavg) if not uniform.
7
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two spoolsarecoupledaerodynamically.If theaxialspacingbetweenspoolsis smalland
no largecrossflowcavitiesareat thecommonboundary,thenthecombinedoverallpressure
risecharacteristicswill determinetheinlet velocitydistortion. Thatis to saythedown-




front of thetenthrotor. Flowisredistributedcircumferentiallywithin thesecavities o
that thevelocitydistortionexitingthelow pressurecompressorisreducedasit entersthe
highpressurecompressor.Theproblemiscomplicatedsomewhatby theextractionof
parasiticairflow(for coolingpurposes)at thissameaxiallocation.
Therealizationthat the two compressors are de-coupled, however, makes a very straight-
forward solution possible. This decoupling implies that the low pressure compressor exit
static pressure should be circumferentially uniform whether the high pressure compressor
is present (as in an engine) or not present (as in a single spool compressor rig). Hence the
low pressure compressor solution can be obtained independently and the resultant exit
total pressure and temperature distortion can be input as the inlet boundary conditions to
the high pressure compressor. The total mass flow entering the high pressure compressor
is reduced below the low pressure compressor exit mass flow by the amount of the parasitic
airflow rate. The difference between the calculated flow distributions for the low and high
pressure compressors gives a direct calculation of the circumferential crossflow required to
satisfy simultaneously the boundary conditions for both compressors.
It was not known at the start of the analysis how many of the external cavities contributed
significantly to the circumferential crossflow. Therefore, the first calculations were made
assuming that the most significant flow occurred at the boundary between the low pressure
and high pressure compressors, station 3.0. An inspection of the TF30-P-3 engine cross-section,
Figure 1, shows large cavities at this location. The uniformity of static pressure at this station
is another indication of a significant circumferential flow behind the low pressure compressor.
The results of the initial calculation were then compared with the data. Subsequent calcula-
tions included additional major crossflow cavities chosen on the basis of geometrical considera-
lions. This process was continued until the solution was not significantly altered by including
additional crossflow in the calculation. In total, the seven crossflow locations shown in Figure
7 were included in the final calculation. The largest external cavities, besides station 3.0,
are located at the IGV, stator 3, stator 7, and stator 12. Another cavity, though somewhat
smaller, is located at stator 5. The axial slot which connects the compressor flowpath to this
cavity was relatively large, and it provided a good measure of the significance of performing
crossflow calculations for additional small cavities. Crossflows at all of these locations were
determined by using a general correlation of flow coefficients as described in Appendix A.
Thecircumferentialflow distributionwithin thesecavitieswasdeterminedwhichsatisfied
acontinuitybalancebetweenthecavityandthecompressorflowpath. The comparison with
data is made using this final calculation, but the initial results based upon crossflow only at
station 3.0 are shown for comparison at selected axial locations.
Program Output
The results of the distortion model include a detailed blade row definition of flow proper-
ties, velocity triangles and diffusion factor, and these results are presented in tabular form
in Appendix B. Results are presented both in U. S. Customary and S. I. units. A summary
table of terminology and units is also presented in Appendix B. Thirty-six segments were
used to define the circumferential flow field at the inlet and through the compressor. Each
segment is identified by number and also by circumferential position at the inlet of each
blade row. The average swirl of a segment is identified at each axial station as flow swirl.
The average circumferential displacement or swirl of a fluid particle as it moves axially
through the compressor is also provided in the tabulations, and is referred to as particle swirl.
Comparison of Predictions with Data
Overall Performance
Compressor performance parameters for the two distortion rotation tests are presented in
Figures 8 through 10. These are compared to the multiple segment compressor model pro-
gram predicted performance for the fan, low pressure compressor and high pressure com-
pressor. As mentioned in the section covering the analysis of clean inlet, the existing fan
characteristics in the model were adjusted to reflect the fan uniform inlet speed-flow charac-
teristics of the engine tested by NASA. The agreement of the distortion rotation points is at
the same level as the uniform inlet data. On the LPC at the 7400 rpm low rotor corrected
speed point, the model predicts a lower pressure ratio than that measured from the engine;
at 8600 the model predicted pressure ratio was 3.5% lower than measured. The agreement
is good if allowances are made for measurement accuracy. Agreement on the HPC is ex-
cellent.
Attenuation Prediction
The attenuation of the total pressure distortion by the TF30 compression system has been
predicted for two different rotor speeds (7400 and 8600 rpm). Plots of total and static
pressure and total temperature distortions have been compared at the instrumentation
locations. The flow velocity predictions were also plotted at these locations but no compari-
son has been made with experimental results because there was no direct velocity measure-
ment, and the measured data do not provide necessary circumferential detail to make an
accurate velocity calculation. In addition, the prediction of the inlet flow angle at the IGV
leading edge is presented but no data are available for comparison.
The predictions at 8600 rpm are shown in Figures 11 through 22. Figure 11 presents the inlet
total and static pressure and total temperature distortions. The total quantities are input for
the multiple segment model while the static pressure is calculated from the calculated velocity
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distribution. It appears that the measured static pressure distortion is approximately two
thirds of the prediction, but an inspection reveals that the static pressure instrumentation
was located six inches upstream of the inlet guide vane leading edge. There is an exponen-:
tial decay of the static pressure distortion upstream of the engine (Reference 7) as shown in
Figure 12. The location of the engine instrumentation indicates that the distortion level
measured at the station 2.0 instrumentation plane will be 64% of the distortion level at the
IGV. This is verified by NASA LeRC data taken during another TF30 inlet distortion test
program. The model prediction is for the IGV leading edge and is in good agreement with
the data when the upstream attenuation is taken into account. The predicted variation in
inlet air angle is shown in Figure 13. While no data exist with which to compare the predic-
tion, the correct velocity distortion (as shown by the static pressure prediction) calculation
implies an accurate air angle distribution. Further substantiation can be obtained from a
comparison of measured and predicted inlet air angles, see Figure 14, for a NASA fan stage
by using the same analysis (Reference 5). The fan attenuation results are displayed on
Figure 15. Here it is shown that total pressure and temperature predictions are in very good
agreement with the experimental measurements. The static pressure data exhibit a fair de-
gree of scatter but are generally in agreement with the predicted results. The flow velocity
prediction at this station is also included as seen on Figure 16.
Attention will now be directed to station 2.1 on Figure 17. The data and the prediction are
in reasonably good agreement although the data are slightly more attenuated. The instrumen-
tation locations do not permit verification of the predicted "bumps" in the total temperature
distribution. The nearest temperature measurements do show a trend in the vicinity of the
distortion edges which agrees with the prediction. In Reference 1, it was reported that a two-
lobed velocity distortion pattern existed at station 2.1. No such patterns were predicted by
the multiple segment analysis. An inspection of the static and total pressure distortions in
the fan reveals that a precise definition of the distortion profiles, particularly near the edge
of the total pressure distortion, is quite difficult to obtain solely on the basis of the measured
data. The conclusion is that the two-lobe velocity pattern does not exist but is the result of
insufficient data used in the velocity calculation.
At station 2.3 a comparison is presented between two different predictions and the experi-
mental measurements. The first calculation (solid line)shown on Figure 18 was performed
assuming that all crossflow occurred downstream of the low pressure compressor at station
3.0. The second calculation (open circles) incorporated the effect of circumferential cross-
flows in other major cavities as discussed previously. The inclusion of the additional cross-
flow resulted in greater attenuation of the total pressure distortion in the front stage with a
resultant improvement in the agreement with the test data.
At station 2.6 there is a similar comparison made between the initial and final calculation
in Figure 19. The trend towards increased attenuation can still be seen but is less pro-
nounced between stations 2.3 and 2.6. The data show somewhat more pressure attenuation
than is predicted by the model. The disagreement was difficult to understand because of
the good agreement of the predicted temperature distortion with the data. The data which
show the greatest disparity also indicate that the pressure is above the average value m the
low pressure region and vice-versa.
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Aninvestigationrevealedthat thelow rotorspeedwassomewhatlow for two of thedistor-
tion rotationpoints(total pressuredatashownat 60° and 120 ° and the two lower static
pressure data points at approximately 40 ° and 100 ° as well as the single low static pressure
data points at approximately 220 ° and 280°). The lower pressures resulting from the re-
duced speed cause an error in the calculation of the average pressure as well as in the
indicated distortion. The fact that the speed measurably affected the pressures is supported
by the three static pressure measurements which were only in disagreement when one or
more of them were recorded at the lower speed. This same problem contributes to the
data scatter which is visible at the other measurement stations.
Advancing to station 3.0 as depicted by figure 20, it can be seen that the total pressure dis-
tortion has been attenuated to the point where it is of the same order of magnitude as the
data scatter. The prediction appears to be as good a fit through the data as can be made.
The predicted temperature distortion becomes a better indicator of the model accuracy,
and agreement is quite good. The temperature distortion has swirled approximately one
quarter of a revolution at this point, a fact which has been accurately predicted by the
analysis (note predicted particle swirl of 96.21 ° (at stator 9, Appendix B, pg. 122).
It was also observed in reference 1 that there was an amplification of total pressure distor-
tion between stations 2.6 and 3.0 at the hub measurement diameter. Two possible explana-
tions were offered: the hub pressure rise characteristics, or the station 3.0 crossflows. The
multiple segment model predictions are based on mean diameter performance characteristics
and did not predict any amplification. The hub performance characteristics are more
likely to produce amplication and do provide a plausible explanation. The station 3.0 cross-
flows do increase the velocity distortion upstream of that axial location and would normally
produce more attenuation of the distortion. However, a positive-sloped pressure rise -
airflow characteristic would result in more amplification. Therefore, it is likely that both of
these effects contribute to the observed data.
At station 3.12, solutions are once again compared with different assumptions on the cir-
cumferential erossflow. The difference in the two solutions is quite small at this station as
seen in Figure 21. As at station 3.0, the pressure distortion is on the same order of magni-
tude of the data scatter. Although a small discrepancy appears to occur near the boundary
between the high and low temperature region, the temperature distortion prediction is in
good agreement with the test data.
Reference 1 reports two zones of static pressure distortion at station 3.12 and an inspection
of Figure 21 does reveal them in the data. The two zones of pressure distortion were most
likely due to the variation in engine rotor speed over the period of time required to rotate the
distortion. The ranges of low compressor rotor speed were approximately 140 rpm for the
7400 rpm point and 30 rpm for the 8600 rpm point. These rotor speed variations, along with
normal measurement error, result in pressure variations which are of the same order of magni-
tude as the pressure distortions in the high pressure compressor. Without the aid of the multi-
ple segment model predictions it is extremely difficult to interpret the experimental results.
Finally, at station 4.0, see Figure 22, the same conclusion can be drawn concerning the ampli-
tude of the pressure distortion and the data scatter. The agreement of the temperature dis-
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tortion predictionandthe experimental measurement is quite good. The large amount of
circumferential swirl of the temperature distortion relative to the inlet pressure distortion
location (nearly 160 °) was accurately predicted by the multiple segment model (note pre-
dicted particle swirl of 161.86 ° in Appendix B). The engine core stream velocity distor-
tion predictions at 8600 rpm are shown in Figure 23.
The results at 7400 rpm are presented in Figures 24 through 34, and are qualitatively the
same as at 8600 rpm. The attenuation of the total pressure distortion is more gradual at the
lower speed so that comparisons at stations 3.0 and 3.12 between data and predictions are
more meaningful. In general, the model duplicates the test data quite well. The trends ob-
served with the variation in circumferential crossflow at 8600 rpm are repeated at the lower
rotor speed. The circumferential swirl of the distortion patterns is likewise well predicted
at the various axial measurement stations in the engine.
A numerical calculation of the attenuation of the pressure distortion and the increase of
the temperature distortion through the engine has been reported in reference 1. Some
thought was given to a similar calculation using the model predictions;however, the distor-
tions are not "square waves" at most axial positions, and thus any attenuation definition
becomes somewhat subjective. Using the absolute maximum and minimum values of the cal-
culated pressures, temperature and flow velocity, the distortion amplitudes at various axial
locations can be approximately determined. This information is provided in Figures 35
through 38. The general conclusion to be drawn from these calculations is that the pressure
attenuation occurs for the most part in the fan from stations 2.1F to 2.3F, and in the low
pressure compressor from stations 2.3 to 3.0. Furthermore, the temperature distortion is
created primarily in the fan. These conclusions are in general agreement with the data
(Reference 1).
The average rotation or swirl of the low mass flow region through the compressor is predic-
ted by the multiple segment distortion model as shown in Figure 39. The amount of swirl of
a fluid particle is shown in Figure 40. These two "paths" are described in more detail in
Appendix A and are approximately comparable to those followed by the pressure and tem-
perature distortion respectively. The term "approximately" is used because while the low
pressure and low flow region are generally coincident,the pressure can be modified by un-
steady flow effects. These effects are dominant near the edges of the distorted region and
can result in apparent shifts of the distorted region. In general, however, the unsteady ef-
fects are of second order for a multi-stage high pressure ratio machine like the TF30. The
temperature distortion "path" is influenced by the swirl of the low flow region and thus has
a component in phase (actually, 180 ° out of phase) with the pressure distortion as predicted
by parallel compressor theory. The particle swirl influence on the temperature change
across the rotor, however, provides the dominant effect on the distorted temperature region.
This is obvious from an inspection of the data and the multiple segment model prediction.
DISTORTION SENSITIVITY DATA
The distortion sensitivity data analysis is performed using classical parallel compressor
theory (Reference 4). Predictions are made for the distortion amplitude required to
cause a compressor stall, and these are compared with the observed level. The stalling





Sensitivity of the stability limit of the engine to 180 ° circumferential inlet pressure distor-
tion was evaluated by increasing the level of inlet distortion while maintaining a fixed level
of low rotor speed until the engine stalled. High response pressure data was recorded to deter-
mine the stalling stage group. Following stall, the 12th stage bleed was opened and the engine
was decelerated to idle speed. The engine was then reaccelerated to the low rotor speed being
investigated, and steady data was taken with 12th stage bleeds open and with the distortion
generator at the same setting at which stall occurred. This data required additional adjust-
ments for the effect of 12th stage bleed valve position, and instrumentation coverage, as well
as for Reynolds Number, station 3.0 pressure instrumentation configuration, and internal
parasitic flows. The procedure used to calculate the engine compression system performance
at stall was as follows:
. Measurements were adjusted to represent the circumferential average by using factors,
normalized for distortion magnitude, which were based on distortion position and the
air-jet distortion rotation measurements.
2. Bypass ratio was calculated using the energy balance method.
. Compressor performance parameters were calculated, including the effect of internal
parasitic flows.
. Adjustments were made to the compressor performance parameters for the 12th stage
bleed valve position. Influence factors were obtained from a P&WA computer simula-
tion of engine operation, 12th stage bleeds open and closed.
5. Station 3.0 pressure instrumentation and Reynolds Number corrections were made.
Fixed instrumentation will often give misleading circumferential average measurements
when used with circumferential inlet distortion. Rotation of the distortion, in effect,
multiples the fixed number of instrumentation circumferential positions, to give better
average measurements. Data from the distortion rotation points were used to generate
correction factors (Table I) for use in calculating the distortion stall points.
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TABLE I








TT7.0 F COR R ECTION
7400 7400 8600
0° - 1800 180° - 360 ° 0 - 180 °
- .0132 - .0828 - .0446
- .0376 - .0754 - .0160
















TEMPERATURE CORRECTION = TT/TTi
CORRECTIONS NOT CALCULATED FOR PT2.6F' AND PT4.0 CONSIDERED TO BE FULLY ATTENUATED
AVERAGE OF PROBES FOR ALL SCREEN POSITIONS AT INDICATED STATION
AVERAGE OF PROBES FOR SINGLE SCREEN POSITION AT INDICATED STATION
These factors scale the readings at a given distortion position and rotor speed to the average
for the complete series of rotations. It was assumed that the difference between the fixed
position readingand the full rotation average was proportional to the inlet distortion level.
Also, the effect of speed on the scale factors was assumed to be linear, and based on the
two distortion rotation speeds. The effect of 12th stage bleed valve position on compression
system operating parameters was estimated, using a TF30-P-3 simulation program. The
12th stage bleed air is exhausted into the fan duct which tends to back pressure the fan
slightly reducing the total inlet corrected flow. The effect on the high pressure compressor
is to lower the operating line, increase the inlet flow capacity, and increase the rotor speed.
The increased high rotor speed and high pressure compressor flow capacity result in a lower
low pressure compressor operating line. The results of the calculations indicated that the
only significant variation of compressor performance parameters with distortion were the
LPC pressure ratio (2.5% lower) and HPC corrected rotor speed (1.6% higher). All other
parameters were in agreement with uniform inlet data.
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Approximately forty high response pressure measurements were recorded for analysis of the
engine stalls to locate the stalling stages. Selected measurements are presented herein to
support the conclusions of the analysis. It should be noted that for the cases at 7300, 7900
and 8200 rpm the inlet distortion (low total pressure) region was located between (9* and
180 ° at station 2.0. The distortion swirls somewhat circumferentially so that lowest velocity
and highest blade incidence probably occur in the third quadrant (180 ° to 270°). It will be
seen from the high response records that the initial stall activity originated in the third quad-
rant for these cases. For the 8700 rpm point, however, the distortion was located between
180 ° and 360 °. Hence, all of the stall activity started in the first quadrant at this speed.
The stall site was identified by locating periodic and/or large pressure fluctuations in the data
records. As indicated in Reference 6, the sign of these fluctuations provides evidence of
the stall initiating stage group. Pressure increases are normally observed at measuring stations
upstream of the stall, with pressure decreases occurring downstream. There may be some
exceptions to this guideline due to radial variations in the stall region, but multiple measure-
ment locations can normally be used to sort out these uncertainties. The conclusions pre-
sented herein are based upon observations supported by the majority of the instrumentation.
Record 330 (7300 rpm)
The initial instability detected was a rotating stall which occurred between stations 2.3 and
2.6. Evidence to support this conclusion comes from total pressure records at stations 2.3,
2.6 and 3.0, see Figures 41 and 42. First of. all an increase in pressure is observed at station
2.3 (0 = 265 °) at approximately .155 seconds, and also at station 2.3 (0 = 85 °) at approxi-
mately. 163 seconds. The time interval (.008 seconds) required to travel from 265 ° to 85 °
(½ revolution) converts to a rotational velocity of 3750 rpm which is equal to 51 percent
of low soool rotor speed (7341 rpm), a typical rotating stall frequency. At station 2.6
(0 = 88 °) a decrease in pressure is observed at approximately. 163 seconds. The change
in sign of the pressure change indicates that the stall initiated between these two stations.
Looking further to station 3.0 (0 = 118 °) there is observed a decrease in pressure at approxi-
mately. 164 seconds which serves to further confirm the origin within the low pressure com-
pressor and the rotating stall cell frequency.
Shortly thereafter at approximately. 169 seconds, a surge occurs in the high pressure com-
pressor. The surge originates between stations 3.0 and 3.12 as can be seen from total pres-
sure records at these two stations. For example, an increase in pressure is seen at station
3.0 (0 = 262 °) while a decrease in pressure is noted at station 3.12 (0 = 268 °) at this
time (. 169 seconds). Subsequently the surge progresses to other axial and circumferential
locations involving the entire compression system by approximately. 175 seconds.
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Record331(7900rpm)
Theinitial instabilityfor this speed is also rotating stall occurring between stations 2.3 and
2.6. Evidence of this can be seen in Figures 43 and 44,lat station 2.3 (0 = 265 °) at approxi-
mately .202 seconds and also (0 = 85 °) at approximately .209 seconds. The increase in
pressure signifies that the stall site is downstream of station 2.3. The variation in the time
the stall cell is observed at different circumferential locations verifies that there is a rotating
stall cell. An inspection of the data record at station 2.6 (0 = 69 °) shows a decrease in
pressure at approximately the same time a pressure increase is observed at station 2.3, thus
locating the stall origin. A decrease in pressure at station 3.0 (0 = 118 °) at .212 seconds
further substantiates a low pressure compressor stall.
A large overpressure at stations 2.3 and 2.6 at approximately .215 and .22 seconds is due to
a high pressure compressor surge. Note that the location at 2.3 (0 = 265 °) picks up the surge
ftrst due to the circumferential position of the distortion. Records at station 3.0 (0 = I 18°)
and station 3.12 (0 = 69 °) conf'trm that the surge started in the front stages of the high pressure
compressor.
Record 336 (8200 rpm)
The initial instability within the compressor is observed at station 2.3 (0 = 265 °) at about
.242 seconds on Figure 45. Later, there can be seen a sharp decrease in the total pressure
measurement at station 2.6 (0 = 88 °) at approximately .249 seconds. At about the same
time there is a sharp increase in static pressure at station 2.3 (O = 111 °) which indicates that
the stall orilfinated between stations 2.3 and 2.6. There is also a decrease in total pressure at
station 3.0 (0 = I 18 °) at .252 seconds to substantiate the occurrence of a low pressure com-
pressor stall. Shortly following the initial stall, there is a surge from the low pressure com-
pressor in between stations 2.3 and 2.6 at approximately .250 seconds. The large decrease in
station 3.0 total pressure (O = 118 °) at .25_ seconds in Figure 46 indicates that the low pres-
sure compressor surged. The increased pressure at station 2.3 (O = 111 °) and the reduction
at station 2.6 (O = 88 °) further fix the location. There was also some evidence that pointed
towards the final surge event occurring behind station 2.6 (O = 69 ° and O = 88 °) since these
records show an increase in pressure. The initial instability, however, clearly occurred between
stations 2.3 and 2.6.
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Record341(8700rpm)
Thisstallalsooriginatedwithin the low pressure compressor as can be seen from high
response records at station 2.3, (0 = 111 °) station 2.6, (0 = 88 °) and station 3.0 (0 = 118°),
Figures 47 and 48. The increase in pressure at station 2.3 at approximately .382 seconds
coincides with pressure decreases at the other two stations. A second, larger stall cell is
observed later at the same stations at approximately .392 seconds. Very little activity was
observed on the opposite side of the engine during this period in the station 2.3 pressure,
(0 = 265°). The stall cell apparently decayed after it rotated a significant circumferential
distance beyond the distorted region at this high rotor speed point.
An overpressure is observed at about .395 seconds at all the aforementioned locations when
the high pressure compressor surges. The decrease in pressure at this time at station 3.12
(0 = 82 °) verifies that the surge originated in the front stages of the high pressure compressor.
For the three lower rotational speeds the inlet distortion was circumferentially located be-
tween 0 ° and 180 °, while it was located between 180 ° and 360 ° for the highest rotational
speed. There is approximately 20 ° to 30 ° of rotation (swirl) of the distorted region between
the inlet and the station 2.3 to station 2.6 stage group. The stall cell is most likely to origin-
ate within the distorted region. Due to unsteady flow effects the highest incidence region is
usually not reached immediately as the rotor enters the distorted region, but is somewhere
near the point at which the rotor leaves the distortion. After a stall cell is formed, it will ro-
tate out of the distorted region and be recorded by the high response instrumentation. For
the lower speed, the stall cell was first observed at 265 ° which is just past the distortion into
the undistorted region. At a later time it rotates past the instrumentation located at 90-100 °.
which is just into the distorted region. This effect was verified when the distortion position
was reversed for the high speed stall because the stall was observed to originate in the 90-100 °
circumferential region. Another feature of the high speed stall was the dissipation of the
stall cell before it completed ½ revolution. This is probably because the static pressure rise
characteristics are steeper at higher speeds so that the amplitude of the velocity distortion
is reduced. Therefore, a smaller increase in velocity is required to unstall the flow at high
speeds than at lower speed.
Parallel Compressor Predictions
Distortion sensitivity was predicted on the basis of classic parallel compressor theory for
four low rotor speeds. A low rotor speed range of approximately 7300 rpm to 8700 rpm
was included in the analysis of the experimental data. The criterion for stall was based
upon the compressor stall lines observed for uniform inlet rig testing. This was necessary
because engine stall line data with a uniform inlet was not available. There is a large amount
of data to support the assumption that the engine and rig stall line data are identical for the
TF30. These data include dual spool testing of the TF30 compression system under USAF
Contract No. F33615-70-C-1549 and Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC)
engine testing of a TF30-P-3 engine. Documentation of both of these results is contained in
Reference 6. Similar unpublished engine data obtained for TF30 engines at Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft support the same conclusion.
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Theprocedurefollowedin thisanalysis was to determine the level of distortion required to
stall the compression system at the engine operating point. The distortion level was system-
atically varied until the low total pressure region intersected the uniform inlet stall line for
some component of the engine compression system. Since the NASA LeRC tests were con-
ducted at a lower Reynolds Number index than was the P&WA rig testing, the critical distor-
tion level determined from the rig stall line should be higher than the NASA test levels. In
order to correct for this, an adjustment to the predicted levels was made on the basis of Figure
49. The curves in this figure were empirically derived from the TF30 engine testing by
P&WA at different Reynolds Number indices, and relate the necessary distortion amplitude
required to stall the engine. The stalling distortion levels determined by parallel compressor
have been compared with the NASA data on Figure 50. The closest agreement is obtained
at 8700 rpm but the theory falls well short of the data at lower rotor speeds. This trend with
speed is most likely due to unsteady flow effects which are minimized at higher speeds where
compressor performance characteristics are nearly vertical and velocity distortions are small.
The LPC high speed pressure rise characteristics are closer to being vertical than the low speed
characteristics, so the results are consistent with the predictions made by parallel compressor
theory.
From analysis of pressure traces, it was determined that the low pressure compressor stall
line was reached first and initiated the engine stall. This conclusion is supported by the
operation of the LPC on the rig stall line for the distorted flow region as seen in Figure 52.
The fan and high pressure compressor are seen to be away from their respective stall lines in
Figures 51 and 53.
An investigation of diffusion factors was made in an attempt to estimate the origin of stall
within the low pressure compressor. Diffusion factor is a measure of the relative aerodyna-
mic loading of a cascade of airfoils and is defined by the following equation from Reference
8:
1 AV 0
DiffusionFactor= (l -V2/V I)+ 2-'_" V-"_
where V 2 = exit velocity
V 1 = inlet velocity
A V 0 = change in tangential component of velocity (exit minus inlet)
5 = cascade solidity
The diffusion factors were calculated for each blade row on the basis of meanline air angles
and geometry. The diffusion factors for the low pressure region were compared to those
calculated with a streamline analysis for the uniform inlet engine design point at a sea level
(Mach number = 1.2) flight condition. A comparison of the two calculations has been made
in Figure 54 in an attempt to locate the probable stall site. From the figure it is observed
that diffusion factors are relatively high on rotor 3 and stator 3, (low speed only) rotor 5
and rotor 6. Rotor 3, however, is not located between stations 2.3 and 2.6 where all the
initial instabilities were detected with the high response instrumentation.
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Onthisbasis,thebestestimatefor thestallsitewouldbeeither$3,R5or R6at the lowest
speed(7300rpm)andR5or R6at theotherspeeds.Diffusionfactorscalculatedfor the
highpressurecompressorarenot highascanbeseenin Figure55. Theenginedesignpoint
levelsareagainshownfor comparison.Thelow-levelsverifythat thehighpressurecompressor
did not initiate thestall. Thehighpressurecompressor,however,will beadditionallydis-




analysisarein qualitativeagreement.It isdifficult to estimatetheexactstalllocationbecause
of thedistributionof thehighresponseinstrumentation.Furthermore,thediffusionfactor
analysisis baseduponameandiametercalculationanddoesnotreflectradialvariationsin
bladeloading.Thesignificantpoint is that basicparallelcompressortheorygivesareasonable
predictionfor theoriginof stallfor theTF30engine.Thiswastruedespitethefact that the
predicteddistortionlevelrequiredto stall the engine was in disagreement with the test data.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The data analyses performed on the basis of the multiple segment and classical parallel com-
pressor model predictions for attenuation and sensitivity with 180 ° circumferential pressure
distortion are summarized as follows:
l* The square wave inlet total pressure distortions result in non-square inlet velocity dis-
tortions. The primary reasons for this are the inlet air angle variation caused by circum-
ferential flow redistribution upstream of the fan and unsteady flow effects.
2. Circumferential crossflow within the compression system resulted in increased attenua-
tion in the front stages.
. The low mass flow region moves circumferentially as it travels through the compression
system by an amount equal to the swirl of the acoustic path. This amounts to approxi-
mately 10-20 degrees in the fan and 65 degrees in the core in the direction of rotor ro-
tation. The static and total pressure distortion swirl about the same distance.
. The total temperature distortion is primarily created by the attenuation within the front
stages. The temperature distortion swirls approximately 35 degrees in the fan and 165
degrees in the core in the direction of rotor rotation. This is comparable to the circum-
ferential displacement of a fluid particle as it passes through the TF30 compression sys-
tem.
. The static pressure uniformity at station 3.0 indicates that the low and high pressure
compressors are decoupled by the crossflow cavities at station 3.0. The good prediction




Over the speed range of 7300 to 8700 RPM, instability began as a rotating stall between
the 3rd and 6th stages of the low pressure compressor. A compression system surge
occurred shortly after the initial instability in each case.
The diffusion factors calculated by parallel compressor in the low pressure region were
relatively high in the front low compressor stages. This circumstance is consistent with
the observed origin of the initial instability.
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W total, W core and W fan are airflows through the components and W fuel is fuel flow added in burner,
Energy Balance
• Basic Equations: 1. Wtotal = Wcore + Wfan
2. Wcore (hTT,0 - hT2.0) -
Wfuel (hv-hT7.0) + Wfan
(hTTF - hT2.0)= 0
Where:
hT = Total Enthalpy
hv = (Heating value of fuel) x
(burner efficiency) +
(enthalpy of liquid fuel)
• Measured
Parameters: 1. Total airflow
2. Fuel flow
3. Inlet (2,0) and fan exit
(7F) total temperature
4, Turbine exit (7.0)
temperature
• Assumptions: 1. Burner efficiency (,99)
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Turbine Exit Temperature Measurements with P&WA
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Figure 15 Circumferential Variation of Pressure and Temperature at Station 2.3F at
8600 rpm
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Figure 16 Circumferential Variation of Velocity at Stations 2.0, 2.1, 2.3, and 2.3F at
8600 rpm
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Figure 17 Circumferential Variation of Pressure and Temperature at Station 2.1 at 8600
rpm
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Figure 21 Circumferential Variation of Pressure and Temperature at Station 3.12
at 8600 rpm
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Figure 31 Circumferential Variation of Pressure and Temperature at Station
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Figure 32 Circumferential Variation of Pressure and Temperature at Station
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Figure 34 Circumferential Variation of Velocity at Stations 2.6, 3.0, 3.12 and
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Figure 41 High Response Records at Stations 2.3 and 2,6 at 7300 rpm
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Figure 48 High Response Records at Stations 3.0 and 3.12 at 8700 rpm
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Figure 51 Comparison of Distorted Fan Performance at Engine Stall
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Figure 55 Distorted Inlet Diffusion Factors in High Speed Spool
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APPENDIX A - CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION MODEL
Parallel Compressor Theory
Parallel compressor theory considers the circumference of the compressor to be divided into
two flow regions: one of relatively low velocity such as would exist behind a distortion in-
ducing screen and one of relatively high velocity. The essential points of parall.el compressor
theory are illustrated in Figure A-1. The compressor performance in each region is assumed to
be that obtained from uniform flow operation at the local value of inlet velocity. It is fur-
ther assumed that circumferential crossflow within the compressor is negligible and that the
exit static pressure is uniform. The total pressure distortion is attenuated by the compres-
sor because of the difference in pressure ratio between the high and low velocity regions. In
addition, a temperature distortion is created out of phase (high temperature-low pressure)
with the pressure distortion due to this attenuation. The limit of stability (stall point) of the
distorted compressor is predicted to occur when the low velocity region reaches the uniform
flow (undistorted) compressor stall point. The resultant performance at stall is calculated
as the area average of the two regions.
Multiple Segment Parallel Compressor Model
The current model expands the basic parallel compressor theory by using multiple parallel
segments to provide a detailed definition of the circumferential flow field. These segments
pass through the compressor from inlet to exit. They do not, in general, enter and exit the
compressor at the same relative circumferential location, but swirl to some degree commen-
surate with blade stagger angles, rotor rotation, and propagation characteristics of the flow
properties assumed for the model and discussed in the following section. The flow rate in
each segment is determined from its boundary conditions (inlet total pressure & total tem-
perature and exit static pressure) and the compressor's performance within that segment in
a manner quite similar to classic parallel compressor. The concept of using multiple parallel
segments, however, is much more complex than the multiplication of the classic calculation.
The complexity arises from two dimensional flow effects and from unsteady flow effects
caused by the relative motion of rotor blades through the distorted flow region.
Consider a circumferential segment as it approaches the compressor. In the presence of a
non-uniform inlet total pressure, circumferential static pressure gradients exist at the com-
pressor inlet which redistribute the flow and can alter the flow velocity and direction of
that segment. The performance of the first blade row will depend on the local flow angle
as well as the local inlet flow rate within the segment. Proceeding through the compressor,
the circumferentially non-uniform static pressure can cause further flow redistribution,
particularly when "stagnant" air cavities exist external to the compressor flow path. This
redistribution will result in a different amount of airflow in the segment at different axial
locations within the compressor. When the segment encounters a rotor blade row, unsteady
flow effects must be accounted for due to the circumferential nonuniformity of the flow
field. The rotor performance depends not only on the local flow velocity and incidence
but the time dependent (in the rotating reference) velocity and incidence gradients it ex-
periences as it rotates past the segment.
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Finally,the exit static pressure may not be uniform so it is necessary to know the angular
displacement of the segment as it traverses the compressor in order to apply the proper down-
stream boundary condition. None of these effects are considered by basic parallel com-
pressor theory but are all accounted for in the multiple segment model. The only restriction
to the multiple segment approach is that the circumferential extent of the segment should
span several blade passages. The flow properties in each segment are then representative of
local average conditions. This restriction poses no problem as long as the distortion is large
relative to the blade pitch or spacing, which, as previously stated, covers most cases of practi-
cal interest.
A further departure from parallel compressor theory is the use of individual blade row per-
formance on the premise that deviations from uniform inlet performance will result in
changes to the front-to-rear matching of the compressor blade rows. Such changes cannot
be easily assessed on the basis of an overall performance representation. However, regardless
of the way in which the uniform inlet performance is presented, the important point is to
recognize the deviations from this performance that can occur under distorted flow condi-
tions.
Procedurally, the multiple segment model calculation is similar to a classic two-segment par-
allel compressor solution. Each segment has known inlet and exit boundary conditions, and
the mass flow rate consistent with these boundary conditions is to be determined. The major
distinction is that the compressor segment performance is influenced by the distorted flow
and is not identical to uniform flow performance as assumed by classic parallel compressor.
In order to evaluate unsteady flow effects, the flow rates of adjacent segments are required in
determining a given segment's performance. It is necessary, therefore, to establish a periodic
solution around the circumference of the compressor. It is only after periodicity of mass flow
rate is established that a calculation is considered complete. This is in contrast to the discon-
tinuities in mass flow rate allowed by classic parallel compressor at the boundaries of the dis-
torted region.
Calculation Procedure
Each segment has a constant circumferential extent with a fraction of the total mass flow
entering the compressor. The fraction of the total mass flow in a given segment is depen-
dent upon that particular segment's boundary conditions and the overall performance
characteristic of the compressor for that segment. The performance characteristic effectively
changes from segment to segment because of the various phenomena outlined in the pre-
vious section.
The inlet boundary condition for a segment is easily defined from the prescribed inlet total
pressure and total temperature. The other boundary condition required is the static pres-
sure at the exit of each segment. The average level of exit static pressure required to
satisfy the specified total mass flow must be determined iteratively. Furthermore, the
possibility of having non-uniform exit static pressure (Reference 1, for example) makes it




flow angleswithin therotors,statorsandgapsareseldomaxial. In addition,therotation
of therotor providesadditionalangulardisplacement.Thisis illustratedschematicallyin
FigureA-2. Notethat thesegmentdisplacementdueto therotor (A0segment)is lessthan
that for afluid particle(A0 particle). Thisisbecausetheacousticpathis importantin
establishingthe non-steadyflow in therotatingreferenceframe. Sinceanacousticalsignal
exceedslocalfluid velocityin theforwarddirection,the"residencetime" in therotor is less
thanthat for afluid particle.
AngularDisplacement= ResidenceTime x AngularVelocity
AOSegment = co
or
AOparticl e =(ub---) w
The angular displacement ot each segment is calculated from local conditions and an
average for all the segments is used to match proper inlet and exit boundary conditions.
The average angular displacement of the segments is denoted as "flow swirl".
The compressor performance as well as the exit boundary conditions is therefore partially
dependent upon the mass flow distribution. Consequently, an iteration scheme is utilized
which necessarily assumes a mass flow distribution and solves for the mass flow in each seg-
ment on the basis of this assumption. The calculated mass flow distribution then replaces
the original assumption and the procedure is repeated until the calculated mass flow distribu-
tion agrees with the assumed mass flow distribution. The necessity of knowing the mass
flow distribution in order to calculate compressor performance will now be illustrated by a
discussion of the various distorted flow phenomena incorporated in the multiple segment
model.
Distortion Induced Inlet Flow Redistribution
Flow redistribution takes place upstream of a compressor operating with non-uniform flow
as the compressor acts to create an upstream attenuation of the inlet flow distortion. A
further description of this phenomenon may be found in Reference 2. The resultant inlet
static pressure imbalance and a streamline curvature, Figure A-3, causes a variation in inlet
air angle. With no inlet guide vane the incidence on the first rotor blade varies as in Figure
A-4. The multiple segment model calculates this inlet angle variation in order to properly
determine the first blade row performance.
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Theprocedurefor calculatingtheupstreamflow redistributionisbasedon theuseof adis-
tribution of sources and sinks at the compressor inlet plane to represent the effect of the
compressor on the upstream flow. As the fluid approaches the compressor, the axial velocity
distribution is altered from the values far upstream of the compressor. In some regions around
the circumference the fluid velocity is decreased as it gets closer to the compressor so that a
flow source opposing this fluid may be thought to exist. Similarly, a flow sink would account
for an increase in the velocity of tile fluid as it approaches the compressor. The strengths of
these sources and sinks are calculated in the following manner.
The upstream velocity distortion is separated into its rotational and irrotationat components,
both of which are considered to have amplitudes such that a linearized description can be
adapted. The rotational component is associated with the inlet total pressure distortion. Since
the total pressure is convected by the flow from far upstream to the compressor, the rota-
tional velocity distortion can be evaluated far upstream ( -- oo ) where the irrotational com-
ponent is zero.
I 8 Po-m ((_Ps_m--Of
The irrotationaI part of the velocity distortion is due to the upstream flow redistribution
induced by the compressor. Since there are multiple segments, the compressor can be repre-
sented by an array of sources and sinks located at the compressor inlet plane with the effect
of compressibility accounted for by using a Prandtl-Glauert transformation. The local
strength of the source (sink) is calculated from the irrotational component of axial velocity
at the inlet.
(_CxIRRO T : _CXINLE.I. -(_CxQoT
The inlet velocity distortion. 6C x inlet' is a function of the compressor performance and local
boundary conditions for each segment and is determined iteratively. The source (sink) strengths
determined from 6Cxirrot can be used in a formulation from Reference 3 to determine the
_velocity potential function for such an array. The tangential velocity perturbation com-
ponent can then be determined from this potential function. It should be noted that al-
though the analysis has been derived on the basis of small perturbations, comparison with
measured data shows that the calculation has provided an accurate solution for the inlet air
angle distribution even when the imposed inlet total pressure distortion was quite large (see
Figure 14).
Circumferential Crossflow
Circumferential flow redistribution can also occur within the compressor as well as upstream
of it. Within the compressor, this flow redistribution can take two different forms as illus-
trated by Figure A-5. First of all, the compressor flowpath has axial gaps between blade
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rowswhichprovideameansfor redistributingtheflow. Thisoccursprimarilynearthe
edgesof thedistortedregionwherestaticpressuregradientsarelargest.Sinceit is localized
to theedgesandsincenormalaxialspacinginamodemengineissmall,thisform of cross-
flowcannormallybeconsiderednegligible,andisnot includedin thisanalysis.




alizationexperimentona3 stagecompressorwith inlet distortion,theresultsof whichare
shownin FigureA-6. In thisexperiment,felt tuftsweremountedin anannularplenum
externalto thecompressortowpath. Thetuftswereviewedthroughaplexiglasscoverand
indicatedsubstantialcircumferentialflow velocitiesconsistentwith the imposedpressure
distortion.




massaccumulationwithin thecavity. Therefore,thesolutionfor thestaticpressuredistri-
butionwithin thecavitymustsatisfyacontinuitybalance.Thecalculationdependsupon
theflow characteristicsof thecavitiesaswellasthoseof thepassagesconnectingthecavities
with theflowpath. Largecavitiesinducethemostcrossflowandfor thesetheflow character-
isticsof theconnectingpassagesaremoresignificanthanthecavityflow characteristicsfor
determiningcrossflowrate.
In general,exactflow characteristicsfor theseconnectingpassagesarenotavailable.The
modelmakesuseof ageneralcorrelationof flow coefficientsfor air beingbledoff perpen-
dicularto theflowdirection. Thiscorrelationwasempiricallyderivedin Reference4and
isreproducedonFigureA-7. Becauseof thegeneralnatureof thiscorrelation,theresultsof
thecurrentmodelareonly approximate.However,theusualamplitudeof crossflowwithin
anysinglecavityisonly asmallpercentageof thetotal airflow. Theuseof generalizedflow
coefficientsisnormallyadequate.
Thesequenceof the iterationstartswith asinglesegment(onehavingarelativelyhighflow-
pathstaticpressureisselected)by assumingthelocalstaticpressurewithin thecavity. Flow
characteristicsfor thepassageconnectingthetowpath with thecavityareusedto determine
themasstransferinto thecavity. Thesecharacteristicsdependuponthestaticpressuredif-
ferenceacrosstheconnectingpassage,thecross-sectionalreaof thepassage,andflow condi-
tions(staticpressure,total temperature,Machnumber)on thehighpressurendof thepassage.
Themassflowwhichentersfrom thefirst segmentinto thecavityisusedto calculatethe
Machnumberin thecavity,baseduponthecavitygeometry.Proceedingin thedirectionof
rotor rotationto thenextsegment,achangein totalpressureoccursdueto thefriction or
dragof thecavitywalls. Thesewallsmaybeeitherstationaryor rotatingandthefrictional
lossesdependon therelativeflow velocities.Themasstransfercalculationisrepeatedat the
nextsegmentbaseduponthelocalflow parameters.Themassflow ratewithin thecavityand
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theflowpathareappropriatelyadjustedandthecalculationiscontinueduntil afull circuit
aroundthecircumferenceis completed.A checkis thenmadefor continuityof massflow
intoandout of thecavity. If continuityof massissatisfiedwithin apresetolerancethe
solutionisaccepted.If not, the calculation is repeated using a higher or lower guess for cavity
pressure depending upon whether tile net cumulative mass flow into tile cavity is positive or
negative. The iteration is continued until a solution (zero net mass flow into the cavity) is
obtained.
Unsteady Flow Effects
Another reason why distorted performance differs from uniform inlet values is because the
rotor experiences time variant changes in velocity and incidence as it moves through the dis-
torted flow field. First of all, the acceleration of fluid through the rotor implies a local sta-
tic pressure difference between the leading and trailing edges over and above that indicated
by the quasi-steady pressure rise characterstic. This additional pressure rise must be ac-
counted for in determining the distorted compressor performance.
In order to simply illustrate the basic fluid mechanics of this unsteady static pressure change
across the blade row, the blade passage can be modeled in the rotating reference frame as a
one-dimensional, inviscid, linear diffuser with unsteady flow.
For this one-dimensional inviscid diffuser, it will be assumed that area varies linearly from
inlet to exit as illustrated in the figure below. The unsteady pressure change can be deter-




P Ox Ox 0t
/obOx Ox (1)
The first term on the right is the quasi-steady state pressure rise due to diffusion and is con-
sidered to be the static pressure rise across the blade row with uniform, time invariant inlet
conditions. This term is evaluated like an actuator disk for the circumferentially local mass
flow rate and combined with the second term which represents the effect of local acceleration
of the fluid within the blade passage. For simplicity, this term will now be evaluated for the
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case of an incompressible fluid in order to indicate the controlling parameters. The effects
of compressibility have been determined separately and are included in the computer model
in an approximate manner. The circumferential displacement of the segment by the rotor
provides for the proper acoustic delay of the static pressure rise.
Assumptions:
I





AIxI= Af + A2"AI x
b
Substituting into Equation i
_ob Ou _ob O_u,/ Ip -.-_-- dx= p clt I+_ x
A, b
dx (2)
fob du au/ A, b /._ A2P'ji- dx : p _ A_A, A--S"
k •
J
fob 'pz-p, = pu d_- p -/' __u..___,
_t (3)
The unsteady part of the pressure rise is thus proportional to the rotor chord length and the
change of relative inlet velocity. This acceleration rate can be determined from the fixed
coordinate system velocity distortion and the rotational speed of the rotor.
In order to calculate the change in stagnation temperature due to this unsteadiness, the fol-




T ds = d h- -_-dp
U 2
ho "mh + --_
• dho=dh+ udu
I
Tds= dho- udu- -_- dp
Integrating across the diffuser:




I C)P 6)u 8u
-P ax - at + u a--x-
b _ho dx = _ dx + T _s
a--T at -_x dx
(6)
Thus, the change in stagnation enthalpy relative to the rotor is composed of two terms. The
first term corresponds to the unsteady pressure rise and will be treated by making the same
assumptions concerning compressibility.
fob a___d_ : 2 au/8t a,
' .Z au,'+ I fo _ asTO2 - TO' Cp Oht Cp
dx (7)
This unsteady total temperature rise is added to the steady rotor temperature rise as deter-
mined from uniform inlet flow conditions. The steady and unsteady total temperature
rises are combined in a manner similar to the static pressure rise. Like the unsteady pressure
rise, the unsteady temperature rise is proportional to the rotor chord length and the time
rate of change of velocity relative to the rotor. Even though the analysis is an inviscid one,
the second term is generally non-zero because of the entropy gradients associated with the
upstream total pressure (or temperature) distortion. In order to properly account for the
entropy gradients, it is necessary to know the path line followed by fluid particles through




determinedis thenaddedto thesteadyandunsteadytemperaturechangefor eachsegment.
Fluid ParticleDisplacementEffects
It isnecessaryto calculatethefluid particledisplacementbecausetheparticleswithin a
rotorbladepassagecanswirl into andout of thedistortedflow region.Whenviewedfrom
afixed referenceframe,theentropyof thefluid enteringarotor passagemaybedifferent
from thatof thefluid leavingthat samepassageat that instantin timeasshownin Figure
A-8. Thisdifferencein entropymustbeaccountedfor in calculatingthechangesin thetem-
peratureacrossthebladepassage,ascanbeseenfrom Equation7.
Sincetheflow processacrossthebladerowwasconsideredinviscidin thisanalysis,anyen-
tropychangeacrossthebladerowmustbedueto adifferencein instantaneousinlet and
exit fluid properties.Thisdifferencebecomesevidentwhenit is realizedthat fluid particles
aredisplacedcircumferentiallyby therotor andthat thefluid within thebladepassageat
anytimeoriginatedfrom acircumferentialsectorof finite extent. Theextentof thissector
isa functionof therotationalspeed,therotor chordlengthandtherelativefluid velocity.
Thepropertiesof the fluid leavingtherotorpassageoriginatedat thebeginningof thissec-
tor whiletheenteringfluid comesfromtheendof thesector.Thus,theentropychange
acrosstherotor isequalto thecircumferentialentropydifferenceacrossthesector,which
iseasilydefinedfrom theimposedrotor inlet totalpressureandtotal temperaturedistortion
andthesectorextent. Thedisplacementof thefluid by eachrotor bladerow iscalculated
andaccumulatedin themultiplesegmentparallelcompressormodelin orderto providean
accuratexit total temperaturedistortionprofile.
This effect on total temperature due to particle displacement accounts for the observation
often made with multistage compressors that the exit total temperature distortion is not
aligned with the attenuated total pressure distortion as predicted by parallel compressor
theory. This is illustrated in Figure A-9 where the exit total temperature distortion has been
calculated from measured attenuation of an imposed inlet total pressure distortion. The
agreement with data is greatly improved by accounting for particle displacement when cal-
culating the temperature distortion.
The impact of particle swirl on distorted compressor stage matching is illustrated in Figure
A-10. As shown in the figure for parallel compressor, the low total pressure region and high
total temperature region are aligned throughout the compressor. Note that in this particular
example no circumferential displacement (flow swirl) of the distorted region is assumed.
When particle swirl is taken into account, however, there is a region of relatively low total
temperature in the rear stages of the low total pressure region. This results in lower cor-
rected flow and higher corrected speed in these stages relative to conditions that would nor-
mally be obtained with a uniform inlet and the same inlet values of corrected flow and
speed. There is thus a tendency to increase incidence in the rear stages which effects a re-
match of the front-to-rear loading distribution of the compressor stages. A similar rematch
in the reverse direction occurs in the undistorted region of the compressor. The net effect
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of therematchis to reducethecircumferentialvariationin velocityat thefront andincrease
the velocity variation at the rear of the compressor relative to that calculated from parallel
compressor theory. The consequences of particle swirl with respect to the distorted stall
line are therefore dependent on the axial location of the limiting stage.
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Figure A-2 Segment Flow) and Particle Swirl Through A Compressor
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Figure A-3 Asymmetric Flowfield Upstream of Compressor





Figure A-4 Effect of Upstream Circumferencial
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Figure A-9 Particle Swirl Effect
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• FRONT TO REAR STAGE MATCH CHANGE REDUCES INLET VELOCITY DISTORTION
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Figure A-10 Particle Swirl Effect
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APPENDIXB - PROGRAM OUTPUT SYMBOLS AND TABULAR RESULTS





















Blade inlet flow angle (absolute frame of reference) measured
in degrees
Axial velocity/average axial velocity
Circumferential average axial velocity
Blade inlet flow angle (relative frame of reference) measured
in degrees






Axial station located at the exit plane of the last row
































Depth of distortion - Maximum total pressure minus the
minimum total pressure over the average total pressure
Mach number
Meters per second
Low rotor speed corrected to the inlet
High rotor speed corrected to Station 3.0
Ratio of high rotor mechanical speed to low rotor mechanical
speed
Pascals (Newton/Square Meter)
Circumferential particle swirl through the engine
Pressure ratio
Static pressure/average static pressure
Circumferential average static pressure
Pounds pressure per square inch absolute
Total pressure/average total pressure
Circumferential average total pressure
Relative velocity/average relative velocity
Average relative velocity
Segment number
Circumferential position in direction of rotation
Theta-minus - extent of distortion













Circumferential average total temperature
Mean diameter rotor velocity
Velocity/average velocity (absolute)
Circumferential average velocity
Cross flow from segment to external cavity
Total corrected air flow
Fan O.D. exit over inlet
Major Station 3.0 over major Station 2.0
Major Station 4.0 over major Station 3.0
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P_aV(,= E._gP_}a = 6|?1_oPA
_7. _ I._gb f,._,bCll t.. 9_9_9 | °(ar, bb 0.99_7 f_o_,
_7. _. loO 0 /_._._ 0o_'99 1.6067 b._q2_ 0o0
57. _ 1.0_( (_o4_9. _ 1._6_ 1o4_(.¢,7 _ 6oq_4' _o¢_
77. 7 )ob|_ 0o_ | ._OO1 | .O_b5 I_ ._2_ 0o0
O7. _ 0.o_? 0 ._, 1.0_01 1.0003 0.'_0° 0.4=
|(_?o |(, _._ b._7 lo_(_bO bo_q_ ¸ ] 6._9Z1 b.O
1_?. t_ b._ _ _._,_ |.0000 0.°037 I.O_Z _.0
_'¢T. i7 0.9_C 0._7_ |o000| 0 .q?3_ 1.00_9 0.0
_?. 20 _s._7 _ 0 ...._ b_ 1 o0000 0 .°q_ 1.00"/_ 0.0
_17. -'! G._ G.'. J_ O. _9_ 0._9_! }.00?3 0o0
_7. -'5 (,._ J O°_ 3E. _ 0.9999 _, .9_47 | .b_7_, u._
_7. _o u._ 0o_ _ | o000_ 0._o4 '_ 1.00_ 0.0
3l?. b| }.Oil 0o_57_ | oO001 | .l_Ob_ I_ ._qbo (_.0
..T. _ l.Gl_ Go_7_. l._¢G |.0_,_ _ 0._.7 n.O
*_7. :_ loO_ _ 0°_ _l_o | o000 , | .L,_b_ 0.0@33 0.(_
OoO non 0o0 ¢_.0 CoO 0o0
(_.G 0.0 0.0 0o0 0o0 0o0
0o0 OoO 0o0 0o0 (.o0 _.C_
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_.G ('.._ O.fa O.O _o0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 C,.O (,.(,
0.¢_ ¢_._ _.0 0.0 r).o O.n
O.r_ b.¢_ O.G 0.0 (_.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.F,
b.o 0.0 0.0 O.O t_.O 0.0
f .G G.C ¢,.0 _.C (_.0 6.0
0.0 ¢).0 0.0 0.0 _.0 0.0
0.0 (,.0 0.0 _.0 ¢_.0 0.0
C,.(, 6._. C_.(, 0.0 0o0 b.C,
0.0 0.(, 0.0 0._ b.O 0.0
0._ G.(i 0.0 [3.O f..O _.0
C,.f, 6._ f..G 0._ f,.O L.f,
0.0 _._ ¢_.0 D.O 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 r=._
0.0 (,.0 0.0 O.C, b.O O.G
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 OoO O.O
0.0 f,.G 6.0 0.(_ G.O G.O
O.O 0.0 b.O _.4_ 6.C _,.0
_.fl 0._ ¢_.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
(_o0 0o0 0.0 0.0 0°0 0.0
O.O 0.0 0.0 O.O ¢_*0 q,.O
0o0 0°(_ 0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0
6°0 (,._ 0.0 0.0 G.O G.O
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 cs.O (,.0
0.0 0o0 O.O 0.(, l..O b.f_
0.0 0._ O.O 0.0 _.0 0.0
0.¢, I_.l G.C C.C. (s.O O.c_
0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 _,.0 4_o_




CORR FLPg PRE£S RJTIO
LCW _P_DL P_F[RPJNCF _/2 6_o4_ LBM/£EC 3*430
31°5G K_/SEC
P_Kt CO_ECT_ o_ESSUkr P_TIO _3o2¢9




FL_N SNI£L= G.O DEG _ARTICLE SWIPL= O.G DFG
=TAV_= 7.?qP_IJ = 53_]oPJ 1T_VG= _3I.OOEG P = 295.GDEG K
_V_L#V_= ?b2°EFPS = _2_o5NP$ AXVElAVC= 3_5o_FPS =120.5MPS
THr'rA S_G V_L _N p_ PT TT WPL NbL
NP LR_/SEC KG/SEG
]_+. ! 1o{35 _._6F_ |.0I_6 1.0251 1.0000 0_0 0.0
2_o _ l°ub7 0.36Q! |.O_P3 1oG251. I.OCO_ 0°0 OoC
_C° _ 1°_ c Oo370_ 1°017_ 1o_2_1 I°GOGO 0._ ,).0
r._. 1°,._5 ,,._7_ _._©23 I.OOOC 1.000) _.0 _.C
_Z • 1£ ,1._°3 ,_°3_23 _.97_2 Go97_7 l°C06rm 0°_ 0.(,
15..o I_ _o_72 (,°_5 _ _o_¢'3 _°o_4_ _o_,OGO _o0 _.o
_. I _ _o_F Co3_ _o_|_ C._? |o_OCO _oC Co_
?_'o 2_ _._c_ i..33o3 ,.c&2_ (°_75_. 1.0_(,_ 6°0 _._
_.o _ ,.(_7 .,o3_ ,,._F_ (°QF|_ |o'.C_ ¸ _o) .oU
_7_° ;'_ C.o_ _._ 1._ 1.000_ IoO0_U _°0 6°(,
2 _ ° _ , ._('7 _°3!'_e 1._2_ 1.;233 I.C_(,C_, _o:, _°_
_1 • 31 I.C_ c _.?_1 L,C;_ 1.(_1 I.CO_C $°0 C._
:_,.. _; ]._]6 ,.2_1_ 1°.'22! 1.0Z'| 1.1Gv., _.v _o_
_?_.o _ 1°:_. ¸ _',._6_7 I._;|G 1.'_51 _°_O_D _o0 o°E
_VrL_V _= _._,',_! = _|_oONP_ tXV_L_VC= _I_o_FP_ =IZ_._HP_
T_'r'_ _ V_L _N P_ _T 1T W_L WFL
"C
PSkVG= 6oT_P_IA : _66_.PA
VELAVG= 397.|FFS =I2|.OHPS
U= _40.FPS = 195°NPS
DF INCIDENCL ALPH_ _XIAL E_L
I_ _EG IN _£G VEL VEL
-.087 -0.67 86._ t.U39 _.999
-.GE_ -I°Z3 8_°G I°C_O 0.994
-.07_ -l°B6 _7.3 1°0_1 0*990
-.072 -2.58 8_°6 1._2 _o9_
-°0_ -3.50 8_.7 1-0_2 _.977
_°0_ _ -_.l? _3.0 1.0_1 0.955
-.01_ -eo55 fl_.b 1.C_G 0.93_
-0_03 -9.66 7_._ 1._ 0.92_
-.61_ -_o17 81.G 1.o11 O°_3Z
-°_2 -_.8_ 8_o3 1.002 0.9_8
-._66 -_._2 B5o2 _o_9_ 0.961
-°C_3 -2.52 86.7 0._7 0.9?0
-._F3 -_.2_ e?.9 O._eZ 0.976
-°}!_ 1.o| 91.] _.966 Uo99_
-°1ll 2°56 91._ _.9_2 1.0G3
-.115 _°25 oZ.'_ _.9_a !.007
-o1_ _°97 _.1 _°_ 1oOl _
~°t_? 7.20 96o_ .o.964 1o_36
-o1_ E°_3 97,? _o9$4 1o_46
-.157 11._7 lu,_.7 L,°_5 1._
-°llT :.66 _.9 ]°J12 1o_25
-.I_,G 1°_ _;.2 1oC3_ 1.010
-._. -0_13 Eo.! 1.a37 1.002
VEL_V_= _16oPFP_ =_7*CNP_
If= _L3oFPS = |9_o_PS
_F _NCT_NC_ _[TI _I_L EEL
L_/SEL _C/_EG IN CEG IN b_C V_L ¥EL
6,GG _5.7 l°vt3 1°OO_
5oOC 3_.7 1*b2_ lou07
5,9_ _So_ L°G_5 l°OU7
_°9_ 35°_ 1°O2S I°OG7
_°95 35._ 1o_2_ I.G07
5°97 3_°7 1°_4 l°007
5.9_ 35°7 ].U23 1.006
5._6 35°7 |._ |,_O7
S.9_ 35.7 1.0_ ],uC7
e._9 35._ ].U20 1o005
6o43 _.3 1°O_9 IoOG2
bo5_ _5.] |°003 I.UOI
b°_ 3_oE _°991 0,_96
_o_3 3_o7 L._E8 U,q97
7°_3 34._ _°978 0.994
7°4_ _°3 O.qT_ 0°993
_o63 3_.1 u. Q6_ G._91
7°72 3_.G L,°965 0°_791
7.78 3_°_ u.96_ u°_G
7oU9 3_.6 u.966 0.996
6°62 3_*_ u.995 0.999
b.5_ _.1 1.003 1.001
bo40 3_°3 1._0_ 1,002
6°1_ 35o_ 1,018 1o005






rL_ S_|FL= 3*64'_E_ PkK1]CLF 5_%FL= I°.E2EF_ PE_VG = ?.33PSJk = 5G55?*PA
rT_V_= ++._3_IA = _:_+_*PA TT_V_= 5bG.2DEC R = _I°2CEG K VELAVG= 573°2FP5 =IT_.TMPS
FV:L_VE= ,_:I._FP_ = ]5_00_P$ k_VEL_VC= 42_._FP_ =I31._MPS U = _)_._S = |QSoHPS
TH_ _( VVL MN P_ PT TT WBL WLL [IF |NCIDENC( ALFHA AXIAL REL
_ LBH/SE£ KG/SLC IN _EG I_ OEG V£L VtL
l 6 • i l* 0_ .,.51=5 1.Jlf ° I._2IE O. °aOI 3*0
-. 2 1,O£'? :o51b c l*Olt'= 1.'_22,) *_.ggq7 u.J
_. : 1.+.4 ¸ _,._1_ l._lC_ 1._227 _.ee_8 _.b
r_° _+ 1.'07 '.51;0 1._203 1°%72P l°00..C _*_'
7.. _ 1..,(S_ +,o_L_, |*.,lo? 1.';219 _.©998 ,*u
i'_° _ 1._ _ +o5_'c2 l._lTl _-"_l°l Oo O°°3 "J'_
174. 12 O.9_P _..b'+_ _ '_.¢'7_| ,)°°T_L 1.C0_'* :ou
l'_. i _¸ (._¢'? _°'¢2_ _._oI G._Tt_ 1*_06( , 0.('
?0/.. 2. _o_O? :,°5022 '._ft,_, :'._772 |.£,0_7 _.0
??_, 2_ _._': 0.SLOQ 0.9L32 O._70t 1.0_. _ _.0
244. 2" _._t,,, O._'.'b:, U._PS_ {'.('_IZ I.v0ll r.r
?F4° ?_ I.¢01 (._5L 1.C731 1._222 1.7,075 L._
2_.. 2_ 1._(? G°507_ 1.£23" 1°_2o lo_O?_ 0._
32_. 5: 1._'D_ _oSi+_P L.L, 188 1..+,212 0+9985 (_.O
?_. ?L 1°J07 _._104 1.CI84 1o_.211 G.OgF_ 0._
3_,,* _' l.rC[ ¸ v.51nf [.,lP_ 1._,213 ,5.ooc_ _.C
i°. ._ 1._,C'_ u.51(,6 1.,)lt_ l.JT)_ 0.oo_4 <,°£.
0.0 Go411 -9.41 _9.8 1o02b 2.G2e
v.b £*_1_ -9.46 49°9 !.027 !*u27
0°_ _._l_ -_._ _o._ 1o027 !.02_
'J.U _,.410 -9.48 49.9 1.027 1.027
_.0 _,410 -9°45 49.9 1°_27 1o027
L.O ,?.411 --o._1 &_.8 |°02_ ],02b
0*_ _._12 -9.3_ 4q.8 1.025 |.025
_._ _o417 --q.30 _.7 1._23 1.023
0._ £o415 --_.17 _Q.e |.021 |.0_1
O.u _.418 -9.GI Ag._ 1.017 l. O17
o.0 _._21 -E.85 4o.3 1.b14 1.014
5.a _.4_5 -_.6_ 4_.C ).00_ 1.009
_._ _°429 -8.38 46.8 l.G04 1.C04
0.0 ;_.43_ -8.]_ 48._ 0._9_ 0.9@9
u.O _°437 -7.95 48.3 C._@5 0.9@5
_.0 v._,) -7.7b &e.2 _oqgl 0.991
G.U ,_.4_3 -7.60 4b.O Uo_8 0.q88
_.U _°44_ -7._5 47._ G._bb 0*985
0o_ ¸ _.._5_ --6.9q 4_o_ J.975 G.975
u.'_ _,.4t2 "b°51 &(°9 _.9t5 0°965
U.,_ o._3 -7.03 47._ _._c 0o97_
G.O .._21 -_.E_ _.2 1.014 l._l_
G._ _.417 "_.0_ _o.5 l.Olb l. Olb
O.G b*_l_ -_.22 4_._ 1.022 1.022
u°u _+._[2 -0.34 _°7 1°024 1o02_
_L_W _VIFL: (.4_L,_(, P_PT]CLF SWITL; 2_o_3n[C PSkVG= _°_[PS]k • 5432loP#
rllV_= _.7_;_IA _ 6_1_3.P_ TT_VC= r6G._EFC R = 311.2[[L _ VEL_VG= _6.eFPS -I3_.3MP_
;V:LAVr= 717.+fP$ = i_.7_P$ _XVFL_V_= 435°?FPS =I32.L_PL U= _,_5.FPS = I_4.MPS
_ _[G V_L MN P_ PT 1T WSL W[L b_ ]N£]D_NCt PE_A AXIAL _[L
_f tB_/Sf( K_/£_ IN £FG IN IJkG VEL VEL
+ ° 1.;,26 ,.3c_2 l.,.l_ 1.,'.242 _._o_ 0._
_f. _ 1.OpL ¸ _,_c,t? I.biB_ l.v_4_ t°c_( "c ;,.i_
c+ I._,21 .,o?¢_ :,°oe3_ (._op4 _,°o92_ G°,:
I/: IL _*_t_ ,.37P7 _.0795 u.gTtl l*Of:C? 0.0
2 • ; ,,_7 ...3]eL ")._I", 0.0762 1._0C5 _,.0
"if. 21 ,_-,. ,._.?_f )°ofI_ ,"._?*_ 1°0_('7 _.G
iSf. 22 _°c_l L.3_3_ ,._b?¢ S.c_t u i._7 L.L
:_'. ;_ .',.rt_ _._'_I0 l°ulll 1.,',d35 l.;'Oe,, ,,.o
2_,. :' .¢'_ .37_1 1.o:_ 1°.2C_ ).:,03 ).0
3'l!. :. 1._:1 ",3F,_ l.C, lo_ 1._1,_ C.9¢'e_ C.O
3:.., 37 l,+Ot _,57t_ I,'.IP_ I.,_o2 _',_9_ i,.,
_. ?¢ 1._25 (.2c,51 1._17_ 1._22t O.°e°_ 2.O
0.6 t,.4_7 0.90 3_.2 1.02_ 1.0_E
O.u 5.4_7 O.b7 30.2 1.C27 I._OF
0._ ¸ _.40_ _.6e 3_.2 l._2_ IoOOE
u.u .*.407 _.86 3_*2 1._28 1°00_
o.C _*_OP _.67 _8.2 I.U?7 l. O0_
0.0 0.4O9 C._3 2_.2 1.02_ 1.007
;._ ..414 l._e 35.0 1.021 |.OOe
_.,: _,°_1 _ 1°It _7.9 1._1_ 1.O05
J.v ,_2_ L.2_ 37*8 1.014 l.O0_
_.L L._21 1.73 37._ C°_ ° |.600
L°, _._3_ I.P7 37*2 _,._95 b.ge8
b°G _._t l.eo 37.1 v._gl u._gT
_o_ ,.43 _ 2.1G _?._ _.98i 0.996
_._ d°_41 2.2C 36. _ _.q£4 0._95
L*u _°_4_ 2._1 76._ _°_?_ 0.993
v*O _°_ 2o51 5_*t {_°_?_ J.992
i.u _.&52 ?°72 30._ v°_67 _._gb
G.G _°_ 2.88 !t.2 _°9&2 0._89
_.0 _.4_8 2°73 _°_ _._t_ o.@gu
0.0 _.4_ ;.47 _.c _.9_5 G._9_
O°u .._2_ 1.e_ _7.4 I.GLI i.[O0
,.,, .._1 _ i.4_ 27._ 1.£0_ l.uU_
_.u :._12 1.13 3C.b l._l_ l._Ot
0.0 _.41o 1.03 3c.1 1.022 1.007






_Lnw 5w]PL= L,L3!.f( PA_7]CLF SWIFt= 35,43DE_
PI_V_ l'_,5.V_lJ • 7_b_,_ TTJVG= 591,4f.E_ R = 32_,bD[C K
l_JST_ _[_ VtL MN _ PT TT WBL W_L
l_'.' ] 1,.);:_ J._Tgf, |*_I3T ].:;11 ° C.gc¢ 0 _._
7(* : 1._O_ _._7_: 1_1_3 1_:'17_ _*90Tl 4._
_;. _ l.#(;t _ "_*_7_,_ |°_|4h |*_17_ '_._972 t)*_
Y* ": t*_'L'f '*_7F4 l*"'tb& 1._1o4 _°oo77 bo_,
7r, _ 1,::_ **_77 ¢¸ 1.01_6 1°',1_2 0.9_77 _._
_. : ).._C _.&77_ ].0!_7 ].',|7f, :..OCTl ,.._
l_* l, 1..G_ _'.4771 _.OTb c _°07_ f.gPT_ _*_
1-_° I_ _,_¢ L._7_ _;°o8)7 ,_.c'_3 ].,¸,012 :_.u
_'t. _ _._r :o_71_ ,,.oF2_ &°_O_ 1.([,1 _ O*O
lO_° I_ ,_°_ :I.4_9 _ _.9_43 &°_016 ;.OfJ2_ u.O
24_* _', G*¢F_ :°_r77 _.Q¢_ U*_P02 1*004( (:*0
26_* ;t l*v_3 ¢._712 1.02C7 l,Olf_ 1.011_ O.O
3r_. J_ i._Jf (.*9797 l*f, lbl 1._17_ 1.0022 O*_.
3_Z. 2: 1._C_ _._77; 1.01_ I.C,I(5 b.gR82 O*O
?_P. _ I.,_T ..,_7E4 1._127, 1.;154 _.9965 O.O
E* ?_ i*(08 0.67q] !*C171 l*flf? oo_e7 C*b
_5AVbg _.OOPSI_ : 62Gt2.tA
V£LAVG= _53.0FVS =ItS*bMPE
DF INEID£N_t _LPMt JXIAL REL
IN _EG 1_ _EG VEL VEL
G.G O.?o3 -11.7_ 52.1 1.028 1.028
w.., _._92 -ll.7k 52.1 I.U;9 1.&29
O.C _..3_ -11.75 52.2 1.629 |.629
L.g _.392 -11,7_ 52*1 i*029 I*029
C,*_ _,.303 -11.b © 52.1 1*G28 !.028
_.(, _,.3_ -II,63 5_*0 |._27 1.027
_*( _.3_ -ll.S& 52.G 1,u25 2.G25
_*_ _.398 -ll.k7 51.9 I._24 1.024
u.( u.4i,3 -11.25 51.7 1._19 2.&19
V,_ .._10 -|[.9_ 51.3 l*013 l.O13
G.G G°417 -lb,b4 51._ l.GOT loOO7
u,O ,._21 -10.43 5_*L l*U03 1.003
t.O _.44_ -9,51 4_.9 _,0_5 0o9_5
_'.O L.4_3 -9.U3" 4q.4 U*975 0.975
O.O _._6b -_,Tb 4oo1 _.9_9 _969
t,_ _.4b_ -_._5 4b.9 G*gbb 0.96_
O,& O_4_f -8.92 48._ O.9e_ 0.96_
b*U t:.4£_ -E*2_ 48._ C,g_2 0.962
0,0 _.468 -b._ 48.8 u.962 &.962
_*_ 0.45_ -E*_O 49.2 &.9_1 0*972
_*b Oo _4& --q*?5 &9.7. 0.98; _.982
(**0 _.43_ -o._7 5_.5 0*992 0*992
0,0 v.42_ -1_,24 50.6 0*999 0,9_9
_,0 _._19 -1_,55 5u.9 l.b05 I*00_
O.b O.405 -11.15 51-5 I*017 1,O17
0.0 _._01 -II.3b 51._ 1,021 I._21
(_*0 r.3_T _II.SZ 51,9 1.025 1.02 _
U°O rt,394 --11,b4 52,0 1,027 1,027
FL_W _WIgt= I;._IDfG PhRT]CL! SW|RL = 39.11DEC
_V_L_V_= 7_I,_:F_$ = 2;_._FPS JXVELJV_= 4_2,EFP$'=I34.gMPS
• _T_ EEC VEL MN PS PT TT W_L WEL
I._E _°3q23 1*0027 I,01_7 O.gqbO _.0
1.w_O t'.39_7 1.0029 1._111 G.9971 0.0
1.0_0 _*3_28 1.b032 1.011_ 0.9n72 V*O
1,_': _.30_6 1.0040 1.0122 L*_974 0.0
],C36 _.3_14 1._060 1.3139 G°9_77 O*O
I.,_55 I,._907 1,609_ 1._138 0.9977 0.0
|.vle _.3ee_ 0.9717 c.9762 (..q87£ &oO
1*_0_ C.37_1 0°_777 _*°787 C.09b_ 6._
































172. 1¢ tI,©_:3 _.*37_0 ",9_75 e,._83© 1.00_4 _,O
_2, I_ _.9V¢ O*3&_ _,9P_9 _,_45 1,0025 0,0
lb2o If _,c7_ 0.3_6_ ),oo['7 C°_ 1,0027 _*C
:3;, :_ ..o17 L.3133 .°eeSl C,_f2 1°r_0_3 (',o
_2, 2_ {,_4 ;,'3387 !,_C_3 _,992 o 1,0043 ';*_,
_;, ?_ _,_*_l _',3_71 1,00_5 0,oo4_ 1,00_6 0,3
?7?* ,t J.¢_ _*31_2 I.CC©_ _,_9_] 1,00_ _,_
2_;, ::'l .._tl 0,_ c I,o217 1,_12_ 1,v092 _,_
2_.. :_ 1",,_ _,3_ l,_R_ 1,:.722 1,01|_ C*C
_;, ?.. ",_ ,',?757 1,.;1_2 I,{¸164 1°0_2 ),b
33f, ?: 1,:;I= ',_3_ I*GG_2 1,:12 = &,9©_7 :,,',
PSAVG = 9.31PS1A = _9219*Pa
VEL_VG= t43°lFP5 _I35°1MPS
U= O2&*FP$ = 191,MP$
DF INCIDEkCF _ETA AXIAL AEL
IN DEG IN 01G YEL V_L
0,530 -2,10 37,2 1,O39 1,O13
0°537 -2,13 37,2 1,039 !,O13
_,5_7 -2,14 37,2 1,040 l,&13
0,538 -_,13 37,2 1,O39 1°013
u,_39 -2*09 3T*2 1*039 1°011
Z._4U -2.d_ 37.1 1.039 |.012
:.S4I -2.60 37.1 1._3S I.011
_o5_ -1.92 37,0 1,032 l.blb
£.5_0 -l*3& 3b,_ l°u2& l*OO_
_.555 -1,53 3b.6 /,bib 1°00_
_.5_ -I,_C 3b.I _.99_ 0.999
_,_71 -0,70 35.E 0.968 0°_
_.b74 -%°57 55.7 0°98_ 0,995
,.57o -O.a5 55.5 _.979 _.993
_.57E -_._3 _5.4 _*975 G.992
,.5_1 -_.21 35._ O*971 &.991
_.5_4 -0,08 35*2 6.967 O. gb9
_'.bho U.O4 35.1 _._92 C.989
:,.58 c C*lb _4.9 O°gSb _*_8_
4.192 U.2E 34._ 0.954 G.¼8_
_.5n3 _._7 3_.7 _.951 G.98.
,.5°_ v*42 34,7 6°949 O._4
_.5_1 -v,71 35*b _o9_ _.999
,,_ft -1,2_ 3e.: I,vu7 1._02
3.5_f -t.4e 3b.( l.Ul$ I*_U5
,._3_ -i.oe 37.I 1.033 1.011







U _ _]4,_P$ = I_,_RS
T_.¢I_ 1¢C VEL r*_ f5 _T 7T W_L W_L {_ I_CI_EN[; EEIA _XIAL REL




PTAVG= |3.F3PSIA = 9_322,PA TTAVG= 655._nFC _ = 3&4,3DFC K
_V_LAVC= 541,2FP_ = I&_.O_FS JXV_LAVG= 45&,2FP_ =|39.0NPS
THETA $[G VEL NN PS Pl 1T WBL WBL
_C L_M/S_C KG/SFC
20. 1 1.n13 _,4564 I*O03B I,COB4 &o9_32 0,0
?©* 2 1,G13 C.4564 1.0047 1.00R4 0.9934 0.0
4_* ? 1,&]3 0,4564 1,C055 1,0101 0,90_6 0,0
_, 4 1.o13 0,_1 l,Ou?2 |,*_II_ C,9941 _,0
_9, 5 1,012 _,_55 1,¢00B ],_130 O,Cg4? 0,0
7 c • © 1,011 9,_553 ],010_ 1,0145 0og_4_ 0.0
_q, T ],011 0,455] 1,0|]0 ],0149 C.,_9_! &,O
0o, _ 1,_|0 0.454B 1,0]0! |,D]3T 0,09_8 0,0
lIa, l& 1.._C3 _,453! ,),_631 0o9_ 0,08_5 G,O
1Zq. 1_ 1,_0_ 0,4_17 0,Q_34 0o_84o 0,_884 D,O
149. 13 0._95 0,44T9 0,9P54 0,9R40 0,0o44 b.O
1_. _ _,09_ _,4453 _,QP94 G*_PT3 1,0022 0,0
|To* |_ &._3 _)o_44_ _,q©_ &,_87_ |.0030 0o0
I_. 1_ 0,992 _.4438 O*g_|O 0._886 1.0048 0,_
10c, |_ G*_& 6,4470 0,9_27 G,9_9| I°0056 0.0
2_0, |_ _,9P9 O*_2& 0°9_| G,_qOI 1,0062 0°0
21 o. ;_ _°qE7 _.441| 0,Q_63 (,_olT !,0071 0,0
27_. 21 (,_E_ ,,.4404 3,_oT8 0,0_2E 1,G077 0°0
270. _2 0,_4 0.4?95 0,9_9_ 0,_o43 |,CO_S 0,0
24_. ?_ 0,c_3 _,_89 1,0014 G,_95_ 1,00_ 5,_
25c, _ _,_3 _,438_ 1,_02_ 0,¢963 |,&O_? 0,6
2_* _ _,_63 _,43_ 1,0037 0,9_7_ 1,010| 0,_
27_. _t &.9_3 0,4386 1,0¢_, 0,_o82 1,0|03 _,&
2_ _ • 27 _,0_1 _.4a, 24 |,OO&O |.CO21 l.G|6e C.G
_cc, _ _,©_7 G,444o 1,0|17 l,_0¢3 l°0|I2 O.G
_3 c • :_ 1,302 _,4_7_ 1._I00 |,_093 1,0004 &,C
32_, ?_ I,DL_ _,45]7 1,006o I,O0_T _,O0_& 0,0
??(. _; |,_0_ 0,4_25 1,&046 I,DOT4 _.o_77 D,O
3_. _3 1._10 _r._4_ 1.0027 1.'c0_3 _.094Z _.0
7_, 3_ 1.111 L,455& 1,0018 1,00_o ¢,o_6 0,_
<o _L 1._]2 '_,_1 1,G01_ ],306? _,9_2T G,G
l_* ?_ !.'_13 0o4504 1.002_ ],(07_ ¸ c°qq2e c.,6
VEL_VG= _S2.1FPS =168.3_PS
U= b02.FPS = |83.MPS
DF |NCICENC_ ALPHA AXIAL REL
IN DEG IN DEG ¥EL VEL
O,b _,_&O L.2T 5T.4 1.033 1.033
0,0 (_260 1.25 57.5 1.033 1.033
0,0 0,2_o ],24 07,5 1,C_4 1,034
u,O _,2_ 1,28 57*4 1,033 hO_3
0,0 _,2T1 |,37 57,3 ],Obl 1,031
O*& b,27_ 1,43 5T,3 l,&Sb 1,030
0,_ G,273 I,_T 5T,2 1,029 1,029
0,0 0,274 1,_5 ST.! 1,027 1,027
0,0 G,Z79 1,04 5&,0 |_022 |*022
0,0 _,267 2,34 5_o4 1,012 1,012
0,0 u,2_4 2,T6 55._ 1,004 1,00_
O,G u,209 3*07 55,_ _,098 0,_98
b*_ _,302 3,2T 55,4 u,994 0,09_
O.G 0,30_ 3,42 55,3 0,991 0,991
0,_ 0,307 3,59 55,t O,OBB G,088
0,_ &.3|& 3oT7 54,9 _,_84 0,9B4
&.O &.?13 3,05 5_,e _,_B1 0,081
J,G _,317 4,IT 5_,5 0,TT 0,07?
O,G _,321 _,39 5_,3 C,072 O,gT2
_,G L,32_ 4,62 54,1 G,968 0,968
0.0 _,328 4,_1 53._ 0,96_ 0,0_4
0,_ 0,331 5°03 53,7 o,&o O,&G
_,(. _,_34 5,10 5_,5 0o057 0,0S7
u,& 0°036 5,32 53,4 u,9_ 0,95_
&,O 0,337 b,35 53,3 G_054 0,9_4
0,0 0,336 5,3l 53,4 G,9_5 0,955
G,O 0o320 _.40 54,_ 0,972 0,97Z
G,o O,S&_ 3.6_ 5S,| 0,9B7 0,987
G*O &.2_6 2,gb 55,? |,_00 1,G00
0,_ _,28_ 2,51 5&,2 |,009 1,009
0,0 &,284 2,20 06,5 1,&15 l*Glb
G,O O,2Bt |,00 5_,7 1,010 1,019
_,0 o,270 1.T9 5_,_ 1,023 1,023
b.u _.275 1,50 57,1 1,027 1,02T
0,o _.272 1,4_ 57,3 1,030 1,030
_,0 v_27_ 1,_2 57,4 1,032 1,032
FL_N SW]FL: 2Z._Ft_ PAF.TZCL£ SNIEL= 67,_C£G PS_VG= 12°70PSIA = ET582.FA
_TA_'_= I_._4PSI_ = _t77_.PA TTAVG= 655*EDFG _ = 364.3DE_ K VELAVG= 47O._FPS =1_3._PS
TH_I_ _FG VEL MN PS PT TT _BL WBL
_C LBN/S_C KG/_EG
2;'. 1 1._4 b.'304 _ 1.0024 |.t_|O0 C.0072 u.C, G._
4_. ; |*C34 ,,._fC 1.0C33 |*C!IC C°©9_4 _._ C._
_2. ? 1.C35 ('°?051 l*Ob_| .l*(|l_ 0._936 0.0 _.&
7_. ? 1._22 _._38 1*C, CP4 1._155 t,.O_T 0._ O.&
_2. ¢ 1."*_1 _*3037 1._°_ 1o0160 O.oo_ 0.0 0.0
h._* P I._2E C;.3e23 1°50_o |.JI_2 0.o0_ &._ &._
1_7. ]1 1._G3 (,._E$70._P40 L.QPS7 G.o_4 3.0 0.£
177. 1_ ,_.(_7 C.374r 0.0_0( f,GbT! !*0022 _._ &._"
?(-;. }¢ _.QF_ L.STS| ?*_91! _.9_T4 |._63 © _._ 0.')
_* _l _._ _._4_ 0.o_91 _._Oll 1.007_ 0°_ &._
_?. _; C*ctCs O.St2Q 1oC017 _.o024 |._Ot5 0.0 _.0
2_2. ;: .._ ;.?c|= l.J&2 _ 3._33 t. O0_? 0.0 0.0
_&_. ;4 (._ _*?Ei,_ 1.004C' G._3_ 1.000T 0.6 _.G
?_. _7 ,._TZ ;.?_73 I.OC_ _ ]*OCt] l.O|Ob 0.6 0.0
3:_* _* _._T 3.77_] I._!IE 1.GO7 o |*_112 _,.C _.G
71_* L¢- J._| L'*ST_ 1._'0_ I.I,OE_ |.&O_4 0.0 O*&
72_. _ ].C,'_ _..78_6 1.00_ o 1._,0_¢. !._ 0.') _._
_. _ 1.327 (,.3_2_ |.COC 'o !*V071 &.O_B O*& 0.0
12. 3" I.(?;J '...307_ |*bOOb 1._'077 _°Q_27 &.O v*C ¸
;'_. 3_ 1..33 &*?_ |.6011 ]."_OE_ 0.992B 0.0 )*0
DF INCIOENCE BEI_ _X|AL REL
IN DEG IN OEG VEL VEL
b,4_¢ _,6T 43,_ 1,034 1.012
U,_UE 0,6_ 43,3 1,03_ 1.012
_,4_5 _,65 43.4 1.035 1,013
u,_6 G°be 43,3 _*_4 1._12
C*40E 0°73 43.3 1.032 1.012
V.408 O,77 43,2 1*031 1.011
_.40_ _._1 _3°2 lo&_O |.&|l
0*_10 v. Sb 43.1 1.028 1°010
C*_2_ 1.40 42.6 1._12 I._04
0.438 2*0] 42.0 &*_03 0*997
3._39 2.10 41.9 0.990 0*99_
_._l 2.21 41.8 _,_87 0.995
0,44_ 2*33 _l.7 0,984 0.994
v.&4E 2*59 &|.4 0*_76 0*991
_*45& 2.T3 _1.3 O*gTZ 0.990
_.4_3 2.b8 41*1 0.96T GKg88
_.455 3.01 41.£ O.9b_ 0.08T
J.45_ 3.15 43.9 O*9&O. 0*986
0.4_0 3,26 _U.7 O*O_b 0.98&
_._61 3,34 _O.T u,9_ 0,904
0.46] _*36 4&.6 0.953 0*983
&*460 3,33 _*7 G.954 0°98_
0*_6 2.73 41,3 &.072 0,990
G.4_ 2,_1 41,8 0.9BT 0,995
0,_20 I.77 42,Z |,OOl 1.000
b.42u 1.40 42._ _.&09 1.£*03
u._l_ 1.28 _2*7 l.Ol5 1.005
_._14 1.15 42,_ 1,019 1.007
0.412 1.02 43,& 1,023 1.008
0.41_ 0.8_ 43.1 1*_27 l.OlO
O.4GB O,7_ 43,2 1,030 l.OlI





FLOW _WIKL: _,&9_EG PAETICLF SWIRL= 77o_EOEG
P_JVG_ _,I_P_I_ = It158_o_A TTAVG= 6_IoT_EC P _ 378_TDEG
_V_LAV_= _I_,]FPS = 157°OMP_ AXVFLJV_ _6Co_FPS =140°3WP_
THETJ _G VfL MN _$ P1 _¥ WSL WBL
NC LBM/SEC KG/SE_
_2. I 1,C]3 ho47Z_ 1.00_4 _.0092 &o_93_ 0o0
_2, 2 |,013 C'._7_q Io0054 1.0|03 U.9_37 O.O
_2o 3 |,0_3 0.'472_ Io00_2 l°O||| 0,9939 0o0
62. 4 ]°(_I_ _°472_ |.OOB| |._|27 0.Q94_ (_°0
7_o 5 ],011 _o471 _ I°0|0_ 1,01_ 0.Q95C 0°0
92. _ l.Oll 0.4715 Io0120 I,_16G _.9753 0,0
_I_° _ |,_G7 0,_70_ 0.9_4 1,0008 O,_gZL 0°0
12_o 10 _,002 0o4687 Oo_B| 0.Q903 _ogBB3 0o0
132. ]I &,_ _o4670 0o9_2 0°_893 O._8_B UoO
]42, I_ _o_9_ &o4655 0.98e5 O,_S&_ D.79_3 0o0
I_ ]_ 0,99_ 0.464] 0,9884 G_9_T_ 0,99_ 0o0
162, 14 G,_4 _o_627 0.9B9¢ G,98BO 0,9971 0o0
18_o _ _°_ _o4_0_ _,_q]P 0,c_90 1.0032 0,0
19_° _7 Oo_i _o4600 0.9923 _,_9_ 1.0044 0.0
2_2° IE G,_ G°_9! 0._34 G.9B96 Io0054 0.0
212, ]° O,Q_ _°45B3 0o9_42 0,9900 1,0060 0o0
2_2. 20 _°_B _.4575 0o94_7 0,99C_ loO06q 0,0
232, 2! 0o_66 0,4_6_ 0,_65 G,99|3 _°G075 0o0
242. _ 0._65 0,4560 0oc980 0o_923 1,00E2 0o0
252. _ 0,98_ 0,4555 O._gBB 0,_92_ loO_B_ 0o0
262, 24 GogE_ G,45_] 0.9993 0._0 |°_93 0,0
27_o ?_ _.984 0.4551 Io0000 0.9937 I',009_ _o0
2_° 2_ C.Q@5 0.455_ |,_004 0,_43 |,OOq9 0°0
292. 27 _.993 0°_94 |°0008 G,9972 1,0097 0.0
PSAVC= 13,96PSIA = 96237.PA
VELAVG = 582.5FPS =177.5MP$
U_ 5_BoFP$ = 179°MP$
DF INC|_ENCE ALPHA AXIAL REL
IN DEG ZN DFG VEL VEL
_°G G,3?G 2,19 .53°7 1°033 1,033
0,0 _,370 2o|7 53°7 I,_33 1,033
0,0 _°369 Z,16 53,7 1°U33 1o433
0._ C',37G 2,20 53°7 1o032 1,032
0°_ uo372 2,29 5_°6 1°030 l,O_O
_°0 0_72 _,3_ 53°6 1o029 1,029
4°0 0°_73 2°3B 53,5 1o02E IDO2B
0°0 0°37_ 2,46 53°4 1°027 1,0Z7
0,0 O,3BO 2,?9 53°1 1,019 _,01_
0.4 _o3B9 3.30 52°6 I°OOB 1,008
0,0 0.395 3,69 52°Z 0,999 0,99_
4o0 _,402 4°_ _1.8 0°990 0°990
_,0 G°404' 4°_4 5|,7 0,_87 0°98?
O,G O,4bb 4o35 51,_ 0,98_ _,985
0o0 0°408 _,4B $|o4 0,9_2 0,982
0°0 _°410 4,61 51,3 0,_79 0°979
4°4 0,412 4°_8 51,1 0°_7_ 0,9?6
0°0 _,415 _,95 51o0 _°97Z 0,972
0o0 4o418 S°12 $O°E 0°969 0,969
O,G 0,420 5°26 _0,6 0°96S _,_6S
0o0 0°423 5°42 50,5 0°962 0°962
0o0 U,425 5,54 50°4 0o959 0.959
0°0 G°426 5,63 50.3 G,_58 0°958
0,0 0°_26 56ha; 50,3 0o9S7 0°957
G,O G_42_ $°_9 50°3 0°959 0°959
0,0 0.412 4,75 _I,Z 0°976 0°976
9?
APPENDIX B (Cont'd)
ST_It; FL_ _WZFL _ 23._6_rG PA_TZCL[ SWJ_L_ _Lo2LDFG PS#VG* Io*AZP_X_ = LXIXX_.P_
VELAVC= _3,?FP$ =I_.TMP$
U= 57_._P5 = |76.MP_
,,[
TT WFL WFL DF INCID[P£÷ ALPPA AXIAL EEL
L_/$5C KC/_[F IN [LC IN bE[ V[L VEL
ST_C r
Rr_r_
,._ ,.252 -7.23 5_,_ l.Obu 1,030
(.J %.2_I -7._1 5_,2 1.022 I.&32
.,.!. ._ -7,3F 5P,w 1._33 1.033
u.. -.2_', -?._5 5E,4 1.035 I,G35
_,v s.24/ -7,_4 55,5 1.uJ6 1*U)b
,,.O _.2TT -5.%9 5o.7 )._C l*OOb
_.2 C.YE_ -4.73 55.7 _.9_I 0._81
{.d .,19_ _._1 55,5 w.977 u*_7
_..u ,.29_ -4,3_ 55,3 6.073 0.973
O*u ,°299 -3og_ Dw°& Q.W6_ 0.9e5
6.'2 ,*)u_ -5._7 5W*_ _,155 G.955
C,O L.3<_ -3.55 _&*_ _,955 0.955
0.o ,,26Z -t.$O _6.1 C._88 O.W@_
_.0 1.[6_ -'¢*la 57.1 l=OO5 l._O_
C.O C,2{_ -6._C 57,_ l.Ol_ 1.31_
w*v _,_#_ -c.57 57._ 1.017 1.017
_*_ _,26£ -6.71 57.7 1o020 I*020
0.,, .25L -£.8& 57*5 I.022 I*Q2Z
i,,u ,.256 -b.9_ 5t._ 1._25 |*025
.°C ,,29_ -7*I_ 58.1 1.02£ I*0_6
FL_;4 _WJ_L= 2_o_&_FG PAPT|CLI ZW;_L= 8C.203_
_VfLAVG= C74o!FP_ = 2_5._HPS AXVEL#VC= 46C.}FP$ =)_._MP$
?e* } I,_?P t'.37&_ I*$_I 1.,119 0,9939 C*C
_r* Z I*C_' 6ogT'.& l°C(,e_ 1.:1_0 0*_995 u,_
_. Z ].£_ ('°_6_ I.OC_ |.315! O.Q_! 0.[
_* _5 • _°,_ 0*7_ _ I._0_$ _._'|7_ 0,_94_ _.0
9_. 7 I.L_ _o_7_4 I*_IC_ 1.0172 b°9950 U*_
I;'_, _ I,_2_ _.3_71 I,_:90 I*C. lbZ ('.9q4 _ 6*6
18£* l_ 0.981 0.3_5_ 0._9_6 0._ Q_ I,_025 OoD
2['_° l_ _.o_4 6*35?4 0*_94b 0._B94 Z*0053 O.,D
2_6. I_ 0._71 '_*_511 0.9948 0.9e89 1,0061 0._
22t_o _I _°96 r Oo_C? _*0e52 0,_8_2 Io0076 0°0
Z_° ?Z b°_(3 (*°_?_ 0.9_55 _*_80 1,0083 0.0
2_. C_ _*_l .',)_469 9.9953 0°_87_ 1.0000 C*D
2S_* 2_ _._5o _*_4_I O*q_3 0.°871 I*_09_ _*D
_D_* 25 C*_F_ C*3567 _*a041 I°¢009 I*01_0 _.0
_I_* 20 _._ 0o_611 1.0042 lo_O_] I*OOR? _*D
_* _.. I.CO? Oo3b_! I*_043 I*C046 1.0071 b*_
3_* 3_ l°'_l_ ,_,37_3 1.0051 ],_*OE6 _°Q972 O°u
_* :[ _*,;3 T.*_73_ I°00_ _ I*_0_ G.9932 0.0
2_° 3( I°;'_ .J.3_3_ 1°0C_ _°_IC3 G,992_ _°_
P_AVC= It*S?PSl_ = 11_27_*Pa
VE_VG= 46%._FPS =I&Z*&MPS
C_ I_C]DENCI _ET_ AXl_L KEL
IN tEG IN CEG VEL VEL
0.6 _.3_ -_*I_ _4,| l*bS2 1._12
_.6 C.337 "-_.21 44,1 I._33 1.013
0._ _*32_ -4.2[ 4_._ 1.035 I*01_
0.0 _.3_3 -_,01 _3.9 I*02T |*01_
G._ _o_52 -3.5_ 43,5 I.CI_ I*_05
u._ _.55_ -3*30 43,2 I*0_5 1.002
_*G b.3_2 -_*09 _3,b 0o99B _o999
_.Z _*36_ -2.7_ 47,b _,966 0.996
&*O 0,370 -Z*_2 _2*_ C.9_5 0.994
O*u 0o3?_ -2.5_ _2.4 _.981 0.993
0.0 0,374 -2._ 42*? 0o_70 0*99Z
0.0 _.376 -2.2_ _2*Z 0*974 0°990
O*C C_3?b -2.I_ 42*I G°9_1 0*989
0.0 C,380 -Z*O_ 41°9 0o9_8 0.988
0*0 _°301 -L°qe _loc 0°_65 0._87
0.0 _.36_ -I.87 _l°_ 0.963 O.eSb
_*0 bo_8_ -1.81 _1._ _*961 0.9_5
_°0 _*_85 -]*¥_ _1.6 _.959 0,905
0o0 _*_E5 -I.?_ &lo_ _*959 b.gE5
0,0 C*_ -I.76 41,7 0*959 _r. 985
_*0 O*_l -_._l 42,2 _.9T6 0.991
0._ (*.36_ -2.7_ 42.6 C°98E 0*995
0._ U.349 -3°54 _ *_ I*_12 l*O_
O.C ¢.3_5 -3*74 4_,6 I*0_6 1.007





rL_W SWI_L= 2t,4?i£G PAETICLF _W)BL= _4oTBDEG PSAVG= ]7.?_P_IA : |22435.PA
THFT_ _1_. V_L M_ PS pl _T WPt W_L CF |NC|D_NC_ ALPHA AXIAL REL
_ L_M/$[C KG/_C IN _ IN _F_ VEL VEL
O,O 0,26_ -_,65 56,0 lob2T I.£27
,,_ C,_? -_,73 St,0 IOC29 I°02_
_°_ _,2_& -_°_ 55°_ loU2_ 1,023
Uo.J 3°31t -t,°65 5_°_J t,°_4 0°964






Ktnw SW]_L= 27.¢_egFC PAPTICL[ SWIEL_ 92.27DE_
OTAVG= _;'*CoP$IA : I_?82_.PA 1TAV_= ?bF,70_G R • 421.5DEG K
[VFL_VG: c_I,]FP_ : I_B.8N_S AXVFLAVG= 484.5FPS _147.?NP5
T_ET_ _tC VFL MN P$ PT T? MBL MS[
_C LSM/$fC KG/SE_
78. _ 1.01C 0.4_63 1.0104 1.01_ b.993T G.O O.G
8_. (: 1.('t_ 0.4664 l.('lOT 1.014? 0.9939 b.6 C.O
_g. _ 1.010 _.4664 1.6109 1.0149 9.9941 0.0 0.0
]J_. _ [.0]) 0_4663 1.0103 1.0142 _.9_40 C',O 0.0
i]f. ? 1.007 &._65[ 1.0035 1.&067 0.9919 G,3 0.0
IZ_. I_ I._03 _.4637 0.9991 I._014 0.9905 0.0 0.0
13_. 11 1.001 0.4627 0.9973 0._98_ 0._g_2 0._ 010
|4_. !_ _.909 &.4618 0*9959 G.qoTo _.990_ U.O O.G
15F. 1_ 0._7 0.6605 0.99_2 0.9946 0.9916 0.0 0.0
16_. 14 C.995 0.4592 0.9936 0.993] 0.993_ 0.0 0.0
17_. I_ _.99_ 0.4579 0.9933 G.qq20 0.9969 0.0 0.0
1B_. 1_ U._4 0.4368 0.9933 0.9913 1.0002 _.0 0.£
l_e. 17 _.003 0.4550 0.0_32 0._07 1.0023 0.0 0.0
2CF. [& 0.9_2 0.4553 _.993& 0.9901 1.0046 0.0 0.0
21P* 19 _._2 U.4_47 0.9926 &._893 1.0057 0_ 0.b
22F* _ 0;99| 0._542 9.992_ 0.9_8_ 1.006_ 0.0 0.0
23C* 2] 0.990 0;453? 3.9918 0.98_0 1.0073 0.0 _.0
248. ?_ &_90 C.45_3 _.9958 0.9_T_ 1.GO80 0.0 _.0
25_. 2_ C.qG_ 0.4_28 0.99|1 0,qP67 1_0086 _.0 0.0
2bP. 24 0.989 0._524 0.9906 0.9860 1.00_2 0.0 0.0
278. ;_ G.9_ _.4521 O.qqO_ 0._858 1.00_7 _.0 0.¢
2_e. ?e O._E9 3.452] 0.9909 0.9861 1.0101 0.0 0.0
29_. 27 0.992 0._5_L 0.99_1 0*9902 1.010_ 0.0 0.0
30e. 2_ C.qgT C.4562 1.0006 0.9982 I.OIGB 0.0 0.0
31B. 2° 1.b00 O.457B [.0020 1.0006 |.00_4 0.0 O*C
_?_. 3u ].bO: 0.4_91 1.0035 1.0028 [.0081 0.0 b.O
338. 31 I.G04 0.460_ 1.0052 1,D0_4 1.006_ 0.0 G.O
3_8. 32 I._C6 C.461_ 1.0062 |.0072 1.0039 0.0 0.0
35_. 33 l.OO? 0.4_31 1.0063 I.OOB3 1.0004 0.0 G.O
8. _ i.007 G.4_42 1.0062 1_008_ 0.q96F 0.0 Q.O
l_. 35 1._'07 0.46A_ 1.0061 1.0002 0.9943 0.0 0.0
2E* _ I._OB 0.465_ 1.0063 [.009_ 0.9_31 0.0 0.¢
FLO_ $_TFL_ )O._OEG PARTICLE $_I_L: 95.04_fG
rTAVG: 22,_8P5|_ _ 1_57_0.PA TTAVG _ 7_8.70EG R = 421.5_[G K
P_AVG= _25.&FP_ _ 1_C.7MP$ &XV_L&VC= 4_5.0FP$ _l_O.qMP$
THfTA SEG VFL NN PS PT TT M_L _L
N_ LS_/$EC KG¥$[G
40. I 1.020 v.4042 1.0054 1.0104 &,_929 0.0 0.0
_, 2 I*021 3._04e 1.005_ 1.0113 0.993_ 0.0 0.0
6(_. _ 1._:2 0.4_82 1.0064 h0120 0.9931 _.0 O.G
?C. 4 1.623 0.4055 1.0072 1.0130 0.9934 0.0 b._
_. _ 1.0_4 0.4_6_. 1.0080 I._140 0.9937 0,0 0.0
9_. £ 1._25 G.4362 1.00_2 1.0144 C,.V939 &.0 O.b
1:_0. 7 1.02_ 0._062 1.00_4 1.o146 0,oo41 0.o 0.0
11_, _ I._2_ ..40&I 1.0079 1.014o O.qq_ 0.0 0,o
120. C l.OIT _.4035 1.0020 1.U062 0.9_19 0.0 C.u
130. iO 1._Oq C.4002 _._oBT 1.0015 _.900_ 0.0 _.0
14O. _1 1.0&3 0.3_10.9_T5 0.99_2 0._902 0._ b.0
150. t_ 0.9_9 0._963 0_996_ 0.9972 0.090_ 0.0 U._
16C. 1_ C.@_ _.394_ 0.9952 0.9949 0.991_ 0.0 _.0
170. 1_ &._91 _.3925 fl.9_47 _.o93_ 0.993_ 0. 0 0.0
1_. 15 0._8_ 0.3q0_ _.994b 0.¢_924 0.q969 0.0 O*u
]91. l& 0.9_7 0.3894 0.9_47 O.oIT 1.0002 U.O D.0
2_. IT _.9_5 0.3BFG _.994_ O.q91G 1.00_8 O.O 0.0
2[_. IE 0.9_3 0.38?0 0.9945 ¢.9904 l.O0_ ¢.0 Q.O
22_. I_ C._pI 0.3_600.9043 0.9896 1.C057 _.O ¢.0
23&. ?e _*_EC _.3855 _.9942 _._6_I 1.0006 _.0 0.0
PSAVG: I_,B1PSIA : 136593.PJ
VFLAVGs ¢07.3FP$ :IBS.|NP$
U= 55E.FP$ = 170.MP$
OF INClDENC_ aLPH_ _XlaL R£L
]N OEG !_ DEG VEL ¥EL
0.23_ -[4,26 53.7 1.018 1.018
_*Z3T -14.34 $3.7 l*02&- l*02&
0.236 -14.3_ 53*8 l*_2G 1.020
_',235 -14.41 5_.8 1._1 1.021
0.23_ -14.ab 53,9 1.¢22 1-022
0*234 -[4.48 53.9 1.023 !.023
u.234 _14.49 53*9 1.023 1.023
_.234 -14.42 53.9 [*023 1.023
_.24& -1_.20 5_.6 [.0[6 [.016
0.246 -13.88 53.3 1*008 1.008
G*2_0 -13.68 33.1 1.G04 !.004
0.254 -13.51 52.9 1,000 i.000
0*25? -13.34 52,7 &.q9_ G,996
0.260 -13.21 _2,6 0.992 0.(_)2
0.261 -13.[0 52._ 0.990 0*990
0.263 -13.02 52.4 _,988 0*988
_.264 -12.94 52.3 L.986 0.986
3.266 -12.87 52.J 0.9_5 0.985
_.2_? -12.79 52.2 b.983 &.983
G.268 -12.?3 52.1 0.981 0._81
£.27C -[2.66 52.1 G.979 0.9_9
0.271 -12.60 52.0 b.978 0.9T8
G.272 -12.53 51.9 0.976 C.926
_.274 -1_.4_ 51.9 0.975 0.975
_.274 -1Z.42 51.$ 0.9?4 0.9?4
0.2_4 -12.43 51.6 O.gT4 0.974
_.270 -12.64 52.0 0.979 0.979
0.260 -13.13 52.5 0.991 0.991
G.255 -13._1 52.8 0.997 0.997
_,.251 -13.62 53.& 1.0,_2 1.002
0.247 -13.el 53.2 1.007 l.O0?
3.244 -13.95 33.3 1.010 1.010
0.243 -14.05 53.4 1.012 1.012
0.241 -14.11 53.5 1,014 1.014
0.240 --14.|_ 53.6 1.015 1.015
_.239 -la.21 53.6 l*Olb 1.016
PSAVG_ 20.29F$1A w 139_95.PA
VELAVGs 524.0FP$ _159.'?_P$
U: 55_FP$ : 109._P$
DF I_CIDENCE 8ETA AXIAL REL
1_ O£G IN OE_ ¥EL VEL
_.243 -q.20 53.1 1.020 1.009
C.242 -9.26 53.2 1.O21 l.OIG
_._41 -9.29 53.2 1.022 1.010
0.2_0 -9.33 53._ 1.023 1.0|I
0.239 -_.38 53.3 hG24 1.011
0.239 -9.4[ 53.3 1.025 1.012
0.230 -9;42 53.3 i.025 1.O12
0.23_ -_.40 53.3 1.025 1.£11
&.24_ -9.|1 53._ l.u17 l.O0_
&.252 -_.76 52.? I.&09 1._0_
U.256 -8.55 52._ 1.003 1.001
£.259 -8.38 52.3 0.999 1.0_0
G.263 -8.20 52.1 0.995 0.996
&.265 -8.06 52.0 C.99| 0.996
0.26? -?.9_ 51,9 0.9E9 O.qqb
_.268 -7.88 51.8 0.987 0.994
_.269 -7.80 51.? 0.965 0.99_
0._70 -7.23 _1.b 0.963 &.992
C.271 -7.65 51.6 _.961 0.991
0.271 -7.59 51.5 0.980 U.991
2_0. ;1 _._?F U.3843 b.9937 C*e8B2 1.0073 b.O
25.. ?2 0.976 0.383( b.9935 C.9_76 1.5083 0.0
2_U. 23 C.975 &.3828 Q.9932 _.9868 1.0086 0..!
??0. 2_ C.V?_ _.3820 0.992_ O.e_| 1o00Q2 _.C
28_. ;5 _.922 _..3816 0._o29 ¢._059 1.00_T 0.0
2"C. 2_ b.¢7_ -.3816 _.993] C.a862 1.0101 0.0
3C._. ?? O._?F 0.3_37 _.9960 b*q_O0 1.0104 u.O
_1_* _ C.95_ 0.388b !o001_ G.99_| 1.010F ,.0
_2[. _ _.9_7 b.39171.0023 |*0©0_ l._Oe_ 0.0
_33. 3; 1,0_2 _,_o41 1.0033 1.0028 _.0081 C.0
_. 31 l.<v7 3,3964 !.0045 1.0053 l.&OE4 _.#
75_, >? 1._1 b.5_B4 1.0_51 i.0070 1.007 _ _._
,. _? 1._'14 u.4002 1.0051 1.0079 1.C0_4 b.C,
IC.. _ I._15 _.4015 1.0048 1.C084 _.996_ G.O
_9, _ I*0]_ C.4034 1.0C47 1.0094 G.9_3] 0,_
&._ _.223 -?*52 51._ 0.9?8 0.99U
3'_ 0.224 -7*46 51.4 0.9T6 0.989
0._ 0.27b --7*39 51.3 0.975 0*989
C._ u.27_ -?.32 5[.2 &.973 0*988
O*C _.276 -?.28 51.2 &*972 0.98T
u*O &.27_ -?.2_ 51.2 0.972 0.987
_.0 bo271 -?.51 5[.4 0.9T8 0*990
_.0 _.261 -6.01 51.9 _.990 G.995
0.0 u.256 "bo29 52*2 G*_92 0*999
_*C _.253 -8.51 52.a 1.&02 i*001
O.b _.250 "e.7_ 52*6 1.007 1._03
u*O v.242 -_.85 52.6 1.011 1.b05
_*_ 0.245 -8.95 52*9 1.014 1*G0_
G.O 3*245 -9.01 52*9 I*OIS [*OG?
_.0 _,244 -9.0T 53.0 1.016 [.067





Ft_W _W;FL= 34,l?DIG PAP1|CLF SW|RL=104*2_D[G
_I_V_= ;_._4PSIA = |7953_,PA TTJY_t ?Bg*AcEG P = 438,8_£G K
_VELAV_= 52_,4_P$ = 15_°AMP_ AXVELAV_= 6_4._FP5 =15(._P$
T_A T_C V_L M_ P_ PT TT _L W_L
_IC L_M/$EC KG/SEG
_. 2- I.C1U 0o4717 1.C_4_ 1°008_ b°Q933 _.O
_, ; l,(,l_ _,.4720 1,bC52 1._094 3.99_P _.0
7_, _ 1,01] _,_72_ _.0059 I.O}D_ 0._93b C.C
Q_. _ 1.617 (_._?2P 1.U0_5 I,_1)_ 0.9°4] b.O
11_. [ 1,CI_ _°6_26 I.OC_ 1.0110 0.9_42 C*U
14_. 11 1._i6_. 0,467_ O°_q_ 1,0013 _,9_ 0.0
]6_. ]? _.qg_ _._6_ 0._q76 0.9975 0.9o!3 0.0
_4. ]_ _._ U.4627 0°o96_ 0._45 0.9954 0.0
lq_. I_ 0.Q91 0.4616 0.o_5_ 0.90_5 0._o85 C.O
2,J_° )7 _._91 C._06 0.9_57 (,.9927 1,0013 _.0
_1_* lr _.qcl 0._600 _.9o54 0._921 1,0035 0,0
2_*.. 1_ 0._9_ 0.4_ 0.9951 0.9914 1,004_ C,b
?_. 2_ _._90 0._0 G°99_ 0.¢909 1.0059 0.0
2_, 71 (._E? 0.4_84 0.9o45 0.9902 1.00_,_ 0.0
2_. _ 0.o(6 0,6_79 O.q_41 0._9_ 1.0073 O,C
_?_. _4 b._7 6.6_60 0.9936 0.o884 1,0085 0.0
2_* _5 O._E7 0.4567 0.9934 O.qSB] 1,0091 U,O
3_. ;7 C*q_) O._B_ 0.9950 0.9907 1.0102 0.0
314° ?( 0.9_ 0.4619 0°9_85 0._63 1.0107 C.O
324. 2 c ].001 _._34 !,0001 0.99B_ !.0097 0.0
3_, _b I.CO_ 0.z,648 1.0014 1.0010 1,0085 0.0
344. 31 1._05 0.46_3 1.0027 1o0032 1o007! 0.0
3_* 3_ I.u07 0._6T7 1.003_ hO05_ 1.0051 O.G
_, _ l.OOq 0,4690 |*COCO 1,00_3 2.0021 0.0
14. _ 1.009 0.67_0 1.0063 1.007_ 0,9_8_ 0.0
?_. ?! 1.009 _._Y08 1.00_4 1.0078 0*9958 0.0
_. 7_ |.00_ 0._712 1_004_ 1.0081 0.094U 8.0
CORR FLOW PRESS RATID
HIG_ SPOOL PERFOR_AkCE 4/3 2_.00 L_/Sf£ 2.6?4
11.34 KGISEC
PSAV_= 22.47P$1A = 154892,PA
VEL¢VG = 626.3FP5 =I_O*9_PS
U= 5_?.FP_ = |70.MP$
_F INCIDENCE ALPHA AXlAL REL
]N O_G IN DEG VEL VEL
O.C, (*1_? -_.9_ 5_.0 1.021 1.02]
_*0 _**1_6 -4.GO 53,1 1.022 1.0_2
6.C o.17_ -_**_5 53,1 1.0_3 |°023
_._ 0,1?_ -_°10 53.2 1*0_5 1.025
0._ 0.)7_ -4.17 _3,3 1.627 I*02T
U*_ _.171 "4.19 _3._ hG2? 1.027
C.b C.)71 -4*20 5_*_ 1.027 1.027
0.0 0,172 --_*IT 53.3 1.027 1.027
6°0 0.181 -_.78 52,9 1.017 1.017
u,O C*I_G -3.40 52*5 1.007 1.007
O*C _,1_6 -_*i8 52°3 1.002 1°002
0._ 0.2_0 -2._9 _2,1 0*997 0.997
0._ _.20_ -_.?_ 51.9 b*9_ 0*992
0.0 O*20E -2,6_ _1,7 0*988 b.98_
0.0 _.211 -2*53 51.6 0.986 0*986
C*G 0.213 -2.46 51,6 G.984 0*984
0.0 0.2[4 -2*40 51.5 8.982 0.982
0,0 (¸.215 -2,35 51.5 G.981 0,981
0.0 b*21_ -2.28 51._ 0.9?9 0._?_
0._ b.21_ -2.Z3 51.3 0*9?8 0.9?8
0.0 0°220 -2.1_ 51.2 0*9?6 G.976
O.G C,221 -2.09 5].2 0.975 0*975
_*0 _.22_ -2.02 51.L 0*973 0.97_
0,0 0,_24 -1,95 51.0 0.971 0.971
0*0 b.225 -1.e2 51._ 0.971 0.971
O*G 0.?24 -1.94 51.0 0.971 0.971
0.0 0.21E -2._3 5].3 0*9?8 0*978
0.0 _.20_ --2.81 51._ 0.993 0*993
_*0 _*!97 -3.09 52.Z G.999 0.999
u.O 0.192 -3*30 52._ 1.005 1.005
O.b 0.187 -3.5U 52*6 ],010 1.010
0,0 G*184 -3_67 52.E 1.014 1.014
b,b 0.181 _3.77 52.9 1.016 i*016
0*0 0.180 -3.81 52*9 1.018 1.018
0°0 0,180 -3*84 52.9 1.016 1.018
U.b 0°17_ -3*88 53.0 1.019 1.019
EFFICIENCY
0.828
---- ROM ot_rPu? ---
FLO_ SM|ALs 63.83_EG PARTICLE S_RL:I|S*96DEG
PTAVG= 25*35P$|A t 174751.PX TTAVG= 789*80FG R = 638*80EG X
RVELAVG= 840.|FP$ = 2S6.INP$ _XVECAVG= 509°1FP$ _t55*2NP5
THETA SEG VEL NN P5 P? T? MBL MBL
NO LANfSEC KG/$EG
54. I 1.003 0.4182 1.0053 1.00_? 0*9933 00042 0.019 0*355
64. ? 1.006 0*4188 1.00_ 1.0077 0.99_2 0.0_? 0.019 O°_b3
?_0 _ I,OOS O.41QO 100056 1.0075 0,_ 0.042 O,Ole 0.353
06. 6 1o00_ 004191 1.0060 l*GO_ 0*9936 0.041 0.018 0,352
940 • 1.005 0,41_1 100066 1,0083 0*9939 0.041 0.018 00352
1040 6 10005 0.6191 1.0066 100085 0.9941 0.040 0°018 0*352
114. 7 l*O0_ 0o4191 1*0067 1*@086 0°_963 0°0_8 0°017 G*352
lZ4. P !.005 00_I90 1.0065 I*0084 0._62 0.03_ 0.016 0*352
134. 9 |0C05 0.6192 1.@03_ IoOOS_ 0*9926 0.00_ 00004 0*353
i_4. I0 1.005 0.6194 100008 1*0029 009914 -0*024 -0.011 0._53
IS6. 11 l,bO_ 0°4195 0.99Q2 100014 0.9908 -0*036 -00016 Go353
164. 12 1.004 004195 009978 0*9999 0.990_ -0*062 -00019 0*353
174. 13 1.00_ 0.61_ 0*q_65 0*q_85 0.9913 -0.04? -0.021 0.354
184, 14 1000_ 0.418_ 0.9955 0._973 0._79 -0.048 -0.0Z2 0*354
1940 1_ t*O03 u04101 0.9950 0._96& 0*9954 -0*050 -0.023 0*353
204. 16 1*002 G*4170 0.9947 0°995_ @°q_8_ -0°048 -0*022 0*357
214. IT 10001 00615_ 0*9946 0.996? 1.0013 -00047 -0.021 0*358
2240 18 1.000 0.61_8 009947 009961 |00035 -00046 -00021 G*359
234* 19 0.998 0o4158 0.994? 0.9936 1°0049 -0*0_6 *'0.021 0.361
2_* 20 _.e_7 0.4131 0.9947 0°9932 1.0059 -0.066 -0.021 0.36_
2_° 21 G.996 00412_ 0.994_ 009926 100066 -0°045 -0*020 0°363
266. _2 0*995 0.4121 0.9961 0°_922 100073 -00C_ -0*020 00364
2?4* 23 0°99_ 0.4118 0*9938 0.e916 l*O0_ -0*04'5 -0*020 0*364
284* ?4 00996 0._11_ 0.9934 0.9911 100085 -000'4_ -00020 00365
294. 25 0.994 0.6112 0.9934 0._900 I.O0_l -00061 -0.018 0.365
306. 26 C._94 0,410_ 0.9o37 o.egll 100096 -0.034 -0.016 0.365
316. 27 00994 0°4108 0.995_ 009928 100102 -0°002 -0.001 0.365
324. 26 0.99_ 0.4108 0,9994 0._967 hOJO? 00022 0.010 0.36_
3_40 29 0.995 0*4113 1.0010 0.9986 1.009? 00031 0°014 00363
344* 30 0.995 0.4119 100024 100003 l*eGA_ 0003? 0,017 00362
356, 31 0.996 0.6126 1.0036 1.0018 1.007_ 0.040 0.018 0.361
• . 32 0._9? 0.4133 1.0046 1.0033 1.0051 0.064 O.OZO 0.360
14. 33 _,998 _.4162 100052 1.0044 1.0021 0.044 0.020 0.359
2_. 34 0.908 0.6153 1.0053 !°0051 0._988 0.0_3 00020 0.338
36. )5 I.OOG 0.4166 1.0052 1.0056 0°995_ 00043 00020 0.357
44. 36 hOOl 0.617_ 1.0052 1.0862 0.9940 0.062 0.019 00356
PS_VG: 22°53PSIA = 155365.PA
VELAVG= S61.SFPS =lTI.2NPS
U: 906.FP$ • 2?6.NPS
DF |NC_OENCE 8ETA AXIAL REL
IN DEG IN DEG YEL VEL
6059 37.4 1.00_ _oO00
6.55 37.5 1.00_ 1.001
6.52 37.5 1.005 1.001
6051 37.5 l*OOS 1.001
6.50 37.5 1.005 1.001
6050 37.5 1*005 10001
6.50 37.5 10005 1.081
6.51 37,5 1.005 I.OOl
6.52 3T°5 !.o05 1.001
6°52 3705 hO05 1*001
6.53 37°5 1.004 10001
6.53 37°5 !°_4 10001
6053 3705 !.804 10001
b.S6 37.5 1.004 1.001
6.56 37.4 1.003 hO00
6060 37.6 1.002 10000
6.65 3704 1.001 1.000
6.71 37.3 1.000 1.000
6076 37.2 00998 loOO0
6.81 37.2 0.997 1.000
6*84 37.2 0°996 00999
6087 37.1 0.905 0.9_9
6089 37.1 00995 0.999
6.91 37°1 0°99_ 0.999
6.92 37.1 0.996 0.999
6.93 37.1 0.9_4 0.999
6.93 37.I 00994 0.999
6.92 37.1 0.996 0.999
6089 37.1 0.995 0._/_9
6086 37.1 0.995 0.999
6.83 37.2 G.996 00999
6.80 37.2 0.997 1.000
6.78 37.2 0.998 1.000
6.75 37.2 00998 1.000
6.?0 37.3 1.000 1.000
6065 37o6 1e001 1.0_0
101
APPENDIX B (Cont'd)
STATOR FLOM SWIRL t 45.610£G PARTICLE S_IRL_I??.6?OEG
PIAVG z 32.lBPSIA - 2219EO.PA 7TAV_ u 8&B*50FG R = 471.40EG K
RV_LAVC B Ob=.2FP_ s 204.(_P$ AXVELAV_ 5bO.OFP$ :|?OoTMPS
THETA SEG VFt HN P$ PT TT MBL W_L
PSAVG: 23.91PS|A • 178672.PA
VELAVGz 782.6FP$ E238.SNP$
U= 913.FPS : 278.NP5




56. 1 1.001 0.$695 200052 1.0070 0.9940 0o0 0.0
66. 2 1.001 0.5696 1o0051 lo0070 0°9936 0.0 0o0
76. 3 2.001 G*3693 1.0052 1.0071 0.9937 0o0 G.O
86. 4 1o002 0.3695 1o0036 1.0074 0.9938 0°0 0.0
96. 5 |.001 0.3694 1.0059 1.0077 0.9961 0.0 0.0
206* 4 _.001 0.5693 t.0062 2.0079 0.9943 0.0 0*0
116. 7 1*001 0.5692 1.0063 1.0079 0.9945 0.0 0.0
126. 8 10001 0*5692 l.O0+l 100078 0.9945 0.0 0*0
234. _ 10001 0.549? 1._054 1.0056 0.9934 0*0 0*0
146. 10 1.001 0.3700 1,0010 h0033 0.9421 G.0 0.0
136. 11 1.001 0.3?0I 0.9995 !.0028 0.9914 0.0 0.0
|46. 22 1.0¢1 _.57000°9982 2,0004 0*9912 0*0 0*0
176. 13 1.000 0.5698 0._6¥ D*9983 0.9914 0.0 0°6
136. 14 1.000 0.5602 0.9957 0°99?4 0.9924 0.0 0.0
194. 25 0.999 _.3403 0.9950 0.9900 0.9944 0.0 0.0
204. lb 0.999 0.5672 O.t_)4b 0.9948 0.9971 0.0 0.b
216. 17 0.999 0*5662 0.9945 0.9939 0.9999 0.0 0.0
226. 18 0.999 _*_6_5 0.9947 D.qJ_36 2.0023 0.0 0.0
236. I_ 0°999 0.3650 0.9949 0.99]4 1.0040 0o0 0.0
246* 20 0.999 0_5647 0.9950 0°9932 1•0051 0.0 0o0
236, 22 0.999 0.36d_ 0.9946 0.9927 1•0059 0*0 0.0
266. 22 0.999 0.5642 0o994_ 0.99?3 1.0066 0.0 0.0
Z76. 23 0.998 0.$640 0.9941 0.9918 |.0072 0.0 0.0
286* 24 0.99_ 0*5638 0.9937 0o9913 1.0077 0.0 0.0
296. 75 0.998 0.5636 0.9937 0.9911 1.0083 0.0 0.0
306• 26 0.998 005635 0.9939 0.9913 200089 0.0 0.0
316. 27 C.999 0°5634 0.9955 0.9978 !.D095 0.0 0.0
326° 28 0.999 0.S635 0.9992 0.996_ 2.0204 0.0 0.0
336* 29 I.O00 0.5640 1.0007 0.9984 2.0098 0.0 0.0
346. 36 I.GO0 0*5645 1.0020 1.0000 1.0087 0.0 O*G
356. _1 10000 0.5650 1.0031 1.001_ 1.0075 0.0 0.0
6. 32 !.001 0.5657 1°0043 1.0033 1.00_9 0.0 0°0
l&. 33 1.00| 0.5666 |.0053 1*0050 1.0035 0.0 0.0
26* 34 1.001 O.S6"r_' 1.0037 1.0067 1.000_ 0.0 0.0
36. 33 1.001 _._686 1.0034 1.0068 0.99?5 0.0 0.0
46. _6 1.001 0.5692 1.0_54 1.0071 0.995? 0.0 0.0
ZN DEC IN DEG VEL VEL
00393 4.75 45.9 2*003 1.003
0.392 4070 4S.9 1.006 1.0_q.
0.39L 4.66 45.9 1.00_ L.OOS
0.391 4.65 46e0 hOOS 1.003
0.)90 4064 46.0 2.006 !.006
0.390 4.1_ ,r,6.0 L.006 1.004
0.390 4.64 ,46.0 1.006 10006
0.390 4064 46.0 1.006 1.006
0.392 4.45 4S .9 1.00_ 1.005
0*391 4._7 _.9 1•003 1*005
0*392 4069 45.9 1.005 2.005
0.3_2 4.70 45.9 _0004 t.l_4
60392 4.T1 49.9 2.084 1.004
0.393 4.?'_ 45.9 1.003 10003
0.394 _.7_ 4508 1.002 1.002
0.395 4.85 45.0 1.091 1.001
0.396 4.92 41.7 1.000 2.000
0.397 4.98 4_.6 0.q_39 O.q_P9
0.399 3.1_ 4_*6 0.997 0.997
0.400 5.11 45o5 0.996 O._Jl_6
0.401 5.|) 43.3 00993 00995
O.40Z 5.18 45.4 G*994 0.994
0.402 3.22 65.4 0.996 0*994
0.403 5*Z5 45*4 0*993 0*993
0.403 5.2_ 45.4 0.993 0.993
0.403 5.70 45.3 0*993 0.993
0.403 3.2_ 45.4 0.993 0.993
0.402 5.21 45.4 0.994 0.994
0.401 5.15 43.S 0.993 O.q_)S
0.400 3.10 45.5 0.9_6 0.996
0*399 5.05 4_06 0099T 0.997
0.398 5.00 43.6 0.998 0.998
0.397 4.97 45.6 00999 0.999
0.396 4.93 43.? 1.009 1.000
0.395 4.87 45.7 l.OOl 1.001
_.394 4.81 45.8 1.002 1.002
FLO_ S_IRL_ 48.739EG PARTZCLF SWlRL=I?S.79D[G
PTAVG_ 32.40PSIA : 2165_1*PA TTAVG a 848.30fG R : 471.4D[G K
_VELAV/;x fT2°OFP$ = 265.8_P5 AXVELAVG* 561.1FP$ _I71°OHP$
'Iff.I[TA 5FG VEL NN P5 PT T? HSL _81
NO LBN/$[C KGISEG
59. 1 1.003 0.4427 1.OOSS 1.0077 0.9940 u*O
69. 2 1.004 004432 2.0055 2.00?5 0.993_ 0.0
7_. 3 !.b05 U.4435 100054 2.0077 0.9937 0.0
89* 4 1.005 0*4434 l.OOS9 1.0001 0.9938 _.G
• 9. S 2.005 0.4437 • 00063 !.0085 009941 000
209. 6 I.OOS 0*4436 |.0065 |.0087 0°9943 0.0
_19. 7 1*003 0.4436 1.0063 2.0087 0._943 0.0
129. 8 1.005 0.41,'36 100044 1.0086 0.9945 0.0
139. _ 1.¢05 0.4.437 1.0039 !°C062 0•9934 0*0
149. 10 l*OOS 0.,V438 1.0015 2.003_ 0.992! 0.0
_59* 11 1°41_D,4 &°4439 1°0000 2°0023 0o9_1_ 0.0
16_. 12 1.004 0*4437 0.9986 1.6009 _09911 G.O
179. 13 1.004 0.443_ 0.9973 0*o994 0.9914 0.0
2e9. 14 1.003 0*4430 0°_967 0._80 _.992& 0.0
199. IS 1.0_2 0.4421 0.9934 0.9966 0.994A 0.0
209. 16 1.001 0.442| 0.9948 0.9954 0.9971 0.0
219. I? 1*000 0.4399 0.9945 0.9944 0.9999 0.0
729. 10 0.999 0*4388 0.9945 0.9938 1.00_3 0.0
239. 19 0.997 0.4378 0.o_46 0*_933 ! °0040 0.0
249. 2_ 00906 0.4372 0°9947 0.9930 130051 G*0
_39* 71 0.093 C*43_5 0•9943 0.992_ 1.0059 0.0
"269. 22 0°995 0.43"60 0.9941 0.9918 1.0066 D°0
?79. 73 0.094 0.4357 0._37 0.9917 1.0072 0.0
789. 2_ 0.994 0.43_4 0.9o$3 0.9906 1.0077 0.0
2o9* 2F 0._93 0.4351 0.9933 0.9904 1°008? 0°0
309. 26 00993 0.4349 0.9935 0.9905 1.008_ U*O
319. ?7 0*994 0°434_ O*q_SO 0.9970 |.0095 0*0
529* ?8 0*994 0*4351 0.9986 0.9957 1*0104 0*0
339. ?9 0.996 0.4350 1.0001 0.@976 2.G098 0.0
34_. 30 0.997 0°4364 I.0015 0.9_93 1.0087 0.0
359. 31 _.998 004372 1.0026 1°0020 2.007_ 0*0
9. 32 G.990 0.4379 1.0039 !.0027 1.005_ 0.0
I9. 33 U.99_ 0*4387 1.0051 1.0044 1,0035 000
29. 34 1.000 6.4397 1.0056 I•0055 1.0005 O.D
3m. 35 l.OOl 0.4408 1.0030 1.0063 0.*975 0.0
49. 36 1.002 0.4A1_ I.0057 1.0068 0.9957 0.0
PSAVG_ 27.52PSIA • 189749.PA
VELAVG= 614.3FPS =187.3NP$
U_ 918.FP$ • 280*MPS
DF INCEDEffC[ SETA AXIAL REL
IN 0EG IN OEG VEL VEL
0.0 0.329 -_oOB 44).2 2.G03 2.001
0.0 0.323 --<).12 40.? 1.004 1.002
0.0 0*328 -0.]4 40*2 1.00_ 1.001
0.0 O.SZ? -0.]5 +,0.3 1.005 1.001
0.0 0.32? -0.14 40.3 L.O05 1.002
0.0 0*32? -0.16 1,0.3 1.003 1.001
0.0 0.3?? -0.20 40.3 2.0_5 1.0_3
0.0 0.32? -0.24 40.3 1.00b 2.001
0.0 0.32? -0.15 40.2 1.003 1.001
0.0 0.328 -0.13 40.2 1.005 1.001
0.0 0.32_ -0.12 4_.2 1._ I*I_I
0.0 0.329 -0.11 40.2 1.004 1.091
0.0 0.)30 -0.0') 4¢.2 ..004 2.001
0.0 0._31 -0.07 40.2 1.003 1.001
0.0 0*333 "43.04 41*1 1.002 1.000
_.0 _.3)4 0.00 +,0.1 1.001 i.000
0.0 0.336 O.OS 40,.0 1.G00 1.000
0.0 0.33? 0.10 4421.0 G*_9 1.000
0.0 0.338 0.15 40.0 0.99? 0.999
G.0 D*340 0.19 39.9 0._4 0*999
0.0 00341 0.23 39.9 0o99_ b.999
0.0 0.341 0*25 39.8 G.993 0.999
G*0 0.342 0.2? 39o8 0.994 0•999
0.0 0._47 0.79 39.8 0.994 0.999
0.0 0.343 0.30 30.8 0.993 0.999
0.0 0*)43 G*31 39.0 0*993 0.999
O.U 0._42 0o24_ 39.3 0.4_ 0*999
0*0 0*340 G.24 39.8 0.994 0•999
G.G G*330 G*21 39.9 0*996 0.999
0.0 0.33? 0.18 39.9 0.99? O.q_J_
0.0 0.335 0.14 40.0 0.998 t.O00
0._ 0.334 _.11 _.0 0.998 1.000
0.0 0•333 0.08 40.0 0.999 1.000
0*0 0*333 0.G_ 4_.0 1,000 I._00
0.0 0.332 0.02 *..0.1 1.001 1.090






FLOW SWIRL: 49*810EG PARTICLE SWlPL=I31*410FG
PTAVG= _?.26PSIA _ 2S6B?4tPA TTAVG: 8Q7.|0_ R _ 490.4DEG K
RV_LIVG= 693.9FP$ = 211.5HP$ AXV£LAVG= 5S9.6FPS :170.6NPS
THETA S[G VFL MN PS =T TT MOL MOL
NO LBH/SEC KG/SEG
60. 1 1.O02 0.5350 1.0046 1.0063 0.9946 0.0 0.0
?b. 2 |.00| 0.536_ 1*00_2 1*0060 D*993P _*0 0.0
86. 3 1.001 0.5360 1.0041 1.0358 _.9936 0.0 0.0
qO. 4 1.001 0.5359 1.0043 1.0060 0*903R 0.0 0.0
lOG* 5 1.0OJ 0.53_q 1.0046 1.0063 0.9040 0.0 0.0
110. 6 1.001 _.5358 1,0047 1.0064 0.9942 C,O 0.0
120. 7 1.¢01 C.5358 1.0048 1.0064 0.9943 0.0 0.0
13_. 8 1o_01 0.5357 1.0048 1.0063 0.9944 0.0 0.0
|40. 9 1.001 0.5360 [,0027 I._45 0.9936 0.0 0.0
150, 10 1.001 0.5362 1.0000 1.0077 0.9923 0.0 0.0
160. il 1.001 0.5363 O*qqq7 1.0011 0.9918 0.0 0.0
170. 12 1.001 _.33(3 0.9984 1.0004 0,9913 0.0 0.0
18_* 13 I.OOU 0*53610.qq?3 0.999] 0.9914 0.0 0.0
|9_. IA 1,00_ 0.5356 0,9964 0.9978 0.9921 0.0 0._
200. 15 0.q99 0.5348 0.9q57 6.9967 0.9937 G.O 0.0
210, 16 0,999 0.5330 0.9952 0.99_5 0.9960 0.0 0.0
226. |7 0.098 0.5330 0,9951 0.q047 0.e_87 OeU 0.0
230, 1# _,998 0,5322 0,9953 0,0943 1.0013 0,0 0,0
240. 1" 0.998 0*5317 0.99_? 0.e944 1.0033 0,0 0.0
250* 2C 0.990 0.5313 0.9961 0*9945 1.0047 u*O O*O
260. _| O.eet 0.5311 0.995e 0.094! 1.0056 _._ 0.0
270, ?2 0.998 0.5309 0.9958 0.9939 1.0063 0.0 0.0
2E_, 23 C.999 0.5307 0,9055 0*0934 1,0069 0.0 0,0
290. 2_ 0.998 0.5305 O._52 0,9930 !.O075 0.0 0._
330. 25 ¢.098 0.5303 h.905_ 0.9920 1.0081 G._ v.O
310. 26 G.998 C.5302 0.9953 0.9929 1.0086 0.0 O*O
320* 27 0.099 0.5302 0.9963 0.993 e |.0093 0.0 _.0
330, 28 0,q_9 0,5303 0,099? 0,9968 !.0107 0.0 .0*0
34_* 29 i,_00 0.530? i*GOOC 0,99_0 1.00 '_ 0,0 0,0
35(,* )(. ],000 0.53]2 1.0017 0°9995 1.0091 0._ _,0
36_* 71 1._01 _.5317 1.0021 l.CO0? 1.007_ C.O 0._
10. 32 1,001 0.$322 1.0033 1.0023 !.0064 0._ 0.0
20. 33 1,00_ 0.33?0 1.0047 1.00_? |,0045 0.0 0.0
3_* 3_ l.COI _,5338 1.0056 1.005_ 1.0018 0.0 0,0
40* 35 1.0_2 0.534_ |.0056 |.0065 0.9988 _.G O.u
5['. 36 1o_02 _,_354 ).0C53 ]*C067 _.0963 U*O O.C
FLg_ S_|RL = _2,e|D_G PAR_|_LE S_|RL:134.510_G
PTAVG: 3_.78PSIA = 253_57. PA TTAVG= PeT.I_G R = _98.60EG K
' RVELAV_= 062.*FPS • 262.9NPS _XVELAVG: 560,?FPS 1170.9HPS
THET& S(G VEL _ PS P7 TT _L _BL
NO L_/SEC XG/SEG
63. 1 I,G05 G,4373 1.0046 1.0065 0.9_46 0.0
7_* 2 1*_06 (..438C 1.004| I._06_ 0.9938 G*O
• 83. ? 1.006 0.4383 1.0039 1.0064 0.9936 G*O
93, _ _*007 0*4385 |.006| 1.C067 0.993_ O.G
103. 5 1.007 0,6306 L.0043 L.OO6_ 0.9940 0.0
113. 6 |.007 0.4386 _.0044 |.0071 0.094_ 0.0
_23* 7 |.007 0.4385 _.00_5 |,007l 0.e043 0.0
|33. F |.007 0.438_ 1.0044 1.EOTG 0.9944 0.0
143. 9 1.007 O*43P& 1*0025 1.0050 0.9936 0.0
153_ ID 1.006 0.4363 1.6007 1._032 0,9975 0.0
163. 11 1.005 0,4300 0*94_q8 3.0021 0.9910 0.0
173. 12 1,004 0.43?B 0._986 1.0008 0.9913 0.0
1_3. 17 1.003 _.4374 0.9976 0.9995 0.o914 0.0
193. |4 |._02 _.4367 0.9967 0.0983 _*_921 _.0
2_?. 15 ]*_0_ _.4357 0.996| 0.997| 0*9937 0.0
233. 16 0.999 0.6346 0.9935 0*9958 0.9960 0.0
223. 17 0.998 0.4334 0.99_3 0,9949 o.eq_? 0.0
233. 18 0,_7 0*4323 0*_935 0.9964 1.0013 0.0
24_. 19 t.995 G.4313 0.9939 0.9943 1.0033 0.0
253. 2_ 0.994 0.4_04 0.0963 0.9042 1.0047 0.0
263* ?1 _.993 _.429_ 0.9_)62 0,9937 1.0056 0.0
273. 22 0.993 0.4293 0.9961 0.993_ 10_063 0.0
283. ?3 G.992 0.4180 0.q958 0._97_ l.O06e" 0.0
2e_. 74 C.q| G.4286 0.9_55 0,9023 !.0_75 0.0
30_* 25 _.99| 0,_283 0,9936 0,992| |.C081 0.0
3|3* 2_ 0,_9| 0.4282 0.O9_S _.992| |.0086 OeU
323. 27 0.992 0.4204 3.996& 0.9931 1.00o3 0.0
333. ?8 0.994 0.4291 0.9991 ¢.9_61 1.0102 _*0
3_3o ?9 0°996 0.4301 0o9_98 0.0974 _.00_9 0.0
3_3, 30 0,997 0.6300 1,@00q 0,q9_0 !,0091 0.0
3. 31 0,9_9 ¢.4316 1.0017 1.000_ 1.0078 0._
13, 32 1,000 G,4326 1,00_9 1,002'J |*0064 0,0
23* 33 l.)_| _.4334 1.0043 1.0039 1.0045 G.0
33. 34 1,007 0.4343 1.0C_2 1.b053 1.00|6 _.G
4_* 35 1.002 0.435& 1.0055 1.0062 0*9908 0.0
53. 36 1.003 0.4363 1.0053 |.O06t, 0.9963 0.0
PSA1/G= 3G.76PS11 = 21|972*PA
VELAVG= 759.2FPS 1231 _4_S
U = q24.fPS = 28|.MPS
OF INC|OENC[ ALPHA AXIAL REL
IN O_G IN DEC VEL ¥[L
0*297 0.29 47.7 1.005 1.005
0.296 0.23 47.0 1._06 1._06
0.29S 0.20 47.0 1.006 1.006
0.2q6 O.lB 47.8 1._7 1.007
0.294 0.17 47.8 1.007 1.007
0.294 0.16 47.8 1.007 1.007
0.294 0.E6 47.0 1.(_7 L._7
0.294 0.17 47.8 1.007 1.007
0*295 0.19 67.8 I.006 1.0_6
0.296 0.23 47.0 1*0G6 1.D06
0*Z96 0.27 67*7 1.005 1.005
0._97 0.29 47.7 1.004 1.004
0*298 0*36 47.? !*G04 1.064
0.299 0.39 47.6 1*003 1.G03
0*301 0.47 47.5 1*001 1.001
0.302 0.$4 47.5 hOOD 1._00
0.304 0.62 47,4 0.998 0.998
0.305 0.68 47.$ 0.097 0*997
0*306 0.75 47.3 0.996 0.996
_.307 0.01 47.2 0.994 0*994
0*308 0.66 47.1 0*993 00993
0.309 0.90 67.1 0.993 0.993
0.310 0.93 47.] 0.092 0.992
0.33_ 0.9_ 47._ 0,092 0.992
O.)|l 0._? 47.0 0.991 0.991
0.311 D.98 47.0 _._91 0.991
0.310 0.93 47.] _.992 0.992
0.308 0.85 47.1 0.994 0.994
0.306 0*74 47,3 0.99b 0.996
_.304 0.67 47.3 C.997 _.997
C.303 0.60 47.4 (.qB 0.998
0.301 0.54 47.5 1.000 1.0_0
0.301 O. SD 47.5 1.000 1.000
0*300 0.46 47,5 !.001 1.001
0*299 0.41 47.6 !.002 1.002
0.298 0.35 47.6 1.003 |.003
_SAVGa 32*33PS|A = 223020.PA
VELAVG= 623.2FPS =390.OHPS
U= 927.FPS • 283.HPS
OF INC|OEN¢[ _ETA AXIAL R[L
;N DEG 1N DEG VEL VEL
0.0 0.252 -3.04 60.? 1,005 1.001
b.O 0.251 -3.00 40.8 1.006 l.OOl
0.0 O.2SI -3.13 44).0 1.006 1.001
_.0 0.230 -3.13 60.8 1.007 [.001
0.0 0.23_ -3.14 4U.8 1.007 1.001
0.0 0.250 -3.16 40.B 1.007 1._01
0.0 0.230 --3.|4 NO*8 1.007 h0_1
b.O 0.250 -3.14 40.8 1.007 1.001
0.0 0.251 -3.11 4_.8 I.OG? 1.001
0.0 0*232 -3.03 _0.8 1.000 1.001
&.O e.233 -3.05 4_.7 1.005 1.801
0.0 0.?54 -3.02 40.? 1.004 1.001
0,0 0.256 --2.qq 40.? 3,003 1.001
U,0 &.258 -2.9_ 4*0,6 1,002 1.000
0*0 0.260 -2.00 40,6 1.001 1.000
G.O 0.262 --2.82 /*0*5 0.994 1._0
_.G 0*263 -2.77 40.3 0*998 1.000
0.0 0*265 -2.?2 40.4 0.99? 0.9_q
0.0 0*266 "2*6? 40.4 0.995 0.999
_.0 0*207 --2*02 _.3 0.994 0.999
_*C b*268 --2.50 40*3 0.993 0,999
_.0 0*269 --2.35 4)0*3 0.993 0._9
0.0 0.269 -2._3 4_.2 0*992 0.999
0.0 0.270 --2.$1 40.2 0,991 0.9_8
0.0 0.2?0 -2.S0 60.2 O.q_l 0._B
0.0 0.270 -2.30 4_.2 0.991 G. 998
0.0 0*269 -2.53 40.2 0*992 O*qqq
0*0 0*266 --2*60 40 *3 0.9_4 0._9
G*O 0.2_? -2.69 _.4 _.99_ 0.999
0.0 0.261 -2.75 60*4 0.997 X.O00
0.0 0.259 -2.81 40.5 0.909 1.000
b.@ 0.25? -2*83 40.6 1._0 1._a00
0._ 0*256 -2.89 40*6 1.001 1.000
G,G G,2_S --2.91 _,6 l,b02 1,_0
0.0 0.254 -2.9_ 60.6 1.002 i.000






FLO_ _MIRL= 53.550EG PARTICLE SWIPLR139.30_EG PSAVGx 3S*ZlPSIA s 242737*PA
PTAVG= 42o02PSi6 = 289T23*PA TTAV_ 935.90E_ R = sIg*gDEG K YELAVG= T4S*OFPS R22TolHP5
RV_LAV_= T?e._FP$ = 7??o4NPS AXYELJV_R 5TG.6FPS =!74.0RP$ UI q33.FPS _ ?84*RPS
THEIA SF_ VEL _t4 p$ P1 TT WBL MBL OF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL REL
LBM/$EC KG/SEG lk D£G IN DEC. VEL VEL
64. 1 1.002 (,*_142 1.£036 1.0057 D*qq_ b*O0_ 0*002 ¢o20T "_.34 50*3 1.006 1.006
74. 2 1.&C2 0.5144 1.0029 ¸ )o_? _.9939 0*004 0.002 0*206 "4*39 $0.4 1.007 1o002
84. 3 1.002 0._14b 1.0026 1.0045 0*9934 0.004 D*O02 k.205 -4.42 SG*4 1.008 I*O_B
940 4 1,002 &.SI4& 1.0025 1o0046 0.9935 0.006 0o602 0°205 "-4.44 50,4 1.@08 10008
104. _ 1o002 00516& 1.003© I._040 0.e936 00006 G.062 00204 -4.45 5005 10008 1.008
114. 6 10002 005143 1.0_3? 1.D060 0.6938 C.004 00002 0.204 .-&.4_ 5G.S 1.008 1.000
126. ? 1.£02 G.5|62 1.6032 1.0069 0.9660 0.@04 0.002 0.204 .-4.46 SO.S 1.008 1.006
136. 8 1.002 0.S142 1.0033 1.0069 O.m_l 0.004 0.002 0.204 -4.45 S0.5 1.G00 1.008
146. + 1.001 ©,51+3 1.00|7 1.0034 0.9939 0.003 O.OO[ 0.205 -,4.41 50.4 1.00? 1.00T
154. 15 1*001 0.5144 |.0005 1.0022 G.992T 0.002 0.001 0.207 -_4,036 50,4 10006 1.006
164. 11 1.001 G.Slq.4 0.9998 100016 0.9920 0.001 0.001 0.208 --4.29 50.) 10005 1.005
174. 12 1.001 0.5|44 0.9988 ].6006 0.9915 0.001 O.OOU 0*209 --4.24 50.2 |.004 1.004
|E&. 13 1.600 ¢ .5142 0.9980 0.9997 0.9915 -G.000 --_.000 0.211 -,4.10 30.2 1o003 !.003
194. 14 1.000 0,5137 0;9976 0.9980 0.9920 --0.002 --0.001 0.213 ",k.08 50.1 !.001 l*Odl
204. I_ 0.999 G*_130 0099T_ 009981 0.993_ -0.003 --0.001 0.215 --3.97 30,0 0.999 0.q_9
214. 16 ¢0998 _*_122 0.996_ 0.99T_ 0.9953 "-0.004 -0,_2 0.21T -3.8T 69.9 0.99? 0._7
224* |T 00998 U, 5113 009966 0*9962 O.¢FTq -0.005 -0*002 0.219 --3.78 4908 0°996 G*996
234. 18 00998 00_106 0*9966 0*9958 1.0000 -0*005 -0.G02 0.220 -3.73 4Rot 0.995 006_5
264* 19 0.998 0.5103 0.q_72 0.995_ 1*©028 -0,005 "_*002 0*222 -3066 49.T b*994 0.9_6
254. 20 00998 0,5095 0.9977 0.9961 1.0044 -0.005 -0.002 0.223 --3.b0 49.6 0.963 0,qr93
2660 21 0.996 0.5092 009976 0,9958 1.0055 -0,005 -0.002 0.226 °3035 69.6 0.992 0.q_2
2T4. 22 0.998 0.50_G 0,99?5 C.9956 1.0063 -0*005 -0.002 0*225 -3.52 49.5 0*6911 0.991
284. 23 G*996 0.5088 G.9972 6.9952 1.0069 -0.005 -'0.G02 0*225 -3048 49.5 00990 0,990
294. 24 V.998 G.5087 0.99?0 0.9968 i.O0?S -0.005 --0*002 0*226 -3*46 49.5 0.990 Oeq_O
304. 25 0.998 0.5085 0.9969 0.0946 1.0081 -0.005 -0.002 0.226 -3.44 49.4 0*960 0.990
314. 26 0.998 0,5066 N.9966 0._9_4 |.008? -0.005 -0.002 0°226 --3.45 49.4 0.990 0,990
3240 27 £.996 _.5085 009971 0.9968 1.00_ -0.004 -0.002 00226 -3.53 49.5 0.9_1 0.9_]
3_6. 28 0,99_ 0,5088 0.9_09 0*_68 |.0101 -0.002 *'_*0_1 0o221 -3.67 49.T 6.996 0._4
344. 29 10000 0.S093 009980 009971 1.0098 0.001 0.000 0*2|8 -3*33 _13.8 0.997 0.997
354. 3_ 1.G_; b.5096 1.0000 0.9984 1.0092 0*602 b*001 0.216 -3.92 49.9 0.998 g*q_B
4. 3_ 1.001 0.5102 1.0006 0.9994 1.0081 0,003 00002 0.213 "-4.02 _.0 1.080 1.000
|6. 32 |*001 O.510T 1.001T ).0009 1.0008 0.004 0.002 0.212 --4 ; O_ 50.1 1.001 1.001
2_* 3_ lo¢01 00_112 1,0033 1.0028 1.0051 0.006 0.002 0.211 "_. 15 30,! 10002 1.002
36. 3_ I*OOZ 0.5120 1.00,43 1._044 1*0020 0.004 0.002 _*210 -4.i9 50.2 1.003 10003
44. 35 1*0_2 0.5129 1.0047 1.¢0_4 0._99 0.004 0.002 0.209 -4..24 _.2 1.004 1.004
54. 36 1.002 0.5136 1.0065 100057 0.9972 0.604 0.002 0.268 -_*20 50.3 1.005 1.005
FLO_ SMIAL= 56.529[-G PARTICLE SHIR£:142.]50EG
PTAVGx 61095PSZA : 2694|6.P& 5TAVK© _35.99EG P : 519.90£G K
RVELAVC: 859,6FPS ¢ 262.GMP$ AIV[LAVG= 579.6FPS :lT6.bMPS
THETA SEG VEL RN P' PT TT _BL NEL
NO LBM/SE¢ KG/SEG
_7. I 10001 0.,4482 1.0646 1.005_0.9950 0.0 _.0
T7. 2 1.002 0.666o 100037 1.0057 0.9939 0.0 0.0
8T. 3 1.003 0.4493 1.0033 ]._050 0.9934 0.0 0.0
97. 4 1.003 0.4495 1*0039 1.0052 0.9935 0.0 0*0
107. 5 1.004 0.4690 1.0036 1.0056 O.q_b 0.0 0.0
lit. & 1.004 0*446_ 100037 1.0050 0,993P 0,0 0.0
12T. ? 1.004 0._k.96 I.0037 1.¢006 0.996¢ 0.6 b.O
13T* 8 1.004 G*_6 1 *003? 1*0006 0.696| 0.0 0*0
162o 9 1.00_ 3.A.496 1 *0022 1.0061 0*9935 0.0 0.0
IS?. lO 1.004 0.4,49"1' 1.0009 100029 0.9927 0.0 0.0
1670 11 10003 0.4.49T 1.0003 1.0073 0.9920 0.0 0.0
1TT, 12 1.003 0.4496 0.9992 1.001_ 0.9_15 0,0 0.0
18T. 13 1.00) 0.4498 0.9903 1.0003 0.6915 0.0 0,_
197. |& 1.00_ 0.4_9T 0099?3 0*_993 _.9920 0.0 0.0
20T. |5 1.003 _.4496 0.996A 0,91362 _.9933 0.0 0.0
217. |b 1.003 0.648T 0.9930 0._'69 0.9953 6.0 0.0
22T* !T 1.0_2 0.4_T0 0.q_52 0,_960 0.q679 0.0 0,0
23T. 1_ 1.001 &.4408 3.99S2 0.9956 100005 0.0 0.0
26T_ _1_ hOCO b.4650 0.9a50 0.9956 1.0028 0.0 0.0
2_?e 20 0*999 006669 0*9964 0.9954 1.0044 0.0 " 0.0
26T* 21 0.998 0.4442 0.996_ 0._1 1.0055 0.0 O.O
27?, 22 0.99T 0.4433' 0.9964 0.9948 1.0063 0.0 0*0
28T. 23 0.997 0.4433 0.9962 0.9943 1.00_ 0.0 0.0
297. 24 0.¢;)96 0./_429 0.9959 0.qq'38 1.0075 6.0 0*0
307. 25 0.q_6 0.4422 0.9959 0.6936 1.0081 0.0 0.0
312* 26 0.996 0*4424 0*9939 0*9934 1.00_7 0*0 0.0
327. 2T 0.995 0.462_ 0.q_66 0.9940 |.0093 0.0 000
337. 28 0.9_5 0.4421 0.9990 0.99_ 1.0101 0.0 0.0
_r_?. 29 0.995 0._i_21 0.99_6 0.9_70 |*0090 0.0 0.0
357* 30 0.995 0.4423 1.0009 0*9904 1*0092 0.0 _.6
T* 31 0.996 0.4427 1.0016 0.9993 1*0081 0*0 000
17. 32 0.996 004432 1.0028 1.0009 i.0068 0.0 0.0
27. 33 0.697 0._460 1.00_3 100028 I.OOSl' 0,0 0.0
3T. 34 0.998 0.4J_49 1.0056 1.0044 1.0028 0.0 0.0
67. 35 0*9_ _._4645 i*_0 |.00S5 0.9999 0.0 0.0
57. 36 1.000 0._7_ 100055 !.0059 0*9972 0.0 0.0
PSAV_- 36.66PSIA - 2527610PA
VELAV_s 65306FPS _199.2RP5
Us 932.FPS • 286.NP$
DF IN£IOENCE BETA AXIAL AEL
|N OEG IN 0£G VEL VEL
0.2T1 -7._6 42.5 100401 I*O00
0.270 -7.50 42.3 1.002 1.000
0.2T0 -7.53 , 42.5 1.003 1.001
G*2TG -?.04 42.5 1.003 l.Dkl
0.26_ -7.35 42.6 1.0_* 1.04_1
0.269 -7.56 42.& 10004 1o001
00269 °?056 4206 1.006 hOOl
00269 -7.$6 42.6 1.004 1.0431
0.269 -7.56 42.6 1.006 1.001
0.269 -7.53 42.5 10006 1.001
0.270 -7.56 42.5 1.003 hOOl
O.2TO -7.53 42.5 1.003 hOOl
0.270 -T.55 42.5 1.003 1.001
0.270 -7.53 42.5 1.003 1.(_1
0.271 -7.53 42.5 1.003 1*G01
0.272 -7.51 42._ 1.093 l.O_l
0.273 -?.68 42*S 1.002 1.000
0.2?4 -T.4_ 42._ 1.001 1,000
0.275 -T.40 42.6 I*(_G l.O_O
0*276 -7.35 42.3 0.999 1.000
0*27? --?.31 42.3 0.998 1.000
0,2T8 -?.28 42*3 0.q_7 O*m
0*278 -7*26 42.3 O.9_T 0.999
0.2T9 -T.23 42.2 0.996 0.9_
0.2T9 -T.22 42.2 0.996 0*999
0*279 -7.21 42.2 0.996 0.999
0.280 -1.20 42.2 G.995 0.909
O._r9 -7.20 42,2 0,9_3 0.999
0.279 --?.20 42.2 0.995 0.999
"0*279 -T*21 42.2 0._1'5 0*q_9
0*2?8 -7.22 42.2 G.9_0 0*909
O*ZTT -7*24 42.2 0*996 0.9_9
0.2?6 -?.28 4*2.3 0*997 0.999
0.275 -?.31 42.3 0.998 1.000
0.273 -T._6 42.4 0.99¢) 1.000






FLOW SW%RL= _7.3gOEG PARIICLE SWTRL=I6T.49DEG
PTAVG = 48.11PSIA = 331679.PA TTAVG= 980*30EG R = 54,4.6016 K
RVELAVG = TZ3*64=PS : 220.5MPS AXVELAV_= SeT.tFPS =I?9*QMPS
THFTA SEG VEL MN PS PT TT WRL WBL
NO LH/SEC KG/S_G
67. 1 1.001 0.528q !.0042 1.0055 0.9959 0.0
T7* 2 1.001 0.5293 1.0033 1.0049 0.9044 0.0.
ST* 3 1.001 0.5294 1.0029 1.0045 0.9937 0.0
97. 4 1.001 0.5293 1.0030 1.0046 0.9935 0.0
107. S ]*001 0*5293 1.0031 1.004T 0.9936 0.0
11T. 6 1.001 0*5292 1.0032 1.0047 0.9938 0.0
127* T 1.001 0.5292 1.0032 1.O04T _.9939 6.0
t?T. 8 1.001 0.5292 1.003? I.O04T 0.9940 0.0
147. 9 1.001 0.5293 1.0018 1.0034 0.9936 0.0
1ST. 10 1.001 0.5295 l.O00T 1.0024 0.993& 0.0
16T* 11 1.001 0.5296 1*0004 1.0022 0.9924 0.0
ITT. 12 1.001 0.5292 0.9994 1.0013 0.991R 0.0
10T. 13 1.001 0.529T 0.99B4 ].0002 0.99|6 0.0
19T. 14 !.000 0.5?95 0.9973 0.9990 0.9919 0.0
207. 15 1.000 0.5291 0.9963 O.eTT 0.9928 0.0
217. l& I*000 0.5283 0*9955 0*9964 0*9944 0.0
227* 17 0.999 0._2T5 0.9951 0.99_4 0.996T 0*0
23T. 18 0.999 0.5267 0.9e52 0.9949 0.9993 0.0
247* 19 0.999 0*5260 0*9958 0.9950 l*O01B C*O
257. 20 0.999 0.5254 0.906T 0.9955 |.O03T 0.0
267. 21 G.999 0.5251 0.9968 0._954 !.00_0 0.0
277. 22 0.999 0.5248 0.9968 0*9952 1.0059 0.0
28T. 23 0*999 0.5247 0.9965 00994_ 1.0065 0*0
29T* 24 G.999 D.5244 0.9964 0.9945 1.0072 0.0
307. 25 0.999 0.5243 0.9963 0.9943 1*0078 0.0
3IT. 26 0.99 c) 0.5241 0.9962 0.994| 1.008_ 0.0
32T. 27 &.999 G.52'4_ 0.99T0 6.9948 1.0090 0.0
337. 28 @.999 0.523e 0.9092 0.9960 1.0099 0.0
34T* 29 G.999 0.5240 0.9998 0.9976 I.O09R 0.0
3_T. 30 G.999 0.5242 1.0011 0,9990 1.0095 0.6
T. 31 1.000 0.5246 1.0018 1.0000 1.008_ 0.0
17. 32 1.000 0.5251 1.0029 1.0015 1.0074 0.0
27. 33 I.UO0 0.525T 1.0043 1.&033 1.£059 0.0
31. 34 1.001 0.5?65 1.0053 1.0049 1.0038 0.0
47* 35 1.001 0.5275 1.0057 1.0059 1.0012 0.0
$7. 36 h_01 0.5283 1.0053 I._62 0.9984 G.O
P$AVGx 39.90PSIA = 225090.PA
VELJVGs 783*5FPS e230.RMPS
U = q42*FPS _ _RT*NPS
OF ]NCIOEII_E ALPHA AXIAL REL
IN OEG IN DEG VEL VEL
0.0 0.281 -3.16 _.7 1*002 1.002
0_0 0.281 --3.20 4_.T 1.003 1.003
0.0 O.2BO -3.22 48.T 1.004 1.004
u.O 0.280 --3.23 48.7 1.004 1.004
0.0 0.280 -3.25 48.7 1.004 L.004
O.G 0*279 -3.25 48.8 1.004 1.004
0.0 0.279 -).?5 48.8 1.004 |.004
0.0 0.279 --3o26 48.8 1.004 |.004
O.O 0.279 -3.25 48.8 1.004 1e004
&,O 0.280 -3.24 48.7 1.004 1.004
0.0 0.280 -3.22 48.T 1.004 1.004
0.0 0.281 -3.2] 48.7 1.003 1.003
0.0 0.281 -3.20 48.7 h003 1.003
0.0 0.281 -3.19 48*7 1.003 1.003
0.0 0.281 -3.18 48.T 1.003 1.003
0.0 0.282 -3.13 48.6 1.002 1.002
0.b 0.283 --3cOB 48.6 1.001 1.001
0.0 0.284 -3.03 48.S 1.000 1.000
0.0 0.285 --2.98 48._ 0.999 0*999
0.0 0.286 -2.92 48.4 O._Y)8 0.998
0.0 0*287 --2.87 48.4 0*997 O*q)T
0.0 0.287 --2.64 48.3 0.996 0.9_6
0.0 0*288 -2.82 48.3 0.996 0.996
0.0 0.288 -2.79 48.3 0.99_ 0.99_
0.0 0.289 -2*77 48.3 @.995 0.995
O.O '0.289 -2.7T 48.3 0.995 0.995
0.0 0.289 -2.76 68.3 0.995 0._J13
0.0 0.289 -2*T_ 48.3 0.995 0*995
0.0 0.288 -2.79 48.3 0.995 0.995
0*0 0.280 -2.80 48.3 0.995 0.995
0.0 0.287 -2.83 48.3 _.996 0*996
0.0 0,28T -2*Rb 48.4 o.qT 0.99T
0.0 0.286 -2.92 48.4 0.998 0.998
0.0 0.284 -2.98 48*_ 0.999 0.999
0.0 0.283 -3.05 49.5 1.000 1.000
0._ 0.282 -3.11 48.E 1.001 10001
PLOM SWIRL= 60.450£G PARTICLE SWTRL=|50.55D[G
PTA¥G_ 48o31PS_A = 333055.PA TTAVG: 980.30[G R = 544.60EG K
BVELAVG: 879.6FP5 - 268.]HPS AXVELAVG: 580.2FPS ©tTb.RMPS
THETA S£G VEL NN PS PT TT WOL WBL
NO LRM/SEC KG/SEG
TO. i 1.002 0.4328 1.0043 1.0054 O.eSq 0.0
80. 2 1.003 0.4335 1.0034 1.fl049 0.9944 0.0
90. 3 1.00_ 0.4338 1.0030 1.0047 0.9937 0.0
I00. 4 1.004 0.4340 1.0030 !.0049 0.9935 0.0
IIG* 5 hO04 0.4341 1'0031 1.0050 0.9936 0.0
120. 6 1.004 0.4341 1.0032 1.0050 0.9938 0.0
130. T 1.004 0.4341 1.0032 1.0050 0.993 a &.O
140. 8 1.004 0.4342 1.0031 1.0050 0.9940 0.0
150. 9 l*O0_ 0.4342 1.0018 1.0037 0.9936 0.0
160. 10 1.00_ 0.4342 1,0008 1.002T 0.9930 0.0
176. !1 1.003 0.4340 1.O00& 1.0024 0.9924 0.0
180. 12 1.003 0.43_0 0.9997 1.0015 0.9918 0.0
190. 13 1.063 0.4340 0.998T 1.0005 0.9916 0.0
200. 14 1.003 004339 0.9976 0.9993 0.9919 0.0
210. 15 1.002 0.4336 0.9966 0.9981 0.9928 0.0
220. 16 1.002 0.4_28 0,9_5T 0.9969 0.9944 0.0
230* IT 1.001 0.4319 0.9952 0.995_ 0.9967 0.0
Z40. 18 1.000 0.4310 0.9952 osgQs? 0.9993 0.0
250. 19 0.999 0.4300 0.9958 0.9953 1.0018 0.0
260, 20 0.99_ 0.4291 0.9966 0.9956 1.0_3T 0.0
270. 21 0.097 0.4285 0*9968 0*9954 1.0050 0.0
280. 22 0*996 0,4280 0*9908 0.9951 1.0050 0,0
290. 23 0.996 0.4277 0*9965 0*9946 1.0065 0.0
300. 24 0.995 0.4272 0.9964 0.q_43 1.0072 O.G
316. 25 &.995 0.4270 0.9963 O.U94D 1.D078 0.0
320. 26 0.995 0.4268 0.9962 0.9938 1.0084 0.0
330. 2T 0*995 0.4266 0.9969 0.9946 1.0090 0.0
340* 28 0.995 0.4200 0.9990 0._965 1.0099 0.0
35&. 29 0.995 0e426T 0.9996 G*eTI 1.0098 0.0
O* 30 0*996 0*4269 1.0009 0.9986 1.0095 0.0
|G. 31 0.996 0.42T4 1.00_6 0.9995 1.0085 G*O
20. 32 0.992 0.4?79 1.00?T 1.0010 1.1_0T4 0.0
30* 33 0.998 0.4288 1.0041 1.0028 1.0059 0.0
4&* 34 0.999 0.4297 le0052 1.0045 1.0038 0.0
50. 35 |.OOU 0.4308 1.0056 1.0055 1.0012 0*0
60. 36 1.001 G.431_ 1.0053 1.0059 0.e984 0.0
P$AVG= 42".58PSIA = 293&OO.PA
VELAVG= 645.9FPS =I9&.gRP$
_= 945.FPS _ 288.HPS
DF TNCIOENC[ BETA AXIAL REL
IN DEG %N O[C VEL VEL
0.0 0.252 --4.36 41.4 1.002 1.000
0.0 0*252 -4.40 41.4 1.003 1.001
G.O 0.252 -4.41 41.4 1.004 1.001
0.0 0*252 *'4*42 41.4 1.004 1.001
0.0 0.252 -_,.43 41.4 !.004 1.001
0.0 0.251 --4.44 41.4 1.004 1.001
0.0 0.251 *'4*44 41.4 1.004 1.001
0.0 0.251 -4.45 41.4 !.00_ hDOl
0.0 0.251 -4.44 4L,4 1.0_4 1.001
0.0 0.?5? --4.43 41.4 2.004 L.001
0.0 0.253 *-4.41 41.4 1.0_3 1.0_1
8.0 0.253 -4.39 41.4 1.0_3 1.D01
0.0 0*253 --.4.38 41.4 1.003 1.001
0.0 0.254 -4*38 41.4 1.0_3 1.001
0.0 0.254 -4*37 41.4 1.002 1.000
0,0 0.256 -4*33 41.3 1.002 1.000
0.0 0.25? -4.30 41.3 1.001 1.000
0.0 0.258 '--4.26 41.3 ].0_0 1.000
0.0 0*259 "4.23 41.2 0.999 1.000
&.& 0*260 -4.18 41.2 0.998 1.000
0.0 0.261 -4.14 41.1 0.99? 0.999
0.0 0.262 "_.!2 41.1 0.99& 0*999
G.0 0.262 -4.10 41.1 0.996 O.qW9
0.0 0*263 -4.08 41.1 0._;_5 0.9_9
0.0 0*263 -4.06 41.1 0.995 0.999
GoO G.263 -4.06 41.1 0.9_S 0.999
0.0 0.263 -4.05 . 41.1 0.995 0.9_9
0.0 0*262 --6.07 41.1 0.995 0.9_9
0.0 0.262 "-4.08 41.1 0.995 0.999
0.0 0.261 "$,.(_ 41.1 0.996 0.999
0.0 0.260 -4.12 41.1 0.996 0.999
&*O 0.259 -4.14 41.1 O.9_T 0.999
0.0 0.258 -4.19 41.? 0.998 1.000
0.0 0.256 -'-4.24 41.2 0.999 1.000
0*0 0*254 -4*?q 41.3 1.000 1.000






FLOH SM|KL x 6|o62D80 PARTICLE SMIRtzES6,[TD_G
PTAVG= 93*?9PSIA g 320881oPA TTAVG=I022.SDEG R = 468*2080 K
R¥SLAVG_ T66,TFPS _ 22T*6_P$ AX¥SLAVG= 5Q6,SFPS =181,9RPS
THFTA 580 VEL RN PS _T TT _L NBL
NO LSMt5_C AG/S['G
TS* 1" 1,002 0,3142 1,0037 1,0049 0,_P968 0.0 0,0
82* 2 1,002 0,5146 1,0028 1,0043 0,9049 0,0 0,0
92, 3 !,001 0,516T 1o0024 1,0060 0*9939 0*0 0,0
102, 4 1o001 0°5147 1,0025 1,0040 009936 000 0*0
112, 5 |*001 0*5142 1,0025 1,0040 0*993S ©,0 0,0
122, 6 1,001 0,Si46 1.002_ 1,0040 0*9936 G*O 0,0
]3?* 7 1,001 0,4146 1,0025 1°0060 0.9938 0,0 0,0
142, 8 1°001 0,5146 1,0023 1*0039 0,9939 0°0 0°0
152, 9 1,001 _*_147 1°0012 ]*002_ 0°9936 0,0 . . _,0
167. 10 l°O01 0.5148 1.0004 100021 0.9932 0.0
122. il 1.001 _.514,8 1.0006 loGO?? 0*992e 0.0
182* 11 1.001 0.3149 0.9998 1.0015 0.9921 0.0
192. 13 |*001 0,_|4@ O,g¢)Bq 1,0006 0.991_ 0.0
202, 1_ I,OOG 0,_148 0099?6 0.9993 ¢.991_ 0.0
212. 15 hO00 Q.41_ 0._967 0.9981 0.9924 0.0
222. 16 0.999 00513_ 009961 0*997_ G0991R 0_0
232. 17 0.999 0.5129 0.qo56 C.996_ 0.9958 0°0
24?, 18 0.999 0*5|71 0.9956 0.0954 0.9983 0.0
252. 19 G.999 0°5114 0.9962 0.9951 1.0008 000
262* 20 0.998 0.510P 0*Q_72 0,9961 1.0030 0°0
?72. ?1 0.99o C.SlC_ 0.9975 0.9961 1.0045 0.0
282. 22 0.999 b*StO? _.9974 009959 1.00_5 0,_
292. 23 0.999 O*S]O0 o.qgT? 0.0955 1.0063 0.0
302. 24 0.998 0.509R 0.99?2 0.9o54 1°0070 0°0
31;. 2_ _,998 _,509e 0,9970 0,9951 1.0076 0.0
322. 26 00998 0.5095 0.9969 0.994_ 1.0082 G.G
3320 2? 0°999 0*50_4 0.9oT6 0*9954 100088 G.O
342. 28 ¢.999 0.5093 009993 0.9971 1.0097 _,O
352. 29 0.999 O.SOq& 0.9998 0._9?7 |.0098 0.0
2* 30 0*999 0*5096 1.0011 _0999! 1.0097 0.0
12° 31 I.060 C*_l_O 1,C016 0.9999 1.008a 000
22* 32 1.000 0.5104 1.0026 1.0012 1.0079 0.0
32. 33 1.001 _.5111 1.0037 1.0022 1.0065 0.0
42. 34 i.OGl 0.5118 100046 1.0042 1.0042 0.0
52. 35 1.00? 0.$127 1.0069 1.0041 1.0022 0.0
62. 3& 1.002 0.5135 |*OO&? 1.0055 0.9994 0o0
PS&VG_ 45.00P$16 • 310786*PA
VELAVG = TTA*?FP$ =237.3/4P5
U• 949.FPS i 289.NP$
DF IN¢IOENC£ ALPHA AXIAL AEL
IN OEG IN DEG VEL VEL
0°292 -4.25 50.2 1.009 |.004
0*292 -4.77 30.3 10004 10006
0,292 -'4*?8 50.3 1,004 1.004
0*292 -4078 3003 1.004 hoe4
0*292 -40?9 S0.3 1.005 1.005
0.291 -4*80 5003 1°003 1,005
0,291 -4°80 50.3 1,005 1.005
0°191 *-4*81 30.3 1.005 1.005
0.291 -4°80 80*3 1*004 100_5
0o0 00292 "-4.29 80°3 1o005 1°005
0.0 0.293 -4.74 30°2 1o004 1.004
0,0 0*293 "_.72 30*2 1.003 l*GO$
0o0 0*294 "_*?0 30.2 1.003 1*003
000 0°294 "-4069 30*2 1.003 1.003
0.0 0°294 *'4065 50.2 1,002 1.002
O°& _.296 "4*38 40°1 1°0_I 1*001
0.0 0029? "4*52 30°b 1.000 1°000
0,0 0.298 ".4°_6 30.0 0*999 0*999
000 0°299 -4°42 49.9 0*998 0._8
0°0 0o299 "4°36 69.9 0.99? 0.99?
0.0 0,300 -4032 &9°8 0*996 0.996
0*0 0.301 "4.30 _9.8 0°995 0°995
000 &.301 -402¥ 99*8 00995 00995
0.0 0°302 -4.2_ 49*7 0*994 0°9_A
&*O 0*302 -4,22 49°7 00994 0°996
0._ 0*302 -4°22 49.? 0.994 004)94
_*& 00302 "4*22 49.7 0*994 0.99_
0.0 0.301 "_.26 49o8 0*993 0°993
&*G 0.301 -_*28 4908 G°995 0*993
0.0 0*300 "4.31 49*8 0.996 0.996
0°0 0*299 -4*36 49°9 0°992 0.997
£.0 0.298 "4.91 4909 0*997 O*_gT
0,0 0*297 "4.49 50°0 0*999 0°999
0.0 0*295 "_°ST 50.1 1o001 10001
0.0 0.294 -4.66 50.2 1.002 1.002
0.0 0*293 -4.21 50.? L*003 1.003
FLOM S_TRL= 64*300|G PARTICL[ SMIRL=IS[.850FG
PTAVG_ 5_032P$|A = 376531086 TTAVG•102?*BDAG R = 368.2010 K
RV_LAVG_ 917.88P$ = ?Tg.?NP$ AXVFLAV_= _84*8FPS =178.6MPS
'THF?J $80 VEL MN p$ PT TT WBL _BL
NO LBM/$EC KG/SEG
?4o 1 1.004 G*4169 1.0035 100068 _.996fl 0*0
84, ? 1.004 0.4175 1,0027 1.0044 (.99&9 O.O
9_. 3 1,00_ 0°41771.0_24 1.0042 _*9939 0°0
l&4* 4 l*uO_ _.4178 1*0025 1*0043 G*_936 0.C
!14o 5 I*OOS 0.41T9 1°0026 1°0043 0o9935 0°0
12_0 6 1o005 O*41T_ 1.0025 1.0&4_ 0*9936 _*0
134. ? 100_5 0.41?o 1o0024 !*_0_3 0*9938 000
144, e 1.005 0.4180 1.0023 1.0042 0.9936 0.0
]54. 9 !.005 0,418_ !*0012 I._031 0.9936 0.0
166. !_ 1°0_5 _.4179 !*0005 100023 0*_932 0.0
174. 11 1,_04 0,4176 l,O&08 1._02_ C.9928 C°O
18_* 12 1°003 0.9175 1°0000 1.0017 0*992]" _*0
194. 13 1°003 1041¥_ 0*9992 1.3008 _0991_ 0o0
204. 14 1.002 0.4173 0.9_80 0,9995 0.9918 @*0
214o 15 I°002 0.4168 0,9o71 0°_984 0°o924 0._
224. 16 1*_00 i,°4160 0*9966 0*_97_ 0.993R 0,0
2340 17 _.999 0.6151 ).9_60 0*9963 0o_958 _*0
?_° 18 0*_9_ _.4161 ).9o5_ 0*9952 0o9983 O*G
254° 19 &*_97 G*41_3 _.9964 0.9957 1.0008 _°0
764. 20 0.99? 0.4125 0o9973 0,9961 1*0_30 0.0
22_, 2| 0,996 _*_111 0.9_76 _.996_ 1*0045 0*0
284. 22 u,995 _*4114 0.992_ C.9o57 1.0055 0.0
_9_° 23 _.995 C*4111 0*9972 0*9953 1o_063 &08
3_4. 24 C,994 _.4107 0.99T3 C.OQSI 1o002_ 000
314° 24 0.994 0._105 0.99?1 0.9948 1.0076 0.0
32_° 26 0.99_ 0.4103 0,9969 0.9943 1.0082 0;0
334, 2T 0,994 0*6102 0.997_ 0.9950 1.0088 0.0
344* 28 0.995 0°61¢_ 0.9991 0.9962 1o0097 0°0
344* 29 0°995 0,4106 0.9995 009973 1*0098 0.0
4° 30 0*996 0.6109 1o0008 0*9987 1°0092 0.0
14. 31 0.997 0.4114 1.0013 0o9995 1.008_ 0*0
24. 3? 0.998 0._120 1*0023 1.0008 1.0079 0°0
34. 3_ 0°999 0._130 1°0033 1.0023 1.0065 0.0
66. 36 1.001 0.6160 !*00_2 1.0039 1.00_7 ' 0°0
5_° 35 1.002 0.4152 1°0045 ]°O04e 1*002_ D.O
64, 36 1.003 0.6161 100044 ]°0053 0.9995 0°0
P$AVG x 48.34P5|A • 333285°PA
VELAVG_ 635*1FPS =193.6MP$
U= 932oFP$ = 290._P5
OF INCIOENC_ BE16 AXIAL REL
IN DE(; IN DEG VEL VEL
&*O _°2_6 --5.92 39°8 1.004 1°001
_°0 0°246 -5*93 3908 1.004 1.0_1
0o0 0*267 "_.93 39*8 [*004 1.001
0*0 0o267 -5.94 34*8 1°004 1.001
_*0 0*246 -5.94 39*8 10005 1°001
0.0 60246 "5°95 3908 1o005 1.001
G°O 0.2_6 "-5.94 39°9 10005 1.001
0.£ 0.26_ -5*96 39°9 1.0_5 1.001
0.0 0*246 "J_.94 39.8 1.005 1.001
0.0 0*247 "5,9_ 39*8 1°00_ 1.001
0°_ 0*248 -5,90 39o8 1°_04 1°001
_.0 0*249 -5*88 39*8 1,003 1.001
0.0 U.250 -5086 3908 |o&03 1°001
6.0 &°230 -4*86 39°8 10(_2 1.000
0o0 0.231 "_.83 39*7 1.002 1.000
0,0 0°233 "_.78 39*7 !*000 10000
O.G b.255 -5°73 39*6 009_9 10000
_.0 0,236 "-5.70 39°6 &.996 1.000
_o& &.257 "_067 39.6 0*997 0*999
_.0 00258 -5*6_ 39.5 0*99¥ 0*999
0.0 0,258 -_.61 39.5 0.996 0.999
0.0 0,259 -5*59 39.5 0.995 0.999
_,_ Ue259 -5.57 39*5 0.995 0°999
0._ 0°260 -5.54 39.4 0.994 0.999
0.0 0*260 "5°36 _9.6 0.99_ 0*999
0o0 0.260 -5.16 39.6 0.994 0.999
0.0 00260 --5.54 39.4 0°994 0oq_9
0.0 0.258 -5*5? 39°_ 0*995 0°999
0o@ 0.25T -5*59 39.5 0,995 0*999
0°0 0.25T -5.61 39°S 0*996 0°999
0o0 0.255 "J_,63 39.3 0*99? 0*999
0.0 0°234 "_.60 39.6 0*998 1.G00
0.0 0°251 -S.T5 39°6 0.9_9 1.000
0°0 0°269 "5*80 39.7 10001 hO00
0.0 0*24? -5,86 39,8 1.002 1°_00






FLOW SWIRL_ 64.4|0EG PARTICLE SWTRL=162*53DEG
PTAVG= 60.72PSTA = 418639.PA TTAVG=IO61*4DEG R E 5B9*60EG X
RVELAVG= TT4.SFPS = 23b*]MPS AXV£LAVG= 5BO*TFPS =177.0MPS
1HETA S_G VEL MN PS P? TT _L WBL
NO L$_/SEC KG/SEG
74. I 1.002 0.4715 1.0024 1.0034 0.9975 0.0
8_* 2 1.002 0.4718 1.0019 1.0031 0.99_4 0.0
94. 3 1.G01 0.47?0 1.0018 1.0031 0.9962 0.0
104. 4 1.00! 0,4720 1.0018 1.0032 0.9936 G.C
!14. 5 1.001 0.4721 1.0017 1.G030 0.99_5 0.0
]24. 0 1.001 _.4720 1.0017 1o0030 0.9935 0.0
!34. 7 1.00! 0,4720 1.0016 1.0030 0.9936 0.0
144. B 1.001 0,472_ 1.0013 1.0027 0.9937 _.0
154. 9 hO0] 0.4720 1.0005 1.L_018 0.9935 O._b
164. 10 1.001 0.4720 1.0000 1.0013 0.9932 0.0
1X4. 11 1.001 0.471e 1.0008 1.0071 0.9930 0.0
184. 12 1.00! 0.4720 1.0002 1.0016 0.9924 0.0
194. 13 1.000 0.4?20 0o9o_6 !.0010 0.9920 0.0
204. 14 1.00_ 0.4720 0.9904 0,999? 0._91_ _.u
214. ]5 1.000 0.47l_ 0.99T_ 0,998_ O._Q?3 0.0
724. 1_ 0.999 0.4710 0.9977 0.9904 0.9936 O*G
234. 17 O.qq9 0.6704 0.99T2 0.9975 0.9953 0.0
244. 1_ 0.998 0.4697 0,997_ 0.99_q 0.9976 0.0
254. lq 0.99P 6.4_91 0.9974 0.996E 1.0001 0.0
264. 2_ 0.990 0,6685 0.9983 0.e_74 1.0025 0.0
274. 21 0.998 0.4601 0.998_ 0.9975 1.0041 GoO
284. 22 0.990 0.4b?9 G.9984 0.9971 1.0053 0.0
?96. 23 0.998 0.4677 0.998? 0.9968 1.0061 0.0
304. 2_ G.998 0._674 O.eQ85 0.9969 1.0069 0.0
3|4. 2_ 0.99e 0.4673 0.9_81 G,9_4 1.00¥_ 0.0
324, 2_ (.990 0.46?3 0._977 0.0960 1.0000 0.0
334. 2? C.990 0.4671 _.0983 0.9965 1.0087 0.0
344. ?8 0,999 C.4672 3.9992 0.9975 1.0095 0.0
354. 29 0.999 0.46?? 0.9996 0.Q978 1.0097 0.0
4. 30 0.99_ 0,46?4 1.0007 0,9o_0 1,0097 0.0
14. 31 !,_00 _.4677 1.0009 0,_995 1.00_1 0.0
Z4. _2 1._00 _o468! 1o00]? !._006 1.0081 0,0
34. 33 1.00! L.468P 1.0021 1.00!4 1,0008 _.0
44. 34 1.001 G.4694 1.0029 I.GO?_ ].0051 G°O
54. 35 1.002 _.4707 1.002_ 1.0031 1o0028 0.0
64. 3_ !.G02 C.4709 1.0031 1.0077 1.C002 0,0
PSAVG= 52.31051A = 360684.PA
VELAVG= ?2q.6FPS ©222.4MPS
U= 954._PS z 291.MP_
OF TNCZOENCE ALPHA AXIAL REL
IN OEG )N DEG VEL VEL
0.0 0*262 -5.40 _3.1 1.006 1.006
0°0 0.262 "-5.48 53.1 1.006 1.006
0.0 0.262 --_.4_ 53.1 1.005 1.005
0.0 0.202 --5.45 53.1 1*00_ 10005
0.0 0.262 "-5.66 53.1 1.005 1*DOS
0°0 0.262 --_.47 53.1 1°0_16 1,006
0.0 0.262 --5.47 53ol 1.006 1.006
0.0 0.262 -_.49 93.1 1.006 1°006
0*0 0.262 -5.41 53.1 1.005 1._*)_
0o0 0.263 -5.44 53.0 l*k_5 1.005
6.0 0°264 -_.37 53.0 1.004 1.004
0.0 0.265 "_.33 $2.9 1.003 1.003
0,0 6,265 ,-5.29 52.q 1.002 io002
0°0 0.266 -_.27 _2o9 !.002 1°002
0.0 0.26? -5.20 52.8 1.001 1.001
0.0 0.269 -5°07 52.7 G.999 0.999
0.0 0.271 --_.99 $2.6 &.998 0.998
0.0 0._72 "_,*93 52.S 0*996 0.906
0.0 0.272 -4.89 52*5 0°996 0,996
0.0 ¢°273 --4,e4 52.4 0.995 G.qqS
0oC G,274 "4*80 3Z*4 0*994 0*994
0._ 0,274 ---4°79 52.4 0,994 0,994
0.0 0._75 -4.?? 32,4 0°994 0.994
0.0 0.276 *-_.71 52.3 0.993 0.993
0.0 0.276 "-_.71 52.3 0.993 0.993
0,0 _*27_ "4,72 52.3 _,993 0,993
0.0 0.275 -4.72 52.3 0.9_3 0.993
"0*0 _e274 "-_*81 _2.4 0.994 0*994
0.0 0*?73 --4.8_ 5Z.4 0.995 0,995
0.0 0.2?2 --4°90 _2._ 0.996 0.996
0.0 0.271 "4.98 52,6 0.997 0*997
0*0 0*269 --5.05 52.? G*999 0.99q
_.0 0.267 --_.19 52.8 1*001 1.OOl
0.( 0.265 -S.30 52.9 1.003 1.003
0.0 0°263 -_.41 53.0 1.005 1.005
0.0 0.262 -'_.46 53.1 1.005 l.OOS
FLO_ SWTEL= 06.730EG P_RTICLE SWIEL=|64.850[G
PIAVG= hO*?4P51A r 4|533_.PA ??AVG=I_(I._DEG R = 589.60E0 K
RVFL_VC_ 956.3FP$ = 2ql.SMPS AXVEL_VG= 58].0FPS =[?7.IMPS
T_FTA SEt VEL _N PS P? IT MEt HbL
NO L_M/SEC KG/SEG
77o 1 1.006 0,3_56 1,0020 1.0036 0°_975 O.G
P?. 2 loO0_ 0,396_ 1.0_14 1.0032 0.9954 0.0
97, 3 |.C,G_ 0.3961 1.001_ 1.0032 0._942 O.U
1_?° 4 1.00_ _.3902 1,0014 1.0033 0.9930 _.0
117. 5 1°006 _,3_63 1.0013 1.0032¸ 0._935 0.0
127. 0 1,00_ 0.3963 1.00]_ 1.0032 0.9935 0.0
137. ? 1.006 0.39_3 1.0017 1.0032 0.9936 0°0
|_7, _ 1.006 0.3965 1.000_ !,0020 0.9937 0,0
157. _ 1,b06 (,°3963 1.0001 1°0020 0._035 0°0
167° 10 1.G_5 0.3_67 0.9996 1.00|$ 0*9932 0°0
177. II 1.004 0.3957 1.0006 10_027 _.9930 0.0
107. l? 1*003 0.3955 1.0000 l.O01b C.9924 _.G
|_7. 13 ].003 0.3953 O.QQQ5 1°0009 0.99?0 0.0
207. !4 !,002 0.39_2 0.9903 0,9996 0.991_ 0.0
217. 15 !._01 C.39_b O._e?_ 0.998_ 0.q_23 0._
237. 17 _,997 0.3925 _.9974 0.9973 0.99_3 _*_
?47. 1_ 0._90 C.391_ 0°9973 0°_968 0.9976 _°0
?5?. ]9 _.996 0.3_09 0.9977 0.9967 1.0001 0.0
26?. 20 0,_? 0.3900 O.9qR? 0._73 1.0025 0,0
277* 21 v.9_ G.3894 0.9_9_ 0.9973 1.0041 0o0
287. 2? C._4 G.3Bol 0o9909 0,9970 1.00_3 0,0
297. 23 0.993 0*3888 0.9906 0.9966 1.0061 _,0
307. ?4 0.9_2 0.38L3 0o_990 0°9967 1.006_ b.0
317. 25 _°99_ 0.3007 0.990_ _.9962 1*007_ 0°0
32_. _ 0°093 0.38E! 0°_902 C.9958 !.OOflO Q,O
3_?. 27 0°993 0,3080 0.9988 0.9963 i.0007 0._
347. 2B 0.994 0*388_ _,9_9t 0._974 1.0095 0.0
357. 29 _.995 U,38_7 _.999_ 0.9970 1°0097 b°0
7, 30 0._96 0.3E9! 1.0009 0.9990 1.@097 G,O
17° 31 0._97 0.3098 1.0011 0.9995 1°_091 0.0
2?, 32 _.998 _.3905 1*0018 1.0006 1.0081 0.0
37. 33 1.001 U°39|? 1.0020 1°0015 !.008P 0.0
47. 34 1.G03 C.397_ 1.007_ 1.0027 1.U051 G.0
57. 35 1.005 _.3_4! |.0026 1.0033 1.0028 _.0
_?. 36 1.006 0.39_0 1.0027 1.003_ 1.0007 0o0
PS_VG= 54.23PSIA = 374048.PA
VELAVG= 613.4FP$ =187.0MPS
U = 95&.FPS = ?91.MPS
OF INCIDfNCE 5_TA AXIAL REL
1N UEG IN 0£G VEL VEL
0*G 0.27! -5,43 3?.6 1.0_6 1,001
0.0 O°Z?_ --_.42 37.6 1*006 1.001
0.0 0.273 -5.41 37.6 1.006 1°001
U.0 0,273 -S°40 37.6 I.OGb 1°061
O.C 0.273 -5.41 37.6 1.006 1.001
0°_ 0.273 -5.42 37.6 1,006 1.001
0.0 0.273 -5.42 37.6 1.006 1.001
0.0 0.2?3 --5.43 37,6 1.006 1.001
0.0 0°273 -5.41 37*6 1.006 "1.001
0.0 0.2?4 -5*40 37,6 2.005 1.(101
0*0 C.276 -_.35 37.6 1._04 1.0_1
0.0 0.276 -5.33 37,5 1.003 1.001
0.0 0.2?7 -5.30 37.5 1.003 1.001
0.0 0.278 -5.29 37.5 1,002 1.000
O.G 0.280 -_.25 37.4 1.U01 1.000
b.0 0,283 -5.17 37.4 0.999 1,04;0
0.0 0.285 -S.12 37.3 0.997 0.999
0.0 0.286 --5.08 31°3 0,996 0*999
D.O 0*787 -_.06 37°3 G.996 0.999
0°0 0.788 -5*03 37.2 0.995 0.999
0.0 0*28_ --5.00 37.2 0.994 0.999
0.0 0.288 -_.99 37*2 G°994 0.999
0.0 0*788 --4.98 37*2 0.093 0.999
0._ 0.289 --4,95 37t] 0°992 0.998
0.0 0.789 -_.95 37.1 0.99? 0.998
0.0 0.789 _°9_ 37*? 0.993 0.998
0*0. 0,289 -.4,95 37,2 0,993 0.998
0.0 0.286 -5.01 37.2 0.994 0.999
0.0 0.286 --3*03 37._ 0.99_ 0.999
0*0 0,284 -_,07 37.3 0.996 0.999
0.0 0.702 -5.11 37.3 0.997 0.999
G.0 0.280 -3.16 37.4 0,998 1.000
G._ b.277 -_.24 37.4 1.001 1.000
0.D 0.275 -5.3" 37.5 1.003 1.001
0.0 0.272 --_.38 37.6 1.G05 1°001





FLOW SW|RL= 66.720EG PARTICLE SW]RL=I69.ZODE_
PTAVG: 6_.84P$ZA : &53929.PA TTAVG=|O99*?DFO R = 631.00EG K
RVELAVG= 794*9FPS = 292.3MP$ AXVFLJVG = 580.4FPS 1176o9RP5
THFTA SEG VFL MN PS FT TT WPL NBL
NO LBN/SEC KGISEO
77. i 1.003 0.4526 1.0009 !.0017 0.9982 U.G u.O
87, 2 1.002 C.4529 1,G00_ 1o0018 0,o960 0°0 0,0
97. 3 1.002 C.4529 1,0009 1.0021 0.9945 O,O 0.0
107. 4 1.001 0.4530 1.0009 1.0022 0.9937 0.0 O.b
117. 5 1.002 0.4531 1.0005 1.0019 0.9934 0*0 0.0
127. 6 1.001 0.4531 t.0005 1o0019 0.9933 0.0 0.0
137. 7 1.001 (,.4531 1.000_ 1.5018 0.9934 0.0 _.0
147. 8 1.002 _.4531 1.0000 1.0013 0oq934 O.b 0._
]57. 9 1.0_1 0.6530 0e9997 1.0009 0.9936 G.O 0.G
167. 10 1.001 0.4530 0.9993 1.0006 0.o932 0.0 0.G
177. 11 !.001 0._52T 1.0009 1.0070 0.9933 0.0 0.0
187. 12 1.001 _.4529 1.0003 1.0015 0.o927 0.0 0.0
197. 13 1.b00 _.4528 0.9999 1.0011 _.9923 0.0 _.0
207. 14 10000 C.4528 0.9907 0.9999 0,9920 _,L G,O
217. 15 0._99 0.452_ 0._7 0.9996 0._924 _._ 0._
227. 16 C.998 0.4_16 0.999b 1.0000 0.9935 0.0 0.0
237. 17 ¢.998 0.4511 0.9990 0.9991 0.9950 0.0 0.0
247. 18 0.998 0.4504 0.9988 0.998_ 0.9971 0.0 0.0
257. 19 _,990 0,4499 0.9989 0,9983 0,9995 0.0 0.0
267. 20 _.998 0.4_93 1°0000 _.9990 _.0019 O.O 0.0
277. 21 0.99_ 0.4490 1.0002 0.9990 1.0038 0.0 0.b
287. 22 0.9_8 0.4468 0.9_98 0.0983 1.0050 0.0 0._
297, 2_ 0,998 _.44B6 0,9996 0,9982 |,0060 0,0 G,O
307. 24 b.998 0.4482 1.0003 0.9987 1.0069 0.0 0.0
317, 25 _,998 G,4483 0,999_ 0,e979 1,0074 0°6 0,0
327. 26 0,99_ G,4A82 0,9990 0,9913 1.0080 O,O 0,0
337. 27 0.q95 0.4_01 0.9995 0.997_ 1.00B7 0.0 O.G
347. 28 0.999 0.4A84 0.9994 0.9970 1.0092 0.0 0.0
357, 29 _,999 [.,4483 0,9998 0.9902 1,0096 0,0 0.0
7, _0 _,999 9.4485 1.0006 0,9991 1.0097 0.0 0.0
17, 31 l,CO0 C,4689 1,0003 0.9991 |,0091 0,0 O°G
27. 32 l.OOt G._93 1.G009 0.9999 |.6083 O.C 0.0
37. 33 1.002 0.4502 1.0003 0.9998 1.0069 0.0 0.0
47. 34 i.002 9.4508 1.000_ 1.0006 1.0054 0.0 0.0
57. 35 1,_03 _.4_16 1.0005 I.0009 1.0032 0.0 0.0
67, 36 1.00_ 0.6521 1.001_ 1.0017 1.0008 0.0 0.0
FLOW SMIRL= 68.540EG PARTICL_ SMIRL=lTI.O_DEG
PT_VG= 67.7_P$|A = 467364._A TTAVG=IOq.7OEG _ = 611.00E_ K
RVELAVG= O.OFPS = O.0NPS AXVELAVG= O.OFPS = O.0MPS
THETA SEG VEL MN PS P7 TT MBL _L
NO LBN/SFC KG/SEG
79. I 1.009 0.3552 1.0000 1.0016 0.9082 0.0
_o. 2 1.008 0.3553 1.0000 1.001_ 0.9960 0.0
99. 3 1.007 0.3551 1.0006 1.0022 0.994_ 0.0
foe. 4 l.OO& 0.3551 1.64308 1.0024 0°9937 C.O
119. 5 1,007 0,35_? 1.0004 1,0021 0,9934 0,0
129. 6 1.007 0.3552 1.0004 1.0023 0.9933 O.D
13_. 7 1.007 0.3552 1.0003 1.0020 _.9934 0.0
149. 8 !.007 0.3554 0.9907 1.0015 0.9934 0.0
159. 9 1.006 _*.3551 0.9995 1.0012 0.9934 0.0
169. 1(_ 1.bOb 0.355G 0.9092 1.0000 0.9932 0.0
179. 11 1.b04 _.3_43 1.00_1 1.0023 0.9933 0.0
199. 12 1.¢03 _.354L 1,0006 1.0018 0._27 0.0
Io_. 13 [.002 0.3538 1.0004 1.0014 0.9973 0.0
209. |4 1.001 0.3530 0°9993 !.0002 0.9920 0.0
219. 15 _.99_ _.3528 0.9995 1.0000 0.9924 0.0
279. }_ 0.99_ 0.35|4 !.0606 1.9005 0._935 0.0
239. 17 _,994 0.350f 1.0001 0,9996 0.995_ 0.0
249, 18 u,993 _,3498 0,9998 0,9989 0,9971 0._














3 ° . 33
4 _ * 34
39. 3_
0.992 0.3_8_ 1.0007 0.9992 |.0019 0.0
_.992 0.3461 1._08 C.9991 1*0038 0.0
0.992 0.3_80 1.0002 0.9985 |.0050 0.0
_,992 _,3478 1.0000 0,9981 1,0060 0.0
_.991 _.3472 1.G007 E.9986 |.0069 0._
0.991 0.3472 0,9998 0.9977 1.0074 0.0
_._91 0.3473 0.9992 0.9971 1.0080 0.0
C,992 _,3472 0,9997 0,9976 1,0087 0,0
_.994 G.3480 0,0993 0.9975 1.0092 0.0
J,995 0,3483 0,9995 0,9979 1,0096 0,0
0.996 0.3487 1.0002 0.998_ 1.0097 0.0
0.e9_ G.3_ _.qO97 0.9987 1.00oi 0.0
1,_.0_ 3,3503 1,0002 G.O99_ 1,_083 G.0
1.,0_ _.351_ 0.9993 0.9903 1.006q 0.0
1.C06 9.35Z _ 3,9996 1.0002 1.0054 0._
1._08 0.3542 _.999_ 1.0004 1.0032 _,0
1.009 0.3_48 0.0999 L.0014 _.0008 0.0
PSAVG: 57.40PS]A = 39_734.PA
VELaVG= 713.2FFS :217.4_FS
U = 958.FPS = 29_*_P$
DF INCIDE_Cf ALFH_ AXIAL REL
1N OEG IN OEG VEL VEL
b*329 -12.&& 55.0 1.001 1.008
0.3_9 -12.03 _.9 1.007 1.007
0.33_ -11.97 54.9 1.007 1.007
0.331 -1].95 54*8 1.006 1.066
0.331 -I1.90 5_.9 1.006 1.000
0.331 -il.97 54,9 1.006 1.006
0.331 -11.97 _4,9 1.006 1.006
0.330 --12.90 S4oq 1.G07 1.007
0.331 -11.95 54.8 1.006 1.006
©.331 -11.92 54,8 1,006 1.006
0.333 -11.81 54.7 1.004 1.004
0.333 -11.78 54.7 1.003 1.003
_.334 -11.72 54.6 1.002 1.002
0.335 -11o69 54,6 1.002 1*002
0.336 -11.57 54.3 1,000 I.OGO
0.339 -11.38 _4.3 0.997 0.997
0.341 -11.28 34.2 0.995 0.995
0,341 --ll,26 $';,1 0,994 0,994
0.342 --11017 54,1 0,994 0,994
0.342 -11.11 5_.0 0.993 0.993
0.343 -!1.09 54.0 0,992 0,991
0.342 --11.09 54.0 0.993 0.993
0.343 -11.07 5_.0 0.992 0.992
0.344 -11.01 53.9 0.991 0.991
0.343 -11.02 53.9 0.991 0.991
0.343 -11.&4 53.9 0.992 0.992
0.343 -11.0_ 53.9 0.992 0.992
0.341 --11.18 _,_.1 0.994 0,994
0.360 -11.23 5_.1 0.995 0.995
0.339 --31.31 54.2 0.996 0.996
0.337 -11.43 5_.3 0°998 0.998
0.336 --11,53 5_.4 0*909 0,999
0.333 -11.73 54.6 I.OG3 1.003
0.331 -11.87 _.8 1.00_ 1.00_
U.329 -12.02 54.9 1.007 i.007
0.329 -12.06 55.0 |.008 1._8
PSAVG= 62.32P$1A = &2967_.PA
VELAVG= 56G.3FPS =170.@_F5
U= 958.FPS = Z92._PS
OF INCIDENCE AXIAL REL
IN DEG IN DEG VEL VEL
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 O.b 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
G.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
G.O b.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Oou 0o0 0.0 G.G 0,0
0.0 U.O G.O 0.0 (**0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
G.0 b.O 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
O.& 0.0 &*G O.b
0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
G.O G.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
O.C 0._ 0.0 0.0
t..£ _._ 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0
9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0











































FAN (](3 P_RFORNANCE 2.6F/2
CORR FLOW PRESS RAT;O EFFICIENCY




FL/_W SW|RL _ 0.0 DEG PARTICLE SWIRL: 0.0 OEG
PTAVG- ?.20P$;A = 50|9T.PA TTAVG t 332.6010 R _ 295.9010 K
RVELAVG-1SI|.2FP$ =399.7MPS AXVELAVG=488.TFPS -169.009PS
THETA SEG VEL MN PS P; TT WBL WOL
NO LOM/SEC KG/SEG
10. | 0.993 0.4_04 1.0457 1.0439 1.0000 0.0 0.0
20. 2 0.994 0.6409 1.0654 1.0439 1.0000 0.0 0.0
30. 3 0.996 0.44|5 1.0651 1.0A39 1.0000 0.0 0.0
40. 6 0.998 0._423 1.0665 1.0A3q 1.0000 0.0 0.0
SO. 5 1,000 0,4436 1.0438 1.0439 1.0000 0.0 0.0
60. 6 1.005 0.4_56 1.0419 1.ORS2 1.0000 0.0 0.0
70. 7 I.OIZ 0.4A90 1,0380 1.0614 1.0000 0.0 0.0
80. 8 1.026 0.4554 1.0283 1.0356 1.0000 0.0 000
90. 9 1.035 0.4596 0.9078 0.9972 1.0000 0.0 000
100. 10 1.024 0.4547 0.9590 0.9652 1.0Q00 0.0 0.0
110* 1] 1.0|| 0.4_.85 0.95?9 0.9608 1.0000 0.0 0.0
1209 12 1.0{34 0.4451 0.95T1 0.9581 1.0000 0.0 0.0
|30* 13 0*999 0*4428 0.9577 0*95?4 1.0000 0.0 0.0
|40. 14 0*995 0.4413 0.9579 0.956T 1.0000 0.0 0.0
IS0. 15 0.993 0.42_01 0.9578 0.9560 1.0000 0.0 0.0
160_ 16 0.991 0.4393 0.9583 0.9560 1.0000 0.0 0.0
lEO. IT 0.990 0.4387 0.9506 0.9560 1.0000 0.0 0.0
180. 18 0.909 0*4384 0.9588 0.9560 1._0 0.0 0.0
190. 19 0.989 0.6382 0.9589 0.9560 1.0000 0.0 0o0
200. 20 0.989 0.4383 0.9509 0.9560 1.0000 0.0 0.0
210. 21 0.989 0.4386 0.958? 0*9560 1.0000 0.0 0.0
220. 22 0.991 0.4392 0.951_ 0.9560 1.0000 0.0 0.0
230. 23 0.993 0.4J*03 0.9500 0.9563 1.0000 0.0 0.0
240* 24 0°997 0.6A.21 0.9588 0.9181 1.0000 0.0 0.0
250. 25 1.003 0.6450 0.9625 0.9631 1.0000 0.0 0.0
260. 26 1.012 0.4J_89 0.9716 0.9?45 1.0000 0.0 0.0
270. 27 1.017 0.4514 0.9927 0.9972 1.0000 0.0 0.0
280. 28 1.012 0*4489 1.0739 |.0270 1.0000 0.0 0.0
290. 29 |.003 0,4_6 1.0366 1.0370 1.0000 O.0 0.0
300. 30 0.997 0.'4420 1.0423 1.0'414 1.0000 0.0 0.0
310. 31 0.994 O.4A.O_ 1.0450 1.0632 1.0000 0.0 0.0
320. 32 0.992 0.4399 1.0460 1.0A39 1.0000 0.0 O.0
330. 33 0.992 0.4397 1.0_2 1.0639 1.0000 0.0 0.0
340. 34 0.992 0*4397 1.0462 1.0439 1.0000 0.0 0.0
350. 35 0.992 0.4398 1.0461 1.0_,39 1.0000 0.0 0.0
360. 36 0.993 G.4AOI 1.0459 1.0639 1.0000 0.0 0.0
PSRVG- 6,36PSIA = 63859.PA
VELA_Gt 692.4FPS =150.1NPS
U©121T.FPS = 3?I*MPS
DF |NCIDENC£ ALPHA AX;AL REL
1N DEG IN OEG VEL VEL
-.259 6.49 00.9 1.001 0.993
-.24_1 3.52 07,9 1.001 0._87
-.236 2.4_ 06.9 1.002 0.981
--.223 1,32 85-? 1.002 0.974
-.205 -O.OS 84..3 1.003 0.966
-._82 ol.76 82.6 lo0@4 .0.956
-1151 -3.99 80.6 1.005 0.942
-.103 -7.10 77.3 1.4308 0.923
-0079 --8.53 ?5.9 1.011 0.91_
-.115 -6.32 78.1 1.010 0.928
-.161 --3.31 01,1 1.006 0._,6
--.189 --1.24 03.2 1.004 00959
-.211 0.39 84.8 1.002 0.969
-.227 1.69 86.1 1.001 0.9?6
-.241 2.05 87.2 0.999 0.983
-.253 3.91 88.3 0.990 0.989
-.263 4.88 89.3 0099? 0.595
-.273 5.80 90.2 0.99.7 1.001
-.202 6.72 91.1 0.996 1.006
--.292 7.68 92.1 0.996 1.012
-.301 8.71 93.1 0.995 1.018
-.311 9.89 94.3 0.995 1.025
-.323 11.33 95.7 0.996 1.034
-.335 13.10 97.5 0*_J'6 1.045
-.368 1S.18 99.6 0.997 ,1.058
-.359 17.35 101.? 0.998 10072
--0365 18.68 103.1 0.999 1.000
-.361 17.68 102.1 0.997 1.074
-.368 15.22 99.6 0.996 1.058
-.335 13.05 97.5 0.996 1.045
-.322 11.25 95.6 0.996 1.034
-.310 9.75 94.1 0.997 1.025
-.299 8.49 92*9 0.998 1.017
-.289 7.39 91.8 0.999 1.011
-.2?9 6.39 90.8 1.000 1.005
--.269 5*4J* 89*8 1.000 0.999
STAGE 1
ROTOR FLO_ SWIRL= 3.29010 PARTICLF SWTRLc 3.29DEG
PT&VG= 7.21PSIA = 4972A.PA T?AVlGc 532.60EG R = 295.9010 K
RV1ELAVGc1180.2FpS z 359.?RPS RXVELAVG: 50?*qFPS _I54*RHPS
I_ETA SEG VEL _N PS PT ?T WBL NBL
N_ LBM/SEC KG/SEG
13. 1 1.002 0.4801 1,0436 1.0446, 1.0000 0.0
23. 2 1.003 0.6803 1.0435 1.0644 1.0000 0.0
33. 3 1.003 0.4805 1.0433 1.0_4 1.0000 0.0
63. 4 1.003 0.6806 1.0432 1.0443 1.0000 0.0
53. 5 1.004 0.4807 1.0430 1.0442 1.0000 0.0
63. 6 , 1.004 0.4808 1.0421 h0633 !.0000 0.0
T3. T 1.004 _.6809 1.0399 h0412 lo04300 0.0
83. 8 1.004 0.4811 1.0333 1.0367 1.0000 0.0
93. 9 1.006 0._819 0.9944 0.9963 1.0000 0.0
103. |0 1._7 0.4822 0*9629 0.9649 1.0000 0.0
113. 11 1.005 0.4816 0.9591 0.9600 1.0000 0.0
123. 12 1.004 0.4810 0.9570 0.9582 1.0000 0.0
133. 13 1.003 0.4804 0.9568 0.9576 l.DilO0 0.0
143. 14 1.002 0.4798 0.9565 0.9570 1.0000 0.0
153. 15 1.001 0.4793 0.9561 0.9563 1.0000 0.0
163. 16 1.000 0.4788 0.9564 0.9563 1.0000 0.0
173. 17 0*999 0.678A 0.9566 0.9563 l.O000 0.0
183. IG 0.998 0.4780 0.9568 0.9562 |.0000 0.0
193. 19 0.998 0.6778 0.9569 0.9562 1.0000 000
203. 20 0.997 0.4775 0.9570 0.9562 1.0000 0.0
213. 21 0.997 0.6773 0.9571 0.9561 1.0000 0.0
223. 22 0.997 0,4?72 0.9571 0.9560 l.O000 0.0
233.' 23 0*996 O*&??l 0.93T_ 0.9562 1.0000 0.0
243. 26 0.996 0.6769 0.9590 0*9570 1.0000 0 *0
253* 25 0.996 0.4768 0.9662 0.9628 1.0000 0.0
263. 26 0.995 0.6765 0.9753 0.9738 1.0000 0.0
273. 27 0.996 0.4761 0.9978 0.9960 h0000 0.0
283* 28 0.994 0.4750 1.0281 1.0260 1.0000 0.0
293. 29 0.995 0.4763 1o0384 1.0366 1.0000 0.0
303. 30 0.996 0.A769 1.0625 1.0611 1.0000 0.0
313. 31 0.997 0.6775 1.0641 1.0432 1.0000 0.0
323* 32 0.998 0.4781 100446 1*0A40 1.0000 0.0
333. 33 0.999 0.4?8? 1.0_, 1.0442 1.0000 0.0
363. 34 1.000 0.4791 1.04_,1 1.0443 1_0000 0.0
353. 35 1.001 0.4795 1.0439 _.0_V43 1.0000 0.0
3. 36 !.002 0.6798 1.0438 1.044A 1.0000 0.0
PSAVG: 6.16PSIA • 42406.PA
VELAVG• 530.1FPS tl61._(P$
U_I21?.FPS • 3?I.NPS
oF 1N£1DE_E 8ETA AXIAL REL
IN DEG ]N DEG VEL VEL
0.0 0.234 6.45 25.6 1.002 1.000
0.0 O*2_A. 4*44 25*6 1.003 1.000
0.0 0.23A 4.43 25.6 1.003 1.000
0.0 0.234 4.62 25.6 1.003 1.000
0.0 0.23A 4.42 25.6 1.006 1*000
0-0 0.2_4 4.41 25.6 1.004 1.000
0.0 0.234 4.61 25.6 1.004 1.000
0.0 0.234 4.60 25.6 1.00A 1.000
0.0 0*234 4*30 25.6 1.006 1.000
0.0 0.235 4._ 25.7 1.007 1._0
0.0 0.237 4.37 25.6 1.005 L.O00
0.0 0.240 6.40 25.6 1.004 1.000
0.0 0.242 6.A_, 15.6 1.003 1.000
O.D 0.244 4.67 25.5 1.002 1.000
0.0 0.245 6. _9 25.S 1.001 1.000
0.0 0.266 4.52 25.S 1.000 1.000
0.0 0.24? 4.5_ 25.5 0.999 1.000
0.0 0.248 4.55 25.6 0.998 1.000
0.0 0.248 4. ST 25.4 0.998 1.000
0.0 0*249 4.38 25.4 O*q_7 1.000
0.0 0.249 6.59 25*4 O._T 1.000
0*0 0.269 6*60 2504 O*_P? 1.000
0*0 0o2_9 4.60 25.4 0*996 1.000
0.0 0.2A9 4.61 25.4 04996 1.000
0.0 0.249 6.62 2S.4 0.996 1.000
0.0 0*269 4.63 25*4 0*995 1.000
0.0 0.249 6.65 23*3 0.996 1.000
0.0 0*267 6.67 25.3 0*996 1.000
0.0 0.245 4*44 25.4 0*995 1.000
0.0 0.242 4.61 25.6 0.996 1.000
0.0 0.260 6.58 25.4 0.997 1.000
0*0 0*238 4.55 25.6 0.996 1.000
0.0 0*23? 4*52 25.5 0.999 1.000
0.0 0.236 4.50 2S.S 1.000 1.000
0.0 0.235 4.48 25.S 1.001 1.0430








FLOM SWIRL= 1.740EG PARTICLE SHZRL= 11.48DEG
PTAVG= 9.3TP$]A = 64597.PA TTAVG: 00?.60EG R • 326.5000 R
RVELAVG= 991.BFP$ = 302.3MP$ AXVELAVG= 490.|FP$ _149./_qP$
THETA 5EG VEL P_l P5 PT 1-1" HOL MBL
NO LBN/SEC KG/SEG
12. I 1,002 0.5027 100384 1.0593 0*9985 000 0.0
22, 2 1,001 005025 1,0383 1,0391 0,9983 0,0 0,0
52, 3 1,001 0,5023 1,0382 1,0389 0,9982 000 0,0
42° 4 +10001 005022 1.0382 1.0387 0.9901 0.0 0.0
52. 5 hOO0 005021 1.0380 h0585 0.9980 0.0 000
62. 6 I.OGG 0.$020 L,0370 3,0374 o*qql't7 0.0 000
7Z. T hO00 005020 1,0346 1,0350 009973 0,0 0,0
82. 8 0.999 0*5020 1.0277 _00176 009960 0.0 000
92. 9 0.996 005028 0,9011 0*9820 00956? 0*0 0.0
102. 10 0.994 005015 0.9531 0.9532 0,9083 0.0 000
112. 11 00994 0.4993 0.9584 009570 0.9966 0.0 0.0
1220 12 00994 0,4988 0,951_ 0,9568 0,9978 0*@ 000
132. 13 0,994 006907 0.9599 009582 Ooqq*qO 0*0 0.0
142. 14 00995 0.4988 0.9604 0.9587' 0.9995 OeO 0.0
1_2. 15 0.995 0.4990 009606 0.9590 1.0000 0o0 0.0
162. 16 0.996 0.4992 0.9613 0.9599 101N_06 0.0 0.0
1720 17 00997 004995 0.9617 0.960+ 1.0010 0.0 0.0
182, 18 00997 0,4997 0,9619 0,9608 100012 000 0,0
192. 19 00998 d.4999 009621 009611 1.0015 0.0 0.0
202. 20 0*998 0.5001 0.9622 0.9613 1.0017 0.0 0.0
212* 21 0.999 0.5003 0.9622 009615 1.0010 0.0 000
222. 22 0.999 0*5005 0.q_22 0.9616 1.0019 0.0 + 0o0
232. 23 1.000 005006 0.9624 0096]9 100021 0.0 0.0
242. 24 1.000 0.5006 0096+4 0.9639 1.0026 0.0 0o0
252. 25 1.000 0.5007 0.9704 009698 1.0038 0.0 0.0
262. 26 i.002 0.5007 0.9827 0.9822 1.0056 0.0 0.0
272. 2T 1.003 005008 1.0074 1o0070 1o0091 0o0 0.0
282. 28 1.006' 0.5015 1.0300 100500 100111 0.0 .0.0
292. 29 1.006 0.5033 1°0409 1.0421 1.0050 0.0 0.0
3020 30 1.006 003040 1°k14 1.0431 1.0027 000 000
3LZ. 31 1.006 005041 1.0610 i.0629 1.0013 0o0 000
322. 32 1.005 0.50++0 1.0603 1.0422 1.000_ 000 0.0
332. 33 1.005 0°5038 100394 1.0411 0.9997 0.0 0.0
342. 34 1.004 0.5035 100390 1.0604 0.9993 0.0 0°0
3520 35 1.003 0.5032 1.0387 100399 0.9990 0.0 OeG
2. 36 1.002 0.50)0 1.0385 1.0396 009987 0.0 0*0
• PSAV_.= T*09PSIA • 5_406.PA
VELAtfl;e 58105FPS "177.2NP5
u_ll_.;*FPS • 35R.J4PS
OF /NC|DENCE ALPHA 6XIAL REL
|N OEG 1N DEG ¥EL ¥EL
0.187 -11062 58*0 1.006 1.006
0.186 -11.64 38.0 1.006 1.006
0,186 -11,66 58ol 1,006 1.006
0.105 -11.67 58.1 1.006 1.006
0,185 -11.60 58,1 10006 1,006
00185 -11.t4 58.1 I.OOT 1.007
0.185 -11.68 58.1 l°OOT l.OOT
00185 -I1060 50,1 1,006 1,006
0.186 -11..64 5800 1,006 1,006
0,188 -11o56 50.0 1.005 1.005
0.191 -11.38 5708 1.003 1.003
0.196 -U.15 57.5 10001 1.001
00200 -10.97 57.4 00999 0.9915
0.203 --L0.82 5T.2 0.998 0.q_8
O.2QS -tO.Tt 57.1 00992 0099?
0.20? --10063 5700 0099)96 0.996
00208 -10056 57.0 0.995 0.993
0.210 -10051 56°9 0.994 0°994
0.210 --10047 56*9 004_)_ 0.994
00211 -10._ 56.8 0*994 0.994
0.211 -10042 5608 00994 0.994
00212 -10o.40 $6o8 .0099)93 0.993
0.212 -10.39 56.0 00993 0.993
0°212 -10.38 5608 00993 0.993
0.212 -!0.38 56.8 00993 00993
0.212 -100441 S6.8 0.993 0.993
00211 -10045 5609 0.994 0.994
0,208 --10°50 57*0 0.995 0.9_5
0.205 "-_0.75 57.2 0.997 0.997
0°200 --10.97 52*4 0.999 0.999
00196 --11-15 52.6 1.001 I.GOL
0.193 --IL.29 57.7 L.003 1.003
0.191 -11.40 57.8 1.004 10004
0.189 -11048 57.9 1.004 10004
0+188 -11.54 57°9 10000 1.005
0.187 -11059 58.0 10006 1.006
FLO1d SWIRL = 6°080E6 PARTICLE SWIRL= 15.8200G
PTAVG= 9.45PSIA = 65160.PA TTAVG t 587*6000 R = 326,5000 K
RV[LAVGe1107.1FPS = 3370_4P5 AXVELAVG: 512.2FP5:156.1NP5
THETA 5EG VEL MN P5 PT TT WBL t_L
NO "_ LBN/SEC KG/SEC
PSAVG= 8*I6PSZA = 56249,PA
VELAV_= 5Y9.|FPS =166.344P5
U=IlSO.FP$ • 3SO*NPS
GF INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL REL
IN DEG |N DEG VEL VEL
16. ! |.007 0.4667 1.0374 1.0396 0.9985 0.0 0.0 0.168
26. 2 1.OOT 004669 1.0372 1.0396 00_83 0°0 0.0 00164
3b. 3 1.007 0.4670 1.0371 !*0395 0°9902 000 0.0 0.168
46. 4 1.007 0.4671 1.0370 1.0595 0.998 1 0,0 0.0 0.168
5&. 5 1.007 0.4672 100368 1.0594 0.9980 0.0 0.0 0,168
66. 6 1.00? 0.4673 1.0357 1.0384 0.9977 0.0 0.0 0.168
76. T 1.007 0.4674 1.0533 1.0360 0.9973 0.0 0.0 0.169
86. e 1.007 0.467"P 1.0259 1.0287 0.9960 0.0 0.0 0.170
9b. 9 1.00_ 0.k697 0.9792 009832 0°9867 0.0 0*0 0*127
106. 10 1.006 0.*+689 0*95]9 009553 0.9883 000 0.0 0.185
116° 11 1.@04 0.4658 0.9575 0.9590 0.9966 0.0 0°0 00108
126. 12 1.001 0.4643 0*95T9 0.9586 0.9978 0.0 0.0 0.190
|36, 13 0.999 0.4_30 009598 009596 0.9990 0*0 0°0 0.192
146. 14 0.997 0.4620 0.9606 0.9599 0.9995 0.0 0*0 0.193
156. 15 0.996 0.4613 0.9610 0.9598 100000 0.0 0.0 0.194
166. 16 0.99_ 0.4607 0.9619 00960+ 1.0006 0.0 0.0 0.195
176. 17 0.994 0°6602 0.9625 009606 100010 0.0 0.0 0.195
106. 18 0.994 0.4599 0.9628 009608 1.0012 0.0 0.0 0.196
19&. 19 0.993 0.4596 0.9631 0.9609 1.0015 0*0 0.0 0.196
206. 20 0.993 0.45_ 0.9632 009609 1.001? 0.0 0°0 0°196
2160 21 0.993 0.4592 0.9634 0.9609 1.0010 0.0 0.0 0.197
226. 22 0.992 0.6S91 0.96_ 0.9609 1.0019 0.0 0.0 0.197
236. 23 0.992 0.45_ 0*9637 0.9611 1.0021 0,0 0.0 0.197
246. 26 0.992 004588 0.9657 0.9630 1.0026 0.0 0.0 0.197
256* 25 0.992 0.4505 0*9737 0.9688 1.0038 0°0 0,0 0°196
266. 26 0.991 0.4582 0*9840 009809 1.0056 0*0 0.0 0.193
276. 27 0.993 0.457? 1.0000 1.0053 1.0091 0.0 0.0 0.188
286. 28 0.995 0.457_ 1.0393 100359 1.0111 0.0 0°0 00180
296. 29 0.997 0.4603 1.0_18 1.0399 1.0050 0°0 0.0 0.175
306. 30 0.999 0.4621 1.0419 1.06|2 1.0027 0.0 0.0 0.1"13
316. 31 1.001 0.4634 |.0612 1.0413 100013 0.0 0.0 0.171
_26. 32 1.003 0.4644 |.0402 1.0_09 1.0006 0.0 0.0 0.120
336. 33 1.004 0.6652 1.0390 ].0403 0.999? 0,0 0,0 0.169
346o 34 1.805' 0.4630 1.0303 1.0600 009993 0.0 "0.0 0.169
356* 35 1.006 0,4662 1.0579 1.0398 0.9990 0.0 0.0 0.169
6. 36 1.006 0.4665 1.0376 1o0392 0.998? 0.0 0.0 0.168
0°26' 27.? 1.007 1.0_L
0o25 27.7 1.007 L.001
0.24 27.0 1.007 1.00]
0*24 27.8 1.007 1.001
0*24 27*8 1.007 10001
0.24 27.8 1.007 1.001
0.24 27.8 1.007 1.001
0°24 27.8 L.007 1.001
0.20 27.0 1.007 1.001
0*28 27.? 1.006 1.000
0.33 27.T lo0_4 1.000
0.41 2706 1.001 1.000
0.46 27*5 0.999 1.000
0.51 27.5 0._? 1.000
0.55 27oS 0.9')6 1.000
0.5? 27o4 0.995 1.000
0.59 27,4 0.9_4 1.0150
0.61 22*6 0.994 L._DO
0.62 27.4 0.993 0.999
0*63 27.4 Q._3 0.999
0*6+ 27*4 0*993 0.999
0*65 27.4 0.992 00999
0*65 27.3 0*992 0.999
0*65 27.3 0.992 0.999
0.65 27°3 0.992 0.999
0.65 27.4 0.992 0.999
0.63 27.4 Qo993 0.9q9
0.59 22.4 0.995 1.000
0*53 2?.5 0.997 1.000
0.47 27,S 0.999 1.600
0.41 27.6 1.001 1.000
0.36 2?.6 10003 1.000
0.33 27*7 1.004 1.000
0o30 27.T 1.005 1,000
0028 27. T 1.006 1o000






FLDW SW]RL- 4.190EG PARTICLE SWIRL= 20.570EG,
PTAVGe 11.58PS16 : 78485.pA TTAVG: 626.1080 R = 347.0080 X
RVELAVG: 972.7FPS = 296*5HP$ AXVELAVG= 48T.6FP$ =140.5NPS
THETA $EG VfL HN P$ PT T? UEL _EL
NO LBN/SEC KG/SEG
16. 1 10001 0.4714 1.0318 1.0326 0.9972 0.0 0*0
26. 2 1.001 0.4713 100317 h0324 0.9969 0.0 0,0
34. 3 hO01 0.4712 1.0318 1.0325 0.9960 0.0 • 0*0
44, 6 1,000 0.4712 1,0318 100324 0.9967 0,0 0.0
54* 5 1.000 0,4712 1.0317 100323 0.9965 0,0 0.0
64* 6 1.000 0.6711 1.0309 1.0315 0.9963 000 0.0
74. 7 1,000 0,4712 h0287 1.02q3 009957 0.0 000
06, 8 0*999 0,4712 1*0220 1.0227 0.9943 0.0 0,0
94. 9 0.997 0.4*726 0.980? 0.9821 0.984_. 0.0 000
106, 10 0,992 0.6703 0,9546 0.954? 0,9828 0,0 0,0
114, 11 0,990 0.46?2 009623 0,9605 0.9923 000 0,0
124, ]2 0,992 0,4669 0,9661 0,9661 0.9978 _000 0.0
I36, 13 0,994 0,4672 0*967? 009658 0,9999. 0,0 0,0
144, 16 0,995 0,66?6 0,9682 0,9666 100004 0,0 0,0
154, 15 0.996 0.4_80 0,9681 0,9667 1.0010 0,0 0,0
164, 16 0,997 0,4663 0,9686 0.9674 1.0017 0,0 0,0
174, 17 0,998 004685 0,9689 0.9678 |.0022 0,0 0,0
184* 16 0,998 0,6607 0,9690 0,9681 |00026 0,0 0,0
194, 19 0.999 0.4688 0.9691 0e9682 1.0028 0,0 000
2040 20 0,999 0.4690 0*9690 0,9683 1,0031 0.0 0,0
214. 21 0.999 0.4690 0.9691 0.9686 1.0053 0.0 0*0
2240 22 00999 0,6691 0,9690 0.9883 1,0036 0.0 0.0
236. 23 1.000 0,6691 0.9691 0**_685 1.0036 0.0 0.0
244. 26 1.000 006691 0.9709 0.9702 1.0041 @.0 0.0
256, 25 1.000 0.4690 0,9763 0,9756 1,0055 0,0 0,0
Z64. 26 1.002 0._691 0,98?2 0.9865 1.0070 0.0 0.0
274, 27 1,004 0,4692 1.0089 1.0083 1.0118 0,0 0.0
284, 28 1,007 0.6701 1,0354. 1,0353 1,0150 0.0 0.0
2940 29 1.009 0,4725 1,0365 1,0350 1,0092 0,0 0.0
304, 30 1-008 0.4733 1.0336 1.0357 1.0035 0.0 000
314. 31 1.007 0.6731 100327 100346 1.0010 0.0 0.0
324. 32 1,005 0.4727 lo0323 h0339 009997 0.0 0.0
336, 33 1,004 0*4723 1,0317 1,0531 0,9987 0.0 0.0
364, 34 1,003 0,4720 100316 1.0327 0.9981 000 000
354* 35 1,002 0,4717 1,0315 1,0325 0,99?7 0,0 0.0
6, 36 1,002 0.6715 1,.0316 1,0325 0,9974 0,0 0.0
PSAVG • 9.78PSZA = 67464,PA
VELAVG- 564*3FPS -I?2,0NPS
U•1126*FP$ = 343014P$
DF 1NC|O_¢E ALPHA AXIAL REL
IN GEG IN OEG VEL VEL
0.21_ -19.32 60.0 1.011 1.011
01213 -19.34 60.8 1.011 1.011
0.233 -19.34 60.8 1.011 1.011
0.213 -19.34 60.8 1,011 1.011
0.213 -19.34 60.8 1.011 1.011
0.214 -19032 60.8 10011 1.01|
0.216 -19.30 60.8 1.011 10011
0,216 -19.21 60,7 1,010 1.010
0*226 -10.66 60.2 !.006 1.004
0.230 --10.03 59,5 0*998 0,998
0.24_ -17,?9 59,3 0,91:5 00995
0,250 -17o61 59.1 0.996 0.994
00256 --17.45 59,0 0.992 0,9t32
00256 -17,35 58,8 0,991 0,591
00250 -17,27 50,8 0,990 0,990
0.259 -17.21 58.7 0.990 0.990
0,260 -17,17 58,7 0*909 0,989
0,261 -17o14 58,6 0,989 0,989
0,262 -17011 58,6 0,989 0,989
0.262 -17,10 50,6 0,988 00908
0.262 -17.08 58.6 0.988 0.988
0,263 -1?007 58*6 0,988 0.988
0.263 -17.07 58.6 0.910 0.980
0.262 -17,09 58.6 0,988 0,988
00261 -17*17 58*? 0,989 0,989
0,257 -17,36 58.9 00991 00991
0.240 -17,70 59.3 0=995 0,9_5
0.236 -18039 59.9 1.002 10002
0.227 -15.76 60.3 1.005 1.005
G*222 -10,96 60,S 1,007 1,007
• .219 -19.10 60*6 1.009 1.009
0.217 o19.18 60.7 1.010 hOlO
0.216 -19026 60.7 1.010 1.010
0.215 -19.27 60.5 1.011 1.011
00216 -19.30 60.8 1.011 !.011
00214 -19.32 60*8 1.011 1.011
FLOW $W|ALm 7,580EG PARTICLE 3WZEL = 23.96080
PTAVGx 11.11P516 = 76619.PA TTAYG• 626.1080 R = 347.80[G K
RVELAVC,=l164.1FP$ • 368.7_P$ AXVELIVG= 521.0FP$ 0158o8NP$
THETA SEG V[L MN P$ P7 7T WEL WBL
NO LSN/SEE KG/SEG
18, 1 1.01_ 0.4463 1,0268 1.0313 0.9972 0*0
28. 2 1.015 0.4465 100266 1.0312 0,9969 0.0
30, _ |,0|6 0,4.66S 1,0266 ],0312 0.9968 0,0
48, 4 1.016 0.4466 1.026_ 1,0312 0,9967 0.0
58. S 1.0|6 0*446? I.02_ 1.0311 0,9965 0.0
68. 6 1.015 0.6466 1.0256 100303 0,9963 0.0
78. ? 1.015 0._66 1.0235 1,0282 0.9957 0.0
880 8 1,014 004464 1.0170 h0216 0.9943 0.0
98. 9 1,008 0.4459 0.9766 0.9007 0.9846 0.0
|08. 10 1,000 0.4426 0,9526 0,9547 0,9823 0.0
118- 11 0,995 0,4381 0.9626 0*9622 0,9923 0.0
128. 12 0*992 0*4354 0*9680 0.9661 0.9978 0.0
138. 13 00989 0,4340 0.9706 0.9678 0,9994 0.0
|68. 14 0.98_ 0*4331 0,9718 0,9684 1,0004 0,0
158. 15 0,987 0.4324 0,9722 0,9684 1,0010 0.0
168, 16 0,986 0.4318 0,9731 0.9690 1,0017 0.0
178. 17 0.985 0.4314 0.9757 0.9696 1.0022 0,0
188. 18 0.985 0.4311 0.9740 0.9696 1,0026 0.0
198 * 19 0,904 0,4309 0.9742 009696 1,0028 0.0
208. 20 0,906 0*630? 0.9743 0,9697 1.003] 0.0
218. 21 0,986 0.4306 0.q745 0.9697 1,0031 0-0
226, 22 0.984 0.4305 0.9745 0,9696 !,0034 0.0
2_8. 23 0,983 0,4306 0,974.b 0,9698 1,0036 0o0
248. 24 0.984 0.4304 0.9T6.4 0.9715 1.0041 0.0
258. 25 0.985 0.4305 0*9816 0.9768 1.0055 0,0
265. 26 0.987 0.4312 0.9920 0.98?5 100078 0.0
278. 27 0.992 0.4521 1.0125 1.0088 100118 0.0
288. 28 1.000 0,4356 1,0370 1,0349 100150 0.0
298, 29 1,006 0.4393 1.0362 100364 1,0092 0.0
308. 30 1.004 0.4'121 10031? 1.0337 1.0035 0.0
316. 31 1.011 0.4437 1.0297 1.0327 hO010 O,O
326. 37 1.01t 0,4_46 1.0286 1.0321 0.9997 0*0
338, 33 1.014 0.4453 1,0275 1.0314 0,998? 0,0
348. 34 2*016 0.4457 1*0271 1.0312 0.9981 0.0
356. 35 1.015 0.4J*60 1.0268 1.0311 0,9977 0.0
8, 36 1,015 0,4462 1,0267 1.0312 0,9974 0.0
PSA¥G• 9.T4PSEA = 67131*PA
KELA'._G= 520,0_P$ •160.'9_qP$
U=lIO4.PP5 • 337.NP5
OF 1NCIOENCE BETA AXIAL REL
|N OEG IN DEG VEL VEL
0.0 0.215 -2007 27.5 1.015 1.002
0.0 0.214 -2.08 27.5 1.015 i.002
0.0 0,215 -2*08 27.5 10016 1.002
0.0 0.215 -2.08 27._ 1.016 1.002
0.0 0.215 -2.08 27.5 1.016 10002
0.0 0.216 -2.08 27*5 1*015 1.002
0.0 0.218 -2.07 27.5 1.015 |.OOZ
0.0 0.223 -2.04 27.6 2.014 1.002
0.0 0.250 -1=89 27.3 1._)8 1,001
0.0 0.264 -1.68 27.1 |.000 1.000
0,0 0.281 -1.56 27,0 0*995 0.999
0,0 O,ZT6 -[*48 26,9 0.992 0.999
0.0 0.2?6 --1,42 26*8 0*989 0.999
0.0 0*2?3 --1.38 26.6 0*908 0.998
0.0 0.273 --1.35 26.0 0*987 0.998
0.0 0.27) -1,33 26.? 0.986 0.998
0.0 0,2T3 -1,31 26,? 0,_85 0,998
0.0 0.273 -1,30 26.7 0,985 0*998
0-0 0*2?3 -1,29 26.T 0*984 0,q_8
0,0 002?3 -1,29 26*? 0*984 0,998
0 *0 0.2T3 --1.28 26*7 0.984 0.998
0,0 0*273 --1,2T 26,? 0.984 0.998
0.0 0,2?2 -1,27 26,? 0.983 0.990
0.0 0.2T1 -1.20 26.7 0.986 0.998
0,0 0,267 -1.30 26*? 0*485 0,998
0.0 0.256 -1,37 26oB 0,987 D.9_6
0,0 0.23T -1,50 26.9 0.992 0,999
0,0 0.212 -I*?0 17.1 1.000 1.000
0*0 0.209 --1.84 27*2 1,006 1.001
0.0 00211 -1,92 2?.3 1.009 1,001
0.0 0.214 -1.98 27.4 1.011 1.002
0.0 0.215 -2.01 27.4 1.013 1.002
0.0 0.215 -2,04 27*4 1,014 1.002
0,0 0.215 -2.05 27.S 1.014 1.002
0.0 0.215 -2*06 27*5 1.015 1.002





FLON SNIRL= 15*]30EG PARTICLE SWIRL= 38.52DEG
PTAVG= 13.36P$]A = 92126*PA 1TAVG= 653.60EG R = 363*20EG K
_V_LAVG= 950.6FP$ = 289*TNP$ AXVELAVG= 453.8FP$ =138.3_P$
TH[TA 5EG VEL NN p? PT TT W6L WBL
NO LBM/SEC KG/$EG
25. 1 0.998 0.43T9 1.0091 1.0100 0.9894 0.0 0.0
35. 2 0.998 0.4381 1,0082 |.009_ 0.9390 0.0 0.0
45* 3 0*998 0.43?0 1.0009 1o0097 0.9809 0*0 0.0
55* 4 0*998 0*4378 1.0089 1.0097 0.988T 0.0 0.0
65. 5 0*998 0.4379 1.0085 1.0094 0*9086 0.0 0.0
75. 6 0.99? 0.43?5 1.0092 100099 0.9605 O.Q 0.0
85. ? 0,997 0.4374 1.0081 1.0007 0.9882 0.0 0,0
95. 8 0.994 0,4365 1.0067 1.0068 0.98?8 G.O 0.0
105. 9 0.981 0.&309 0.9983 0.9951 0.9047 0°0 0.0
115. 10 0.973 0.4274 0.9921 0.9869 0.9860 0.0 0.0
I25. 11 0.982 0.4295 0.9917 0.98?8 0.9935 0.0 0,0
135. 12 0.989 0.4312 0.9921 0o9891 1.0012 0.0 0.0
145. 13 0.994 0.4326 0.9924 0.9902 1.0056 0.0 0.0
155. 14 0.997 0.4333 0.9922 0.9964 hO072 0.0 _.0
165. 15 0.999 0.4339 0.9917 0.9902 1.0053 0.0 0.0
175. 16 1.000 0.4342 0.9917 0.9904 1.0093 0.0 0.0
155. 17 1.001 0.434/, 0.9918 0.9906 1.0100 0.0 0.0
195. 18 1.001 0.4345 0,9910 0.9907 1.0106 0.0 0.0
205. 19 1.002 0.4347 0.9918 0.990? 1.0110 0.0 0.0
215. 20 1.002 0.4348 0.9916 0.9906 1.0113 0.0 0.0
225. 21 1.002 0.4347 0.9919 0.9909 !.0117 0.0 0.0
235. 22 1.003 0.4349 0.9915 0.9906 1.0118 0.0 0.0
245. 23 1.003 0.4350 0.9912 0.9903 1.0119 0.0 0.0
255. 24 1.003 0.4352 0.9917 0.9909 1.0122 0.0 0.0
265. 25 1.005 0.4359 0.9931 0.992¥ 1.0127 0.0 O.b
2?5. 26 1.009 0.4375 0.99_0 0.9957 1.0130 0.0 0°0
185. 2? 1.016 0._08 0.9992 1.0018 1.0130 0.0 0.0
295. 28 1.024 G.4447 1.004? 1.009T 1.0115 0.0 0.0
305. 29 1.019 0._36 1.0069 1,01_2 1.0059 0.0 0.0
3)5. 30 1.012 0.4418 1o00?8 1.0110 0.9994 0.0 0.0
325. 31 1.G06 0.4403 1.0081 1.0104 0o9949 0.0 0.0
335. 32 1.003 0.4392 1.0088 1.010_ 0.9928 0.0 0.0
345. 33 1.001 0.4388 1.0081 1.0096 0.9914 0.0 0.0
355. 34 1.000 0.4383 1.0086 1.009? 0.9906 0.0 0.0
_. 35 0.999 0.4363 |.0000 1.0092 0.9899 0.0 0,0
15. 36 0.998 0.4380 !,008? 1.009? 0.9896 0.0 0.0
FLOW SWIRL= 17.880£G PARTICLE SWIRL= 41.070EG
P?A¥G= 12.74P$]A = $7845.PA TTAVG= 653.80EG R = 363.20EG K
RVELA¥G= O.OFP$ = O.gMP$ AXVELAVG= O.OFP$ = O.OMP$
THETA SEG VEL ON P? PT TT WBL MBL
NO LSM/$EC KG/SEG
PSAVG= II.?3PSIA = 60844.PA
VELA¥G = 536.6FP$ =163.6MP5
U=lI21.FP$ = 342.MPS
DF 1NCIDENC[ ALPHJ AXIAL REL
IN DEG IN DEG VEL ¥EL
0.266 -6._ 60.4 1.025 1.025
0.264 -6.48 60.5 !.026 1.026
0.265 -6.43 60.6 1.026 |.026
0.165 -6.43 60.4 1.026 1.026
0.265 -6.43 60.5 1.026 1.026
0.26? -6.31 60.3 1.024 1.024
0.269 -6.21 60.2 1.023 1.023
0.2T8 "_*71 59.7 1.019 h019
0.33_ -2.63 56.6 0.906 0.986
0.374 "0.36 54.4 0.966 0.966
0.370 -0.62 54.6 0.968 0.968
0.364 -0.97 55.0 0.9?2 0.9?2
0.360 -1.20 55.2 0.974 0.9?4
0.359 -1.23 5§.2 0.974 0.9?_
0.359 -1.24 55.Z 0.974 0.974
0.359 -1.25 55.2 0.975 0.975
0.)59 -1o25 55.3 0.975 0.9¥_
0*359 -1.25 55.Z 0.975 0.9?5
0.359 -1.25 55.Z 0,9?5 0,975
0.359 _1.26 55.3 0.975 0.9T5
0.360 -1.22 55.2 0.974 0.974
0.359 -1.25 55.2 0.975 0.975
0.359 -1.29 55.3 0.975 0.975
0.356 -1.4@ 55o4 0.976 0,9?6
0.350 -1.?8 55.8 0.980 0*980
0.334 -Zo67 56.T 0.989 0.989
0°303 --4.40 50.4 1.006 1.006
0.265 -6.60 60.6 1.027 1.027
0.258 -6.92 60.9 1.030 1.030
0.261 -6.71 60.7 1.020 1.028
0.264 -6.54 60.5 1.027 t.027
0.266 -6._3 60.4 1.026 1°026
0.265 -6.45 60.5 1.026 1.026
0.266 -6.42 6&.4 1.026 1°026
0.265 -6.47 60.5 1.026 1.026
0.165 -6,42 66.4 1.026 1.026
P$AVG= 11.47P$16 = 79106.PA
¥ELAVG= 48|.0FP$ =146.6NP$
U=L121.FPS = 342.MP$
OF IN£1OENCE ALPHA AXIAL REL
28. 1 1.033 0.4051 1,,0004 1.0085 0.9894 0.0 0.0 0.0
38. 2 1.034 0.4056 0.9992 1.0076 0.9890 0.0 0.0 0*0
48. 3 1+033 0.4054 1.0000 1.0082 0.9809 0.0 0.0 0*0
58. 4 1.033 _.4054 0.9999 1.0082 0.9807 0.0 0.0 0.0
60. 5 1+034 0.4056 0.9995 1°0079 0.9886 0.0 0+0 0*0
78. 6 1.032 0.4048 1.0008 1.0087 0.9885 0.0 0.0 0.0
e5. ? 1.030 0.4043 1.0000 1.00n' 0.9882 0.0 0.0 0.0
98. 8 1.024 0.4018 1.0001 1.0064 0.9878 0.0 0.0 0.0
108. 9 0.987 0.3874 0.9996 0.9982 0.9647 0.0 0,6 0*0
116. 10 0.955 0.375? hO001 0.9926 0.9860 0.0 0.0 0.0
128. 11 0.961 0.3?53 0.9998 0°9922 0.9935 0.0 0.0 0.0
138. 12 0;965 0.3754 1.0001 0.9925 1.0012 0.0 0.0 " 0.0
148. 13 0.967 0.3755 1.0003 0.9o2? 1.0056 0.0 0.0 0.0
158° 1_ 0.961 0.3?53 1.0002 0,9925 1.0072 0.0 0,0 0.0
168. 15 0.967 0.3751 0.9998 0°9921 1.0083 0.0 0,0 0.0
178. 16 0.960 0.3750 0.9999 0,9921 1.0093 0.0 0.0 0.0
108. 17 0.968 0*3748 1.0001 0,9912 1.0100 0*0 0.0 0.0
198. 18 0*967 0.3747 1.0003 0.9922 1.0106 0.0 0.0 0*0
208, 19 0.967 0.3746 1.0001 0.9922 1.0110 0.0 0.0 0.0
218. 20 0*967 0.3?45 1*0001 0.9920 1.0113 0.0 0.0 0.0
228. 21 0.96? 0.3743 1.0005 0.9923 1.0117 0.0 0.0 0.0
238. 22 0.96? 0o376_ 1.0000 0.9919 1.0118 0°0 0.0 0.0
248. 23 0.966 0.3?45 0.9997 0.9916 100119 0.@ 0.0 0*0
250. 24 0.969 0.3751 0.9999 0.9921 1.0122 0.0 0.0 0.0
266. 25 0.974 0.3768 !.0004 0.9934 1.0127 0.0 O.JO 0.0
278* 26 0.98_ 0.3809 1.0001 0.9953 1.0130 0.0 0.0 0.0
288. 2? 1.005 0=3892 1.0001 0.9996 1*0130 0.0 0.0 0.0
295, 28 1.032 0.4003 0.9997 1_0051 1.0115 0.0 0.0 0-0
300. 29 1.037 0.4,035 0.9995 1.0067 1.0059 0.0 0.0 0.0
318* 30 1.035 0.4041 1.0000 1.0076 0.9996 0.0 0.0 0.0
328* 31 1.034 0.4043 1.0001 1.0078 0.9949 000 0.0 0.0
338. 32 1.033 0.4043 1.0008 1.0085 0.9928 O.O 0.0 0.0
348. 33 1.033 0.4048 0.999? |.0077 0,9914 0.0 0.0 0.0
358. 34 1.033 0.4048 1.0001 1.0081 0.9906 0.0 0.0 0.0
8. 35 1.034 0.4053 0,99q2 1.0075 0.9899 0.0 0.0 0.0
18. )6 1.033 0.4051 1,0000 1.0081 0*9896 0.0 0.0 0.0
IN OEG IN DEG VEL VEL
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0
0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 + 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.@ 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
000 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.@ 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 @.0 0.0
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APPENDIX B (Cont'd)
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_£KF CfJ',RFCII{ a_t_SUk r _ATIO _oSB_
.... ROW OUTPUT ....
FL_W [_IrL = 0.., (sf( PARTICLf SWIRL= 0°00EG P$_VL= _o3_PSIA = 43_]2oPA
rTAV6= 7°?_F_IA = _CI_°PA TT_V¢= S_2°_G R = _95.q_[G K V_LaVG= 49_°7FP$ =150.5_$
FV_LJVC: _2_o_FPS _ _l|o_P_ tXVrLA¥_= _O|°OFPS _140.T_P$ U= 78_oFPS _ 2_B.MPS
T_ETt £_C VFL M_ PS Pl TT WeL W_L OF ]NCIO_NC_ _LP_ _XI_L REL
_[, LRM/SEC_ _G/StG ]K [._G I_ _G VEL VEL
C,O -,1|9 -o.59 _,6 ).DL@ 0*996
&.C -,113 -|,3) 67,_ 1.03_ G.991
_..u -°086 "_.,1_ 8_,1 1o03_ 0,970
_°_ -°0_5 -3,3? _l,E 1.036 0o94_
6._ -°_2 _ -_°_£ _q.2 1.039 v,92_
G,_ -°0_6 -_,3_ 02.6 0.999 _,9_
O,u -,1|_ -_,8_ El°4 0.9?6 _.bO
_,u -,125 _.C_ F_,_ u°973 0,98_
_.G -.1_! _°21 Cl._ 0°9_3 1.O00
_._ -°l_ 1_°02 1_.1 _°_TB 1.073
C,_ -ol_ 11.12 1G_°_ 1.uO0 1°083
_°0 -,177 [,_ _o0 l°Ob3 1,Oh4
_._ -°]5_ 5°09 9_,3 l,Oll 1.037
3,_ -.1_ ?°7_ q_,_ 1°01_ i.027
_._' -,l_ 2._ ¸ _I°E _,OIE I,_l_
_',v -.121 _,_Z _°1 l°_ l,u07
• ,°_ -.12_ Jo15 _g°_ 1,C26 1°0_2




FL_W _]FL= 4.34CEC pERT|ELF SWIRL= 18.54DEG
PT_VC= 9.I_P_]A = 63tCI.PA TTAVE= 576=40E_ R = 320.2UE(, K
FV_LAVC= (i_*6FP_ = |BR,_NP5 AXVELAVG= 5Zg.7FPS =|$1.bMPS
1_r1_ _rC VFL MN P$ PT ?T WRL W_L
NE ERR/SEE KG/SEG
14, ! |.GO_ _,blgo _,O&|3 I,_&4! G,998(. b°G
• 2_, 2 1._,04 O._|9E l*C_I_ 1._&43 0,9986, OoC
2_, _ 1,_C.4 0,_107 1.04|6 1,_,443 0,998_ 0°0
_. _ 1.0_4 b,61_6 ],0417 .1o044_ 0,9_ 0,_
7_° 7 L,_O_ 0,61_6 |,U366 1,_41! O,OgRO 0,0
_, _ l*_Gb L),bl°_ 1,0312 1,b33_ G,99_ 0.0
L04, 1_ (_,_7 U,6197 1_,95E_9 0,9534 0,9B90 _,0
11_, L] _,99F G,61T2 0,o5_9 0,95_5 0,993B G,b
]Z_, 1_ _,o_8 C,6]_5 0,9667 0_0559 0,9q83 0,0
1_* _ _,9_5 _,6124 _,e595 &,9564 1,001_ 0,6
17_, 17 G._94 _,6123 0,9_9_ _,_5_3 1,0013 0,0
22"* ;7 'J.?_5 0,6|_6 _,9_7 C,_5_P I.(_1_ _.,0
_u_. '3. 1o_ 'J*_17 c' 1.0_1_ 1,&_ 1,_02_ _,C
Sic. ?I 1,'&4 O,_l_l 1,0411 1o;_432 l*O_&_ _*&
_Z_, !- L,_ _,_tc_ L,O_C_ L°_3_ 0,('_ _ _,0
3 _: , _3 1,_ G._2_I L,0462 1,C_1 _,9_" O,G
P_AVC= 7,0_P$]_ = &BE2R,PA
VELAV_= C%9,6FP$ :213,2_PS
U= 7Tb*FPS = _37.RPS
DF I_CID_Ncr ¸ ALPHA AXIAL REL
IN DEG IN _EG VEL VEL
_,0 _._2 -9,35 47,_ l,Oli I,Ol!
G,O u,42| --9,39 4q,E 1,012 I,Gi2
0,0 _,42& -9,42 49,8 1,012 l,G|2
_.0 (,41_ -q,4_ 4_,_ 1.013 1,013
b,O 0,_19 -9,46 49,_ ]_Olb 1,013
O.O u,_l? -9.47 4_,_ 1,&|3 1,&13
0,0 ...418 -_,4_ 4_°g 1,014 1,0]_
U°_ O°_tg --9°_2 4_°_ l,Gt2 L,Ot2
O,& _,_lg -_,39 4g,B 1,012 1,0|2
_,o o,_2_ -_,37 49,8 l,Oll l,bll
0,0 0,_24 -_,23 49,6 I,UUB l,(d_8
_,g &,_29 -9.02 49,4 |,C06 l,O(a4
&.b 0,_33 -6,R3 _,2 1,000 l,O0_
0.0 0,_0 -8,51 _,_ O,_g4 G,_9_
0.0 &,442 -£,6o 48,6 &°9_l 0,991
v _,,44T -&,I_ _F,¢ u,_a7 0,987
_,_ _.,_E -8,13 4B,b &,gB6 &,986
_°0 _._43 -(.°|5 4_._ _,_b g,9_t
tJ,_ _.°_4_ -_,l _ 4_,6 _,9_T 0,987
O,v 3,_46 -_,,22 4_,6 &,9_7 O,9RT
_,0 _,,&2_ -9,15 _,¢ l,b_T I,GOT
_°_ u._;_ -e,_ 49,_ l,d09 1,009
&°o _,_23 -9.30 4_.7 |,o|& |,010
FLC'W _WII.L: _,._G_EC ¢_R1]CLE $WIPL= 23*?O_EG
PIAVC= _',_3PSI_ = bl_,_A TTJVC= 57_°4_fG R = 32_,_FG
RV[LkVC= _7_.OFP$ = 2(_t°4_P_ _XVELkVG_ _3_e3FPS =163,2_PS
I_F_ _1_ VfL _N P_ F_ T1 WBL WPL
_'0 LRM/SEC KG/$EG
VEL_V_ = $41.2FP_ =IbS.0MP$
U= 771*F_S ffi 235,M_S
DF INCIDENCE _EI¢ AXIAL REL
IN _f_ IN DE& VEL VtL
_.u ..435 _,_9 38,3 L.ull 1°005
0,,1 u.43b _,7_ 3_.3 1,O1¥ 1.06b
_,G u,_?b ..eb 3_._ 1.O17 1.005
_,u _,N45 _,&¢ 3t,2 L*ul5 1,OOb
_,_ _,4_3 1,33 37,L l,OOO l,OOG
_.u _.,4_1 l,b_ 3T,3 v.9L3 0.99_
_*U ._,461 1.89 37.2 O,_E; 0.9_5
O,O _,_4_ },43 37,7 _,g_7 &egqg
_,L L,_28 |,Gl 3b*| 1,_lG l,_O3




Flrw _W_;t: _.e;EL6. p_rTICLf SWI_L: 2_._63EA
_V,'L_V_= riT.IF_ = ir6./,MP5 £XVELJV_= 511._PS :I_.SMP_
?}left _,I_ V_L PN PS Pl TT WgL W_L
FF LB_/_FC _/_E6
,... 1.uC,_ ;.._l 1.0730 I._5 t,._9 O.O
=,,. _, _._0 r P.5612 1.03Z7 ].&363 _._q4% _._
. t I._95 _._b_2 1.03_b ]._,36] 6o©O4Z ¸ (,.l,
_,. _ 1,t,05 J.5_ I.,'J)qZ I.¢327 .:.cq33 0,0
o_. F l.uL_ G.'(F7 1.C21 c 1._2_7 0.c91_ U.u
I'-_* _i v.(.9_ _,.5t2! _o_[72 C.o_#_ 0.9927 0.0
!_,. I?. v._9 _, u._."7 .'.913_ 0._613 O,Qq87 0.6
It.,. l' 3_g_ {.9_QI _.q_3 (;.o6_" I.u024 3.0
17. 1_ ,',._ O._FL7 0._6_2 0.°6_1 1.0635 G*O
?_U. 2! 0._c6 (,.55f,& .}.W?4_ 0._?|2 l.OOB1 u.e3
_7_. c _.c_: J.55_ _.9E7_ O.QBS'_ 1,6111 0.0
2_. _7 l..O: C.5"15 I.C135 I..'-096 l._,l_& O.&
?_'_. Z c t._0_ C,56|Q l*C&_ I,L&41 1.6161 G,D
31_. L_ 1..'60 0._146 1.0_I( I.,'42_ 1.0682 0._
Z_. 21 ]./,_t f.,56_2 I*0_75 1.C,3_5 |,0021 0.0
3_,J* 53 1.606 C,.567C 1.(,_3_ 1.:360 O._gT& G.u
3_u. 2[ l.LC_ C.St.PC I.C_31 11C36. O._cS? 0.0
lu, _t t,vS_ t..56_1 1,_331 1.03_5 0.0_53 Q.O
PSAV6= g.I&PSIA = 6331E.P_
VEL_V6= t,b7*SFPS =2uS.4MP$
t,= ?tS.FPS = ?_2*MPS
bF INCIPENC_ kLPH_ AXIAL REL
l_ CEG ]N bE_ VEL VEL
_.,, _.445 -ID.37 5_*_ I*015 1.015
u._' *_._3 -16._1 5u°P 1.016 l.u|_
o*u b.4_3 -I0._5 5_*u 1.017 1.017
u*_ u.442 -IC.47 5_.9 1.u17 ?.Of7
O*u _._41 -10._9 50*9 Io01_ I.G|8
0._ C.4_I -Iu.51 56.9 I*01£ I*048
_*u :._41 -I_.51 50.o I.OIE 1.61_
v._ i._41 -l_._( 56.9 ]*0]5 I.Glb
3._ _*44% -16.32 _0.7 I*01_ I*014
,',._ _._ -1_.07 50.5 1.00_ I*_09
_*_ _.455 --9.96 bu*3 I*OC_ I.(_D_
0._ U*_bO --9.74 5L.] 1.C_3 1.60_
0*6 t._5 -_._3 _9._ _.99_ 0.998
C.u _._?] -9.31 _9.7 _.994 0._
J._ _._76 -9.13 4_.5 &*_O 0*@96
_.C u.402 -E._P 4_.3 0*905 0.985
_,_ _.4_ -_.73 49.1 @.083 0.983
_.0 _,*_B7 -5.6q 4_.I 0.9L2 0.982
O._ _.488 --_o66 49.1 0.981 0.981
u.O u._b6 -t.65 _9.I _.9_) 0*951
_.G %.408 -_.06 _9.1 0.961 0*901
6.C u.487 -E.70 49.1 0._E2 0*982
0.0 0.485 -8.77 4@.2 _.905 0*983
O.u _*_82 -b.89 4_.3 O*gBb 0*980
0.0 0.47_ "-9.C4 _9.4 0.989 O*gB_
0.0 0.47_ -9*22 4_._ _._92 0*992
0.0 6._09 --9.4_ _*_ 0.9@( 0*906
G.C a.465 -Q.eO 50.0 1.000 1.000
O.u 0.461 -_.76 50.2 |*GO3 1.603
£,6 6._57 "-9,_3 _0.3 i.OOe l.OOb
0.0 0.453 -10.07 _6,5 1.00_ 1.009
_._ 0.450 -10*10 50.6 l.Gll l*_ll
U._ 0.4_6 -10.26 50.7 1.013 1,C13
_.0 u.446 -1_,32 50.7 1,01_ 1.014
FL',W _WIfL = 13.lE'IfG PAET]CLZ _WIEL= 37._3DFG
rl_VGr II.IZ_I_ = 76rF?.P_ TTAVGT b?O.6_EG R = )_._b_6 K
_V[L_¥C= I_?.Pfp_ = 273._MP$ AXVELAV_= _I_,bFPS =1_7.5MP£
_M_T_ S[6 VtL _N PS P? TT WBL WSL
NP _M/SEC KG/SFG
23. 1 1,C25 _.&&29 1,02_1 1,9309 0,9949 0,b
33, 7 1,&_5 _,&&}6 1,C_33 1.0306 0.9947 0°0
_?, _ I*_Z_ 0,_4_1 1.u_27 I,C)03 0,OO45 0,0
5_, _ 1,027 u,_44_ 1,022I ].0300 0o9_43 0*[ ¸
63. ; 1,:_7 _,_44_ 1,0_17 1,b797 G*©942 U.O
73, 6 1,028 0,_4S2 1,020" |*02B6 0,9930 0,0
*3, 7 1,028 0,4&_4 1,0179 1,026Z 0,9933 0,0
93, _ |,028 6,445? 1,0106 h0191 0*0_10 _,0
I03, 9 |*023 0,_462 0,9692 0,9??6 0*9807 0,0
111, 10 1,016 0,4446 0,e_60 0,_33 0,_736 0,0
123. II 1*011 _,4400 0,9a_2 0,9489 0,9824 0,0
133, |2 1,005 0,4351 0,_546 0,_$65 0*992? 0,0
14_, 13 0,9_8 0,4306 0,963? 0,_63Z 0.998? 6,0
|5_. 14 0,091 0,4271 0,96_1 0,966S 1,0000 0,0
165, 15 0,985 0,4242 0,9_26 0,9685 1,0024 0*0
!73, 16 0,9B1 0,4220 0,_T53 0,e099 1,003S 0,0
1£3. !? 0,978 0*4203 0,9?71 0,9?07 1,0045 0,0
193, I_ O,q?5 0,_191 0,9780 0,9710 1,0051 0,0
203, 1° 0,973 0,41B10*OYS? 0,_712 1,0050 0,0
213, 20 0*_72 0,4175 0,97_3 0,9714 1,0060 0,0
223, 21 0,971 _,4170 6,9?9? 0,9715 l_OOb3 0,0
233, 22 0,_71 3,4169 0...9795 0,9711 1,0064 O*f
243* 2_ O.9Tl 0.4169 0._793 0°_711 1.0064 0._
253. 24 0.972 0._174 0.9792 0.9713 !.00_5 0.0
2_3. 25 0._74 0.4180 0.9848 0._772 1.0081 0.0
273. Z6 0,97B 0.418q 0.998_ 0.0891 I*0111 0.0
2_3. 27 0.gE_ O*_lq8 l*OZ08 1.0138 1.0166 0.0
293, 2_ Oo9Ee 0,4213 1.0486 1.0424 1.0211 0.0
363. Z9 0.993 0.&248 1*0t94 1.0452 l*OIbI G*G
31_. 3C C._ 6.4205 1°0441 1.0422 1.0082 0.0
323. 31 I.LU3 _.4322 1.0376 I.0379 1.0021 0.0
333, 3Z |,06_ 0.1353 I,o32B 1,0351 0._992 _o0
3_3. _2 1,313 0,4377 1,02_ 1,0331 0,_7_ 0._
353. 34 1.617 0._396 1,02_2 1_032_ 0*996) _,0
3. 3_ 1._20 0.4410 1.0258 !._314 0.99_7 0.0
,]_. 26 1,022 0,_420 1,02_n 1,_312 0,_95_ O.b
PSAV6= 9,79P$1A = _]479.P_
VEL_VG= 51?.IFP$ =IST.bMP$
U = 75T,FPS = ZSI*MP$
DF INCIDENCE BEtA A_IAL REL
IN DEG ]N DLG VEL VEL
&.O 0.463 -_.68 35.8 1.023 1.007
0.0 ¢i_62 -0.72 35.E 1.025 1.008
_.0 C,_61 -0.75 35.8 1.026 1.008
O*u ¢,_bG -u,?7 35.9 1,0Z7 1,008
O.O 0.4bt --u.?_ 35.9 1,021 1.009
0.0 0.460 _.80 35.9 1.028 1.009
0.0 0._60 -0.81 35.9 1.028 1.009
0.0 0.461 ,-_.BO 35.9 1.028 1.009
0,0 0._70 -6.60 35.8 1.023 bOO?
_.0 0*481 "-0.48 35.6 1.016 1.005
_*0 0.487 --0.13 35._ 1.011 1.003
0.0 6.492 --0.17 35.3 1.005 l.O01
0-0 0.495 0.03 35.1 0.998 0.999
0.0 0.498 0.22 34._ 0.991 0.997
0.0 0.502 0.38 3_.7 0.985 0.99_
0,0 b_504 0.50 34.b 0.981 0.994
0.0 G.506 0.59 3_.5 0.978 0.993
0.0 0.50? 0.06 )4.4 0._75 0.Q_2
0.0 G*508 0*72 )&.4 _.973 0.992
0.0 0.508 0.75 34.) 0.972 0.991
0.0 0.50_ O.?B 14.3 O.q?1 0.991
0.0 O,S08 0.?_ 34.3 0.971 0.991
0.0 0.508 G*¥8 )4.3 0.971 0.991
0.0 _.S06 0.75 3_.3 0.972 0.991
0.0 0.504 G.69 34.4 0.97_ 0=992
0.0 0.499 0.59 3_.5 0.9?8 0.993
0.0 0.493 0.46 34.6 0.982 0.994
0.0 0*486 0.31 34.B 0.988 0.99_
_0 0*480 _.16 34._ 0.993 0.998
0.0 0.476 O.OZ 35.1 0.998 0.999
0.0 0,474 --0.12 35.2 1.003 1,00!
0.0 u*_?| -0.27 35.4 1.00q 1.003
b.O O.#eB --0,40 35,5 1,0_) 1,_04
6.0 0.466 -0.50 35.6 1.017 1.005
0.0 6._65 -_.57 35.7 1.026 1.006






FLON SWIRL= 14*6_k380 PARTICLE SW]Rt¢ 49*220EG PSAVG- 11o64P$1A = 80241*PA
PTAVG= _4.15PS19 = 97579oPA 7TAVG= 669o5010 R = 3?1*90_G K VEL_VG= 661.4FPS =201*6MPS
PVELAVGz 612.2FPS = IB6.6RPS AXVELAVG = 515,3FPS =|57o49P$ U= 739,Fp$ _ 225,RPS
TH_TA 5EG VEL MN P$ pT TT WSL NBL D; INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL REL
NC, L_N/$E( KG/$EG IN OEG IN DEG VEL VEL
25, ] 1,085 0,$41_ 1,0146 1,0184 0,9906 0,003 0,002 0,275 -1,45 52,7 1.024 1,024
35. _ 1;005 U.5419 1.0137 1._176 0.9900 0.004 0.002 _.274 -1.50 52.8 1.026 1.026
4_. 3 1,00_ 0,54_0 1,0130 1.0169 0,9896 0,00_ 0,C_2 0.273 -1,54 52,8 1,026 1,026
5_, _ 1,00_ 0,5420 1,0124 2,016_ 0,9896 0.004 0.002 0.272 -1,57 92,9 1,027 1.027
65* 5 1.004 015419 1,0121 1,0180 0,9891 U.O04 0.002 0,272 -_,59 52.9 1,027 1,027
?'5. _ 1.004 _,5420 1,0109 1,0148 0,9B8¥ 0.004 0,6_2 u.272 -1,61 52.9 1,02_ 1,028
_5. ? h004 0,_421 1,008_ 1.012_ 0,9880 0,004 0,002 _.272 -1.61 52,9 1,028 !*028
95. _ 1,_03 0,5424 1,0022 1,0064 _,986; 0.003 0.001 _.273 -1,57 52,9 1,027 1,027
105. _ 1.003 0,5454 0,9666 0,9727 0,9758 -0.004 -_,0_2 G.277 -1,34 52.6 1,022 1,022
115. 1_ 1.001 0,5#64 0,9509 0.9_55 6_9686 -0.009 "_*0_ 0.286 -0.89 52_2 1,013 1,013
lZ_. 11 0,998 0.5426 0,9472 0,c513 0,qT46 -_,008 -0.004 0.294 _0.50 51,8 1,005 1,005
]35. ]_ 0*996 U,5384 0,958? 0,9600 0*9853 -0.008 "-0,00_ _*3uO "u*18 51,5 0.999 0,999
1_5. 1_ 0*996 0*5350 0*O716 0.9705 0*9966 -0.00_ -0.003 _.305
155. 14 0.9_8 0W53)l 0*9796 0.9771 1,0028 -0.005 -0.002 0.310
_6_. 1_ 0,995 0,5321 0*9839 0._B08 1,e055 -0.005 -0.002 _,315
175. 1_ 0.995 0,5316 0.9863 0._828 1,p073 -0.00_ -6.002 _9318
1_5o 17 0,995 0_312 0,9818 0,q841 1,0087 --0.004 -0.002 0,321
195, 1_ _,995 0,5309 0,_806 0.o846 1,0097 -0.00_ -_,002 _,322
2_5, in 0,_5 0,53r_6 3,9093 0,9851 1_0105 -_,_O_ --¢),002 ¢.324
215. 20 u.9q5 0.5305 0.9_94 0.9852 1.0190 -0.003 -_.UO2 _.32_
225. 21 _._95 0_5_0_. 0.9896 _.9853 1,0114 *_o.003 -0.O02 0.325
235, 22 O.eO5 0.530_ 0.9891 0.q847 1,0115 -0.003 -0.001 _,32_
_5. 2) O.qq5 0,53040,9_84 0.9840 t,0115 -0.002 -G°001 0.325
2_5. ;4 0,995 0.530_ 0*9875 0,9831 1,0_13 --0,001 -0.001 0*324
2_5. _ G*9_5 O.530& 0,9917 G.9872 1.0127 0.0 0.0 0.3Z3
27_, 2_ C;_q_ 0.5301 1.O003 0.995_ 1,015t 0.002 0,001 0*319
285. 27 0.qo8 0.$298 t._213 1.Q163 t.OZ0_ 0.004 0.(,_2 0.312
2o_, 28 1,_01 0.52<)9 1,0454 1.040,; 1.0254 _.006 0.003 0,305
30_, _ 1.u03 0,5325 1,0452 1.0421 ;,0218 0,006 _,003 0,2q8 -0.17 51.5 0.999 0*999
315, 30 1,005 0*5385 1,0402 1.039_ 1,01_7 0,006 0.003 _.293 -0.43 51.7 1,004 1,004
_25, 31 1,006 0,53_3 1*031_ i,0328 1,0054 0.005 0,002 b,289 -_,_$ 51.9 1.008 _,000
33_* ?2 I.&G5 0_5400 1,024_ 1.0269 0,998? 0,004 0.002 0.285 -0,86 52,2 1.013 1.013
3_5, _3 _,0_5 O,S_O_ 1,0202 1,0233 0,995_ 0.004 0,002 0,282 -1,05 52.3 1.01_ t*016
355, 3_ 1,00_ 0,5_14 1,0177 1.0212 0.9933 0.D04 _,002 _,279 -1.19 52_5 1,019 1,019
5, 3_ 1,G05 _,54|6 1,0163 1,_199 0,9921 0.00_ 0,002 0,277 -1,30 52.6 t.021 1,021
15. 3_ 1,005 0,5417 1,0155 1,01_Z 0,99]2 0.003 0.002 u,276 -1,38 52,7 1.023 ],023
_.10 5[,2 0,994 0,994
0,_1 50,9 0,987 0,987
0,_8 50.6 0*982 0,982
0.86 50,_ _.978 0.978
1.0_ 50.3 O*q7b 0,976
1.11 50.2 0.979 0.974
1.20 _0,1 0*97Z 0.972
1,25 50.1 o,qTi 0,971
1o29 50.0 0.970 0°970
1.30 5_.0 u,970 0.970
1.29 50._ 0°970 0.97_
1,24 50.1 0*971 0.971
1,14 50,2 _.973 0,973
0.91 50._ 0.978 0.978
0.59 5_.7 _,984 0.984
0.19 51.1 0,992 0*992
FLOW SM]RL= 18,_4010 PAR7]¢L_ SMIRL= 53.>_uEG
PTAVG= 1_,17P$;A • 97674,PA TTAVG: 069,50EG R © 371.90_(. K
sVFLAVG_ 842,7FP$ = 256.oRP$ _XVELAVG:SqO,1FPS =_73.8kP$
1HFTA SEG VEL _,_ P$ _T 7T MSL _BL
NO LBN/5EC KG/S£G
29. ! I*b2b 0,4806 i,0141 1,023_ 0,9906 0,0
3_, 2 1,027 g,4812 1,0133 1.0230 0,9900 0,0
49, _ 1,028 0,4818 1,0125 1,0226 0,9896 _,0
59. _ 1,_28 ,0.4821 1,0120 1.0224 0.989_ O,G
6_. _ 1,02_ 0,4824 1.0117 1.0222 0,9891 0.0
79. C 1,020 0,4826 1,0106 |*0212 0.98e7 0.0
09. 7 I,U1_ 0*4828 1,0083 1.0190 0,9880 0.0
a_, _ 1,028 0,4828 1,0021 1.O128 0.9802 0.0
109, 9 1,023 _,4830 0,9671 0,9776 0,9758 0.0
11o. I0 1,013 0,4798 0.9405 0.9487 0.9686 0,0
12_. !1 1,004 _,47_8 0,9494 @,986_ 0,9746 0,0
2_9. ]2 0,9_7 0,467_ 0,9_08 _,0619 0,9853 0,0
14_* 13 0_92 G,46250,9730 0,9709 9,996_ 0,0
1_9, 14 0,986 0,6582 U,9807 0.975_ 1,0028 0,0
1_9. 1_ 0,981 0,_51 _,98_8 0.9781 1,0055 0,0
]_9, 16 0,977 0,4529 0,9871 0.9791 1,007_ 0,0
1_q* ]_ 0*97_ 0.4514 G.9884 0.9795 1,0087 0.0
J99. t0 0,973. 0,4503 0,_89 0,9_93 1,0097 0,0
2_o. 19 0,971 0,_.94 0,9893 0.9792 1,0105 0,0
2]9, 20 0,970 0,4_89 0,9893 0,o788 1.0110 0,0
229 21 0,_70 0.4485 _.9893 0.9787 1.0114 0.0
239. 22 0.970 0.4-4_4 _,9887 0.9780 1.0115 0.0
240. 23 0,9?0 0,_485 0.q881 0,9774 1*0115 O,O
259. 2_ _*971 0,448 o _,9873 0,9788 1,0113 O,O
26_. Z_ 0,_72 0.4494 _.qql8 0.9817 1*01Z7 0,0
2791 26 0,977 b,45|0 1.0005 0.9912 1,0151 0,0
28_, 27 _,983 0.453_ 1*0210 1,0127 1,0204 0;0
29_. 28 0,992 0,4558 1,04_6 1,0378 1,0254 0,0
309, 29 0.999 U._602 110_0 1.0_02 1.021_ 0.0
31 o. 30 1.005 0._6 1,_390 h0379 1,0147 O.G
329, 31 1,_0_ 0,4689 1,0307 1,032_ 1,0054 0,0
339* 32 1,013 b*_726 1,0238 1,0279 0,9987 0,0
3_9, _3 1.017 _.4753 !.0190 1.0256 0.995_ 0.0
359, J4 1,020 C,4773 1.0172 1.024_ 0.9933 0,0
o. 3_ 1,_2_ 0,4787 1,0158 1.023_ 0,9921 0.0
19. 36 1,02_ 0,4797 1.Oi50 1,0238 0.9912 0,0
PSAVGx 12,2[P$]A • B41_b,PA
VELAVGs 578,0FP5 _17_,2NP$
Uz 716,F95 = 218,MP_
DF INCIbE_CE 8E7A aXIAL 8EL
IN DEG IN 0[G ¥EL VEL
0.0 0.275 -3.51 63._ 1.02& 1.010
0,0 0,274 -3,55 43.4 1,u27 1.010
0.0 G.273 -3.58 43.5 1,028 1,010
_,0 0,273 -3°60 _3.5 1,028 1,011
0,0 0,273 -3,61 43.5 1,029 |,011
0,0 b,273 -3.62 43.5 _.029 1,011
_,_ 0.273 -3,62 43.5 1.029 1,011
0.0 0_274 -3.59 43.5 1,_28 |.011
O*b 0.283 -3.93 43,3 1.023 1.009
0,0 _,299 -3,10 43,0 1,013 1,005
0.0 0*309 -2*80 42*7 ].OOk I*OGI
0,0 0.315 --2,59 42.5 G,9_7 0,999
0,0 _,318 -2,40 42.3 0*992 0,997
0*0 0*322 -2,21 42.1 0.986 0,995
0.0 0.325 -2*04 41.9 0.981 0,993
0.0 _.327 -1.92 41.8 0.977 0,991
O.G 0.328 1.,83 41,7 0*9?5 0,991
0,0 0.330 -].77 41.? 0.9?3 0,990
8*0 0*330 -1.72 41,6 0,971 _,989
0.0 0,331 -1.69 41,6 0*9?0 0*909
0,0 0.331 -1.67 41,6 0*970 0.989
0,0 _.3_] -1,67 41.6 0*970 0,989
0,0 0,331 -1,67 41.6 0,970 0.909
0,0 0,330 -1.70 41.6 0*971 0,909
0.0 0.327 -1*76 41.7 0,972 0,_1_0
0o0 D.322 -1.90 41,8 0,977 0o991
0.b 0,313 -2,13 42.0 0,988 O,qq4
U*O 0.303 -2,40 _2.3 0*992 0*997
0.0 0.295 -2._5 42.6 0_999 1,000
0.0 0,290 -2,8_ 42.7 1,005 1,002
0._ #*286 --2*98 42,q 1,(_) 1,_03
0o_ 0.284 -3.12 43.0 1,513 1,005
_.0 0,281 -3*25 k3,1 1,017 1,_6
0.0 0,279 -3.35 43.2 1.020 1.008
0,_ _,278 -3.41 k3.3 1,023 1,008





FLOW SWIRl= 18.740FG PJRTICLF SWIRL= 57°790EG
PIAV_= lC*33P_IA = 112573. PJ TTAV&= 704,5_F¢ R = 3ql*4N[G K
_VTLJVC= 7C3.5FPS = 214.4MP_ AXVELAV_= 592.0FPS =180.7NP5
_HFI_ _FC VFL MN PS P7 T1 WFL WPL
hr L_M/SfC KG/S_G
2_. ] 1.5]8 0,5463 I,O08| I,,31_6 0.9_q6 0.0
3o. 2 ],0$_ 0o5467 ],_072 |,=)1_0 C,9_OO D,0
4 c • 5 1,u17 u,5471 l,u0_4 1,0155 6,o_65 O,C
_. _ 1.017 0_54_3 l.OO5q 1,015_ 0.0882 0.0
6_. 5 I._17 0.5_74 1.0057 l.Ol5O O.O8&_ b.O
7q, _ l.u]? 6.5_75 1.00_ 1,b141 0._7_ 0.0
8o. 7 1,_17 0.5476 1._02_ 1.0121 O.q_70 0.0
_o. F 1.016 0.5474 0._o77 1.0070 0.o85_ 6.0
I¢'_. _ l.ul? 0.546_ 0.96_0 0._7_5 b=9765 0.0
II _. iO G.eo_ 0.5_2_ 0.9503 0._558 0._02 b.O
12_. II C.qr,3 0.5375 3.9_03 0,9625 O._75G _°O
|4Q. |D _,O_ &.52_0 0.9805 0.g766 0.@942 _.D
15 c . 14 0.08_ 0.5260 0._E85 0.o877 1.0021 O.C
I(9. 15 {,.n_5 0,52_3 u.9925 0o_P54 l.OObl O.O
17_. 1( 0._£5 0._233 0._c3_ 0._862 1.O08l O.O
_Pg. 17 O.c(_ _*_226 _*gg4b 0.9_6_ 1.0005 _.0
l©q. I_ U°O_3 0.5221 0.9_6 0.9860 1.&106 u.b
20Q. 1'_ _.0(3 b*_2le Oogq4E £.9_59 1.0115 O,O
21°* ?_ LI.q_ 0.5215 0.o_4& _o_854 1.012| O.O
23 r • ?L
2kc. 23
27o, 2_





0.o_!_ 0.5219 0._o43 O._P51 1.0125 _.0
O.&_3 _.5213 b.gc3_ 0._P43 IJ0127 0.0
b.O_5 6,5215 0.9_2_ 0,_36 1o0127 b.O
{,.9_ 0,521_ 0.9_i_ 0.98?7 1.0125 0°6
b.O_5 0.5224 0,_0 O.qSb5 1o013_ 0.0
0._ 6.523 _ L.O011 _.o°37 l,_lS4 0.0
0._ 0,525_ 1.0182 1.0117 1.07_0 0.0
l.o01 _,527 _ 1,0374 ]._326 1,0245 0.0
1°06_ _.5315 1,03_9 1.(336 1,0215 O*U
1.00 o _,534_ 1.031_ 1*0_20 l.OISb 0.0
1.bll u.5302 1.02_0 1,027_ 1.0072 G.O
1._12 i,541_, _.01B2 1°_22Q 0,9_9_ 0.0
l*uZ3 u.542_ 1.b137 l*_,IgB o.4_52 0.0
|,C)I_ _,5_42 1.3112 ]o01B2 0.99_ b°b
).t_15 0,545_ l*OOql 1._172 _.9_04 0.0
PSAV_= 13,45PSIA ¢ 92726.PA
VELAV6= 675.5FP5 =205°qMP$
_= 762.FPS = 214.M_S
_F ]NtID_NCL A_PMA AXIAt REL
)N DFG IN DEG VEL V£L
0o0 O.lq5 -_°26 63.0 1°031 1.631
_._ _°19_ -4.33 63.0 1.032 1.032
0.0 0.1_3 '-4..38 63.1 t.033 1.033
0*6 0.103 -4.41 63.1 1.033 1.033
0.0 o.102 -4.42 63.1 _o033 1.053
O*O 0.192 -4.43 b3*l 1.034 1.03_
0*6 0.192 -_.42 b3*l 1.03_ 1.034
0.0 0.194 -&.33 _3*0 1.032 1_032
0.0 u.203 -3._3 62.5 1.022 1.022
0.0 U.217 -2._5 61.£ 1.¢05 l.b05
b*O 0.22_ -2._b bl*l 6._9_ 0.994
b*O U.232 -2.01 60*7 u.987 0*987
O*_ 0,235 -I.78 60*5 6.9E3 0.985
0.0 0.23_ -1._3 60.2 O.q_8 0.97_
O°u ¢.241 -1.32 60.0 O._T4 O°qT_
0.0 0.24_ -1.18 5_.9 0._71 O*qTl
_.0 0*245 -1.06 5_*b U.97£ 0*970
u.O _.24C -1.01 59.7 0.96_ 0*968
0.0 W.247 -0°94 59._ 0.967 0.967
0.0 0.24? --O._? 59.6 6.967 0.q67
O.u (¸.247 -U.gG 5g°_ O.9_b 0.966
uoO 0*_7 -O°gO 54*( 6.gbb u*gb6
0.0 3*247 -0.02 59.6 O*_b7 O.qb7
6*0 0.24_ -_.98 59*7 0.968 0.96_
0.0 U°_44 -l.ll 5_._ _.970 0.97U
6.0 0.238 -1.44 60.1 6.97b 0.97_
0°_ 6.2_(; -1.97 66*6 0.985 0*965
0.0 0*220 -2*55 _1.2 O.gq_ 0.q97
uoO _*.212 -3._3 61.7 1._06 l*OOt
0.0 v*2C_ -3.34 _2*G l.b]2 1*0|2
0.6 L.265 -3.5_ 62.2 |*O]b l*Olb
0.0 0.2_3 -3.71 62.& 1.020 1.62G
u*O 0.200 -3._8 62.t _*023 1.023
£._ _.1_ -_°_2 62.7 l.u2b 1.02b
_*0 U.I_7 -4.12 b/._ |.028 l*02b
_._ ¢.i_0 -4.20 _2.9 i._2_ 1.029
FLDW SWT_L= 22.050EG P_RTICL[ SWl_t= 61.OGDEG
O_VC= 16*Y3P_I_ • 115372°P_ T_VG= 706.5DE0 R = 30].4_[(, K
_VFt_Vf= t34*CFP_ : 254o_MP_ AXVEL&V6= 5_S*_FP$ =I_I.6MP£











1.552 _.4o50 1.00S6 |.0178 0.°8°6 b°b
I.[,3_ _.4_57 l.OO&6 1.6173 0.9890 0.0
_*0_5 0.4_o9 _*OGg_ 1.6168 O.q_ _*0
I._5 6,a_7 1.50_5 l.Ole_ 0.9582 0.¢
I._5 b.4_b_ 1.0032 l*Olb_ O*OB80 0.0
1.('_t 0°4_71 I*OOZI I*_156 0.0876 _*b
I._ _ _*_77 I*0002 I*G137 0.O_70 D*O
).133 _.49_5 u*gg57 1.0006 0,9854 0.0
_.,_22 _.4_32 0*9687 0._792 0.0765 0.0
_2. |i O.col u.477 c G.W63| 0.9639 0.o750 _°0
l&;* l_ 0._(% 0.472 _ iJ*e727 G._70I 0.o835 5*u
152. }3 _.eE_ 6.4679 _.9B28 0._774 0.9_2 u.O
l_?. I_ ,'._7© 6.4_3b 0.9906 0._8Z7 1.0021 6°0
17_* 1"_ C.o_? C.4610 O.q_ 0._4o I._001 b.O
It?* I( u._7_, C.4501 r.0961 O.e_3 I*0081 _*0
lq;. 17 _.'6P 0._8,_ u._68 0°9_52 I°00o5 0.0
2.Z. _ b.,,t? 0o_571 _.go6_ O.O&&7 1.010_ 0.0
212. 15 U.o/5 _._63 0.9q71 0.9_ I*,,I15 0.0
2Z2. ,_ U.Ot5 0.45_60._q_7 Ooq83P 1.012) 0.0
?_. :'_ u*_65 _._?,5_ 0._94_ 0._IO 1.0127 O.u
2_; ¸• ,:_ 0.9_ 0,4565 _.9o35 0,_81C I*_1_5 C.O
2_2. _5 _.C6 o _*_575 _.oo_9 6._849 1.0135 0.0
2_Z. 27 ¢._p' 0.4_42 I.CIB_ 1.0104 1.02_ 0.0
31}, 2 _ 1.008 o,_7S1 1.033b 1o0325 1,0715 u.O
22i. 3=. 1._,14 _,&Tq5 1.0295 1o0313 1.015_ 0.0
322. 31 loClt _,4R3_ 1.0226 1.0272 1.0072 O.(,
5_:. _i I.G_[ 6°48C8 1.U163 hO23u 0.9997 O.O
_52. _3 1.024 0.4RO6 1.0118 1°D203 0,0052 0.0
2. 3_ 1.027 _.&_16 1.Obg? 1o_190 _.9_2_ O.O
12. 3 _ 1oG[O C,&o2o t._07_ 1.0185 0.o913 b.O




























PSAVL= I_*33PSIA = _7_3.PA
yFLIVG= _05._PS =18_.5MPS
U= c93*FF$ _ 211._
_ INCID(NC_ _£]_ AXIAL RtL
IN DE6 IN _E& VEL VEL
v,3_3 -2*62 4t°_ 1°032 1o014
_.3_2 -2.b6 4b.7 2.03_ 1o_14
0°352 -2°_q 4_°7 _*035 I°015
_.351 -2.71 4_.7 1°035 1,0|5
b.351 -2*72 _6.? Io6_$ I°015
_.351 -_.73 4_°7 I°036 I°015
0.352 -2*72 4_.7 1*b35 I*015
0.354 -2*e5 _b*_ 1,033 1.014
_.3_6 -2.28 _.3 1.022 I*UO_
U.3E3 -1.63 _5._ 1°003 l*OO1
U.39! -I.23 45,2 G,_91 0*99b
_.3_5 -l.O0 45.0 0.98_ 0,993
_°39_ -0.BY 44.9 0.086 O*q_Z
_.3_ -0°72 4_,7 0,976 0*090
_,.3_9 -U,59 _4._ G.972 0*958
0._00 -0,50 _.5 0°970 0*987
_.402 -O.38 44._ u,_7 _.98_
0o40_ -3,34 44.3 O._e5 0.98_
0*402 -v,35 44.3 _o_65 0*985
(°4_2 -_.52 44.3 _*90_ G.965
u.402 -0,32 4_._ 0.965 0oq85
b._62 -_.33 44._ 0,965 6°965
_._] -b._7 44.4 0,966 0.98£
_*3_6 --U*_© 44.5 _°96q 0,967
_.3_t -_*70 44.? _°_T5 _,_9_
_.3b2 -].04 45°D 0,9_5 O°qg_
_°3_0 -I*_O 45.5 0*_95 O°qq9
_.3_3 -1.82 45.6 1.0£8 1._3
O,3bO -2.b2 46*0 I°014 1.006
0°356 -2.15 46.1 l*u18 I*_7
_.357 "2.25 _6.3 _*021 I°_9
_.35b "2*36 4_.4 |*G24 1*01¢
G.355 "2.&5 46.5 1.027 l*Oll
u.355 -2*51 4_.5 1.02_ 1*012






FLrW _WIF L= 2Z*tSCEG PARTICLE SW|_L= 65o500BG
P1AVC= I_.STPSIA = 136992.PA TTAVG= 739o70EG R = _]I*ODEG K
BVELAV_= _ 4©*OFP$ = iqT,6mP$ JXVELAVG= 5eO. IFPS =17&.8MP$
THET_ _[G VEt MN PS BT TT WBL WSL
I_C LBMfSEC KG/SEG
52. 1 |.01_ 0.5557 ].0065 1.0149 0°9902 0.0
k;. 2 1.v16 0.554! |.005e h0165 0.9895 0.0
52, 3 1,016 0.5545 |.0050 1.0140 0.9890 0.0
62. _ 1.016 0.5546 1,0048 1.0138 0,9887 0,0
7_* 5 1.016 0.5546 1._048 1.0138 0.9885 0,0
#2. * 1.0|6 0.554_ l*O03B 1,0;29 0.9881 0,0
9;. 7 1,016 0.55481.0022 1,0113 0.9875 0,0
102. _ 1,014 _,_.r_r_2 0,99S8 1,_7_ 0.9862 0,0
11;. 9 |._05 0.5513 6.9775 0.9839 0.978? 0.0
12Z. 1G 0*993 0.5_58 0.9657 0.968Z 0,9732 040
132. 11 0.989 0.5425 0.9732 0.9754 0.9761 _.0
142. |: G,987 0,5395 0,9789 0*9771 0°9822 0,0
152. 15 0._86 0.5364 0.9858 0.9817 0._14 0.0
162. 14 0.985 0.5357'0*9923 0.9863 O_m;gB 0.0
J72. 1_ 0.985 0.5323 0.9954 0.9e_3 1.0048 0*b
18F. lb G.985 0*5315 0.9961 0°9885 1.0072 0.0
tqZ° 17 0°985 0,5309 0,9962 G*9881 1,008¥ 0,0
202, ]_ G,984 b°5304 0,9959 0,9876 1,0098 0.0
212, 1 _ _*qB& 0°5360 0.9959 0.Q872 1.01_7 Q*D
222. 20 0.984 0.5299 _0.995| 0,9804 1.0113 0.0
232. 2] O.qB_ 0,5297 0.99_9 0.9860 1.0118 0,0
2_. 2_ 0.984 0.5298 0.99_8 0.9851 1.0120 0.0
2_2° 23 0*985 0.5300 0,7928 0.9841 1.0126 0*0
262, 24 G,985 G,5305 0,99|3 0,9830 1,0_|8 0,0
272. ,25 0.987 0.5312 0.9o38 0.985q 1.0|2§ 0.0
?F_, 26 0.99| 0.5332 0.9914 0.9909 1.0143 0.0
797. 27 0°_9T 0.5354 1.0110 1.0060 1.0186 0.0
3_,_. ;F I.O05 O.53R5 1.0262 ].0233 1.U229 G.0
_2. 3_ 1._12 0.544_ 1.0737 1.0249 _.0166 0.0
_;, _ i._1_ _,S4gl I,OI4B 1.01o7 1.0020 O*O
35_. 3_ 1.£1_ _.55_ l.OllO 1.0172 0.996_ b.O
_. _ |._|q u,55:0 |,0088 1,0]59 0*9937 0.0
2_. _6 l*ul_ v.55_I 1.0075 l.&lS_ 0.991_ &.O
PSAVG: 16,28P$IA = 112237.PA
VELAVG_ ?O1.SFPS =213.8MP$
U_ 6_5.FPS = 209.RPS
DF TNCIDENCE ALPHA _XI_L REL
IN OEG IN OEG VEk VEL
0.0 0.322 -1.41 57*3 1.033 1.033
0._ 0,32] -1,_5 57,3 1.03_ 1o03a
0.0 0*320 -!*_9 57._ 1.035 1.035
0.0 0.320 -I.SO 5T.4 1.035 1.035
0.0 0.320 -1._1 57.4 |*03_ 1.035
0.0 0_320 -1.$2 _?.4 1._35 1.035
0.0 _.320 -1,49 57.4 1p035 |.03_
0.0 0*323 -1.36 57.3 1.032 1.03;
0.0 0.335 -0.65 56;6 1*016 1.016
0,0 0,35& 0*42 55*5 0.993 0.993
0.0 U._62 0.92 55_b 0.982 0.98Z
0,0 0.366 1.18 54,7 0,97? 0,977
0.0 0.367 1.28 54.6 0,9?5 0,975
0.0 0.368 1.40 5_.5 0,972 0*972
_.0 0.370 1,50 54,_ 0.970 0,970
G.O 0.371 1.5_ 54,3 0.96B 0*968
0*0 0*3;2 |*_4 54*3 0,967 0*967
0,0 0.3?2 1,69 _&_2 0,966 0*966
0.0 0.373 1.73 54.2 0d965 0.965
0.0 0,3T3 1,74 54,2 0,965 0,965
0.0 0°373 1,75 54,1 0.965 0,965
0*0 _.373 _*_& $_,2 0.965 0.965
0,0 0*373 l*Ti 54,2 0,966 0,966
O*O 0,372 i,65 54,3 0.967 0,967
0,0 0.569 I,49 _4,_ 0,970 0.970
0.0 0,362 1,10 '_4,8 0,979 0°979
0.0 0.353 0.53 55.4 0,991 0.991
o.0 0.3_1 --0.18 56. l 1.006 1.00o
o.u 0.3_ -0.63 50.5 1.016 1.01_
0.0 _.329 "_.87 56.8 1.021 1.021
0._ _.32E -0.99 _6.9 1,024 1.02_
_,¢ 0,327 -1.07 57.0 1.025 1.025
0.0 _.326 -1.15 57.0 l.U2? 1.02T
O.& 0.32_ --1.23 57.1 l°&2g 1.029
0.0 _.324 -1.26 57.2 1,030 1.030
FLO_ ?H|EL r _?*?_E_ P_RTICLF SMIRL = 6?,O90EG
PTAVC_ 19._P$1_ • I_5507*PA TTAVG z ?3_,70EG k = 4I|*COEG K
_V[L_VC_ E_.9*_FF_ _ 265,0_P$ A_VELAVG= 58_.5FP$ _17_.2_P$





PS_VG = ]7.I2PSIA = 11_065*PA
VELAVG= 585.6FP5 =ITB.SNP$
U_ 679.FP$ = 20T.NPS
DF IN£ICENCE BETA AXIAL REL
LBN/SE_ KG/SEG IN _EG IN DEG VEL VEL
1.C_7 _*_636 1.&069 1*_16G 0.99_2 0.907 O.OO_ O*3Bg -6.96 4_,| 1;627 1.011
l*u_b 0.a641 1.0062 1*0156 0.9895 0.00_ _._03 &,389 -,b*98 43.1 1.02E 1.012
1.029 0._46 1.005_ |.0151 G._B90 O.0O7 0.&03 _.38_ -7.00 43.1 l_2g 1.O12
k.*)29 (.46a_ 1o0052 1._150 o°q8B7 ¢*OOT 0.003 _.38E -7,01 43.1 1.0_9 1.012
1.0_ 0._650 1.0051 1.0150 0.9B_5 0.007 _.003 0,_88 -7._2 _3.1 1.029 1.012
1,_2_ 0,46_1 |,_041 1,0]_] 0,98_] 0,00_ _*_03 _,368 -7,_2 93*] 1,02_ 1,012
1._2_ _.a651 1.0026 1.(126 0.o875 G.OOT U*O_ b*38g -7.01 43.1 1.02_ 1.01;
I,_;E ;_._.4_ 3,9990 1,_01P &,9062 0,005 0*002 0.390 -6,97 43.] 1,&26 ],012
1.t22 _'._40 0._T53 C._E_3 0._7_T -C._Ob -_*_03 v.39T -_.Bl 42.9 1.022 1.009
1,&{_8 v,_5_ 0,9612 &,9671 0,973_ "-0._16 -U*007 0,_10 -6,40 42,5 1*008 1,003
13_* II 0,¢_7 O,&52B _)*909_ 0,_71_ 0*976] "_,016 -0*007 0,410 "_,O& 42,2 0,997 _,999
1_* 1: _,901 _*&484 ¸)*9750 0,9755 0,982_ -&*_16 -O*_OT 0,_21 -5*88 42,& b,991 0,¢_6
15_, _3 0,9_7 &,a_4? 0.9B29 G*°804 0°99l_ -0,014 -0,0_6 _°42_ -5*77 41,9 0,gB? 0*995
|a_, l_ _,9£_ L,4_13 0,9_94 O,_F_B _,99_ "_'*_13 -0*G06 0,42_ -5*67 _1,_ 6,964 0*993
|?_* 15 C,_l 0,43_6 _,o950 0,_6o !,00_ -_,012 -G,G05 _,4_5 -5*57 _1,? _,981 0*992
1©4, 1_ _,°75 0,4_50 _*0©51 _,486 © l*_OG7 -O,O]& *'_,&_4 v,_26 -5°3_ _1,5 &,97_ _,989
23_, 10 O,_T_ _,4_? 0,9_ _,_6_ 1*009_ -_*_0_ -b,Ob_ _*_ -5,_2 _1,_ 0,973 0°989
_;_, I _ 0,97] _,432e 0*9956 &*_E61 l,_l&7 -_,OOE -u,v03 &*_3& -5,27 41,_ _,971 0*960
_. Z(' _,QT(. b,_21 _,9953 0,a854 1,011_ "_*00_ -O,_&3 _-_51 -5.23 41,3 _*gTo 0,987
2_, _l C,°_ 0,4_16 3,9Q53 _,o852 1,011P -0,006 -0,003 _,431 -5,21 41,_ 0,969 0*907
_64, _ O*_t _,4_1_ _*°947 _*°#43 1*&|2_ -,_.005 -_*_0_ _,432 -_,16 4_,3 0*966 0,98T
2_4. _ b*_ &*_lO J*_¢_l O,_B3_ ]oO|2& -_,30_ "_*00_ ¢,*_2 -5,17 41._ 0,9_8 0*986
26_, _ _,9_C _,43u0 _*_32 _,_P27 1,0llP -_*bO_ -_*001 _*_2 -5,16 41,_ G*966 _,986
27_, 2_ 0,969 _*_315 0,_9_ 0,_659 ]*012_ -_*&Ol -&*_G _°_30 -5,21 _L*3 0*969 &,987
_[_, 2( _*_T_ _,433! 1,00(._ C*¢Cll |.rl4_ 0,¢03 0,_02 _,_26 -5,3_ 61.4 0,9T3 0,989
_..4, ?: ,l*_cb u,4416 1,(,2_ 1,_236 1,0229 G*Oll O,O&_ _,4u5 -6,03 42,1 _,996 0,99_
31_o _ 1,_05 0,_46_ |,07_ 1,_5] 1,_21_ _,012 b,005 _,399 -6,31 4Z,4 1,005 I*vO_
_2_, _._ k,_ll _,4_0_ 1,U24_ 1,_255 1o_166 u*O12 _*&_ _,395 -6,68 42*6 1,011 1,005
_3_, _l 1,0)5 _1,_533 1,0207 1,_?34 1,0094 0._1_ &*&_5 _,393 -6,59 42,T 1,015 1,006
3_, _ I,_17 _,4_62 l,b159 1,0204 1,_020 _.009 _.OJ_ 0,393 -6,6? 42,E 1,017 |o_07
_, _ 1,isZu G, aS£? |,&|_(. 1,0180 _,9_67 0,008 u,_O_ _,3_2 -_,7_ _,8 I,OZO i*GOE
_, _ |,0_2 _*_6(.5 l*uOot 1,016B 0o9_37 0.00_ O,&O_ _.391 "-&,62 42,9 1,022 |,t_9
1_* ?_ 1,_;4 _,461T 1,0008 1,0167 0,©_1 O,&O_ v*_O_ _,_O& -6*87 4_*V 1,024 _*010
_, _( 1,_26 _,_6_E 1,_06_ |*0105 _,99|_ _,b_ v,_O_ _,3_ -6,92 43,_ 1,026 1,01]
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APPENDIX B (Cont'd)
STATL'_ fLOW YWI_(= Z_,,12_E_ PARTICLt SWIRL: 70.37D[G PSJVC = I_.6_PS]A = X35_og. PA
rlkVr= 2_.C_PSI_ = ]_qO0&oFA TTAV_= 776.PDEG R = _3|.b_E( K VELARS= e_7.1FP$ =1_7.2HP_
PVEL_V_= tSI._FP_ = I_.THPS AXV_LAV_= 555._FPS =I6O.2HP_ U= _TA,FPS = 2US.HP_
THrl_ SF_ _:L MN PE PT TT WFt WEL _F INCIDtNCt ALPHA AXIAL





4!, ; I.,.14 u.4q_2 loCOb? 1._|26 0o_8_£ u.O
9?. I.,)4 C._o5_, t.oO_? )._1_2 _._86 (._
P_. I I.CI_ _.4_b6 1.004o l.C114 3.q_? ¢,.0
1_3. _ |._17 _._95_ 1.0008 1.0071 0.986(, b._,
2_?. 3, ,.9_5 _._T54 b*gg52 0*_80 1.0111 u.O
243. _2 0._ _._7S0 0.9o42 0.0_74 |.Oil6 6,0
2F:, _ _._15 v.475,_ b._925 6.oP_ 1.0118 C.O
77_. 3 _ 0.gr_ 3._75_ 0.¢_5 G.oEEO 1.01_6 O.u
7_3. 2_ O,Oc_ _*_193 1.6CTI ].o028 1._,!_4 0.0
303. 76 ]._b_ v._e24 1.016_ 1.0162 1.0211 0.0
313. 2 ° l.OO_ 0._47 1.3185 I.C177 1.0200 0.0
32_...', I*_I_ &._ 1.ul88 1.&193 1.0161 0.0
3_, T') 1,011 _.4_87 l.ol_T 1.0186 l.OlO _ O.U
3_7. _; l.ul_ _.Agd7 1.0135 ].Olb7 1.0037 0.3
353. 33 l._IP 0._023 I._0_ l.f,l_7 0.9979 0.0
3. _4 1._13 0.4_34 1.0085 1.0135 0._q44 0.0
u.O u.225 -9.55 60._ I*029 I.&29
0.0 _.22_ -_.57 6_.6 ].0;9 1.029
0._, _.22_ -9._ b_o_ 1.029 |.02_
_._ _._2_ -_.59 60.b 1.030 ).030
v.u _,22_ -_._b 66,.( l.&2g 1.02_
u.o u.22( -_.4T bu,5 l*02T 1.027
_._ v.2_ -_.ll 5_.I l.&O0 I*00_
_.0 _.2_? -7.5_ 5_._ 0._69 0.989
O*C U.268 -7,2 _ 58._ u._8_ &*_8_
u.O oo2_3 -T.07 5_.I O._u 0o98U
_*0 _.2(7 -_.?Z 57._ 0._73 0.973
O.C _.2_8 -6._ 57._ b.q72 C.9T2
u._ _._7] °_.45 5?.5 0*968 0.96_
_.6 u.271 -oo_l 57.4 b*9_ 0o9_
_*L ¸ 0,2?| -_.3_ _7._ _._7 0._7
u,O 0,270 -6°$2 57._ _*gTC &.gTu
u.C u.23_ -_*T2 ¸ 5q.7 1.012 Io012
0.0 _.233 -O.q_ 60.0 1.017 1,017
u.O _.2_I -9.12 _*l 1.020 1.02b
0.0 u*230 -q.20 b&*2 )*022 1.0ZZ
0o0 0.22q -9*28 60.3 I*U$_ I*023
0.0 0.22_ -q.b5 06._ I*025 1.020
O.C 0.2;7 -_.al _&.4 1.020 1.02_
0.0 &.226 -9._7 bOo_ 1.027 1.027
FLPW cW1EL= 25.2_DEG P_RTICLF SWIRL= 7_.4bOEG
PT_VC= 23._P_IA = 155990.P_ TTAVG= 776*8DFG R = 431*60EG
_VEL_V_ T_T.P_PS = 2_3.2_PS _XV[L_VG= 556.9FPS =169.8MR$
1H[lJ $E_ V[L _N R5 PT 1T WSL WBL
NC_ LB_/SEC K£/SEG
35. ] )*82_ 0._368 l*O('Sg i.01_) 0*_903 b._ U*O
_r _ 1.82_ G._372 i.0055 1.0141 0.9896 0.0 0.0
_5. _ ].030 C*_375 |.0049 l*Ol3T 0.90_1 0.0 0.0
_. 4 1.030 0._377 1.0_48 1.61_7 0.988_ &*O 0.0
7_. _ 1._30 Oo_3TB l.OOa_ 1.0138 0._08_ 0.0 O.&
8_. 6 1o030 &o437_ 1.0041 l.Ol_| 0.9882 0o0 O.&
9_. ? 1._29 0*4376 1.0029 1.0118 0.98T? GoO &*O
IC=o 8 1*02T b*_370 1.000_ 1.008_ 0._8_6 O.& 0.0
llr* _' 1.&18 &.43_ 0._814 0*q882 0._800 0°0 0.0
1_5. ](. 0.c_8 o.42_T 0._7_ 0._76B &.9756 u*O &.G
]3[,* 11 &._87 C._712 O.g6_O 0._61_ O.g??_ _o0 0.0
1_b. l_ 0.9E2 O._le_ 0*98_H5 0.962_ 0.98)9 0.0 O.&
]5_. 1_ 0.9_U 0*415_ 0.g885 0*_8_8 0.9895 0.0 O.U
)65. l_ &.9_9 b°_13& 0.9_29 0*_879 0*_977 0.0 0.0
17=* )_ _._?7 0.4]]6 0.0_? 0.98_ 1.003_ 0.0 O.&
|_5o l? 0°©73 0.40£7 3.9_65 0._689 l.oOP4 0*0 0.0
205. 1_ 0._7! _._077 0._962 0._88C i.00_5 _.0 G.u
21_ 1 _ _=o7_' 3._L_ O*_gbC G._8?4 l*Cl$_ C.O O.U
_* 2_ IJ._ 3._056 3._3 £*_8_b 1.011n o.3 _.&
25_. 23 C._&_ &._S_ _.9_35 0o9B_1 1.3119 0.0 _.0
205o Z_ _.9_? 0.4055 0._925 0._831 1.0118 G.O &.&
_q_. 27 &.q88 0.4132 1o0071 1.0018 1.0174 O.& 0.0
3_. 28 1.CO4 C._l?3 1.0179 1.0160 1.0211 020 b.O
3]_. _, 1.b13 G._23_ i.0173 l.OIT9 1.0200 0.0 b.O
32_. 3_ 1.018 0.4265 ].OIT_ 1.0197 1.016T 0.0 O.u
_75. 31 1.021 0.4?90 ).O|fa _.01_2 1.0107 &.O 0.0
)4 = • _2 1.023 _.43|2 l.Gt25 1.b|?_ 1.0037 _.0 0.0
3_=. 37 l.U2_ _._)_ 1.0095 1.0157 b.qg?o 0.0 0.0
$. 34 1.02S u.4344 !.00?7 l.O]4T 0.9_44 0._ b.L
I_. 35 1.026 0.4353 I_OOT_ ].0149 0.9925 b.O 0.0
2=. lb 1.028 0._361 1,006F 1.0148 0.9912 0,0 0.0
P$¢VG: 20*_IPSIA = i_O708.PA
VELAVG= 5b_*bFP$ =172.6HPS
U= 670oFPS = 204._PS
D_ ]NCIDENC_ Bf?_ AXIAL REL
IN DF£ 1N DIG VEL gEL
0*323 -5.33 45*2 1._29 l*&lk
0.322 -5*35 45.) 1_029 1*&12
b*_22 -5*_6 _.3 1.030 1*012
b.322 -_*_7 45._ 1.030 1.012
u.322 -5*38 45.b 1.030 1.01_
0*322 -5.37 _5*_ 1.030 1.012
&.323 -5*35 _*3 l*02q 1.012
0.325 -5*26 _.2 1.027 1.011
0_333 ~4.q8 _4.g |.0|6 ]oOOT
u.34g _32 _4°2 0.99£ 0.999
0°35_ -3og4 43.8 O*g_? 0*q95
U._57 -3.T8 43,T &.982 0*993
b._59 -3.?2 43._ b.980 0.g92
0*309 _3.67 43*6 0.979 0*992
_.3_0 -3.b& 4)*5 &.977 0._91
&.3_b -3*53 43._ O.gT5 O*ggO
&.3£2 -a._l 4_.3 &*9?1 U*_89
0.3_2 -3.36 43.3 0*970 O.qb6
0.364 -3.27 _3.2 &*907 0*967
C.363 -3.2? _3.2 &.gbT 0o98T
U.301 -3*35 43.3 O.g?O 0.988
£*35¸7 -3._4 _3._ O._T5 0.990
b.3_? -3.9? _3.9 &.988 0. q95
0*336 -_.5_ _._ 1.004 l. OOl
_,*030 -4.82 44.7 1.013 1._5
0.327 -4.99 44._ |.&18 1.807
0°)25 -$.08 _b.G 1.021 I.OOE
0*)24 -5.13 4_.0 1.02_ hO0_
u.324 -5.17 _5.1 1.02_ l.Ol&
0*324 -_.22 45ol 1.025 l*OlO
(.3Z4 -5.2_ _.2 1._20 1.010






FtOW S_I¢:L= 25o|7DEG PJRT|ELF SWERL= 7_o650EG
PTAVC= 2_oZOPS|A = 1806_&°PA TTAVG= Rl2=TD_G R = 4_IoSDEG K
PVFLJVG= 623o3FP_ = lgO°OMPS JXVELAVG= _4_o4FPS =167°_NPS
TH_IA S[G VEL MN PS PT TT WBL WBL
ND LBM/SEC KG/SEG
3_. ! 1.013 0,49_8 I,GOTO i.0128 0.9906 G.O
6_. 2 ]oC13 E,,4eSo 1.OOb8 1o0128 0o9899 6o0
_5. 3 loOl3 _°49b! 1°0063 1o0126 &,9896 0°0
65° 4 |°013 0o4_62 |°OO&3 |°0]22 0°9890 0o0
TS, 2 1°013 O.4963 1°0066 t°01_5 G°9888 0°0
8_° _ l°&|3 _o4903 1°00_7 loOllq 0°9886 0.0
95° 7 1.012 0o6962 |°0048 |oOl|O 0°9880 0°0
1_° 6 l.Oil 0o6_2T 1.0030 1°0088 O°9_Tl O°G
115. q |°G05 _°4940 0o9_T3 0°99|9 0°98|6 0°0
|25° |0 0°996 0°_92 0°9837 0°9852 0t9786 _°0
|_° 11 0°99_ G°4P7| 0.9_83 O°Q88& 0°9T92 _.0
16_o 12 0°9_9 _o_82_ 0°9L79 _o9872 0°9818 0o0
|55° |_ O°_SB 0°6838 _o9P98 O°q&T_ 0°98T6 b°O
ZS_° I& 0°986 u,4793 0°9_5_ &.9908 1°0055 0°0
|USo 1? 0°a88 _°_7_7 0.Q_26 O°a_| I°0077 G°O
ZOO° t_ u°gE? 0°478_ &°9o4T 0°909! 1°009_ O.G
2|5° |_ _°_7 0°_777 0=@_62 0°98B3 _o0100 0.0
225, Z_ 0.987 0°4775 0o_33 0°_8?2 l°_LO_ GiC
_3_° 21 &o_7 _o4773 0°992_ 0o986_ |o0|12 &,&
26_. 26 0°o87 _o4777 O°_qO0 0°9_37 _°0||2 0°0
3_. 28 1.00_ &°_84_ _°O||T |°0102 1°0196 0o0
31_° Z_ l°OC_ 0°4P6_ _°0|30 tool2? l°OloO 0°0
3_5, _. _°Oll O°4BPl 1,0149 _°01_6 toO|6_ G,O
33_° )l _,_l_ v°4qO_ 1o0163 h_]62 |,0|20 0,0
36_° 32 _.Gl2 _o6_|? _°0126 1°0156 L.O0_7 0.0
_, 36 1,_ _°6_62 l_0086 [°0|36 0._55 0°0
|5. 35 |°_l_ 0o4Q4? 1°008_ 1°_|36 0.9_32 o,_
PSAVG= R2°3OPSIA = 15375_°PA
VFLJVG= 663°2F_5 =_2,|RPS
J= 666°FP$ = 203°_P$
DF |NCiDENCE ALPH_ AXIAL REL
|N DEG IN DEG VEL VEL
0°o 0°2_ -10._9 5T°3 |,0_8 _°028
0°0 b°256 -|l°O0 57°3 |°_29 _°029
0,0 0o256 -|_°0_ 2T°3 |°_29 _029
G°O _o256 -11.02 5T°3 E°O_g 1.029
0°_ 0°255 -1_.03 57°3 [°02_ 1°029
0,0 0*256 -l|°O_ 5To3 1o_29 |°02_
u°O _°256 -lgogE _T°3 1°02b 1°028
b°O 0°258 -10°_6 27°2 _°0_6 _.026
3°0 O°2&_ -|&o3| _6o6 |60|_ _°01_
&°O 0°28_ -9°_9 _°6 0°992 0°992
G°G 0°293 -8°82 55°| 0°9_3 0°983
0°0 &,296 -8°_6 $_o_ 0°979 b°979
0°0 (,°_97 -_°55 5_°8 _°_77 O°9TT
0°0 Go2_? -8oS& 5_°8 0°g?6 0°q?6
_°0 G°298 -8°67 _4o8 0°975 &*_T_
G°O _°299 -B°36 _4°? _°gT3 0°_73
0.0 0°30_ -_°30 54°6 0°_72 0°97_
0*0 0°30| -b°_ 56°5 0o97| _°971
0o0 0o3_1 -8o2! 5_°5 0°970 Oog?O
0°0 _.302 -8°19 54°5 0°970 &*_tG
0°0 O°3&_ -_*17 5_°_ _og&? 0°969
£°0 0°302 -8°12 _6._ _*9_q 0°969
&o[, 0,302 -B°16 5_°_ _°909 0°969
O°& _°205 -8°57 5_°9 6°_T_ 0o9T8
0°0 &°285 -9o2_ 55°5 0°9_| 0°_9|
0°0 &°27Z -1_,03 _6°3 |°O&b |°0_
0°0 ¢.26_ -10o43 5_,7 1°0|_ |°&l_
C°_ 0.25_ -1_o85 57°| |.02b |°025
0.0 _°258 -|_°8? 57°2 |°0_ |o0Z6
C°O 0.257 -|0°95 57.2 1°027 |,02?
FLOW S_|kL= 2?°llr£G P_TICL[ _kI_L= T_.SC_DF_ PSAV_= 23°STPS]A = |_26b2,P_
_IAVC= Z¢_o_TPS|A = |_3195°PA TTAVG= P|Z,7_F_ R T _21°_G K VEL_VG= _73°7FPS =1T6°9_$
T_ETA 5_G VFL MN P$ PT TT W_ WEL DF |_C|OENCE _ETA _X|_L REL
N_ LBN/S_C K&/SEG IN OEG IN _E_ VEL YEL
_?° _ 1°_18 _'°_2_5 1oG090 |°01_ O°9[;Qo 0,0_ _°0_5 0.3_ -5°87 42°7 |°0_8 |°007
5?, _ _°0|_ 0°_2_? 1o_0_5 1°0142 0oqF94 0°010 0°005 C°326 -5°87 45o? 1°0|8 |°007
67° _ lo_18 0°_2F8 1°0C_6 _°016_ _°o_ C°_ 0°005 &°3_6 -5°87 45°_ 1°0_8 logg?
_7° • |°01_ _.42_g |°0_80 1°&|38 _,9884 _°0|0 0.005 0°356 -_°8? _$.7 |°OIE IoO&T
o7° ? _o&|7 _°_288 1o0071 1.C|2_ 0.Q88_ O°O|& 0°g0_ _°357 -5°86 4_o? l°Ol7 |°007
|&To _ |°_1_ 0°62_._ 1°0052 1°_;|_8 0°9P7_ 0o00_ _o003 0°358 -5°82 45.& 1°0|6 |°OOT
|27° i(. o°eg_ 0o622Q 0.9_3_ 0°_85? 0°97_6 -_°0|0 "-O°_O_ _°3_ -_°25 65.1 O°e_9 |°000
|_7, l_ &o_9_ Go_|C' 0°°86| _oqET6 &°9795 -_°0|5 -&°OOT _°3T6 -2°_Z &6,9 0°9_ 0,998
|57, l? 0,9_! 0,_|75 0,_8_ _°9962 0,0876 -0°0|6 -0o_07 0°_81 "_,q_ 64°8 Ooeg| 0°996
167° |6 _0001 0°6|27 0°98_7 0o_880 &°_9_2 -0.0|6 -0°007 _°3_1 _°98 66.8 0°99| 0°99_
177° 15 0°°©0 O=_14l O°9_|t O,_Pg_ l,Ogl6 -0o0|5 -0°00¥ 0°38| -&°95 _6o8 G°990 0°_96
1_7° I_ &°989 0o_127 _°9_21 0°98_7 1°_055 -0°0|2 "-_°OOT 0o381 -_°9! 4_°? 0°989 0°995
_97° _ _°9_7 _o_|1_ 0°_9|9 _o_879 | °00?7 _3°0|4 -u°OO_ O°3_Z "-6°85 66°7 0°987 0o995
2_T° _ G°_85 &.4105 OoQ_|5 0°_869 |°0090 -0°_|_ -0,006 0°383 -_o79 _*._ 0°985 0°994
2|T. |_ 0°_8_ g°60_& 0°Q913 0o_| t°OlO0 -000|3 -0°006 g°38_ -_°73 64.5 0°9B_ 0°993
227° 20 b°a6_ (,°6087 _°9o07 _°98_| |°0|06 -0°0_2 -0°095 0°38_ -6o68 _°5 0°982 0°_92
_3?o ?l _,q_! 0o408_ 0o_06 O,Q_ |°01|2 -0°01| _0°00"5 0°386 -6°63 _o_ 0°9_1 0°992
36?° _2 _,9T9 0o60?6 3°990I 0o9_37 1°0_15 -0o010 --0°0_4 0°387 "_°_8 46°4 0°979 0,99|
_ST, 23 0°_78 0°606_ OoqSgT 0°9F30 1o01|6 -0°009 -0°006 0°388 -A°_ 66°3 _,gT_ 0,991
26T° ?_ 0°_?7 _°60_2 0°o89| 0°982| |o0|15 -0°007 -O°OO_ 0°3_9 --6°A9 66°3 0°97? 0°990
27T, 25 0°977 &°6066 O.qq|3 0°9_66 1°0|22 -0°005 -0°002 0°388 "_°22 _°3 0°977 0,991
2PT, 2_ 0°_80 0°40?4 0o9_4T 0.9883 1°01_2 -0*003 -g°O0| 0o3B5 -_°6Z 44°6 0°_80 0°992
297° _7 0°_86 0o4106 |°D038 G°ogQO 1°0162 0°002 O,OOl 0°3¥8 -_*°89 64°7 0°988 0°995
_T° Z_ 0°9_g 0°41_6 _*Ot_2 |°0_0_ |d0|94 0°010 0°00_ 0_368 --2°26 6_°_ 0°999 |*000
3|?° 2_ ]°006 O°_|T3 1°0|63 |°0136 1°019_ 0,012 0,006 &°363 -_°_8 45°3 |_006 l*O0_
327, 3_ 1.010 C°_|_6 1,0|6_ t,0|66 1,0|69 0°013 0°006 0o3_0 -_*62 65°6 |°0|0 _°006
337° 31 l,_13 0o62l_ 1°01_6 1,0171 I°O|ZO 0°0|3 0,006 0,358 -2,70 42o2 |*D|3 1o005
36_°" 3_ 1o014 0°_23_ |°0|60 hO|6& |°O05T 0.0|2 G°006 g°_57 -_°76 _5°2 |,014 1°006
3_7° _3 |,0|_ 0°4221 _°O|l_ l°g[2_ 0.9_? 0°0|_ 0°00_ 0°356 -_°76 _5°6 l°Ol5 hO06
?° _ !°0|5 0°4263 |°01_5 |_0|6_ 0°9_55 0°0|0 0°005 0°357 -5°T9 65_6 1°015 _®006
_?_ 3_ 1.016 0,_27| 1°0|05 1°0153 0o9932 OoO|G 0.006 _,3_7 -5°81 _o0 l°_16 |°O&T






FLOW SWIRLz 27,57DEG PAPTICLf SWZ_L = 84.0flOFG
PTAVG= 30*61PSIA = 211065,PA TTAVG= B43.gDEc R = 468.gDFG k
_VELAVG= _ll,]FPS = 180.3MPS AXVELAVG= 568.2FPS =1?3.2MPS
THEIA SE_ VfL MN PS PT T7 MSL WBL
NC L6M/SEC KG/S[O
38* 1 1.010 0.5209 1,0060 1.0115 0.9905 0.0
48. 2 1.010 0.521| 1.0060 1.0115 0.9898 0.0
58. 3 1.010 0.5212 1.0056 1.0113 0.9891 0.0
6_. 4 1.0IC C.5213 1.00_7 1.0114 0.9888 0;0
76. 5 1.010 0.5216 1.0057 1,011_ 0.9885 0.0
8_. _ 1.010 C.5214 1.0053 1.0110 0.0881 0.0
98. 7 1,009 0.5213 1.0046 1.0103 0.9877 0.0
I0_. 8 1.009 0.5211 ].0032 1.0086 0.987( 0.0
11_. o |._02 0.5185 0._933 0.9971 G.9830 0.0
12_. ]0 0.99? 0.51_ 0.9891 0.9915 0,9805 0.0
|3_. I1 0.995 0.5156 0.9910 0.o928 0.9807 0.0
3_P. 12 0._3 C._141 0.9902 0.c910 0._818 0._
158. I? 0._92 0._122 0.9908 0.9Q03 0*98_q 0.0
I&E. 14 0.991 0.5103 0.9925 0.Q907 0.9925 0.0
I?E. 15 C.092 0._087 0.9939 ¢.9909 0.999_ G.O
I_P, It &.992 0.507_ 0.q&A 0.990T 1.OO&O 0.0
19b. IT 0._92 0.50_7 0.9945 0,9902 1.007& 0.0
208. |E 0.9_I 0.q05 ¢ 0.9944 0.9896 ].0087 0.0
218, ]9 0.99& 0.50_2 0.994_ 0.9891 1.009_ 0.0
228. 20 O.QO 0.5040 0.9941 0.9883 1.01_7 0.0
2_. 2! 0.98_ 0_041 0.094I 0.9880 1,0|14 0.0
248. 22 C.0£8 0.5037 0.9938 0.9875 _.0118 0.0











0._87 0.5030 0.9933 0._865 1.0121 0.0
C.9E8 0.5033 0.994? 0,9881 1.0_27 0.0
0.99G 0.50_ 0.9966 0.9906 1.0135 0.0
0.9_& _.5068 1.0020 0.9976 |.0_56 0.0
1._03 0.50_7 l.OOT7 1.0053 1.0181 0.0
1.006 (..5]1_ I.O08T 1.0074 1.0181 0.0
I._0_ _.5131 1.01_5 1.0104 1,0168 0.0
1,010 0.514_ 1.0107 1.0110 1.0131 0.0
1.011 0.51_7 1.0100 1.0125 1.0076 0.0
1.011 0,5184 1.008_ I*0120 1.0016 0.0
hOlO &.5194 1.0073 1.0117 0,9967 0.0
l.Ol0 0.520n 1.00?4 1.O122 0.9_37 0.0
l.OlO _.5207 1.0065 1.0117 0.9917 O.C
PSAVGz 25.61P$IA = 176585.PA
VELAVG_ _IO.OFPS =216.4MPS
U = &50.FP_ = 198.MPS
OF INCIOENC_ ALPHA AXIAL REL
IN OFG IN DEG VEL VEL
0.0 0.233 -1_._6 54.1 1.022 1.02Z
0.0 0.233 -14.66 34.1 1.022 1.022
0.0 0.233 -14.66 54.1 1.022 1.022
0.0 0.2_3 -1_.66 54.1 1.021 1.021
U,G _.233 -14.&? 54.1 1.022 1.022
0.0 0,233 -14,65 5_,1 1,021 1,021
O,U 0.23_ --14.&3 54,0 1.021 1.021
&.& 0,235 -14.57 54.0 1.019 1.019
0.0 0_24? -14.04 53.4 |.007 l. OOT
0,0 0.25? -13,59 53*G 0.996 0.996
O,& 0.26O -13.42 52.8 0.992 0,992
O.u 0.2&_ -13.25 52.6 0,988 0.gab
0.0 0.2_6 -13.15 52.6 0.986 0.986
0.0 b.200 -13.14 52.5 0.905 0.985
O.b 0.266 -13.14 52.5 0.985 0.985
0,0 0.2&b -13.11 52,5 0.985 0.905
U.O b.267 -13.06 52.5 0.98_ 0.983
0.0 0.268 -12.98 52.A 0.981 0.9B1
0.0 0.2?0 -12.90 52,3 0.900 0.980
O,& 0.271 -12,83 52.2 0.978 0,978
0.0 0.2_3 -12.7& 52.2 0.9?6 0.976
G.0 0.274 -12.70 52.1 0,975 0.9?5
C,O _,275 -12,63 52,0 0.973 0.973
O,G &.277 --12.5_ 52.0 0.972 O.912
0.0 D.275 -12,03 52. 0 0.973 0.973
0.0 0,2?2 -12.81 52.2 0.97_ 0.TT
0.0 0.2_2 -13.29 52._ 0.989 0.989
0.0 0.250 -13.88 53.3 1.003 !.00_
0.0 0.243 -I_.19 53.6 1.010 1.010
0.0 0.238 -14.42 53.8 1.016 1.016
0.0 0.256 -14.54 53.9 1.019 1.019
0,0 0,235 -14,&0 54,0 1,&20 1,02_
_,0 0.234 -14.62 54.0 1.021 1.021
0.0 0,23_ -14.62 54,C 1.021 1,021
0.0 0.234 -14.62 54.0 1.021 1.021
0.0 0,233 -14._6 54.1 1.022 1.022
PLOW EWI_L= 30.3_FG PAETICLF SWIRL= 86.65080
P1AV_= _.OTRSI_ = 207350.PA TTAVG= 843.99EG E = 46P.9_EG X
RVFLAVG= _?O.2FP5 = 222,6MP5 AXVELAVC_ 57B.4FP5 =IT6,3NFS
1HFTA _EG VFL MN PS PT 77 WBL WEL
NC LBM/SEC KG/S_G
_. l 1,025 ¢,4529 1,0024 1,0104 0.990_ 0,0
SO. 2 1,025 0,4532 1,0023 1,0104 0,9898 C,,_
60, 3 1,025 C,4533 ¸1,0020 ],01_2 O,aS_| 0.0
70, _ 1,02_ 0,453_ 1,0021 1,0103 O,98PP 0,0
_0, f 1,025 _,4575 1,0020 ],010_ 0,98e5 0,0
oC, _ 1,_29 0,4534 1,0017 1,0099 0,98_1 _,0
l&O, 7 1,02_ 0,4532 1,0012 hC093 C,aP?? C_&
11(', _ ]*022 0*4525 1,0001 I,O0?R 0,9BT_ ©,C
12(, _ 1,007 0,_,6_ 0,9930 0,_970 0,_8_ 0,0
136, I_ _,99_ 0,_412 0,9_10 0,9919 0,9805 0,0
1_* 1| _,990 0,439] 0,9935 0,9932 0,9_07 &,O
150, 12 C,_P_ G,4367 0,9932 0,9915 0,9818 U,O
160, 13 C,_3 _,A348 0,9939 0,9911 0,985 _ C,O
170, 1_ 0,9_ 0,_32 0,9o55 0,_917 0,9925 b,u
1R0, I_ G,_3 0,_318 0,9966 0,9920 0,©_o2 b,_
|9_, )6 0,9_2 (,,4305 0,9971 0,o917 1,004_ 0,0
_0_, 17 0,9_1 0,_293 0,99?2 0,9Q12 I*007_ 0.0
210, IF 0,9?© 0,428_ 0,9o73 0,9_05 1,00_7 0,0
_20, I _ r,_?7 0,42(9 0,9975 6,_o00 1o00_ 0.0
230, Z( &,_75 0,425_ 0,99?3 O,R_? 1.01&? 0,0
24(., 21 0,_73 _,4250 0,9974 0,9889 1,0114 U,_
250, 22 0,972 0,_242 0,99?4 0,9P84 1,0118 0,0
26L, 23 O,_?C _,_234 0,9973 0,_87_ |,C!21 0,0
27_, 2_ (_,_t9 b,4226 0,9_72 0,98?3 l,OL21 0,0
2P_. 2_ _,o70 0.4232 0,99_4 0,988_ 1.0127 O,G
29_, _ 3,9?$ _,_251 0,9998 _,9913 1,0135 0,_
30_, 2_ t,987 _,4302 1,0039 0,9©83 1,0156 0,_
3)_, 2£ _.003 0,4368 1,007_ ¸ 1,005_ hOlPl 0,0
3?0, 2 ° 1,012 0,440P 1,0070 1,00'75 i,0181 0,0
37_, _& 1,_18 0,443_ 1,0078 !,0102 1,0168 O,&
340, 31 1oC21 C,4463 1,007_ 1,0113 1,0131 0,0
350, ?_ ],023 0,4482 1,0006 1,0117 1o0076 0,0
O, 33 ),_2_ 0,_499 1,0049 1,0110 !,0016 0,0
1_, 3_ 1.0_ _,4_IC 1.003_ l,&lO_ 0,996? 0,0
2_, 3_ 1,02_ 0,4517 1.003_ 1,0111 0,9o3_ 0,0
20, _t I,u;5 0,452? 1,0028 h_)06 0,9917 0,0
PS_VO= 2t.36PSIA = 181730.PA
VELAVG: 612.3FPS =i86.6MP$
U z 646.FP$ = 197.MPS
DF INCIDENCE _STA AXIAL REL
TN DSG IN _EG VEL VEL
0,0 _.250 -9,48 53.4 1.025 1.01I
&.O _.250 -9.4_ 53._ 1.028 1.011
u.O 0.25b -9._8 53,4 1.025 1.011
_.0 0.250 -9.48 53.4 1.025 1.011
&.C 0.250 -9.49 5_.4 1.625 1.011
0.0 0.250 -9.47 53.4 1.024 1,011
_.0 U.251 -9.44 53.3 1,024 1,011
o.0 u.252 -9.38 53.3 1.622 1.010
C.0 0.264 -8.78 52.? 1.007 1.003
O.b _.271 -8,26 52.2 b.994 0.997
_,G 0,272 -_,08 52,0 G.990 0,995
O*G 0.275 "?,_0 51._ 0.9_5 0.993
0.C b.277 -T.BC 51,7 G.983 0,992
U.O _,27_ -7,79 51,7 &,983 0,992
0.C b.278 -?.80 51.7 0.9b3 0.992
0,0 0,277 -?.78 51.7 0,982 0.992
0.0 &.277 -?.73 51.6 &.9_1 0.991
0._ 6.27E --7.b4 51._ 0.9?9 0,990
0,0 0,279 -7,56 51,5 0,977 0.989
0.0 0.28_ -?.49 51,4 0.975 0.989
O.G _.261 -?.42 51.3 0.973 0.988
0.0 (*;8] -?.35 51.3 0.9?2 0.987
b.C C.282 -7.29 51.2 0.970 0.986
0,0 G*28_ -7.22 51.1 0._69 0.986
0.0 _.202 -7.28 51.2 0.970 0.986
0,0 C,278 -7._? 51.4 0.975 0.988
G,O _.270 -7.97 51.9 0.987 0.994
0.0 _.2_0 -_.61 52.5 l.&03 1.001
G.O C.255 -B.9_ 52.9 i._12 1.005
_.0 U.251 -9.21 53.1 1.&18 1.008
0.0 0.248 -9.35 53.3 1.621 1.010
0._ U,247 -_.41 53,3 1.023 1.011
b,O _,247 -9.44 53,3 1.024 1.011
('-0 0.248 -9._4 53,3 1.024 1.011
O.& _,2_q -'_,44 53.3 1,024 1.011
_.0 &,2_9 -9.48 53.4 1.025 1.011
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APPENDIX B (Cont'd)
STAT_R FLOW _M%RL= 54,29DE0 _ARTXCL£ _MIRL= 96*21DEG
P_AVG= 3!*53P$]A = 244996.PA 1TAVG= 866.2D[G R = 495o40EG K
FVFLAVC= e O6,CFP$ = 184.9_P$ AXV[LJVG= 572.6FPS =174.5MPS
_rHETj SEG VFL MN PS PT TT WSL N6L
NO LBN/SE( KG/S[G
44. ! 1.011 _.5216 1.0050 I_0106 0.9916 0.0
54. ; 1.011 0.5218 Z,0050 1.0107 0.9906 0.0
64. Z 1.011 0.5_18 1.0048 1.0)06 0.9899 0.0
7&. k 1.010 0._219 1.0050 1.0|08 0._89_ 0.0
84, 5 1.011 G.522| 1.00A8 1,O107 0.9892 0.0
94. b 1.010 0.5219 1.0047 _.0105 0.9989 0.0
104. 7 1.01_ 0.521E 1.0043 hOlOl 0.9885 0.0
|]4. 8 1._09 0.5214 1.0035 1.0092 0.98?9 060
124. 9 6.¢89 0.5171 1.000_ 1.0027 0.9853 0.0
134. 1_ 0.995 0.51_0 0.9966 0.9977 0.9829 0.@
146. 11 0.094 _.5150 0.9961 0.99?2 0._821 0.0
154. 12 0.9_2 0.51_ 0._9_9 0.9950 0.9822 0.0
16A. 13 0.990 b.5120 0.994.4 0.9955 0.9846 0.0
174. 14 &.9_9 0.S103 0.9968 0.9927 0.9896 0.0
184. I_ 0_939 0.5088 0.9953 0.9922 0.9958 0.0
I_;. 16 &.o90 0.5077 0.9955 0.9_16 1.0013 0.0
204. 1T 0.990 0.5060 0.9956 0_9911 1.0051 0.0
_14. 13 0.990 0.50_1 0.9955 0.9905 1.0074 0.0
224. 19 0.989 0.50_4 0.995& 0.9899 1.0089 0.0
234. 20 _.989 0.50_9 0.9969 0.9890 1.0098 O.O
2_4. 2] 0.988 _.5045 0.Q_47 0.9886 1.0106 0.0
254. _2 0.988 0.5041 0.994_ 0.9880 1.0|11 0.0
264. 23 0.9_7 0.5037 0._961 0.9_75 1.0114 0.0
27_* _4 _.987 0*50_ 0.9938 0*9869 1.0116 0.0
284. 25 0.9_8 0.5039 0.994_ 0.9878 1.0120 0.0
2_4. 26 0.o91 0.5051 0.9953 0.9096 |.0|25 0.0
)OA. _7 0._9¥ 0.5062 0.9985 0._948 1.0140 0.0
314. 2_ 1.00_ 0.5116 1.0051 1.0007 1.016_ 0.0
$2_. 29 1.007 0.5130 1.00_1 1.0036 1.0168 0.0
534. 30 1.010 0.51_7 1_D057 1.0"063 100186 0.0
344. 31 1.013 0.5163 1.0065 1.0083 1.0142 0.0
354. 32 1.013 0.517_ 1.0068 _.009? 1.0099 0.0
4. 33 1.013 0.S19_ 1.0061 1.0101 1.00_3 0.0
14. _4 I.GIZ 0.520) 1.0057 1.0_04 0.99_2 G.0
24. 35 1.011 0.$208 1.0063 1.0112 0.9956 0.0
_4. 36 1.012 0.52]_ 1.0050 1.0105 0-99_8 0.o
PS_VG¢ _9.73P$1_ = 204960.PA
VELAVG= 727.8FP5 =221._NP$
U= 650._PS = _98._PS
DF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL REL
_ DEG 1_ DEC VEL VEL
0._ 0.192 -3.76 52*8 1.024 1.024
0.0 0.192 -3*73 $2.8 1.023 1.023
&*O _.193 -3.72 52.8 1.023 1.023
0.0 0.193 -3.71 52*8 1.053 1.023
0.0 0.193 -3.73 52.8 1.025 1.025
0.0 _*193 -3.70 52.8 1.023 1.023
0.0 0.194 -3*67 52*8 1.022 1.022
0.8 0.196 -3.59 52*7 1.020 1.020
0.0 0.212 -2.89 52.0 1.(;02 1.002
O.G 0.223 -2.44 51.5 0.99_ 0.991
0.0 0.226 -2.33 51.4 0.988 0.988
0.0 0.230 -2.13 51.2 0.984 0.984
0.0 u.233 -2.02 51.1 0.981 0.981
0.0 0.233 -1.99 51.] 0.980 0.980
0.0 0.232 2.00 51.1 0.980 0.980
0.0 0.232 -2.@_ Sl.! 0.961 0.981
0.0 _.232 -2.01 51.1 0.981 0.981
0.0 0.233 -1.95 51.1 0.979 0.979
0.0 0.234 -1.89 51.0 0.9?8 0.9"/8
0.0 0.236 -I.83 50.9 0.976 0.976
0.0 0.2_7 -I.78 50.9 0.975 0.975
0.0 b.2_e -1.72 50.8 0.97_ 0.97_
G.G 0.240 -1.67 50.8 0.9?2 0.972
0.0 0.241 -1.61 50.7 0.971 0.97]
G.O u.239 -1.69 50.8 0.973 0.973
U.O 0.254 -1.89 51.0 0.978 0.978
0.0 0.222 -2.41 51.5 0.990 1.990
0.0 0.207 -3.0_ 52.1 1.006 i.006
0.0 0.200 -5.3_ 52.4 1.013 1.015
0.0 0.194 -3.60 52.7 1.020 i.020
0.0 0.191 -1.75 52.8 1.024 1.024
0.0 0.189 -3.81 52._ 1.025 1.025
0.0 0.189 -3.82 52.9 1.026 !.026
0.0 0.191 -3.78 52.9 I 025 1.025
0.0 0.192 -3.75 52.8 1.023 1.023
0_0 3.191 -3.?6 5_.9 _.02_ 1.024
Nlilt 31_OLI_IM - -
FLOW PRS[,$ MA?IO 8FFICIEN£Y




Ftal 311ILL- _3.9SK'_ PAItT|CL8 SMiltlL=|O?.OODEG
PT&•&_ )A.8d_'$|A s 2_111352.PA TTAIK_• 886._DEG 3 • 49Z*_080 [,
llVl:&J_If_m 9ZlegS • 21JO.?PIp[, A_Vlr461_ _68.s(r._s sl.r_e)pip S
'_H810 _G VEL iqk P[, PT TT M[,L llSL
180 LW)EC Kr./3EG
36,. 1 1.002 0.4426 1.00?S 1.4092 0.9916 GoG&2 0.028 0.333
6,4. 8 1.006 0.44.3** 1.00_7 1.0009 0.9'906 0.O62 0.028 0.332
1'4. 3 |.004 0.4_40 h0062 1._07 0.9099 0.061 0.03'0 0.331
8_. 4 I.OeS 0.4443 1.004,6 1.0093 0._19'J, 0.04,0 0.027 0.5)0
q_. S 1.003 0.4446 1.0067 1.(_6 0.9892 0.061 0.028 0.330
184. 6 1.006 G.4444J 1.0061 1*891 0.9089 0.060 0.02? 0.3M
i14. T 1.006 6.44_9 1.005_ 1.0089 0.9085 6._7 0.626 6.330
liZ4. • i.006 0.4.,450 1.04_7 1.0078 0.•6"1_ 0.0S0 0.0_3 0.330
134. • J..OeS 0.445[, O*•991 i.R025 0._@S3 "4.002 -'0.0411 0.330
|q4,. 10 t-oes 0.44._ 000953 0099110 O.qN_29 -0.071 -0.032 00[,30
iS4. 11 LoSOS 004,4.6}. 0.99_3 0.9_&1 0.9_'1 -0.081 -0.1,37 0.331
ld_. 12 LoJe[, 0.4.461 G.9927 0.996_ 0.9822 "-_.(_01 *e._.l 0.331
11_. 13 10006 0.4457 0.991.(. 0.I_52 @09846 -4,.C,•3 -.0.042 4.331
184,. 3_ 1.006 0.4.4,46 0.9917 0.9944, O.q_S6 -'0.050 -0.04.1 0.)52
1•4. |b 1.085 0.4_28 0._22 0.9640 0._$8 -0.O87 -O.03') 0.533
_Ed). [,6 1.003 0._0_ 0.9928 0.993** 1.¢013 "0.082 -0.037 0.336
214. 17 10001 0._:1_' O._J_ 0.oo;._ 1.0051 "_.0?8 -0.035 0.337
_t24.. |8 00999 0.45?4 0.99_J6 0.q_1122 1.0076 *0.¢T6 °0005'4 0.33')
Z_4.. 19 0.99? 0.4_ 0.9935 0.I_116 I.©080 -_.073 -O._33 0.340
_. 30 0.996 0.4.557 0.9933 0.H09 |.0098 "0.070 -'0.832 0.341
254_. 5'1 0*S95 0.'4_53 0.94'32 0.9906 1.010,6 -'0.4)6• -'0.031 0.3_,1
264'. _2 0.915 0.6349 0.5929 0.S_01 1.¢111 -0.063 "0.C31 0.342
21_0 23 0099_ 0.034T OoqYg_[, Oeq,&96 1.0116 -0.¢,,_5 -0.029 0.3*.2
3,/,,4. _4 0.334 0.434[, G.H2| G.9811 1.G116 --G.G6G "G.GE? 0.3_3
2_.. 2S 0.1'*,4 0.4.34.4 0.q_29 0.9b#8 1.0120 -0..e_.9 "'G.e_2 0.34,3
.11_,. 26 0.IH14 @.q,.Id_ 0.994_ 0.9_12 1001Z3 -'0.0_6 -0.012 0._63
314. 2? 0.9_, 0._1 0.9_12 o._9 hO|_ 0.o14 o._.7 O._42
J_40 26 @.I_S 0.*.339 1.0031 009996 1.0|6d0 0005.#* 0.026 0.34.1
_. 29 0.9•S 0.433_ 1.0056 1.0021 1.0JM 0.]67 •.031 0._40
_44. 3@, •.I_S •.4_39 |.O@e_ 1.@045 1.•166 0.0?[, 0.0)4 0.340
_. 31 O*q_)5 •.4343 1.0093 1.0061 |.•142 0.0?8 0.035 G._4_
4,. 32 0.095 0.439,3 |.009,0 1.0072' 1.e899 0.0?3' 0.035 0.339
14. 33 .0.996 •.43_1 1.@_1_ 1._| 1.0043 O.•T_. 0.033 0.339
3_. 344 0.997 @.b_8[, 1.0009 |.0002 0.9992 0.•?0 •.052 0.33?
34'. 3[, •.q_9 0.4,4,01 1._S 1.4)084, e.q_J6 0.06_ 0.0_ •.336
. ]6 1.601 •.44.15 1.067? |.6080 0.9_]_ 8.063 0.028 G.334
PSAVG= 30.39P[,IA • 20q'SS3.PA
VELAVG• 62T.SfPS "lgl.EMP$
U_ 990.FPS _, 302.NPS
DF INC] 08NCIE 08TA A]IIAL 88L
IN DEf, IN DEE VEL VEL
[,.79 38.2 10002 1.@00
5.?6 38.3 I..004, 1._01
5.71 _1.3 1.004. 1.001
3.69 ]6.3 1.0_ lo0411
5.67 38.3 1.005 l.eOl
S-66 38.3 I..806 1.001
3.66 38.3 1.0_6 |-001
[,.(*6 M.3 $.006 1.00|
[,.6? 38.3 1.005 1.001
S.bO 38.3 2.005 1.005
S.60 38.3 1o085 1.001
S.68 M.3 |.00[, 1.001
5.6,6 38.3 IJ_6 1.001
S.66 38.3 L.OI_ |.G01
5.6_) 38.3 |.@0[, |.001
5.76 38.;_ k .1_.3 1.000
S.05 38.2 1.001 1.04_
5.93 38.1 0._q 1.G00
S.99 .'ql.O •. Y_'? 1.£,00
6.03 38.0 0.954. 0.5'99
6.66 $?.9 0.995 0._9
6.07 ._?.9 •.r,'_5 0.9_)
6.09 3T.9 0.99[, 0._9
6.10 _7.0 0.9_ 0*999
6.|1 3?.9 G.9_J_ 0.S59
6.|1 3?*') 0.99_ 0.99_
6.09 37.9 O.1_J_ 0.999
6.OT 3"/.9 o.q_S o.m
6.00 37.9 0.9_S 0.9_)
6*•6 3T.9 0.995 0.9_
6*0*/ 3_.9 0.94J_ 0._/9_
6.0T 37.9 0.995 _.099
6.e_ M.O @.9_6 0.411414'
5.99 M.O 0.09? 1.000
S.92 38.1 0.999 |.eeo






FLOtl SNIRL- 95.6706G PAR11CL£ $k|ALmE14.3,;DEG
PTAVG= 44.ESP$EA _ 305003.PA TTA¥G= 955.80_G K _ 53|.GOEG K
R¥_J..A¥Gs ?4?.ZFP$ = ZZ7.TNPS AKELAVG.t 6ZS*3fP_ REoa_qPS













PSAVG _ 35.09P$1A • 24|913.PA
¥ELAVG• OS8.qFP$ s26|.81_P$
U= 990.PP5 t 30_.MPS
DF |N¢]G_I_E ALPHA AXIAL REL
|k b_G |h DEG VEL VEL
l*(_Ol 0.5917 1.007_ 1-(_99 '0.9927 0.0 0o0 0.37_
I*O01 0.5920 1.0067 1.0094 0.9915 0.0 0.0 0*37"3
_.(d_| 0.5923 I.GG62 |.0_91 0.9908 0.0 0.0 0.372
1.001 0.$924 1.0066 1.0097 0.9903 0.0 0.0 0.372
1.00| 0.5925 |._O&8 |.0099 0._900 0.0 0.0 0.371
I.GGI 0.5926 1.0061 ].0093 0.9895 0.0 0.0 0.371
|.G01 0.5927 I.GCS6 1.0009 0*_392 0.0 0.0 6.371
|.00| 0.$92_ 1._050 L.0_9 G.SG8 0.0 0.0 0.371
;.GG2 0.5936 0.9999 E.GG50 0.9867 0.0 G.0 0.372
LoO02 0._992 0.9965 1.0009 0.9047 0*G 0.0 0.3?2
;56. |1 1.001 0.594_ 0.9956 1.0001 0.9635 0.0 0.0 0.373
|_. 12 1.001 0.5943 0.9937 0.9982 0.9831 0.0 0o0 0.373
176. 13 1.000 0.5934 0.9922 0.9961 0._44 0.0 0.0 0.373
186, 1_ 0.999 0.5917 0._18 0._2 0.9879 0.0 0.0 0.37_
196. 13 0.990 0.5395 0.9919 0*9937 0,9932 0.0 0.0 0.375
206. |6 0.990 0.30"r7 0.992_ 0.99 19 0.9988 0.0 0.0 0.376
2|6. |7 0.996 0.596_ 0.9933 0.9926 |.0032 0.0 0,0 0.370
226. 30 0,998 0.50_b 0*9935 0.9912 1.0060 0.0 0.0 0.37_
236. 19 0.998 0.S8510.qW35 0.94)08 1.0077 0.0 0.0 0.381
_4_. 20 0.998 0o5099 0°q_33 O._PD9 ].008_ 0o0 0.0 0°382
2_6. 21 0.999 0,31_7 0.9931 0.9901 1.0096 0.0 0.0 0.382
206. 22 0.999 0.5845 0.9928 0.989_ 1.0_62 0.0 6.0 0.383
276. 23 0.999 0.584_ 0.9929 0.95_2 1o020_ 0.0 0.0 0.3_
286o 24 0.999 0.58_A. 0.992 1 0.9888 1.0|08 0.0 0.0 0.383
_9_. 25 0.999 O*S8_Z 0.9929 0.9896 !.0112 0.0 0.0 0.303
306. 26 0.999 0.5841 0.99_2 0.'_)08 1.0117 0.0 0.0 0.315
316. 2T 00999 0.$038 G.9975 0.9938 1,0129 0.0 0.0 0.382
&26. 20 0.999 0.583_ 1.0018 0.9978 1.0197 0.0 0.0 0.381
336. 29 0.999 0.5833 I.O0_L 1.0000 1.0L56 0.0 0.0 0.301
_. 30 0.9_) 0.563_ |.0067 1.0026 |oOib_ 0.0 0.0 0.380
356. 31 1.000 0.5643 1.0006 1.0051 E.0_46 0.0 0.0 0.380
• o 32 1.001 G.)056 1.0097 1.00T3 1.0114 0.0 0.0 0.300
k6. 33 I.GG2 0.587_ I,GIG2 1.0093 1.G067 G.G 0°0 6.379
Z6. 3_ L.O02 0.5691 1.0094 E._096 |.0OLS 0.G 0.0 0.378
36. 35 1.002 0°S903 1.0085 1.0099 0.9975 000 0.0 0.377
9&. 36 1.00_ 0._L2 1.0079 1.0099 _.99_, 000 0.0 0.376
3.72 96._ 1*003 1.C_3
3.67 46.9 I.OC_ 1.004
3.62 47.0 1.005 1.005
3.60 _7.0 1,G06 |*C, G6
3._8 97.0 1.006 1.G06
_.57 47.0 1.00_ 1.00&
3.$7 47.0 1.006 1.006
3.58 97._ 1.00_ 1.GGb
3.59 47o0 _.0_ to006
3.60 97.0 1.006 1.006
3.62 47.0 1.005 1.065
3.63 _?.0 l-OOS 1.005
3.65 47.0 1.005 1.005
3.60 _09 |.00_ |.00_
3.75 66.9 |*003 1.003
3.82 96.8 1.001 1.001
3.92 46.7 0.999 0.999
3.99 46.6 0.91r7 0.997
4.06 46.5 0.996 G._i_b
4.31 4&*S 0.995 0.990
4.13 46.5 0.995 0.q_
4.16 96.6 0.999 0.999
4.17 96.6 0.996 0._
6.18 46.9 0.994 0._4.
4.19 ,06.9 0.993 0.993
6.19 46.9 0.993 0.993
9.16 _6.9 0.99_ O.9_k
4.11 9&.S 6.$95 G.995
_.06 _.5 0.996 0.996
9.07 46.5 0.996 0._)6
9.0& 4_.5 0.99(> 0.94)6
4.0_ _*6 0._97 0.997
3.99 d_.6 G._8 6.998
3.96 4&,7 0.999 0.999
&.S6 .k_.7 1.000 L.O00
3.79 4_.8 1._,2 1.002
FLO_ SNIRL: 48.AGbEG PARTICt[ 5_]RL_IE?.960_G
pI&V_- 43.27PSEA u 298336.PA TTAVG= 955.8000 R = 53L.ODEG K
AVELAVC_ 956.3FPS = 291._RPS AXVELAVG: 024.1FP$ _E_D.ZRPS
lflETA SEG VEL hfl Y_ Pl _I MUL kBL
59. | 1.003 0.4657 1.00_1 1.009V 6.99_7 0.0
69. 2 1.00_ 0.6_bS 1.0073 1.0097 0.9905 0.0
_. 3 1.005 0°467| h0069 E.0096 O.qW08 0.0
89. q 1.005 0._74 1.0073 1.0103 0.9903 0°0
99. 5 |.005 0._676 _.00_5 1.0106 O.qWO0 0.0
|0_. 6 _0006 0.467_ 1.0069 1.0101 0.9095 0°0
319. 7 L.O06 0.4679 1.006_ 1.0096 0.9092 0.0
129. 8 1.005 0.9679 1.0059 1.0091 0.9860 0.0
339. 9 1.000 0._982 1.0009 I.OG_ 0.9067 0.0
199. 10 L.005 0.6085 0.9977 1.0019 0.98_7 0.0
1_. 11 _.006 0.4680 0°9969 1.0006 0.903_ 0.0
169. 12 1.609 G.4685 0.9_1 0.9988 0.9831 0.0
|_. 03 |.OGA 0.9681 0.9935 0.9969 0.984_ 0.0
189. 16 1.003 0.9670 0.9927 0.9954 0.98?9 0.0
1_* 15 _.002 0.46_2 0*993_ 0.9940 0.9932 0.0
109. 16 E.001 G.463_ 0.9926 0.9900 0.9986 0.0
_09. 17 0.999 0.9616 0°9930 0.t_23 _,0032 0.0
_29. 18 0.998 0.9_02 0*9930 0.9916 1,0060 0.0
239. _9 0.997 0.9392 0.9929 0.9907 1.0077 0.0
2_9. ZO 0.996 0._506 0.9926 0.9_00 1.0088 0.0
259. 21 0._ 0._5_2 0.q_24 0.9$95 1.0096 0o0
_69. 22 G*995 0o_579 0*9920 0.9890 1.0102 G.G
_79. 23 0.99_ 0.4576 0.9917 0°9085 leG[(d_ 0.0
_9. _ 0.9c_, 0._570 0.99|3 0.96_0 L.O|O_ 0.0
299. 25 _.994 0._73 0.9_2| 0.9887 E.O|E2 0.0
_9. 26 0.99_ 0._572 0.993_ G.9900 |,0117 0.0
319. 27 G.9% 0._573 0._06 0.9932 E.0129 0.0
329. _8 0.996 G.957_ 1.G00_ 0.99?3 1.61_ 0.0
339. 29 0.997 0.45_5 L.0029 0.9996 1_6156 0.0
399. 30 fl.997 0.957_ 1.0054 1.0022 |,0159 0.0
359. 31 0.997 0.9_60 1.0079 1.0094 }._146 0.0
9. 32 0.998 0._09 I.UOB8 1._063 I._119 0.0
|9. 33 G._8 0._02 |.UC_7 1*00_1 |*LOb? 0.0
29. 34 £.¥_9 _.9_16 L.t_93 1*06_7 1.¢015 C.O
39. 35 [*000 0._6_9 1.0087 1.0092 0.9975 0.0
_9. 36 1.001 0.469*7 1.G083 1.0_95 0.99_ 0.0
PSAVG= 37.62P51_ - 258623. PA
VEJLAYG: _3.gFPS =203.319P$
U_EO03.FP$ : 3bA.NPb
_F lh_Ib_NCE _(TA AXIAL _L
IK bEG ]K DEG VEL VEL
6.0 0.3|0 -0.75 40.0 1.003 L.O01
0.0 0.309 --0.79 40.9 1.009 hO01
0.0 0.300 -0.82 40.q 1.005 1.001
0.0 0.307 -0.89 90.9 1.000 |.001
0.0 0.307 -0.05 _1.0 1.005 1.003
0.0 0.307 -0.86 41.0 E.006 1.001
G.@ 0,307 -0.06 91.0 1.006 1.001
0.0 0.307 -0.85 60.9 1.005 1.001
0.0 0.300 --0.89 90.9 1.005 1.001
0o0 6.309 -0.82 *_..9 1.005 1.001
0.0 0.310 -0.00 90.9 1.004 3.001
0o6 0.3_1 --G.79 60.9 1.004 |.00|
0.0 0.3_Z --0.76 _.9 1.00_ _.00|
G.O 0.315 -0.76 60.9 1.003 1.001
0.0 0.315 -0.72 40.8 1.002 1.000
0.0 0.316 -0.67 4*0.0 L*O01 1.000
0.0 0.318 -G.61 40.7 0.9_ 1.000
0.0 0.319 -0.56 _.7 0.998 1.C_DO
0.o 0.320 -0.30 40.6 0.997 O. 9_Jt
G.0 0.321 -4).97 @.6 0.9% O.qq9
0.0 0.321 -0. ,k6 _G.6 G.995 0,999
0.0 0.322 -0.,,4+ 90.5 0.'995 0.999
0.0 0*322 -0.93 40.5 G.99_ G.999
0.0 0.322 -0.92 **O.S 0.99* 0.999
0.0 0.322 -"G.91 40.5 0.994 0.999
0.0 0.322 -0°92 9G.b 0.999. 0._)9
0.0 0.321 -0.,4.4. _.S G.995 0.999
G.G 0.319 -0.99 _0.6 0._q_ 0._
G.G 0.316 -G.51 6G.& G.997 0,$_9
0.0 0.307 -0.52 40.6 0.997 O.'r_/9
0.0 0.317 -0.53 40.A 0.99¥ ¢.¥99
0.0 0.316 -_.$9 90*6 G.998 G*¥_9
0.0 C.315 -'(..5? .;,G.7 G.998 k.O00
G.G G.314 "-G*60 _.? 6.9_9 k.G_D
G.G 0.312 -G.AS _G.8 I.GOG L.OGG






FLOW SWIkL= 49,6406& PARTICLE SNIRL:I22oET[_G
PTAlfl;: 31*3_PSIA = 33_186,PA TTAVG=|OI3,10EG R = 562,0D60 K
RVELAVGz T73*GFPS • 235,ENPS AXYELAVG: b23.4EPS :190.OMPS
T_ETA SEG VEL RN PS PT T1 HRL NBL
NO Le_,'S_C KG/SEG
60, 1 1,002 0,5536 1,0071 1,0092 0,9936 0,0
TO, 2 1,082 0,5559 1,0061 100084 0,9921 0,0
00. ) 1o002 0.5562 100053 1o6679 0.9912 0.0
90, 4 1,002 G,SS63 1o0057 1o0064 0,9906 0,0
100, 5 1,002 0.3565 1,005T 1,0083 0,*_03 0,0
1|6, 6 1,002 G,SS66 1,GOS! |,OOT9 0,9899 0,0
1200 T 1o002 003566 1000_7 1,00T6 0.9396 0.0
136. 8 1,001 003366 10_6 100075 009092 0.0
148. 9 10001 O*SST1 1oG003 X,OG3S 6.9075 0.6
150. 10 L0001 0.5576 O._J'YE |.0014 009656 0.0
16_, 11 1,003 0,5577 0,9976 Io04113 0,90*7 e.o
170. 12 1.001 O.SSTT 0._160 0.999T 0.9E39 0.0
100. 13 1.000 0.55T1 0.q_4_ 0.e176 0.91_ 0.0
196. 14 0°999 0.55_4_ G,9932 0,9905 6,9869 000
200. 15 0.996 0.55_0 0.9920 0.9938 009913 0,0
210. 16 0.998 0.5523 0.9927 0.9925 0.9965 0.0
22@, 17 0.996 0.53Z0 0.993_ 0,qq22 1.0013 0.0
,?.30. 18 0.998 0,3501 0,9939 0,9920 1,G047 0,0
240* 19 0*998 0*5496 0.Q942 0.9919 |.0Q68 0,0
250. 20 0.996 0.5463 0.9941 0._'_16 I,GG61 O.O
2GO. 21 0.998 0°5492 0.99_T 0._91| I.OOgO D.G
270. _2 0.998 0.54_0 0.99_6 0.9908 1.0097 6.0
280. 23 ©._98 C.5469 C._9_3 C._904 l.OlOI 0.0
2_0. 24 C.9_6 C.SSb8 G.9929 0*9%1 1.0104 0.6
34*G, _5 0,958 GoS48T 609_3T 0,9906 1,0109 0*0
310. 26 0.999 0._t98? 0.8'r,_ G._16 1.0113 G.O
320, 27 0,999 0,5486 009971 0,9940 1,0123 0.0
330. 28 0.999 0.b4414 1.0001 0oq_69 _.013T 0.0
340. 29 0.9_J_ 0.5483 1.e019 0,9916 1.0147 0.0
350. 30 hO00 G.548_ 1.0043 1.0010 1.0152 0.0
360. 31 1.OGG 0.$488 1.G_6§ |.0035 I.O|_ 0.0
10. 32 1.G01 0.94_ 1o0082 1.0060 1.0123 0.0
ZO. 33 1*002 00S513 1.0095 1.0084 1o0064 0.0
30. 34 1.002 0.5528 1.a094 1,0094 1,0036 0.0
40, 35 1,002 0,5341 1,0085 1.0095 0,9992 0,0
50. 36 10002 0.5550 1.00T9 1,0095 0.9959 0.0
PSAbq;= 41.8_P$1A • 288550.PA
VELAVG: 832.TFPS oZ53.ENPS
U:IOOgeFPS = 308,NPS
DF IhCI_ENCE ALPHA ARIEL REL
IN OEG 1N DEG VEL VEL
0.0 0.2T9 -O.T! 48.7 1.005 1.005
0.0 0.276 -O.T6 443,0 1.006 1.006
0.0 0.277 "0.81 44.8 1.007 1.GGT
0.0 0.2T6 "-0.8_ d_8.8 ;.IDG? 1.00T
0.0 0.276 -45.86 _6.9 1.008 1.00E
0.0 0.2?6 -0.87 MI.9 1.008 10(H_8
0.0 0.276 -0.86 48.9 1.008 hOO8
0.0 O.27T -0.09 66.8 1.007 1.007
6.6 0.277 -0.AG 46.0 1.006 1.84_6
O.O 0.2T'8 -0036 q98.8 1.006 1.006
0.0 00280 -'0070 +6.7 1.005 1.005
O.O 00281 -O.6T 48.7 1.00# 1.004
0.0 0.262 "-0.62 48.6 10003 1.003
0,0 0.263 --0, 55 4_.6 1.002 100_
0*6 6.205 -'6.96 48._ 1.GG_ 10GGG
0.0 0.256 -0._0 48._ 0.99_ 0.999
0.0 0.26_ -0.31 _8.3 _.99T _.99T
0,0 0.288 -0.24 48.2 0.99_ 0.996
0.0 0o_1.0 -'-,0.18 4_.2 0,994 0._)_
O.D _.291 "-1_.I4 _8.1 8.994 C.¥99
0.0 e.Z$1 -C.12 48.1 _._93 C.Vg3
C.0 C.291 -C.10 4£.1 C*993 G.Y93
0.0 G.2q2 -G.08 46.1 0.993 G._3
0.0 0._2 -"0007 48-1 0*_2 b*_2
0.0 0.2_2 -0.00 46.1 0.992 0.992
O.O 0.292 -0.08 46.1 0.992 0.992
0.0 G.290 -0.15 40.1 0.994 G,994
_.0 0.268 "0.2_ 46.2 0.9% O.9_b
O.O 0,286 -0.30 46.3 0.997 0.99_
0.0 0*286 -0.34 48*3 0.997 0,997
O.O 0.285 -0.37 4_._ 0.9_8 0.998
0.0 0.284 -0.41 48.4 0.999 0.999
0.0 0.283 -'.O.+T 48.S 1.00_ hO00
0.0 0.283 -0.51 46.5 1.001 1.002
0.0 0.281 -0058 4E.6 I.OOZ 1.G02
0.0 00260 --0.6_ +G.6 1.003 1.003
FLOtl SMIKL: 52,94DEG PARTICLE SMIRL=125*gTDEG
PTAVG: SO,81PSIA • 3_02_O,PA TTAV_=IOI3,1DEG R = 562*80EG R
RVELAVG= q_,SPPS m 286,Z1_S AXYELAVkz A23,1FPS =IE9,gRPS
THETA 366 VEL Rk PS PT TT NEL MBL'
hO L_q/SEC KG/SEG
_3. 1 1.005 0,9592 1.0072 1.04_4 0.9936 0.0
73. 2 1.006 0.*,601 1.0061 h0088 0._921 0.0
&3. 3 1.007 0._607 1,0_3 1._04 0.9912 0.0
93. + hOG7 0.9611 1.00_6 IeBGq_ 0.9908 G.0
103. 5 1.008 0.9614 1.GO_b 1.0092 0.9903 _.@
113. 6 1.008 0._617 1.00_9 1.8087 0.9699 0.0
123. T 1.008 0.9616 1.0047 1.G084 0.9896 0.0
133. 8 loGGT 0.4014 1o0@46 1,0082 0.9892 0.0
)43. 9 h006 0.4634 1.0006 1.0041 0.9875 0.0
153. 10 1.005 0.4613 0.9_04 1.0019 G.gR_8 0.0
163. 11 1.004 0.4610 _.9984 1.GGIT 609847 0.0
173. 12 1.003 0.9607 0.4_69 1.0001 0.9639 0.0
183. 13 1.@02 0.4601 0.9_53 0.9981 0,9844 0.0
11Y3* 14 1.001 0.4390 0.IJ_I_91 0.9902 0.9669 0.0
ZG3. 15 0,999 009372 0._35 0.9945 0,_13 O,O
213. 16 0,998 0.4555 0,9932 G*9931 0,996_ 0,0
223. 1T 0.99T 0*95_ 0.993? 0.9926 1.0013 0.0
233. 18 0.996 0.4525 0.91140 0.9920 1.G047 @.0
243. 19 0.994 0.4514 0.94_3 0.9917 1.0058 0.0
253. 20 0.9% O._SO? 0.9942 0.9912 1.0081 0.0
263. 21 00993 0.6_G_ 0.9938 0.9906 i.00_0 000
2_3, 22 0,993 0.4501 0,9936 0,9902 1.0097 G,0
283, 23 0,993 0,4498 0,9933 0,9897 |o010| 0,0
293. 24 0.992 0.44_q_ O.q_O 0.9893 1.01_b 0o0
_3. 25 0.992 0.4_95 0.9937 O.q_GO 1.01C_ 0.0
313. 26 0.993 004_96 O.q_J_67 0.9910 1.0113 O.O
• 23. 2T 0.994 0.4501 0.9968 0.9934 !o0123 0.0
333. 28 0.996 0.480T 0°9994 G.gcJkl_+ 100137 0.0
_3. 29 0.99T 0.4511 I.OGlO 0.9982 1.0147 0.0
353. 30 0.998 0.4514 100033 1._006 1.01_2 0,0
3. 31 0.999 0,4518 1.0055 hOGIl 1.01_ 0.0
13. 32 1.000 0.452_ 1.0073 1.0054 1.01Z3 O.@
23. 33 IoGGI 0.4540 1.0088 100_T8 1.G084 O.O
_.3, 3_ 1,001 00435_ 1,C_90 1,0008 L,G03_ G,G
_. 33 1.04_2 0.4569 1.G06_ 1.0091 009_92 O.O
_3. 36 1.003 0.4581 1._79 1.0094 0.9q39 O.O
PSAV08 _*14PSIA = 3063_.PA
9ELAVG= 692°5FPS u211.1_S
U=lO13.FPS • 309.RP5
DF INCIDENCE .ETA A_|AL EEL
IN DE. IN DEG 961 yEL
0.0 0.23* -3.71 41.4 1.005 1.001
0,@ 0.2]_ -3.T5 41.3 1.806 1.001
0.0 0.233 -3,19 41.5 1.007 !.001
0.0 0.232 -3.81 41.5 1.007 i.O01
0.0 0.232 -3.83 41.5 1.058 hDGI
0.0 0.232 -3.84 41.5 1.008 I*OQ2
0.0 0.232 -3.83 41.5 1.008 1._01
0.0 0.23:3 -3.R1 41.5 I.0OT 1.001
G.0 0.2_ -3.77 41.5 1.006 I.UOI
6.6 G.236 -3.T_ 41._ 1.005 1o001
G,0 0,2M -3.68 41.4 1._0_ 1.G_1
0.6 0.239 -3.45 91-3 1.003 1.001
0.0 0.241 -3.61 41.3 1o002 1.000
8.0 0.243 -3.36 41.3 1.001 1.000
0,0 0.2_6 -3.49 4112 0,999 1,000
G.O 0.247 --_. +S 61.2 0.99E 1.000
G,0 0,248 -3.40 41.1 @,99T 0,99_
0*6 0.249 -3.$5 41.0 6.996 0.999
0.0 0.250 -3.)0 41.0 0.954 0. q_19
0.0 0.250 -3.27 61.0 0.994 0.999
0.0 0.250 -3.26 61.0 O.gq_ 0.999
0.0 0.251 -3.24 40.9 G.993 0.999
0.0 0.25| -3.23 _.9 0.993 G.999
0.0 0.251 -3.22 48.9 0.992 0.999
0.0 0.231 -3.21 48.9 6.992 0.941_
0.0 0.Z_ -3.23 _.9 8.993 0._1_
0.0 0.248 -3.29 41.0 0.994 O.q_q_
0,0 0,24_ -3.3T 41.1 G,q_b 8.999
0.0 @.Z43 -3.42 41.1 0o99T 1.00¢,
0.0 0.262 -3.+6 41.2 0.998 1.000
0.0 0.261 -3*48 41.2 6.4J_I_ 1.000
0.0 0,239 -3*52 41.2 I.I_0 190¢_
0.0 G.2M -3.55 91.3 1.001 1.000
0,0 0.23T -3*58 41.3 1.G01 1.04_,
0.0 0.236 --3.62 4L.3 1.002 1.000






FLOW SWIKL = SS.55UEG PAP.TICL[ ._,MIRL=ISO.67DF.G p$11V&= 48.|TP_|A = JSZIO].PA
p1A_m _*15PSIM = I.bO912.PA TTAVG=IO_9.6OEG R = _.I_8.1DEG K YELA¥G= 816.8FP$ =249.0/qPS
RYELA¥G*= BIOoZFP$ = 246.9RPS A_CVELAV_= 633,.9FP$ =193.?_PS U=IC'2G.FI=$ = _II*iqF's
'IhETA SEI_ YEL I_f_ V'3 I_1 "TT kUL k;_.L UF |I't(.|OENCE _,Lf'l't.t, AXIAL lI, Et
NU LB/_/SE(. KC./SEG 114 UEG 1N DEG VEL YEL
64* 1 I,.002 O. _ 3125 1 .Ut_l 7=*OUb | G*9q_3 0.006 G*003 0o169 -_. o2:5 _lt*3 1.00'6 1.006
14. 2 1.002 G._'32q 1o0050 1.0073 0.99_5, 0.005 0*002 0.180 -5*29 _1.3 I*OC'T !.007
I=_o 3 1o002 0o533Z 1.0040 1.0066 0.9913 G.OG5 0*O02 0.181' -5.34. S1..3 loOGe l*G&8
q_,. _* 1.002 0._333 I.O04L. 1.0070 0.gqOe 0.0O5 0.002 0.106 -5*3"/ 51.4 1.000 1o00_
104. 5 1.002 0.5335 hO0_ 1.0OTI 0.q903 0.005 0.00,?. 0.186 -_.39 $1.4 1.009 1.009
114. o 6 1.002 0.5336 1.0038 1o006b 0.q890 0.00_ 0.00_ 0.186 "-_._G 51._ 1.009 1.009
124. "dr 1.002 0.$335 1.0039 1o0066 0.98q6 0.004 0°002 0.186 -5..3"7 51.4 T,.008 1.008
).3,4. 8 1.002 0.$334 IoO04Z 1.0068 0.9893 0.003 G.60| 0.107 -5..33 51.3 1.008 IoOGB
164.. q lo@Ol 0.5336. ILoOGOb 1.0036 0.9880 0o001 0.001 0.189 -5.26 51.3 1.006 ]LoOOb
154. EO 1.001 0o_33q 0.9991 1.0022 O.g86b G*0 0.0 0o]i90 -_o20 $1.2 1._S 1.005.
1,8,4-o 11 toO01 =..533q 0oq999 1.0030 0.985"/ -0.002 -0.001 OolLq3 -S.09 51-1 |o003 1.003
tT&o 12 I.GGG 0.533q 0.998b !.0011' Ooq841b -0.004 -0.002 0.195 -5..02 $1.0 1.002 1.002
t04. 13 t.GGG 0._335 @°9972 bOO00 G.S,848 .--GoOG6 --0oG03 Golq7 --4o93 SGo9 IoG&O 1.000
1q'4,. 14 Ooqqt. 0.53Z4 0.9962 0.9982 0o9865 -0.005 -0.003 0.199 --4.B1 _b.8 0.998 Go9q8
;_&6* 15 Ooqq7 0.5308 O.qq5b O.qq6S 0.99@1 -0.01(] -"0.0@4 0.202 -,6.6_, 50.1' 0.996 0.996
214. 116 0.997 0.$294 G.9966 0.9944 0.99_8 -GoOlO -0.004 0.203 -4°63 5D.b 0.995, 0o9q5
_'Z_-o 17 0o997 0.5;B0 0._q'51 0.9939 0.99q7 .-0.009 --'0.004 0o204 --6.$7 S0.6 Go99,k. G.q94
234o I=8 G.qgT G.5272 G.q952 Go9934 i .0035 -@.008 -0°004 0o20_, -.4oS3 50oS 0oq93 _o9q3
2_. 1.9 G*gg'/ 0.5266 0.9955 G.$933 JI.G_,62 -G.G07 --G.G03 G.2G_ -6.*,8 5G.S r_.792. G.992
25.6. 2O O.q_b 0.5Z63 0.q953 0.99;'9 |.007_ -OoOOb -0.G03 0.206 --4.46 SGoS £.992 0.992
264° 21 G.gg_ 0.5262 G._947 Ibogg22 ].GOIsT -.0.00_, -0.(_0_ G.2|_ ".'q.47 5_.5 0.992 0.992
2"/4.. 22. G._90 0.5.25,9 0.994.b 0.9920 ]t.OGg_ -0.005, --0.002 O.2GT -_._4 50.4 0o9q2 o._q2
28_o 23 Ooelgb 0.5,258 o.qe='_.3 0.q_16 loO,to0 -0.005 .-C.002 O.;'OT --..bo43 50.4 0.991 &oq91
2¢.4. 24 &.c_gf_ 0.52_8 G.q*_._o 0.9")12 l.&lO z*, --O.G_,._. -0.,D02 0.20? --_._2. .50._ 0o991 O.qql
304. 2_ O.gg_ 0.5:,'_7 _.g'_.b C,._1_, |.C,109 -G.00._ -{,._.02 C_.2_.'t .-_.4_ 5(..'.- G.9_1 0._gl
314. Z_ O.9_b 0.52'ST 0o_-/_.:._ _.992_, 1.0113 _0.003 .,0.002 0._D.', --..t..*._ 5C.r- • 0.992 6.$'/2
324. ZT b. 9c_ G.525 _ 0,. '_b3 0 .ct_7 II o01L c_ -OoCOI --0 o000 C,. 2 (13 -4 oSf_ _t_. _. 0 .qq.t 0 oq?-t.
334,. 28 1oC(_0 0.5Z60 O.r.._77 0._9.c3 !.C,129 0.002 0.(,0] OoZ00 -4.73 _.0.7 0.T_97 O._qT
34.4,. 29 hOC-O 0._L59 0'..°'_c_4 0.9¢:(,6 1oG]3,8 OoO&4 0.002 (% 198 -4.1_| L,C'.8 Co_°.B C:._98
354. 3,0 ] or _:G O. _,2=..B I .(.C,I 5 0 .c, 9£.T |obi45 C olJb5 _.002 C'. _ S,7 -4.8? _Co9 C._'4_9 ¢ . _e_._
4. 31 h&C,l C._,; 6| 1.&&37 I.b_ 12 1 .L,144 C o/_1_6 C.o0(,3 C.o1 _5 -4.93 _r.9 I..O&O 1.0(,0
14. 32 J[*&&l CoS_71 1.0&_.4 1.0035 1ob_27 C.008 0.t-04 C_. 1 ¥3 -SoG| _1.0 1.002 JL. 002
:'4* 3.3 k*&&2 G._283 .I..0072 1.0(.61 | .C,_q6 C,. OGq 0.004 0.1_2 -_.09 bhi 1olM_3 1.003
34,. 34 ),.002 G._2_6 1.00"/9 1oG&78 1.G052 0o005 0._06 0.191 -5.12 5hi 1o0(_ 1oD06
a=4,. ],5. |.003 0._30_, |.0074 1.0082 1.0007 OoOOT 0.G03, Go1_1 -S.16 51-2 1.005 hOOS
S,6. 36 |.G02 0.$317 1.0670 1.0085 0.g970 0.00_ 0.G03 0.190 -S.lq 51.;_ 1.0(-5 1o00_.
FL01_ _N|RL = Sb*52DEG PAK710EE SWIRL=133.b_OEG
pS&V_= 98.14P$|A = AOOB9G.PA TTAVG=IO58.bDEG k = S88.|OEG K
RyELAVG= 9_2.3FPS = 2BTo2RP$ MXVELAV_= 643.3FP$ =196.1MP$
T_ETM bEG VEL MN P$ PT TT kBL _BL
NO LSM/$E£ KG/SEG
67. | |°001 0.4697 1.007| 1.0083 0.9943 D.G
_r_. 2 |.002 0.4708 1.0058 1.0077 0,9925 0.0
87. 3 LoOG3 G.4715 1.0047 1.0070 0._13 0.0
97o 4 E.OG4 0.4¥18 1.G050 hOG?6 Go9908 G.O
101. 5 E.O0_ 0°472] 1.0050 I.OGTT 0°9903 0o0
IL¥o b 1o0_4 0._723 1o00_ 1o0073 G.g89b 0o0
!_7. T 1.G05 0.4725 1.0044 1.0074 0°9896 0o0
|37. _ 1.005 0.4726 Io0046 1.0076 _o9893 0o0
|&7o 9 L.GG$ G.473,D I.GGIZ I.GG_4 0.g880 0o0
157. |0 LoGO_ 0.4732 _1.9975 1.00_ Go9_64 &.G
167. 11 |°005 0o_T_4 _.9999 io00_ 0.98_7 0.0
|T_o IZ 1.00_ 0o4738 _*e_81 1.0_0 _o_6_b _.0
|8_. 13 l.O0_ 0._ 7_9 0.9962 _.0000 _.98_4E 0.3
|_7o 14 1._0_ 0.4_J5 0._ _, _o°gbD _o_8&5 Ood
207. 15 1.005 D.472_ 0._93_ Goqqb2 G.qgOl 000
Z|To |6 _.004 004711Go_21 0._4| 0o79_8 0.0
2_7o 17 J_l_03 0o46_2 0._7 0.9935 0._9_7 0.0
247o 19 _0_99 Co4&60 C._940 0.99_8 lo&&&2 _.0
257. _0 Go896 Go4&48 0o9_42 G._923 E.&O¥8 Go0
267o 21 Go997 Oo4b_| 6.9040 G.5_17 lo&Gk7 0o0
ZTT* _2 0o9_6 0.463_ 0o9_41 0.9%14 1.00_ 0.0
287. 23 G.995 9.4632 0o9q39 0.9910 |.D|O0 0°0
_97o 24 0.995 0.46Z9 0o9937 0.9906 1.0104 000
_OT. Z5 0.995 0.46_7 0._ 0.¢_12 1.0109 0o0
317. 26 G.995 0°4625 Go9953 0.9q20 1.0113 0o0
327o 27 0.994 0.4623 O.ggTO 0.993_ 1.01|9 G.O
_37. 28 G.995 0.4622 0.9989 0.9954 1.01Z9 0o0
_7. Z9 0.995 0.46Z| 1.000_ 0.9967 1.0138 0o0
357o 30 0°995 0o_619 1.0025 0o9988 1.0145 G.O
7. 31 0.995 0.4621 [°80_8 |.0012 1.014a_ 0.0
IT* 32 0.995 0.4625 1.0067 1.G033 1.0127 0.0
27. 33 0.996 0._635 1.008b 1.0058 |.0096 0.0
37. 34 0.q97 0.4650 l°O(Ig_ 1.007_ 1.0052 0.0
47. 35 0.998 0°4667 |o008S 1.0081 1.0007 0.0
57. 3& 1.000 0°46J_3 1.0082 1.0085 U.9970 0.0
PSA¥G= SO.16PSIM • 34583E*PA
VELMVG= TZS.A_FP$ =221.1MPS
U=i024.FPS = 312.RP$
DF |N_IDENC£ 8ETA _Xl_L REt
IN OEG IN DEG YEL VEL
0o0 0.254 -8oll 43.1 1o04Sl 1o000
0.0 0.Z53 -B*|6 43*2 1.002 I*GOI
0o0 0.252 -8o_0 43*2 1.003 1.0¢)1
O0G 0°25] -8*22 43*2 I.&G_ |*G_I
0o0 G.251 -8.23 43o2 E.&O_ 1._0l
000 0.251 -6°25 43o2 1.004 1o001
0.0 0.251 -8°25 43o3 IoGG$ 1o001
0o0 0.251 -8°26 43°3 1.005 1.001
0.0 0.2_! -_o26 _3.3 |.005 |oGG|
GoG G*251 -8.2_ _3o3 _.00_ 1o001
0.0 0o2_1 -Eo2S 43o3 1.605 E*&_I
0.0 0.251 -6oZ7 _3.3 1.005 koO01
_.0 0.251 -8o2_ _3.3 1.0_:_ 1.001
0o0 0.252 -8*27 43*3 |.CGS |*C_|
0,0 0o;_3 -_.24 _?.2 |.&&4 |*&01
000 0._5 *-_._T 4Z.2 1o003 h_01
0.0 C.2_7 *-_o_0 4_ol 1o&_1 1.0_0
0o0 G.261 -_.96 43.0 0.996 1o000
Go_ 0*262 -_*gZ 42.9 0.9_r 0.99%
0o0 0.263 -1.88 42° 9 0._96 Go999
0o0 0o2&3 -7.16 _2.9 0°995 0.999
0°0 0o26_ -7°84 42.8 0.995 G.999
0.0 0.26& -?.03 42.8 0.995 0.99_
0.G OoZ6A -7.82 _2o8 0.9_5 0.9¢_
G°0 @.26_ -?°82 42o0 G.993 G.999
0o0 O._&3 -?.83 42o0 0°995 0.999
0o0 0o2_3 -7.84 42.8 _.q_3 0._)9
0.0 0°263 -7°04 42o0 0.995 0.999
GoO 0.262 -?.05 42o8 0o9_ O.q_il_
0.0 0.261 -7.85 42.q 0.995 O._JV99
0.0 0°260 -T°87 42*9 G.996 0°999
0*0 0*259 -?.92 42°9 0.997 0.999
0.@ 0°2ST -7.98 43.@ 0.998 1.000






FLOU SM|RL= 5?.3TDEG PARTICLE 3H|ItL=Z38o63DEr_
PTAVlb= 6b.?aPSla = 4_0309.PA TIA¥Gu||IO.q_4EG K = &IToZDE(, K
6VEL&VG8 803.1Ft_$ = 2k6.lHP$ AXYELAVG_ 65|.7f_S =198°drdtp3
7HE1a _EG YEL MN P3 PT 17 tllSL UOL
NG LIKq/$EC KG/$EI;
67. | 1oG02 0*$473 1.0067 1.0003 0*9955 G.@ 0.0
77. 2 1°002 0.547& 1.0054 1.0074 0°9933 0°0 0o0
87* 3 1.001 0..5482 1.0043 1*G066 0.9919 0.0 0.0
97. 4 hO01 0°$483 1.0046 1°0070 0.991Z @.0 0o0
10?. 5 1o001 0°.5404 I.00_5 1.0071 0.9907 0.0 0.0
117. 6 1.061 0..5485 1°0041 I°GGae 0.9902 (;.@ r*°O
127. 7 ]L.0Ol 0o5404 I°OG_I 1oG067 0.0099 C,.O G.0
137° 0 1o00| 0°5437 I.G04Z 1.0069 0.9197 0o0 0o0
t67. 9 1°001 0.$490 hO01| 1.0040 0*0885 0.0 0.0
]Lb_o 10 hO0| 0.549_ 0.90_0 1.0030 0.9874 0.@ 0*0
),67. 11 1.001 0..5496 1.0002 1.0036 0.qP866 0.0 0°0
117. 12 L.G@| 0..5_1 0,0004 1.G020 0.9054 0.0 0.0
1$7. 13 bOO1 0°5499 0.9963 0°9999 0.9030 0°0 0.0
197. 14 1.000 0°549Z 0._ 0.9974 0.0060 0°0 0o0
ZO7° 13 1o000 0°5_30 0°9929 0°9951 0.9007 0.0 0°0
217° 16 0°999 0.5464 0.9913 0°9926 0.94)28 0°0 0o0
227° 17 0°990 0.5448 0.992) 0oq_22 0.99?6 0o0 0°0
237. 18 0.998 0.5435 0°0931 0°6920 1.0010 G*O 0.0
247° 19 0*996 0.5426 0o994Z 0°9923 1.0050 0°0 0.0
237. 24) 0°q08 0..5421 0.q_.7 0°9926 1.0069 0*0 0°0
207° 21 G.998 0..5419 0.99_ 0.992]L 1.0081 0*0 0°0
277. 22 0.99& 0o.5416 0°99_7 0.9922 1.0090 0°0 0°0
2117. Z3 0°998 0°3413 0.090_ 0.0910 1.0096 0°0 0.0
297. 24 0°998 0._13 0.$q_3 0.9916 1°0100 0.0 0°0
307. Z5 0°998 0.5412 0°9950 0°9922 1.0106 0*0 0.0
• 317. 26 Ooq_ 0o5411 0.99.50 0.9929 l*OllO 0.0 0°0
3Z7. 27 0.999 O.Sd_IG 0.9973 0.9943 !.0116 0*0 0o0
337. 28 0°999 0._106 O.¥e_D 0.995o 1_0129 0.0 0.0
_,7o 29 Go9_ Go34_6 I.GGG2 G.9_69 1.0132 OoO 0.0
357. 30 Go999 0o9465 1.0023 G.9909 )..0141 GoG Go0
7o 31 0°999 0o54417 1.00_5 JL.0013 1o0143 0o0 OoG
17. 32 1*_G0 45.b_13 1o6_b 1.0037 1.0132 _.0 0.0
ZT. 33 1.000 0.5_,Z3 1.0086 1o_65 1.0108 G.0 0.0
37. 31, 1o0{11 0o3_ 1o0_ 1.G08_ 1.0070 0.0 O.O
47. 35 I.GGZ G.5_53 1.0088 1.0009 | oG025 0.0 0o0
57. 36 1.002 0..046.5 I.GG&O ]oC_(_90 0.9906 0o0 0.0
FLGV SWlki.= _o/6bDE£ PaATICL6 $1mlRL=I4h69tJEL;
PIAVG- &3.14_'3Ia • 46_9*.1.Pa YTAW,=illO.¥DIE_ & • OI_.2DEG k
It¥aLaVG- 963.1FPb = _3.7tqP$ A]LVELAVr*= 6_2.2FP$ =19_o80p$
IttETa SEG YEL 6h PS P7 77 WOL WBL
k, 1.OPl/_EC KG/$EG
70. l 1o003 0°4522 1o0067 1.0081 009955 0o0
IJO° 2 1.064 0.4531 1.0035 100074 009933 0.0
gO. 3 10004 0°4537 1.004_ 1.0060 0o9919 0.0
1000 4 10005 0.45_0 1°00_7 1o00"/2 0.9912 0=0
110. 5 1o00.5 0.4043 1°0047 1.0074 0.994)7 0.0
120. 6 1.00.5 0.4.545 100042 1.0070 0°990Z 0.G
1_. ? 1.003 0.45_6 1°04_2 1°0071 0.90_9 0.0
1_0. • 1.003 G*4340 1.0043 1.0073 0*9097 0.0
150. 9 1.003 0*4349 1.0014 1.0045 G.9003 0.6
1_0. |0 1.005 0°4350 1.0002 100034 0.9674 0°0
170. !1 I.GOS 0°4bS2 1°e007 ].0640 0.9066 0.0
lkO. 12 _o005 0.45.53 0°9990 I.OGZ4 0°9854 G.0
1900 E3 1.005 0°4536 0._P69 _.0004 0o9/_.50 0.0
_06o |a ]LOGO.5 G=_SS1 0.9349 0.9981. 0.9860 0°0
21.0° 15 ]_o00, 0o4_1 0.9933 009959 0.900_ 0°0
2200 |6 1.00¢b3 6.*15Z| 0.¢_117 609934 00¢_921_ 0.0
230. 1.7 1.0001 0*450_ 0.99:'3 0,9929 0*9976 0.0
2_G. lk _keO00 0.4"_9_ 0o9929 0.9923 JL.O01._ 0o0
2_D. 1.9 11,9_11_ G°4_478 0.3_40 0.9927 1.°0050 0°0
2_0° ZG 6°996 0°4467 b.99_ b°9926 |.G069 n.o
270. ?1 (_.990 0.4+600°9900_* 0*_920 |.0001. 0.0
280. 22 O.OO_ 0.4454 0 °_Q46 0*9929 L .6090 41.0
2_0. 23 0.994 0°4451 0°9943 0.9915 1.0(,96 0.0
.560. ;4 0.e'c,4 0.4_dl 0.9443 0.9912 1.0100 0.0
31.0. 25 0o9_4 0o4X,45 0.5r949 0.9_17 1.01.06 0.0
320. 26 0.996 0°44_,3 0*5_57 ©°99:,5 1..&110 0.6
3_0. 27 0°_6 C.4444 0._72 C.9939 1.01.16 G.0
340. 28 0°994 Go444_ G.9¥67 0.99_4 1 °('124 0.0
3_. _9 6*993 G.44_, G.9_90 0°_65 1..0132 0*0
O° _0 0.9_ 0°44_t_ 1.001.0 0*9904 1.0141 0.0
1.0* 31 G.996 O.4,t_k.7 1.0039 1.°GG07 1°0|43 G.0
20. 32 0*_6 0*_.52 1*_S9 1.00_ 1.0132 G°0
30. 33 0.997 0.446Z L.0081. 1.0_50 1.0108 0.0
6_o 34 0.999 0.4419 1._091 1..0077 1..007D 0.0
SO. 33 1..4M)G 0.4493 1.0087 1.0003 L._2S 0.0
60. 36 1..001 0.4.500 hO04_O 1.0086 0.9986 0.0
PSaVG_ S6.7_PSIA = 3./-r360.P6
VEL&¥b = 0.59.ZFPS 826J..lIJ_$
U•IO_9*I=P$ = .514oMP$
DF |hCIOEId;E aLPHa AX_L_L AEL
IN OEG 1.N OEG VEL YEL
G.268 -3°98 4¥oS | .003 1.o003
0.267 --4.03 **9°5 1o00_ IoGG_
0.266 "4.07 49.6 1.00_ 1.00_
Oo2d_ "-4.09 49o6 1. .G05 2°005
0°266 "4.10 **_;. 6 1.005 1.005
0.26.5¸ --_. 1. z _.6 1.005 _oOOS
0.265 --*,.12 4_.6 1..005 1..GGS
O .Z6.5 +'+,.13 49.6 1.o006 1.006
0.265 "-_. 1Z 49o6 1o006 1.o006
0°266 -_,o | | 49o6 1.*003 1o003
0.266 -*,oll 49.6 1.00.5 1.o00.5
0.266 -_o12 49o6 1.006 hO06
0°266 "_*|2 49.6 1.00.5 1.005
0.266 -4.1.0 49.6 1. *OOS 1.005
0°267 -_.03 **9°6 ]Lo004 1..004
0°268 "4.00 49.3 1o003 1..003
0°269 -3o_ 4_.4 1.001. 1o001.
0°2"/] -3.32 _o3 1. .eGO 1.000
0°273 -3°73 49o2 b.998 G.39J
0°274 -3.05 49ol 0.996 0.996
O.Z?5 -3.61 49.1. 0.906 0.996
0*234 -3o5& 49.1. 0.993 0°995
0.274 -3._, 49o0 0.9_ 0°994
0.27/ -3°32 49.0 0.39_ 0.90_
0o277 -3.51 49.0 G.9_, Go9_
0.277 -3.50 49o0 0.9_, 0o9_
0.277 -3o51 69o0 0.9_ 0°99**
0.2"7"/ -3oS2 49.0 0.994 0.99_
Oo_T& -3.54 -*9.0 0 o9C_, O.q_
G.27& -3oS_ 49.1. 6o_94 G.994
U.27_, -3°50 '_9. ! 6.995 G._g5
0.214 -3.61 _9.1 O. 9_k_ @o9_6
0o273 -3._7 **_.2 0.o_7 Uo9_7
0oZ72 -_. 7_, _9.2 0.998 Go998
0.271 -3°02 49o3 ] .GGO I.&GO
_,269 --I.90 4_.4 1o&£1 1..&&l
PSAVG_ 58.37FSXA • 403857.FA
VELAV£= 71S. lkP3 =21.6.01_P_
U81.033.FP5 • 31..5*RP3
OF 1.NCIDEhC.E SETA AX1.AL REL
1.N OEG IN DEG VE_ VaL
0.0 0.236 "-_.91. 41.9 1.003 l._l)l
O.O 0.23? .-_._ 41.9 I.00_ 1..001
G.0 0°23T *'4.97 " 42.0 |.004 1*001
0.0 0.237 "4..99 42.0 1.005 1..001.
0.0 0.237 --.5.0_ 42_0 l.OOS 1.001.
0.0 0.234. -_.01 42.0 1..005 1..0_1.
0°0 0.236 "-5.0| 42o0 1000_ 100_1
0.0 0.Z36 -3*02 42.0 1.005 1°001
6.0 0*237 -'_*01 ,IQ.0 I°005 1.601
0.0 0.237 -5.00 42*0 1.005 1..001
0.0 0.237 '-S°00 42.0 I.005 1..001
0.0 0.237 -5*00 42.6 1.005 1._!
0.0 0.237 -5.00 02.0 1.005 1.o001
000 0°239 --_._8 _2.0 1.005 |°001
0°0 0.2'_, --_°95 41.9 1.00_ 1..001
0.0 0°24Z "_.91 _1.9 1..003 1.001
O*O G, 2_6 "+,76 _|.8 I.UGG I°GGO
0.0 0.24T "_..71 _1.7 I+._vl_ 1.000
G.G 0.249 -_*6_ 41.7 _o996 0.99¥
0.0 0°249 "4*62 41.6 _.Y_6 G*99_
0°0 0.250 *+'4.58 41..6 0.995 0._99
0.0 0.250 -_.$6 41o6 O*901_k + _*999
0.0 0.251. -4._4 _1..5 C.9_* C0¥_9
0.0 0o_51. -4.b4 4|*5 C._*,"40 C.¥_9
C.0 C.2b_ -4._4 _1.5 00¼94 G*_99
G*0 0°231. "+..54 41.*5 0.9_'6 00099
0°0 0°Z50 "AoSS 4106 6°9'94 0.999
0°0 0.249 -4,*.57 4k.b 0.9'4'.5 0.qI,_9
0*0 0.249 -_.$9 61.6 0.¥95 0._)q_
0.0 0.24./ "_.61 43.9 0._ 0.999
0.0 0.2,46 "4,.64 41..6 0.¥96 0o¥9_
0.0 0.2_ "4°68 41.7 0.997 0.994)
0.0 0°242 -.4.¥4 41.7 0.999 1..000
0*0 0.240 ,-4.7¥ 41.8 1.04)0 1.0e0






FLOW $VI_L= 62.SSDEG PARIICL£ SVIRL=14T*I|OEG
pIAVG= 74.93P$1A = _16614.PA IIAVT.=II6|.OOEG R = 645.0DEG K
AVELAVG= 82&oSFP$ = 251.9RPS AXVELAVG" 660.5FPS =201.3_PS
THEIA $EG VEL RN P$ P7 11 NBL WBL
kO LI_q/$EC _G/SEG
72, | 1.002 0.5314 1.0058 1.0074 0.9966 0.0
82. 2 1.002 0.5319 1.0047 L.OObb 0.99_) 0.0
qZ. 3 1.002 0.5323 1.0037 1*0059 0.9924 0o0
102. _ 1o00_ 0.5324 1.00_0 1.0062 0°9916 0.0
112. 5 10002 0.5325 1.00_1 |oGOe4 0.9910 0.0
I22* e 1oG02 6.5327 1.603_ |.G06G G.990_ GoG
132o 7 1.002 0.53?6 1.0036 1.0061 0.9901 0.0
142. B h002 0.5326 1.0037 1.0062 0.4_98 0._
IS2. 4 1.001 0°5330 1.0011 _.0038 ¸ 0.9888 0.0
162. 10 1.001 0.5333 ]*GGG2 ).0031 G.9600 0.0
172. 11 I.GG2 0o533_ I.GGG7 1.G_50 G.gBT3 0.0
162. 12 h002 0.5336 0._999 h0C23 0._££1 0.0
192. 13 !.001 0._330 0*99TI h(._,C3 0.95_3 0o0
_2. 14 lo&O0 0.5_33 O*_gS3 Q.9_£1 Oo_&ST G.O
212. 15 @._o9 _o5_20.q'qS? Ooq_'SB 0.9077 G°O
222. 16 G.$g9 0.$3_8 G._&20 _.9931 0.9911 G°G
2320 17 0°998 0.5292 0.9921 6°9_27 0°99_3 GoG
2_2° lb 0.958 00_2£0 0._93_ O.gq_S 1.0001 0°0
2:32° k_ Go990 @°52_G 0.9_J_7 G.9932 1.0037 0°0
262* 20 U*99M 0.52b_ 0.99S5 0°993_ 1°0062 0.0
272. 21 0o_98 0°5262 @.q'qS! 0.q929 1.0070 0°0
282* 22 00990 G.5258 0.9956 G°993_ 100087 0.0
292. 23 0.990 0.5257 0°9952 0.9927 1.0093 G.O
31_2° 24 0.99_ 0.5255 0.9953 O.'rJ)2? 1.0099 0.0
312. 2_ 0.998 0.$255 o°q_i'Se 0.9931 1.010', 0°0
32_. 26 0.998 0.525_ 0o9965 0._935 1°0309 O.O
332. 27 0.996 0.$253 009970 0o9950 1o0115 0.0
3420 20 0.990 _.5252 0._99il 0.951,2 1.0321 0°0
352'0 29 0.999 0°5250 0°9999 0.9969 1o0128 G°O
2. 30 0°999 0.5244 1.0017 0.q_'86 1.0136 0o0
12° 31 0.9')9 0*_251 1.0035 |.0005 1o0140 0.0
2_.. _2 1.000 0.525_ 1°0054 1o0027 1.0135 0.0
32. 33 1°001 0°5266 3.0_ 1.0_54 I°OIIT 0°0
42. 34 |°C.,G_ G.52_9 1.6_2 1.4_73 1.0084 0.0
5_. _5 1.002 0°52_3 1.0b7_ 1.L_379 1°0042 0°0
42- 36 1oq_,2 0°550S 10_72 L°0081 I°U_)C_ U°_
PSAVG= 62.13P_lA = 428395.PA
VELAYG= 633.3FP$ =260.1_P5
U01037.FP$ = 316.RP$
_F INCIDEf_E ALPHA A_IAL k_L
Ik DEG lh DEG ¥EL VEL
000 0.281 --5._6 51*G 1o003 1o005
0.0 0.281 "-_.50 51*0 1*005 1o@05
000 0*291 --5.52 51°0 |.005 I.OOS
0o0 0°281 -_.54 51°_ 1.006 i°006
0o0 0°_80 -5.5_ 51o0 1°006 1°006
0.0 00286 -5°55 51oG 1.006 1*@06
0°0 0,280 "_.56 51.1 1.636 hGG6
0o_ O.?_D -5.57 5_,1 1.00_ 10006
0*0 0._61 °5._ 51.0 I._66 1.006
0.0 0.;61 -_.53 51.G 1.0_6 1._06
0*0 0,_1 -_.53 _1*G l*&&6 1*(_6
0*0 0*281 -5.53 51*0 l.&&6 1o_06
0.0 0°_62 -5°50 51.0 1.605 L°&G5
0*6 00_03 *$°44 SU°9 1°004 1.&_4
O.G G*28_ -_°3_ _.9 1.002 l*&&2
O°G O°_b -50_7 SO*_ l°G&l 1.001
0o0 0°2_k "5.17 bG*7 0.95_ G°_
0°0 0.269 -5°10 SO°6 0°990 0°99_
0.0 0.290 -5.02 S0.$ 0*996 0.996
O°G 0.291 _4°95 $0o_ 0*995 00993
0°0 0._9_ "_*9_ 50.4 00994 009_4
0.0 0°293 "&.67 50*4 0.99_ 0oq_3
000 0°293 "4.86 _D,_ 0*993 0.993
0.0 0*293 "-4._3 _0.3 0*993 00993
0°0 0°293 "-_.63 50°3 0°993 0.993
0°0 0*293 -4°|3 50.3 0.993 6.993
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_&. 3 1°D96 0*4354 1.0036 l.OObG 0.992A 0.0
1040 4 1.006 0.4357 1.0039 100064 0.9916 0*0
11_* 5 1.006 0.4358 1°0040 1.0067 0.9910 0.0
124. 6 1,.006 0.4360 1.0035 1,0063 0._904 O.O
13_,. 7 1.006 0.4361 1.0035 1.0064 0.9901 000
14_. 8 1.006 0.4363 1.0036 1.0065 0.9898 0.0
l.S&. 9 l.OOb 0.4362 1.0012 1.00"41 009868 0.0
164. 10 1.005 0.4562 1.0004 1.0035 0.9860 0,0
174. 11 1*00_ 0.4364 1.0010 1.00_0 009873 0.0
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224. l& 1o000 0°4332 0.992b 009937 0.9911 000
_34. 17 0°996 0.4_1_ 0.0932 0._33 0.9957 0.0
244. 18 0.997 6.4300 00993_ 0°9929 100001 0.0
254. 1_ 0._96 0.4286 6.9949 6°$q34 1.0637 G.0
2640 20 0._P95 0.4275 0.99_7 0°9935 1o006_ O.O
274° 21 0.994 0.4270 0.q_3 0.9928 l°O0_b 0.0
21_4° 22 0*993 0.4264 0.9936 0°9_30 1.0087 0°0
_. 23 0.4_3 0.4262 O._'_b_ * 0°9923 1.0093 0.0
_0_. 24 00993 G°4250 C.9955 0°9_Z4 J0_9_* 0.0
314. 25 0.993 0,4257 0.9959 0.9928 1.C|0'_ 0.0
324. 26 0,993 0_4257 0°9_66 0°_0_4 |.0109 0o0
33_* 27 0.993 0._7 0._q79 O*_9_b 1*0113 _,0
3_#. _6 0._04 004_b6 _.q_90 0*99_8 1.0121 C.O
364. _6 C0_94 C,42bq C._g7 C._966 1.6128 ¢00
4. 30 0.995 0.4261 1.0013 O._kZ 1.&13_ 0.0
14. 31 0.q_6 0*4266 1.0029 1.0002 1,014_D 0*0
24. 32 0,996 0.4273 1.0047 1.0023 1.0135 0.0
34. 33 0,999 0.426S 1.0006 1.0050 1°0117 0.0
4_. 34 hDOl 0.4301 1.0075 1.0067 1.0084 0.0
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4. 30 0.999 0.4,007 hGOlO 0.9986 1.0132 0.0
lk_. 31 10000 0 °4.010 1.0019 0.9996 1 °0136 0.0
24.. 32 1._ 0.4.814. h0033 1.0012 1.0114 0.0
_40 33 !._1 G.'*822 1.0047 I._D3Z 1.01Z0 0.0
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207. 14. 1.003 0.4,117 0.9910 0.9902 0.9059 0._0
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0,0 _.261 -_.61 38*0 L,008 1,1102
0.0 0.261 -.=.81 38.0 1.004 1.00Z
0.0 0o261 -S.kl 3_.0 1.008 1.002
0.0 G.201 "5.01 3&.G 1o6(_ 1.002
0.0 0.261 -S.kl _I..0 1.004 1.002
0.0 0.261 "-S.0_ _4.G 1._00 1._
0.0 0.263 "S..?B 30.0 1.007 1.0412
0.0 0.2_, -_..74 ]dl,.O 1.007 1.001
0.0 00263 -5.?'/* 341.0 I.007 10001
G.O 0.263 --5o'10 )800 1.0G6 1.G01
0.0 0.265 -5.71 37.9 1._0S 1.001
0.0 0.2_ -'_.62 31.1 1.003, 1.oo1
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0.0 0. ="rl' -_r_ .4.5 3"1.0 0.41_I 0.999
0°0 0°200 --5,30 37°& 00995 0.99_
0.0 O.21MD -'5.33 3.1,5 60994. 0.099
0.0 0,281 *-5.Z$ 37,S 0.993 0,99_
0.0 0.282 .-S.25 37.4. O.'J_J 0.q)_
0°0 0,211 *-S,25 _?,4 0,9_2 0,990
0.0 0°282 -_._1 _7,'* 0*991 0,90_
0.0 0.Z02 -5.2| 3"/._ f,.991 0.090
0.0 0°203. +-_, 19 _?.4 0,9_4_ 6.991
0.0 0.2lZ -S.PO 37.4. 0.¥91 0°99£
0.0 0.281 -_.21 37.4 +.901 0° 9'94
0.0 O. _.01 -_.23 31.4 0.991 (_._)98
G.0 0.27_ -b.2_ 37.5 G.993 0.999
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0.0 O. :' TO -._.49 37.? 0.b99 L.(_0
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L6To !0 |*OOZ 0o_679 0*9996 1.(3018 0.988b 0.0 @.@
17/. 11 1.002 0.4683 0.9998 1.0022 0*98_1 0°0 0o0
lbT° 12 I°G02 6°_68_ O°qq88 i.GO|3 O°98¥0 0.0 0o0
|q'/. |_ 1*001 O*_bbl 0.9985 1o@008 0.986_ 0.0 0°0
2G¥o 14 O°q?q 6.4674 &.q989 1.G607 _*9863 G.O 0°0
217* |_ 0o99b 0*_664 0o99_9 1.0001 0.9675 0o0 0o0
22T. 16 O.qq7 0.46_50oqQTO DoQgTo 0°989b 0.0 0o0
237. |7 Uog96 G._6_I 0°_983 0.9980 O*q_b GoO 0°0
_7. l_ Oog_b Ooq&_30*q'Q?_ U._b7 0 o991r7 0*_ 0°0
2_7° 1_ 0*99_ G.4623 O°qCr_D 0.0976 |o0018 0°0 0°0
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2_7* E3 0.¼97 0.4¸612 0._? 0._96_ |*&b_l 0.0 C*O
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317. _5 _._8 Go46LG G.9969 G°_66 |.GIG_ 0.0 G.O
32_° 26 0.99_ 0._6G9 G.9995 G*_9_2 _.GIlO _oG O*G
33¥° 2T 0.99_ 0o_609 |o0001 O*q_TJ |o0116 0o0 0°0
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37. 33 L.O02 0*_630 L°OO18 1.0007 1.0119 0o0 0*0
47. 34 1o06_ 0.4643 LoO013 1o00|0 1.0093 0.0 0°@
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TS. L 1.012 0.368_ 0o999S 1.0019 0.g981 G°O 0.0
08. 2 1.011 0.3683 1.00_ |.O02T 0°q_53 @°0 0.0
98* 3 |*010 0._6B3 L°GO01 1.0025 0°9q32 0°0 0*0
108. _ 1.010 0o3&85 LoO00S 1.0030 0°q920 0.0 0°0
118. > |.GO9 0*368S 1o000_ |.00_ O*q_l_ 0o0 DoO
128. 6 1.G09 &.3605 I*GOO& 1o_03L 0°_90_ _°G O.G
l_e. T 1.009 Oo_b_6 1.0006 1°003Z 0.9901 0°0 _o@
|_8° 8 1o01_ O*3&O0 loOOO_ 1°003_h 0°_ OoG 0*0
1_8* 9 1.00T 0.368] 1.0001 1o@02_ 0°q892 0._ 0o0
168. 10 LoO07 0o36_0 0.q_98 I°GO21 0*_86 0.0 0.0
170. Ll ]°GO7 0.3_+83 ].G_O0 I.GO_4 0o_$1 0.0 0.0
1_8o 12 |.GOT G*3#._20°_9_Z 1oGG16 6°g_70 0.0 0.0
lq8. 13 1.004 0.3&74 0._9_3 1.0013 0°_63 C.O ¢*0
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